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PREFACE. 

N this book I make bold to maintain that Theognis wrote 

all or nearly all the poems which are extant under his 

name. The text was added by an afterthought; but it is 

not superfluous, since in the current editions more than forty 

lines, and these not the least important for my argument, are 

banished into an appendix or the obscurity of notes. So far 

as I know, the only book which leaves these lines in their 

proper places is the Anthologia Lyrica edited for Teubner by 

Eduard Hiller in 1890 and again by Otto Crusius in 1897; 

and good as that Anthology is, it is spoilt for my purpose by 

its lack of textual notes. 

The works which I have consulted are mentioned by title 

each where reference is first made to it; but afterwards, if 

there is no fear of ambiguity, they are denoted only by the 

authors’ names. Frequent use is made of the last important 

history of Greek literature: A/zstotre de la Littévature grecque, 

by Alfred and Maurice Croiset. Besides the critical editions 

which will be enumerated in the introduction to the text, 

I have had before me Friedrich Gottlieb Welcker’s Theognidts 

Reliquiae (Francofurti ad Moenum, 1826), and the Axthologia 

Lyrica mentioned above. The editions which appeared before 

the discovery of the best manuscript, the Mutinensis, I have 

found of little use. For the annotations of Joachim Camerarius 

I have trusted Seber’s Theognis [llustratus, published at Leipzig 

a 3 
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vi Preface 

in 1620. Occasionally reference is made to Elias Vinetus’ 

Latin version, contained in Jacob Hertel’s edition published 

at Basel in 1561; to a revised form of the same in Seber’s 

edition, Leipzig, 1620; and to a French version by Patin in 

Poétes Movralistes de la Gréce, published at Paris by Garnier 

Fréres. These translations do not include the second book. 

In quoting Pindar I follow Otto Schroder’s edition, the 

fifth edition of the first volume of Bergk’s Poetae Lynict Graect. 

For the other poets comprised in Bergk the numeration and 

in general the text of his fourth edition are used. Hesiod is 

quoted according to Rzach (1884). 

My warmest thanks are due to Professor Sir Richard Jebb, 

Dr Henry Jackson, and Dr A. W. Verrall. Their friendly 

criticism removed many mistakes from this dissertation, and 

their encouragement induced me to submit it to the ordeal 

of print. In addition, Sir Richard Jebb very kindly read 

through the greater part of the proofs. For the means of 

publication I am indebted to the Syndics of the University 

Press. 

ee 

TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, 

October, 1902. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT. 

THE text of the Theognidean poems which follows is not 
founded on any fresh examination of the manuscripts. The 
evidence which has been used is contained in these editions 

and articles: 

Theognidis Elegi. Secundis curis recensuit Immanuel Bekkerus. 

Berolini, 1827. 

Theognidis Elegiae. Secundis curis recognovit Christophorus 
Ziegler. Tubingae, 1880. 

Theognidis Reliquiae. Edidit Jacobus Sitzler. Heidelbergae, 
1880. 

Poetae Lyrici Graeci. Recensuit Theodorus Bergk. Editionis 
quartae vol. ii. Lipsiae, MDCCCLXXXII. 

‘Ad Theognidem,’ by H. W. van der Mey, in M/nemosyne, vol. viii. 
1880, pp. 307—325. (Contains a transcript of lines 529—1032 

and 1041—55 as they appear in A. In the notes on these portions 

of the text I follow van der Mey’s report of the spelling of A, printing 
o, not s, for example, at the ends of words.) 

‘Vorlaufiges zu Theognis,’ by H. Jordan, in Hermes, vol. xv. 
1880, pp. 524—529. (Corrects some of the mistakes of earlier 
collations of A.) 

‘Vorlaufige Nachricht tiber den Vaticanus 915 des Theognis,’ by 

the same, in Hermes, vol. xvi. 1881, pp. 506—511. (Criticizes 

Ziegler’s report of the readings of O.) 
‘Zu Theognis,’ by Eduard Hiller, in Fleckeisen’s Jahrbicher fir 

classische Philologie (which I denote by M™. /.), year xxvii. 1881, 
pp. 449—480. (A review of Ziegler’s and Sitzler’s editions, together 
with a collation of A by A. Kliigmann.) 

‘Zu Theognis,’ by Christoph Ziegler, in V. 7. year xxviil. 1882, 

pp. 446—448. (An answer to Jordan, throwing new light upon O.) 

‘Zu Theognis,’ by the same, in M _/. year xxix. 1883, pp. 253— 

255. (A collation of the manuscript N, ‘einer der relativ besten der 

dritten classe.’) 



x Introduction to the Text 

Occasionally I made use of Bekker’s first edition (1815), 
Ziegler’s first (1868), and Bergk's first, second and third. 

The best manuscript, the Mutinensts, or A, which is in 

Paris, is assigned to the tenth century ; the second best, O, 

which is in the library of the Vatican, is assigned to the 

thirteenth. Scholars are agreed that the remaining manu- 

scripts are all derived from an interpolated text, which 

seldom has weight against the agreement of A and O. No 
better was the text on which Stobaeus’ excerpts from our 

poet directly or indirectly depend; yet Stobaeus, like the 

inferior manuscripts, preserves a good reading now and again. 

For reporting the readings of the inferior manuscripts I have 

introduced the symbols Z and z, of which 

Z means ‘ most of the inferior manuscripts,’ 

z means ‘some of the inferior manuscripts.’ 

The expressions ‘the rest’ (when a reading of A or O or both 

has been mentioned), ‘all but A,’ ‘all but O, and ‘all but 

AO,’ explain themselves. The manuscript K, however, is 
never taken into account, and is never necessarily included 

in any of these expressions. K is a copy of O, deficient 

where O is spoilt by damp, and shewing no trace of any 
tradition independent of O; wherefore it may be ignored, as 
Ziegler ignored it in his second edition and Bergk in his 

fourth. In the second book, which is extant in A only, 

Greek words recorded by themselves in the notes are the 

readings of A. 

My critical notes do not pretend to be full. Matters of 

punctuation and accent’, minor variations of spelling, differ- 

ences between our text and quotations from Theognis in 

ancient authors—these things are neglected unless they have 

some special interest. The readings of the inferior manu- 
scripts are seldom mentioned if they are certainly wrong ; 

and when A differs from O the worse reading is not neces- 
sarily reported unless the better looks like an interpolation. 

Nevertheless some variations are recorded as shewing well 

1 For example I have not ventured to follow A in reading 76e, olde etc. in 39, 
41, §3 and elsewhere: see Kilhner-Blass, Ausfiihrliche Grammatih, § 79. 3. O 

has marked peculiarities of accentuation. 



Introduction to the Text x1 

the relations between A and O and the rest, others merely 
because of their interest to the student of textual error. 
Nor have I cumbered the ground with the countless con- 

jectures of learned men. Even where the text is justly suspect 

I have recorded only a few of the would-be remedies, 

or, if all are unlucky, none. On the other hand I have 

given references to the articles mentioned above in some 

places where the notes of previous editors can be supple- 

mented or corrected with the help of later research. 

In the text itself I have admitted in general only such 

emendations as are commonly accepted, and not all even of 

these. In a few places, however, readings are introduced 

which I believe to be new: in 288 ws 8€ Tt odo’ aici, in 933 
aOnph, in 1380 épidwy. The last of these I owe to Dr Henry 

Jackson. In 400 the reading of A is printed with a capital 

letter as a proper name. In 961 the doubtful form dare is 

accepted as explaining the corruption of the manuscripts 

better than sAvi. Uniformity of spelling has not been sought: 

yiyvouas appears as well as yivouat, avis and avrtis, mpaypya 

and mpiyya, av and jv. When A only, or O only, has 
mpayyua, for example, wpjyya is printed in the text; but 

where both A and O have mpdayya, while the rest have 
mphryuwa, the spelling of A and O is preferred. Believing that 

different poems in the Theognidean collection belong to 
different ages, Bergk and other editors have excluded recent 

forms from some poems but admitted them in others. To 

this capricious consistency I have preferred a conservative 

inconsistency. The time for systematic distinctions will come 

when it is certain that the poems are the work of more than 

One man; and that, as I hope to shew, is not yet proved. 

More delicate is the task of fixing the divisions between 

the poems. In A and O and K there are no divisions, and 
the beginning of a new piece is not even marked by a capital 

letter. The divisions which appear in some of the inferior 

manuscripts are not older than their common ancestor, which 

has been called a ‘durch und durch interpolirter Codex.’ 

Accordingly recent editors of Theognis have felt themselves 
free to fix divisions where they thought fit, and | have availed 
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myself of this liberty in full. But besides the divisions 

between poem and poem it is important to recognize the 

divisions between group and group. A group may consist, 

for example, of two poems antithetic to each other; of two or 
more poems supplementary to one another; or of several 

maxims on various subjects, expressed in a couplet apiece. 

Accordingly in the text which follows a shorter gap is left 

after a poem which does not seem to end a group, a longer 

after an isolated poem or a poem which seems to end a group. 

This method is necessarily unsatisfactory ; but it may give 

the reader some help without appearing too obtrusively to 
answer questions of which many must always be decided by 

individual taste. 

CORRIGENDA. 

Page 40, verse 893. Read rédy 8 xaxol. 

»» S80, 5, F103. ,, Opes. 
»» IQ, note 1. ap. ENE 

»» 140, line 18. »» 409—I0. 

»9 202, » I5- » 793- 

9» 225, 9s 5- » 757- 



OEOIFNIAOC EAELTEION A 

*@ ava, Anrous vie, Atos Téxos, ovmoTe eto 

Angomat apyomevos oud aroTavopevos, 

aN’ atel mpwrov TE Kal VoTaTOV ev TE METOLOLW 

déiow* ov O€ pot KAVA Kai éoOAa Sdidov. 

PoiBe avaE, Ste pév oe Hed Téxe wWoTMa AnTw, 5 

Goivtkos padwis xepoiv éparlapuevn, 

aOavarwy Kad\rorTov, eri Tpoxoede Awvn, 
~ ‘ 9 4 ~ 9 , 

maga pev érAnoOn Andros atreipecin 
9 ~ ? , ? / A ~ , 

dduns auBpooins, éyéAacoe Se yata wedwon, 

—ynOnoev S€ Babs movros dXos ToXts. 10 

“Apteue Onpodovn, Ovyarep Atos, nv "Ayaveuvwv 

eioal’, dt’ és Tpoinv Erde vnvaoi Ooxs, 
> , ~ A 9 A ~ ‘ ry] 

evyouevw pot KADOL, Kaxas 6 amo Kijpas a\aAke’ 
4 4 -~ 4 4 > ‘ . 4 

wot wev TouTO, Bea, apiKpov, euot dé peya. 

~ ? ~ a e a 

Movoa nai Xapires, xovpat Atos, ai wore Kadpov 15 
? 4 ? ~ A > 0 > of 
és yauov é\Govoat KaXov aeioat Eros’ 

ef , ‘ ) ‘ ) v4 ’ 
Orri xaddv, pidov éori, To 8 ov KaXdov ov ido éori* 

~ >» wW 9 , s A / 

Tour émos aGavatwy nrdGe dta oTopaTwv. 

For title A has Oebyudos édNeyelwv a’, O has apxn adv Oew Tod Oeoywidos 8s did 

orixwy npwedreyeluw — 6 padwijs OZ — 12 efcad’ AOZ 

H. 



2 OEOrNIAOC EAEFEIMN A 

Kupve, copiCopev prev éuot odpnyis émxeiobw 

Toigd ereoiv, Anoee © ovTOTE KAETTOMEVA, 

ovdé Tis ad\Aake Kaxwv TovaOAov mapeovTos, 

woe S€ mas Tis éper* Oevyudos éorw én 
~ / , ‘ > 9 , ? A 

tov Mevyapéws. mavras 6€ kat’ dvOpwrous dvouanros 
o ry ~ e ~ 

aoroiciv y’ ovrw racw dociv duvapuat. 

ovdev Oavpacrov, IloAuvraién*: ovde yap 6 Zeus 
wHfo ef , r) e ’ a) >» @¢ 

ov@’ twy mavreca’ dvdavet ovr’ dveywr. 

Cot & éyw ed dpovewy vroOncopat, ola rep avros, 
7 » ® A - ? ~ ~ ww » 9 A w 

Kup’, aro twv dyabwv mais Et’ éwv Euadov. 

mwemvuro, und aicxpoiotw ém’ Epypact pnd ddixo.cr 
tTiuas pnd’ dpetas EAxeo pnd’ apevos. 
~ ‘ (td rf a ~ A | , 

TavTa pev ovras ioht’ Kaxoiot d€ pn mpowopminrer 

dvopaow, GAN’ altel Twv ayabewv Exeo: 
~ ~ oo A ~ 

kal mera Tolow wive kal éoOte, nai mera ToIow 

Ce, kal avdave Trois, wy peyadn suvams. 

éxOAwy pev yap an’ éoOAa pabrocea’ nv Sé KaKotoe 
o a~ A a ad 4 

Tummlioyns, amoAEls Kat TOV EOvTA voOY. 
-~ \ > ~ e D9 a , 

tavta pabwy ayabotow ouiree, Kat wore noes 

ev auuBovAevew Totot Pidoorw pe. 

Kupve, xvec wodts noe, Sedona Se pan TEKN avipa 

evOurtnpa Kxaxns UBpios nuerepns. 

adorot pev yap EF olde aaodpoves, rryeuoves SE 
e a ° > ~ 

TeTpadarat woA\Any €s KaxoTHTAa WECELY. 

Ovdeniay we, Kup’, ayabol rodw wdecay avipes- 
GAN’ Star UBpi(ew Toot Kaxoiow Gén,. 

20 xNewrrondve O, -vy Z — 24 dwreaedr) F wess.— 16 wévrese A only. révras 

OL — 36 ewmmryhs A, evpucyes O, evmemexOgs the rest — 40 tnerépqs OZ 

25 

30 

35 



OE€OrNIAOC EAETEION A 3 

Snuov Te POcipwor, Sixas 7’ adixoror ddwow 
€ , 

OLKELOY Kepdewy elveKa Kal KpaTEOS, 
of ry 7 ’ , A a | ‘| 

éA7reo pun Onpdv Kelvny trodw atpemerOat, 

pnd et viv Ketrat TOoAAN év jovyxin, 
F 9 wv ~ ~ td : 2 s ~ , 

euT av Toot Kaxoiot Pid’ advépact Ta’Ta yevnTat, 
, 4 \ ~ 9 , 

Képoea Onociw ocuv Kaw épxopeva. 
~ ‘ 4 , Ji a ~ 

éx TwWY yap OTactes TE Kal Euurdt Hove avdpwv 
4 / 9 A 4 , ~ e/ pouvapxot @* a mode pnroTe THdE adot. 

Kupve, modus péev &0 de moddts, Aaol dé dy aAAot, 

ot poo ovre Sixas HOerav ovTE vomous, 

GAN’ audi mAcupaior Sopas atywv xatetptBor, 

eto 8 wor EXador THOS €vemovTo TTONEOS. 

Kai viv eto’ adyaboi, [oduraidn: ot € mpiv éxOX0t 

vuv Oeirdol. Tis Kev TavT’ dvéxour’ égopav: 

aArAous 8 dratwow én’ dAAnAoLwt yedwvTes, 

OUTE Kakwv yvwmas etdoTes OUT’ ayabuv. 

Mnéeva twvde pidrov Trosev, MoAvraién, adore 

éx Quoi, xpeths “obvexa panoepuns* 

dda doxet pév maow aro yAwoons pidos éivat, 
xXpima de cuupitns pndei pnd OTLOUY 

arovdatov’ yvwon yap étCupav dpevas avépwv, 

ws opw én’ Epyoow miatis En’ ovdeuia, 
addAa Sodous 7° drdtas Te woAvTAoxias 7’ épiAnaway 

oTws, ws avopes unkéTe cwCopueEvor. 

, , ~ , / ‘ 2 , 

Mnrore, Kupve, xaxw micvvos BovAeve ouv cvopi, 
F os SN a ~ > 29)" , 

eur’ av orovdaiov mony’ eOeAns TeAEoaL, 
é 

45 POelpover and ddoie. A— 47 arpepéecOar MSS. — 51-2 dxdpir’ potvapxos 

(-os Z) 82 w. MSS. — 56 rhvd’...réduy all but A — 62 xpecHs A. efvexa or Evexa all 

but A 

I—2 

45 

50 

55 

65 
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4 OE€OrNIAOC EAELEIWN A 

A 9 A 4 ‘ ~ 

a@\XNa per’ écOAov iwy BovAev Kai roA\Aa poynoa 
‘ «e@ i 9 4 Kat paxpny tmoaaiv, Kupy’, ddov éxre\erat. 

~ A e ~ 

HonEw pnde pirowww GAws dvaxotveo Tract: 
~ , ~ . Y , 

mavpot Tot ToNAWY TMIOTOV EXOVaL VOOV. 

a 9 9 

Hlavpoow iovvos peyan’ avdpacw Epy’ émiyeipe, 75 
4 ) » 7 , , » # 

pn mot’ avnxerrov, Kupve, AaBns avinv. 

Mhovros avnp Xpvoov TE kal dpyupou avrepvcac bat 

akws év yadern, Kupve, Stxootacin Xx Ns PvVe, OLX A 

, eo» of od e , 
Ilavpous evpnoes, [odvraién, avdpas ératpous 

A 9 ~ mtaTOUS €v YadETOIs mMpnyuace yivopevous, 80 
4 4) ~ e , A 4 

oiTiwes av ToAuwEev duodpova Bupyov ExovTes 
i -~ » ~ ~ ~ 

tcov Twv ayabwy Tw TE Kaxwy pETEXELD. 

, » / 4 9Q> >» A , 
Tovrouvs ovx evipots deCjmevos oud emi mravras 

9 , A ~ A , of 

avOpwrrous, ous vavs uy pia TavTas ayot, 

oicw él yAwoon TE Kat 6POadpoiow erect 85 
’ A ~ » , ff atéws, ovd’ atoxpov xpnm’ Em Képdos aye. 

Mn ww éreow pev orepye voov & éxe kai poevas aA np p PY x pp 1) 
Pd ~ 4 A Ww , 

et pe Direis Kat wot mioTOS Everre voos. 
f / ‘ / 4 4 , r) \ i me ire Kabapov Oéuevos voov, 4 pm’ aroerwy 

Ww 9 5 t 4 ~ 9 a Ey Gap’, aupadiny veixos deipapevos. 90 
a) A ~ , 4 > of 4 < e ~ 
Os d€ ji yAwoon diy’ Exet voor, ours éraipos 

, ) ® A / 9 / 4 
devvos, Kupy’, éxOpos BérXrepos 4 idros wy. 

» 4 e e ‘Av Tis €mawjon ce TOTOV xpovov bacov dpuns, 
of ~ - 

vor dio Gers 6 aAAnv yAwooay tore KaKnV, 

71-2 Bovdev’. Kal rodAd poynoas...éxredéoas (corrected perhaps from -joat... 

-éoat, Hermes xv. 528, N. J. xxvii. 452) A, BovNeve worda poyfoa...éxredéoa O, 

BovXeveo roddAd poyhoas...éxredéoas the rest — 73 dvaxolvoe Doderlein — 83 so A, 

rovrous obx edphoes O, rods 3’ odx edpioeas the rest — 86 ew: A, éri OZ — 93 ef all 

but AO. -7 A, -e the rest — 94 4AAy all but AO. igor Bekker; toe Az, Inor z 
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~ rd ~ s , bd 

TOLUTOS Tot ETaipos avnp Hiros obTt par’ éoOACs, 95 
4 9 af , ~ ~ e/ 

os kK élmm yAwoon Awa, hpovn 8 ETEpa. 
> » wf ~ 4 , A A e ~ 

adr €in ToLtovTos Euot Gidos, Os Tov ETaipov 
, ° a \ ‘ # , 

ywwoKkwv opynv kal Bapuy dvTta epee 
‘ A ~ ® ~ 

avri Kaovyyntov. av 6€ wo, pire, TavT’ évi Bupw 
. o , id 

ppateo, Kat more pov wvnoceat eLorricw. 100 

, FY ’ f ~ 

Mnéeis o° avOpwrwv Teton KaKov avopa girnoat, 
, > of ‘ 

Kupve> ti 8 or’ dedos detAos avno pros wv; 
2 wv 9 ~ ee? wv 

our’ av o” é€x yaXeroio Tovou puaaiTo Kal &Tns, 
wv 9 A af ~ ~ 2?’ 

ovre kev exOAov Exwy Tov petradovv eerdot. 

: \ F ef , , ’ , 
AeiAous ev EpdovT: pataratn yapis é€ortiv’ 105 

i Joy td e ~ igov Kat o7eipety wovTov adAos TOA. 
v A av , , \ 4 5 ~ ovTE yap av Tovtov oreipwy Babu Antov adpuws, 

wv | ? ~ > ‘ » 4 

oUTE Kaxous ev dpwy ev wadw avTiAaBots. 
of A 4 vv a9 e 

am\norov yap exourt KaKol voov’ nv © ev duapTys, 

Tw ™ poo Bev mavTwy exKexuTat didoTns. 110 
ot 8 ayaboi TO Meytorov émauploKoun walovTes, 

punpa 8 Exova’ ayabwy kai yapw é€oriow. 

4 A A ? o ~ e ~ Mnore tov Kaxov avdpa didov rroceio ba éraipor, 
: 4 e A U 
GAN’ ater HPevryew wore Kakov AmeEva. 

, , A , , 9 € ~ 

floNrAot Tot moots Kat Bowotds etow ETaipor, 115 
9 A , r) a év 6€ omovdaiw monyuatt TavpoTeEpot. 

K:Bsnrou & dvdpos yvwvat yaderwrepov ovdev, 

Kupv’, ovd’ evAaBins dori rept mwAéovos. 
~ / A > , ) A of 

Xpycov KiBdyAowo Kai apyupou advoyeTos atn, 
4 \ 2 ~ «7 2 \ a Kupve, cat é€eupeiv paciov advdpt codw 120 

102 decAds A only, O omits, xetvos Z — 104 Tod peradodvar Oéror (from 7. neyad. 

0., Hermes xv. 527) A, rot peyddou dSodvar Oé\er O, Tot peyddou (or uéya) dourar 

(€)6éXe the rest — 105 8. 8° e8 all but A—117 O omits & — 119 dvoxerds one 

MS., Aoxeros the rest with Clement of Alexandria 
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, , 

et 6€ tdAou voos avopos évt ornbeat AeAnOn 
\ - rd yudpos éwv, Sodov & év pperiv ntop exn, 

tovro Geos xiBdnroTaTov roince Bporoict, 

kai yvwvat TavTwy TOUT’ avinpoTaToy. 
rai A » , E) A , sat , 

ovdé yap etdeins avdpos voov ovde yuvatkos, 125 
e/ V4 mptv meipnbeins womep UTroCuyiou: 

sa / > @ 4 > » e/ 9 , Ovde Kev cikawoas womep ToT’ és wprov ENOwy: 
4 s 0 ’ ~ 9 . ‘4 

ToNAaKt yap yvwunv éLaratwo’ eat. 

Myr’ dpetnv evyov, Modvraiébn, EEoxos eivat, 

unr’ adevos* poivoy 8 avdpi yevorro Tuxn. 130 

aati 9 r , A a A od 

Ouvdév ev dvOpwroiwt warTpos Kai mnTpas apevov 
~ , 

EmdeTO, Tois coin, Kupve, peundre dixn. 

) , 9 of \ , af > Ouvéeis, Kup’, atns Kai xépdeos aittos avros, 
4 

GrAa Oeot Trovrwy Swropes auporepwv: 
4 

ovdé Tis avOpumrwv épyaCerat év ppeciv etdws 135 
» ? vw » , \ , a , és TéAos ef?’ ayabov yiverat EtTE KaKov. 

, ‘ ® ‘\ 4 
mo\Aaxt yap Soxewy Onoev xaxov éoOdov EOnxev, 

, ~ , ’ A of 4 
kat te Soxwy Onoew éeoOAov EOnxe Kakov. 

aS 9 , , i 4 a ovde Tw avOpwrwy mwapayivera booa BéAnow: 
al ‘ ~ 2 ~ 7 tf gt. 

ioyel yap xadenns Teipat’ adunyavins. 140 
a ‘ , , cx ae 2a7 
avOpwro dé patata vouiCouer, etdoTes ovdev’ 

4 ‘ A v 4 ~ , 

Oeot S€ Kata oeTepoy mavTa TeAovVGt Vvoov. 

Ouvdeis ww Eeivov, MoAvratén, €Faratnoas 
9 , ~ > 

ovd’ ixerny Ovntwv aBavarous EXaGev. 
4 ) r) , sy, / \ ( ) ~ 

Bovreo 8 evoeBewv drALyos cuY ypnmact otKetv 145 
A ~ b 

n wrovTety adikws ypnuaTa TacapeEvos. 

125 ode yap AO, od yap a» Z with the Eudemian Ethics — 127 wor éodprop 

Oz — 132 Er ero ols MSS., Ered’ Scaes Stobaeus — 146 racoduevos MSS. 
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év de Stkacocvyn avAAnBdnv mao’ apern 'ort, 
~ , r >» A 9 , , , > ? 

mas 6€ T dvnp avalos, Kupve, dixatos éwv. 

, A 4 A , 9 A a 

Xpnuata pev dainwv xal TwayKxaxw dvdpi dtdwor, pipara pev Sain yay dvdp 
Kupv’> dperns 8 oAtryots avdpact poip’ ererat. 150 

“YBow, Kupve, Oeos mpwrov xaxw wracev avopi, 
v 4 td ‘4 a 

ov méeAAe ywpnv pndeuiav Oépevat. 

4 e e ~ e 

Tixres Tot Kopos UBpw, Srav Kanes oABos €mnrat 
guile dvOpwarw, Kat dtp MN voos apTLOS 7. 

Mijrore rot wevinv BupopOopov avépt yodwbels 155 

pnd axpnuoovyny ovAopevny 7 popeEpe ° 

Zevs yap To. TO Tadavrov émippéwe aNAOTE aAW, 
aNNoTE ev wAouTEiv, aAAOTE pndev Exe. 

Mnrore, Kupv’, dyopac@Oat Eros péya* olde yap ovdels 

avOpwrwv & te wE xnmepn avdpi TeXei. 160 

Flodrot Tor ypwvrat Serais dpeci, Saiuon & érbrAw, 
ois TO Kaxov Soxeov yiryverat ets ayabov’ 

eiotv 8 ot BovdAy tT’ dyay Kai Saivou der@ 
, , o of 2 e/ 

pwoxGiCovar, TéeXos 8 Epypacw ovy EmeETat. 

Ovsels advOpwarwy ovr’ GABLios ovTE TEVtypOS 165 
C4 A U , wv» 9 4 

OUTE Kakos vooduy daiovos ovr’ adyaos. 

v 9 Wf AAN a@AAw Kaxov é€ott, TO 8 atpexes GABtos ovders 
? , e 4 97 ~ advOpwrwy dmomous néAos Kabopa. 

A A a , > ~ 

ov O€ Deol Tiuwoww, 6 Kal pwpmEevpEvos atvet- 

dvopos S€ omovdn yiverat ovdeuia. 170 

150 % 3° dperh 6. d. xipy’ é. all but A— 151 xaxdy all but A and one other — 
152 Oéuevoyv AOZ — 154 dx Opirwy AO — 157 dAdws Stobaeus — 158 3° oddé» all but 

A — 163 8arg A, xaxy O, pavdAyw the rest — 169 O omits 8. 8 AO 
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~ ~ wt , af VA “ Geois evyou, Scots éoriv Emt patos’ obTor atep Dewy 
, 9 4 wos ? , f 4 yivera advOpwros ob’ adyal ore Kaka. 

“Avop’ ayabov mevin wavtwv Sapynot padtora 

kal ynpws moAov, Kupve, Kal rmtadov’ 

nv On xpn pevyovta xai és Babuxnrea qovToV 175 

pirreiv kai metpéewv, Kupve, kat’ jriBarwv. 
Kai yap avnp revin Sedunuevos ovTe Te etrrety 

ov Ep~a Svvatar, yAwooa de ot déderat: 

Xen yap pws ert ynv Te Kai evpéa vwta Oadracons 
+ &tCnoOat yaderns, Kupve, Avow srevins. 180 

TeOvapevar, pire Kupve, meviypw BéeAtEpov avdpt 

n Cwev xarerh Teipduevov tevin. 

A 4 \ ww 4 / \ ied 
Kptous prev Kat dvous OtCneOa, Kupve, cat taovs 

9 4 , 9 9 = 

evryevéas, kai Tis BovrAerar EF ayabov 
, ~ A A get 

BnoewOars ynuat 6€ Kaxny Kaxov ov pedcdaiver 185 
2 A > ? PY ] e ’ a ~ 

éoOXos avnp, nv ot ypnuata rodda bida 
A A ~ ‘ , * # OUOE ‘yuyn KakoU advdpos avaiverat Elvat aKkotTIS 
mdouciov, aX’ adveov BovAerat avr’ dyaGou. 
, A ~ ‘9 ~ > A W 

Xpnmatra yap Tiwwot Kai é€k Kaxov éoOXos Eynuev, 
N A 9 9 ~ ~ wv , 

Kat kaxos €£€ ayabov: mdovTos Ewe yeEvos. 190 
/ \ , , oh ) ~ 

oUTw pn Gauvpate yevos, lloAumaioén, acrav 
~ + Y ~ 

pavpovaeba cuv yap pioyera éoOAa Kaxois. 

9 , / \ , ~ 

Autos tot ta’tny eidws KaxormaTpw €ovcay 
2 of Wf , 

€is olkous ayerat, yonuaor eOdpevos, 

171 8. e0. Oeotow éxixpdros A, 0. eb. ols dors xpdros O, 0. ev. ols dorl uéya xpdros 

the rest — 175 all the writers who quote this line have xyph revlny gevyovra. 

peyaxhrea all but A— 176 xa’ #uBdrw» A — 177 all the writers who quote this 

line have was yap — 189 yap Xenophon in Stobaeus, wéy MSS. — 190 wAovros A 
with Xenophon, rAovrov the rest — 193 avrds roratryy O 
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td 9 , 

evdofos Kaxodofov, érel KpaTepn my avayKn 195 
€ 9 , , a , 

évTvel, HT avdpos TAnmova Anke voov. 

6 e ‘ / ’ \ 4 

Xpnua 8 6 péev Accbey nai ovv Sixn avdpt yevnrat 
~ 4 6 

kai kaOapws, atel mappoveysov TeAEOEL: 
» 3” ay - 0) 54 ae' 4 » \ Xr dé éu ~ 

ci 3 addixws wapa*Kaipov avnp diAoxepoa OCupw 
, of weutt v £4 Me / e , 

KTnoeTat, E10 dpKw rap fo Sixaov éAwy, 200 
> @ 4 s , ~ 9 oc 4 avrixa pev Tt Pepew Kepdos Soxei, és d€ TEeNEUTHY 

Fs ~ 9 e t 0 avis évyevro xaxov, Oewv 8 vmepeo xe voos. 
> A IQ? , ) -~ / ? \ 9» ) ~ G\Aa tad’ avOpwrwv drata voov* ov yap éw avTou 

Vii tet - 3 
? 9 V4 ¢ 

TivoyTat pakapes TeNyMaTos apurAakias* 
e es \ ! TS! , GXN’ 6 pev adres efio€ KaKxov ypeos, ovde ido 205 

” 2 , \ 3 , jute: 
aTnv é€£oTigw Tatolv ETEKpEMaT EY ~ 

9 , \ A 
GdAov 8 ov Katréuapwe Sikn* Oavaros yap avatdys 

mpoabev eri Brehapors ECeTO Kpa Hepwv. 

Ouvdeis ror Hevyovte piros Kat mietos ETaipos: 
~ a ~ ~ 9» ® , 

ths 6€ duyns é€xtiv TOUT’ avinpoTepov. 210 

Fv t 4 A a vA , 9 A 

Otvov rot qivey rrovAuy Kaxov: nv S€ Tis avToV 
v4 9 , 9 A > 9 ’ , 

min ewieTamevws, ov Kakos GAN’ aryaGos. 

, Fv 

Guue, pidrous kata wavras ériotpepe trorirov nOos, 
\ e > € of dpynv cuppioywy qvtw' Exarros Exe. 

movdurrou dpynv toxe roAvmAcKou, Os TOTL WETPN, 215 
~ ? ~ 2 ~ ’ a 

T™ MpoaouAnon, TOotos ev e:pavn: 

vuv wev THO édérov, Tore 8 adAoios xpoa yivov. ? p 
o tA , 9 

Kpeoowy Tor copin yiyverat aTporins. 

195 €dotos all but A—196 évrivec MSS. — 197 so A, xphuad’ @ Adder O, 
xphpara 3° w Ardbew the rest — 203 &r’ AOz. avrods MSS. — 204 durdaxlys OZ 
— 206 twexpéuacey O; Uwepxpévacey Bergk — 211 rodttv AO — 213 Kupve all 

but A — 218 xpatxydy all but A 
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Mnéev ayav adoxyadre Tapaccopévwy rodinTewy, 

Kupve, wéonv 5 Epyev thy oddv, waomep eyw. — 220 

e/ 4 4 

Ooris Tot Soxéet Tov mAnociov tmevat ovder, 
) 9 » A ~ , > ot 
GAN’ avTos pouvos qroxiAa Onve’ Exe, 

~ ‘ a 9 , - 

Kelvos y’ adpwv éxri, voou BeBrAayupevos éoOdov, 
f A / tows yap mavtes moi émorapueba, 

9 e A 9 > e 

GAN’ 6 pev ov éGé\er KaxoKepdinow Emer Oa, 225 
~ A ~ e 

Tw Se SoAomAoxiat wadAov amorot doov. 

lAourov & ovdév Tépua repacpuevovy avOpwroww: 

ot yap viv rjuwv mrEtorov Exovot Biov, 

SurAaotov omevdoovor. Tis av Kopemeey arravras ; 

xenmatra tot Oynrois yiyverat adporvvn’ 230 

arn & €€ avtns dvapaiverat, iv omote Zeus 

mewn TEpouevors, aAAOTE aAAOS Exel. 

"AxporroNts Kai mupyos éwy Keveoppou Sonuw, 

Kupv’, ortyns tins Eupopey eoOAos avno. 

IQ i a , t ae 9 9 , Oudev Ert mperar nuw at’ avdpact cwComevoiaw, — 235 

GAN’ ws mayyu mode, Kupve, ddwoopern. 

A A 9 ‘ 4s wW ‘\ < > > »* / , Cot pev eyo mrep’ Edwxa, cvy ois Ex’ amreipova TrovToV 
~ ~ a 

TWTHTE Kal YHv Waoav deipopeEvos 
e , ‘ Vass “3s ee 7 , pnidiws’ Gowns d€ Kat ethamrivnot mapécon 

’ 4 ~ , ’ 4 

€vy Tmacats, To\Awy Kelevos Ev OTOMact* 240 

225 xaxoxepdelyow Z— 228 microrw O — 235 ovdew emcrpéwes A, obd€ Te wpéwes 

O, 083’ Et ye wpéwxee (or the like) the rest. ui all but O, duty O — 236 advew 

Kupy’ ws wore’ ddwoouévy (or the like) all but A— 238 rwrijcy all but AO. «xara 
MSS. aetpapyevos O 
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? , v 

Kai oe ouv avrioxoiot AvryuPboyyors vEeor avdpes 
9 0 

evKoouws épatol kava TE Kal Avyéa 
e ~ | I 4 

aoovra. Kal drav dvodepys vio KevOeor yains 
~ 4 9 s , , 

Bis wodvnwKvTous ets ’Aidao dopous, 
2 “~ 4 A , 

ovderror’ ovde Oavwy azroXeis KA€Os, GAAa MEANCELS 245 
4 9 ? a4 w of apitrov avOpwros atev Exwv ovopa, 

~ , > , 

Kupve, xa’ “EAXaba ynv oTpwpwpyevos jo ava vycous, 
~ 9 > 4 

tyOvoevra mepwy trovToy én’ aTpuyeTor, 
e 9 4 , 

ovx immwv vwroow édpnuevos, d\Aa ce TEmet 
9 A 4 ~ > , 

a@yNaa Movoawy dwpa ioorepavwr’ 250 
~ e/ waa. 6, door peunre, Kai éooomevoioty aoon 

Exon Omws, opp av yn TE Kai néALos og Cums, ope: ayenn neAtos. 
A / ~ a ] ~ 

auTap éywv oXtyns Tapa aEev ov TUYyyavw aidous, 

aX’ worep pikpov maida Noyots m arraras p mixp yous fh Zs. 

‘4 A t ~ 

Ka\Ntorov To Stxaotatov: AwoTov 6 Uytaive* 255 
~ 4 , ~ ~ A ~ 

mpayua S€ TEpTVOTATOY, TOU TIS Epa, TO TUYELDV. 

“lorros éyw kadn Kai aeOAin, dAAa KaKtoToV 

ayopa dépw, Kai por Tour’ avnpotaTtov’ 
modAakt & rueAAnoa Stappn~aca yadwov 

pevyev, adrwoapuevn TOV KaKxov rvioxoy. 260 

Ou , i 9 A A A 4 U Mot TiveTat Olvos Emel Tapa Tact TEpElvn 
Cd » A / ‘ 5) ~ , : 
adXos avnp Katexet oNXOV Emou Kakiwy* 

, i) ~ , , a Yuxpov por mapa tHde Hidor rivovet Toxies, 
ef ed > ¢ Ud , ~ , wof aya O vdpever Kai pe yowra pepe: 

245 80 A, obd€ re Ajoes O, ovdé ye Afoes the rest — 251 waoe dds olow A, wacw 

ole: O, rao yap olox the rest — 256 éparo A, éparo or épard corrected to éparore O 

— 260 gevyew drwoauéyvn AO, devyew doapérn the rest 
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évOa peony wept maida Badwy ayxwv’ épirnoa 265 
Seconv, 7 Se Téepev DPOEyyer’ aro cTopaTos. 

, 9 2 * 
[vwtn Tow mwevin ye Kai addXNotpin rep éovca: 

14 A 9 \ OUTE yap Els ayopnv EpxeTa ovTeE Sikas’ 
, A af of rd » 

TavTn yap TovAaccoy Exel, wavTn O émimuKTos, 

wavTn & éxyOon omws yiyvera, eEvOa wep 7 270 n & éxOpn Guas vyiyverat, p 1. 7 

wv A ‘ WwW “~ 9 

lows rot Ta pev adda GOeot Avntois avOowr os 

ynpas 7’ ovAomevoy Kat veotnT’ edocav* 
~ , A 9 

Twv wavrwy € Kaxiotov év advOpwrots, Oavatou TE 
a 

kal Tagewy vovewy éorl TrovnpotaTov— 
~ A , 4 rv] rd tA 

matoas émet Opeyaio kai apueva wWavTa wWapacyots, 275 
, ’ r > ~ a 9 9 s Y , 

Xpnuata T éyxatrabys, woAN avinpa rrabwv, 
\ an) 9 4 ~ 9 9 4 

Tov matep éxGaipovaor, katapwyta 8 drodéec Ban, 
U ) 7 4 a 

Kal oTvyéove’ woTEp WTwYov évEpyouEvov. 

> A A A of ~ A 4 4 

Etxos Tov kaxov avépa xaxws Ta Sixata vouiCev, 

pndeuiav Katomio® a&Couevov véuerw’ 280 
~ t ? on s 

detAw yap 7 adraXapnva Bootw mapa moAN’ avedécba 
‘ , e ~ , 9 e a , ~ 

wap mooos, nyeicbai 6 ws Karta wavra Tibet. 

~ A » \ ~ 

‘Acrawv pnoevi motos éwv moda Twvde mpoBave, 
, e/ / / / 

un? dpxw miovvos mnte piAnpoouvn, 
> ~ 9 9 a ‘4 ~ a 

pnd et LZyv bern mapexev Bacirna péeyaroy 285 
” 5 / \ ~ 3 4 Eyyvov aGavatwy mora tibeiv bérwv. 

9 4 4 z 4 e , »Q 7 éy yap Tot woAa woe Kaxovoyw dvdaver ovdev: 
é 

e , ~ 9 4 

ws 6€ Tt Owo’ atet WoAAOL avoNBorTeEpot’ 
265 wapa all but A. AaBav Mss. — 267 w. re kal A, w. xal the rest — 269 so A, 

éxlsuxroy O, éwluc«ros the rest — 276 e.xaradms (a letter erased) A — 278 éwepx. 

all but A — 281 Sporal A — 283 révde MSS. — 288 wsderoowoa et A, ws b@ 7d com 

ol the rest 
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“~ A 4 - ? ~ A , 9 A ~ 

yuv 6€ Ta Twv dyabuyv Kaka yivera écOda Kaxoiow 
? ”~ e , 9 9 , , 

avopwy* nyeovrat 0 éxTpareNotot vopots* 
A ‘ e/ 

atdws pev yap odAwAev, advadein Sé€ Kal UBpis 
~ 4 ~ 4 

viknoaca Sikny ynv KaTa wacay éye. 

Oudé AEwy aici xpea Saivvtat, adAa pv Eurns 
4 ~ Kat Kkpatepov wep éovO aipel adunxavin. 

, 2 , ~ , A Kwtitw avOpwrw ovyav yaderwratov ax6os, 
v r 9 a ~ 

pbeyyouevos 6 adans oiot mapy pedAEeTa, 
, , \ , 2 / “> > / €xGaipovor de ravres, avayKain 8 éripetts 

avdpos ToovTov cuptociw TedEOet. 

~ 4 i 9 A 9 

Oudets An iros Elva, ery Kaxov avdpt yévnrat, 
WS < > » , , ~ , 

oud w «’ éx yaortpos, Kupve, pias yeyoun. 

\ ‘ A of A e , ‘ ) ‘ 
IIixpos kat yAukus toOt Kal dpmadéos Kat amrnvyns 

f ‘ A , 4 9 9 , 

AaTpiot Kat Suwotv yeitoot 7 adyytOupors. 

Ov xpn Kiy«rAiCev ayabov Biov, arn’ adrpeuiCear, 
‘\ A A ~ 4 > SN 9 9 \ , Tov 6€ Kaxov kwelv, gor’ av és op0a Badns. 

Tot kaxot oU mavTws Kaxol ék yaorTpos yeyovacw, 

GAN’ avdperot Kakois ouvOeuevoe girtinv 

Epya te Sein’ Euabov kai ern Svognpa Kai VBpw, 

€Xrropevot Kéivous wavTa A€yew ETUpAQ, 

290 avdpu wrydovra: A, dySpwr ylvovra: the rest — 294 é6v7' alper A; ebvr’ aypet 

Bergk — 296 dadhs and dddhs, wéXera: and pederg have been proposed — 299 ovdels 
3} A, ovde OéXee O, ob8’ 0éXee the rest — 300 05’ wa A, ovd' fy the rest. -yeydrn 

A, -e the rest — 301 dpyaNéos all but A — 304 .a. ms (‘was eher Barns als AaBnes 
gewesen sein kann,’ Hermes xv. 527) A, \aSps the rest — 305 of all but A. wdvr.s 

(probably from wayres) A 

290 

300 

305 
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4 , > 

"Ey wev cvociroimw aynp memvupevos Elva, 
a ~ 

mavra S€ pw AnOev ws areovTa Soxel. 310 
9 A , A ~ , ‘ a ww 

eis 5€ épor Ta yeAota, Oupndi de Kaprepos ein, 
ef > ee PA 

ywwoKkey dpynv nv tw’ éxaoTos Exel. 

"E \ , , , r) oe } , 

y Mev patvomevots pada patvouat, ev O€ OtKalots 
, 

mavtwy avOpwrwv et dtkatoTaTos. 

Moro Tot wAovTovGt KaKkol, dyabot Sé mévovTat* 315 

GAN’ nueis TouTos ov Stapervoueba 
THS apeTns Tov WAOUTOY, erel TO pEev EuTredov ail, 

Ypnuata 5 avOpwrwy addoTe aAXos ExEt. 

, ? » A A » \N 4 ’ 4 > *# Kupv’, dyabos pev avnp yvwunv exer Eurredov atet, 
o > ~ at ~ 

toAma 6 év Te Kakois Keipevos Ev T’ adyaois* 320 
9 A A ~ 9 A , \ ~ > , 

et 6€ Geos xaxw advdpt Btov Kat mAovTOV oracon, 
0 

dgpaivwy kaxinv ov duvarat KaTexe. 

Mn ror’ éri opixpa Tpopacea pidrov dvip’ arroNeooat, 

mretBouevos xadrern, Kupve, dratBorin. 

Ei ris duaptwAjot pidwy émi ravi yoAwTOo, 325 

ov mor’ av adAnAows apOpuor ovde Diror 

éiev. aduapTtwrai yap év avOpwroow erovTat 

Ovntois, Kupves Oeot & ovx éBédovor eéperv. 

Kai Bpadvs evBovdAos etAev tayvy avdpa SuwxKwy, 

Kupve, ovy evOein Oewv dixn dOavarwv. 330 

309 to& all but A— 310 donee A, Sduet (NV. /. xxviii. 447) O, Sdxec the rest 
— 311 pépec O(?)z, pépecy z. Oupmgs A. A omits the second 82. efys all but AO 

— 318 dddoré + A\\os A— 320 appears twice in O, here and after 317 — 
323 awodéc(c)ys or -ys all but A—202 B=? fp wegg.——325 duapredeies O 
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"“H. 74 9 4 LU ed \ ww 4 GuUXOS, worEp EywW, MeTonV ddov EpyEo Toaciv, 
tA ~ 

pnd érepoiot didous, Kupve, ta Tuy érépwv. 332 

Oux éorw gevyovr: pidos kai motos éraipos: a 
~ oe ~ ry 4q ~ > 9 ‘ 

Tns 0€ Quyns EeoTiv ToVvT avinpoTaToyv. 

My wore pevyorr’ avépa én’ éArid:, Kupve, pidrnons: 333 
ovde yap oixade Bas yiverar av’tos ET1. 

4 wv a ‘ 4 9 Wh N ef 

Mnéev ayav orevoew: ravtwy peo’ apieta* Kai oUTWS, 335 
, 3 ee 3 o ee ~ 

Kupyv’, ees apetnv, nyte NaBeiv yaderov. 

Zevs wor Twv TE hidrwy Soin Tiow, of me Pirevow, 

tav T éxOpwv peiCov, Kupve, Suvnoopevor’ 
xouTws av Soxéoyu per’ avOpwrwv Geos eivat, 

ei pw’ drroticapevoy poipa Kixot Oavarou. 340 

A n”~ , , 9 ‘4 ‘4 

"AdAAa, Zev, TeXe~ov pot, "OAvume, Kaipioy Eevyny, 
A o ~ ~ 9 a 

dos 6€ mot avTi Kaxwv Kai tt wabety ayabov- 
, ~ f , 

TeOvainv 0, €t un Tt KaKwY auTravpa peplvEewD 

evpoiunv, Soinv 0 avr’ dywy avias. 
ss 4 ed 9 , 9 9 , cia 

aina yap ovTws éori> Tiois 8 ov aiverat ruiv 345 
» ~ a 9 ‘ 4 » / 
dvopwv ot tdua ypnpat’ Exovor Bin 

, , a A V4 , , avAnoavres. éyw O€ Kuwy érépnoa yapadpny, 
o ~ , > 4 

XEluappw ToTaw TavT amocemauevos. 
~ PY | , < ~ > > 9» ‘ of 

Twy €in péAav aia mei, eri tT éoOAos OpotTo 
A A ~ , Saiuwy, Os Kat’ éuov vouy Ter\EoeE TACE. 350 

331 wep Bergk* (probably a misprint), Hiller, Crusius— 332 a 6 are in A 
only — 340 ef yw’ A, el uh O, 7 the rest. xixy MSS. — 349 dporro all but A (Hermes 

xvi. 509) 
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"A detry Mlevin, ri pévers wpoAurovea map’ addov 

avép’ tévar; jin On mp’ ovx eOédovTa iret, 

GAN’ 10: kai Souov aAAov Eoixeo, pnde meF ruewv 

aici Suatnvov Tovde Biov péTeEXE. 

~ ’ ~ wa 

ToApa, Kupve, xaxoiow, éwet xaoOdoiow Exatpes, 355 
vF 9 A , ~ 9? » / ov €UTE OE Kal ToUTwY pop éTwEeBadrAEV Exe’ 

® ~ aA A + 

ws Sé mep E& dyabwv EXaBes Kaxov, ws b€ Kal auTis 

€xdvvat mreipw Ocotow érevxopevos. 
9 4 

pnde inv éripawe Kaxov S€ TE, Kupy’, émipatvev 
4 ~ of 

Tavpous KNnOEMOVAS ONS KAKOTNTOS EYES. 360 

9 , , 4 4 ~ , Avépos To kpadin puvvOer peya mya maborTos, 

Kupv’, dmrorwupevov 8 avgera éEoriow. 

ve / ’ e ) Ev xwrtrAdre Tov é€xOpov’ Stav 8 vroxeiptos ENOn, 
Ticai vv, moodaciv pndepiav Oéuevos. 

a 4 4 A A , aA 9 / 

loye vow, yAwoons 6€ TO pEiALyov alev ETETTW* 365 

decdwv tor TerEOeE Kapdin ofuTEpn. 

Ou dvvapat yvwvat voov aotwyv, bv TW exovow" 
oUTE yap EU Epdwy avdavw ovTE KaKws. 

MepevvTar Sé pe TOAAOI, Omws Kakol noe Kal éxOAoi, 

piuetaOa 8 ovde’s Twv docodwy Suvarat. 370 

, , ~ rf 

Mn wv’ aexovta Bin xevtav Un’ auafav édavre, 
> td ? 

eis iAotnta Rinv, Kupve, mpowedAKopevos. 

352 m hw Shy oun €0. Griec A (MN. J. xxvii. 453), rl 34 wove €0. didets O, ri de 
3% yw’ oun €0. didets the rest — 355 x’ éoOdoicw AO — 356 obre A (N. /. xxvii. 

453) — 359 8€ re all but A. émxcpalvew* mss. — 365 lox: A. vbov, yAwooy and 

éxéoOw all but A — 366 xpadin AOz 
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~ , , A \ , >» 3+ Lev dire, Gavualw oe’ ov yap TavTecow avacoes, 
? / 

Tysnv avTos Exwy Kal peyadny Suvam, 
] 4 9 v > Ud 4 Y e 4 

avOpwrwv S ev oic8a voov kat Oupov éxacrov, 375 
A a s , a > ed ~ gov 6€ Kpatos wavtwy eof tratov, Batre: 

~ ’ ~ A 

wws 6 aev, Kpovidn, ToAua voos avdpas ddTpous 
, 4 4 

év TavTH moipn Tov Te Sixatov Exel, 

nv rv éxi cwhpoavvnvy tToeemOn voos, nv TE woos UBow ik ceppoouvay a peuy vOos5 pos ufo 
3 9Q/ wv , 

avOowrwy ddixos Epypmact meBouevwr; 380 
ovde Tt Kexpimevov mpos Saiovos €ott Booroiow, 

9Q> ea i e/ » 9 \N » , ef 
ove’ cdov nvtw iwv abavaTowww aéot. 

® 9 A ~ 

Eurns 8 OABov Exovow arnuova> tot 8 azo SeAwy 

Epywy toxovres Oupov Guws meviny 
4 r) A ~ 

MnTép’ aunxavins EXaBov, Ta Sixata girevvTes, 385 

n T avdpwv mapaye Oupov és aurAaxiny, 
> » 4 ~ ’ 

Bramrrovo’ év ornberot Ppevas KpareEpns Un’ dvaykns° 
~ > r) (yaw wv ‘ / ToAua 8 ovx eBeAwy aioxea TohAa HéEpery, 
f a eA ‘ ‘ A 4 Xpnuoovvn eikwv, n On Kaxa moda didacke, 

a , 9 2 , ) ) , > wf VWeviea 7 é€amatas tT’ ovNomevas T’ Epidas, 390 
wv 4 ’ fh 7 ‘ , e asQi wv 

avdpa Kai ovx €BéAovTa* Kaxov O€ of ovdev EolKeY...... 

seseeell YP Kal yaderny TikTEL aunxaviny. 
, ef A » A e 

év mevin & 6 Te deiros aynp O TE TOAACY apEivwY 
S aN 4 4 

Qaiverat, evr av On xpnuoourn Karten. 
~ \ ‘ A ~ , @ > 

TOU Mev yap Ta Sikata povel voos, OVTE TEP aiEl 395 
b ~ 4 ‘ 9 , 

Weta yvwun ornbeow éeuredun 
~ PF 3 wv ~ ed , w 9 > ~ 

Tov © aut ovTE Kakois EreTat voos ovT’ ayaboict. 
4 > 9» .} ~ .Y , \ A , 

tov 0 dyabov Today ypn Ta TE Kai Ta Hepery, 

379 TeppOy MSS. — 382 68ds Oz — 384 loxovrac or Loxwrrat all but A. reviys 

all but A (and O which is illegible) — 385 aunyaviny all but AO — 386 wpodye all 

but A — 391-2 no gap in the Mss. — 395 7’ Ada (or rddixa) Ppovee all but A. 
oure A, odre O ‘‘et plerique” (Bekker) 

H. 2 
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aideioOa de didrous, pevyew 7’ dAEonvopas Opkous, 

"Evrpared’, dOavatwv pyjvv a&devayevor. 400 

‘ wv , \ > » N ~ a 
Mnéev ayav oreview* Kaipos 8 éri macw aporos 

wf ) / , 9 > ® \ 
Epyuacw avOpwrwy. modAakt 8 eis apeTny 

/ >» + U 4 ef / o7mevoet avnp, Kepoos SiCyuevos, bv Twa Saipwv 
4 9 , ® , , 

WpoP@pwy ets meyadny apumAakiny trapayel, 
/ ew ~ ‘A A se , ~ > » , . 

kat ot €Onxe doxeiv, a wev n Kaka, TavT’ aya Eivat, 405 
, “A > A ss / ~ , 

evuapéws, a 0 av  xpnowa, TavTa Kaka. 

4 v e/ > ‘ / wv IQs 

Pirtaros wy nuaptess éyw € wor aitios ovdev, 
’ ) » , 9 ~ of 
aX’ avTos yvwuns ovK ayabhs EtTvyes. 

Ovdéva Onoavpov rawiv KkaTrabnoe apyeivw 
9 ~ e/ 9 9 ~ 9 4 , > ef 

aidovs, 9 T ayabois avdpaoi, Kup’, érera. 410 

9 A > a t ~ PT e ~ 

Ovdevos avOpwrwv Kkaxiwy doxei eivat éTaipos 
a , g ef ky 1 ou 
w yvoun & emerat, Kupve, cat w duvaps. 

, ’ ) tA , »Q / Pt mivoy & ovx ovTws BwonEopat, ovde ME oivos 
’ / ef ~ \ of a éfayer, wor’ eiretv Sewov Eros wept wou. 

Ouvdev’ Gpuotoy euot Suvapar diCnpevos evpetv 415 
WiaTov ETaipov, OTw pn Tis Everts Sodos. 

és Bacavoy 5 éXOwy mapatpiBoua wore sori Bdw 

Xpuaos, vireptepins 8 au Evert Noyos. 

, » 2 

loNAa me kal cunévra wapepyeTat’ adN’ Ur’ avayKns 
~ , e 4 

Tye, ywwoKkwy nuerépny Suvamr. 420 

400 évrpawen’ A, Evrpewe 3’ the rest. adevdyevos all but A — 407 roe all but A 
— 408 ayabnoe aneww (from 409) A— 409 racol AO — 411 pndevds...d6xec all but 

A — 413 wer’ A, py’ O (perhaps from pe foivos ; cf. 440, 508, 574) — 418 védos all 

but A and perhaps (Bekker) one other Ms. 
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Floddois avOpwrwv yAwoon Ovpa ovK érixewrat 
dpyodiat, Kai ogi moAN’ aueAnta mere’ 

TWOAAGKL yap TO Kakov KaTaKelpevoy Evdov auEewov, 
éxOrov 8 é£eAOov Awov fh TO KaKov. 

r) ~ v4 

Hlavrwv pev pn diva émyOovioew aptotov, 425 

pnd éavdeiv avyas d£€os reXtov: 
4 > a , > , ~ 

guvta 8 brws wKiota mudas ’Aidao repnoat, 

Kat KeioOat woNAnv ynv éraunoapevov. 

~ cm v o 

Pica Kat Opéyat paov Bootov, 7 ppevas éoOAas 
, +] ~ o ry , évOeuev’ ovdeis mw ToUTO y' éreppacaTo, 430 

rt 9 m~ , 

doris owppov' EOnxe Tov adpova Kak kaxov éaOdov. 

et 0 'AoxAnmiadas touTo vy édwxe Geos, 
~ a 9 ~ 

tavQa: KaxoTntTa Kai adtnpas dpevas dvipwr, 
A a of 

moAAous av puoOouvs Kai ueyadous Edepov. 
9 » F , , aw ) A f et 6° nv wointov TE Kai EvOeTov dvept vonua, 435 

A ? ) ~ / ov mor’ av €£ dyabou marpos EyevTO Kakos, 
a A 

meWouevos uvOo1c1 waodpoow. dda didackwy 
wv ‘ . 9 , 

oU OTE TomnoEsS TOY Kakov avop aryabov. 

a 
tf rs a 9 a a rd , 9 ~ 

Nnrios, os Tov euov mev Exe voov év duAaknot, 
~ F ? ~  +xas 9Q I 9 0 

TwWY © avUTOU dlwy OUdEY emia T pepe at. 440 
) , » 9» U » e \ A 

ovoeis yap TavT €oTi TavoAPBios* aA’ 6 pev €oOros 
=~ A 4 > > 4 e ~ TOAMa Exwy TO Kakoy, KoUK é7idnAos Guus’ 

424 éfedOur AQz, -etv Stobaeus — 425 for xdyrw» some quotations of this line 
give dpxivy — 428 yaiay édecoduerov Sextus Empiricus— 429 gadoas A — 431 brs A. 

wax xaxo0 O, xaxod A, xal xaxov or -d» the rest — 432 ovd’ O, with Clearchus in 
Athenaeus, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom, who quote this line by itself — 433 drepas 

AO — 438 rochoes A — 440 Td all but A. «xidcow A, x£dcor O (perhaps from Aé- ; 

cf. 413), to» the rest — 441 oddels yap A, obdels O, oddels ra the rest — 442 Exe 

all but A. Ss all but A 

2—2 
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4 > wv 9 ~ 9 4 wv ~ 

detAXos 8 ovT ayaboiow érioratat ovTE KaKoiow 
‘ 4 a r) , ‘ 4 

Oupov Exwv pipve. aOavatwv de dsoceis 

mavroiat Ovntoiow émepyovT’> aXX’ emtToAmav 445 

xen Swp’ dBavarwy, ota Sidovow, Exeuv. 

Ei a’ eberers AvvE, Kearns duiavToy am’ axpns 

aici NevKoy Vdwp pevoreTat rpuETEepns’ 
o -~ .) 9 e Ww 

evpnoes € me Tacw én’ Epyuaow women amepbov 
~ a xpucov, épvOpov idetvy tp:Bouevov Bacavy, 450 

a“ “ e \ Tou xpoins kaOurepOe péAas ovXY amTETAL LOS 
9d ) ‘ > A > Wf of , oud evpws, aiei 0 avOos Exe: Kabapov. 

4 9 > , / 4 e r , 

CvOpwr', et yvwuns EXaxes Epos wWomEp avoins, 
, e ef 4 ’ , kai owhppwy ovtws waren appwr éyevou, 

~ vA A , ~ ~ 

ToAAois av CndwTos épaiveo Twvde TodtTwY 455 
e/ rd ~ ’ A) f + 

ovTwWS WoTrED VUY OUdEVOS aftos Et. 

af , U 9 \ , 5) \ f 
Ov ro cupdopov éort yur véa avdpi yepovtt’ 

ou yap mnoariw melOETAL WS AKATOS, 
2)? oD oo 9 , A A oud’ ayxupat éyovow, atoppngaca o€ Seoua 

ry ~ iA ‘ 

mwodAakts €k vuxTwy aAAov Exar AupeEva. 460 

, ) , 4 at \ 
Mn wor’ én’ adrpnxrowt voov Exe, mynd pevolva, 

t 4 ~ of a 4 

Xpnuaot, Twy avvow yivera ovdEeuia. 

9 , ~ A 4 Ud ‘ 

Evpapéws Tor ypnua Oeoi Sooav ovre ti Setrov 

our’ dyabov: yaderw © E dos € yabov' yaderw 8 Epypate Kvdos Ent. 

443 obre x. éw. o0r' dya@otor(y) all but A—444 Tre Az — 453 dvOpww all but A 

(and O which is illegible) — 457 odugdpow Everr: Az; O is illegible; the rest have 

otudepsy, cbudpordy, or the like — 464 et all but A 
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9 > 9 ~ ] 4 A , ~> 

Aud apern tpiBov, wai Tor Ta dikaia ir’ EoTw, 465 
td , s e 4 pndé oe vikatw Képdos & 7’ ato-xpov En. 

4 ~ 9 , a ~ 

Mnééva twvd’ dexovra pevey KaTépuKe Trap’ npiv, 
A 4 , U ] / pnde Ovpale KeAev’ ovK eBeAovT’ iévat, 

by 10 > 8 , , 4 > sw e ~ 
pnd evdovt’ ézeyetpe, Cyuwvidn, dv tw’ av nuwy 

, ’ Wf \ ef 74 
OwonxGevr’ oivw padOaxos vavos éAn, 470 

A A 9 f , 9 94 , pnd€ Tov dypumvéovta KéAev’ dexovta Kxabevdewv* 
~ A ~ ~ of 

Tay yap avayKkatovy yonu dyinpov Edu: 
~ 4 > 27 A 2 , tw mwivew & éBeAovTt tapacradoy olvoyoEtTw. 
ov Tacas vuKTas yiverat adBpa maleiv. 

4 rd A of , 

auTap éyw, METPOY yap Exw peEANOEOs oOivoU, 475 
74 

vmrvou AvolKakov pynoouat OiKad iwy, 
m4 e ey , ° ’ n&w © ws olvos yapteatatos avopi mwemrooGa: 

o” \ , of ft , . auTe Tt yap vndw, ovTe Ainv pEebuw. 
a 3 aN e 4 , , > & ~ os & av UvmepBadrAn mootos MEeTPOV, OUKETL KEvOS 

~ 9 ~ , N aQl 4 

THs av’TouU yAwoons KapTeEpos ovdE voov, 480 
= 9 , f s} , , 9 4 mu@eira: 0 adradapva, Ta vndoot yiwera aioxpa, 

IB A > 9Q/ / , aera © Epdwy ovdev, Stav jeOun, 
A A eo 8 tA td tA » : A A ~ 

TO Tplv Ew TWPpwy, TOTE vyTLOS. aAAAa OU TavTA 
4 ~ > S e , 

YWWCKWY, yan aiv’ olvoy vmrepBoAaony, 
vA e 

adr’ 4 mplv pebvav Uravicraco—pn oe BiacBw 485 
A ‘ 4 > 

yaoTnp waoTe Kaxov AaTtpw éednuEepiov—, 
wv A | ~ » Wf ee 4  Tapewy py mive. ov 0 "Eyxee TovTo maratoy 

, > @¢ wv o 4 

KWTiAAELS alei* ToUvexa Tow peOveis. 
. A , a ‘ , 

ni mev yap heperat dirotnows, nj O€ mpoKeTat, 
4 A a ‘ 5] » \ \ A 

tnhv 6€ Oeois oréevoes, Thy 8 émi yempos Exes’ 490 
aivetoOat 6° ovK otdas. aviknros d€ Tot ovTos, 

eA a ~ 

Os moAAas Tivwy pn TL maTatov Epel. 
465 co: all but A — 466 Sr’ Mss. &y A, 06: O, fo the rest — 477 Selw two MSS. 

— 478 obre ror yap Oz — 491 dpretoGa all but A — 492 rodddv A 
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Uucis 0 ev pudeiobe mapa Kpntnpe mevorTes, 

adAnAwy Epidos Snv azrepuKopevot, 

és TO mérov QwrevyTes Guws evi Kai cuvaTract: 495 

YOUTWS TuMTOTIOV YyiveTat OUK ayapt. 

ww A ~ t € ‘ Adpovos dvdpos duws Kai swdpovos oivos, btav Oy 
4 4 ~ ‘ 

qivn Umep wéTpov, Kovov Anke voov. 

"Ee ‘ \ , \ of 10 wf } 

y Tupt Mev XpuvTOV TE Kat apyupov idptes avdpes . 
, 9 9 \ ’ > A / 

ywooKouc’, avdpos 8 oivos édeée voor, 500 
¢ ~ 4 ’ 

kal mada WEP WivUTOU, TOY UTEP METPOV NpaTO TivwY, 
e/ ~ ® ‘ 

WOTE KaTaLTXUVaAL Kai mMply EdvTa Todor. 

OivoBapew xepadny, "Ovouaxpite, kai me Brarat 
ts c 

olvos, aTap yvwuns ouKeT’ eyo Tapins 
e , A ‘ a“ , , > M4 » 9 \ rnimMeTEonS, TO O€ Owua TrEpiTpEYEl. GAN’ ay’ avarTas 505 

meipnOw, pn mws Kal qodas olvos ExEt 
A , > 4 / \ / , Kai voov év ornOeoor. Sedoixa O€ pn TL MaTaLov 
/ A A ‘of OW Wf 

Epéw OwpnyGes wat peéy’ dvedos Exw. 

> 4 ‘ 4 \ 4 9 | 

Oivos mwopevos vrovAus Kaxov' jv b€ Tis avToOV 
V4 , ) \) , ) 5) , 

min émicTaMevws, ov Kaxov GAN ayabor. 510 

? 
Hyves On, KAcapiore, Babvy d:a rovtrov avuacas, 

9 7®@>9 > 93 2Q\ 4 5) t , aQ VN wf 

evOad’ én’ ovdev Eyovt’, w Tadav, ovdev Exwv. 
, “~ ~ 

vnos Tot wWAeupnow vo Cuya Onoopuey nueis, 
‘ 7) F ~ Kreapio 6’, of Exopev yota didovor Geoi: 

494 épcdas all but A. d9” A — 495 cuvdwart A, ov» aracw the rest — 498 rivn 

Stobaeus; wlynt A, rlvn0’ O, wived’ the rest — 499 euwrupl A (cf. goo, 1115) — 

504 yrwuns (» and yw erased in A) MSS., yAwcons Bergk — 509 roddols and 

atray O 
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~ > wv wv ’ s\ , Wf 
tav & ovTwy Tapiora mwapéfouev. nv de tis EABn 515 

~ , wv a / ry ' 

aev didos wv, kataxeo ws didrotntos exeis* 
wv tee wv 9 ~ ovTe Tt TwY OvTWY amroOnooual, OVTE TE pELCOV 

~ ef of 

ons evexa Eevins addAoOev oioopeba. 
5) 4 ) ~ A 9 ‘ 4 eal e > ~ 

nv O€ Tis ElpwTa Tov Euov Blov, woe ot Et7rELY 
e A - e - \ , ? ‘Ws ev mev yaderws, ws yaderrws Se par’ ev, 520 

ef e/ A ~ a 9 a 

wot eva wey Eeivov maTpwiov ovK amodetrey, 
a ‘ ‘ 

Feima 6€ mAeovero” ov duvatos mapexet. 

w , > o ‘ mm , 
Ov ce patrnv, & [Trovre, Boorot tTimwot padtora’ 

FT ‘ e A , , 
n yao pmdiws THY KaKOTNHTAa PeEpers. 

, ~ » ® ~ 4 

Kai yap Tow wAovTOv pev Exew ayaboiaw EoKev, 525 

ij wevin S€ Kkaxw ouudopos avdpl epew n Tevin p auudhop pt pepe. 

"Ww 9 ‘ 1B . 4 4 ir , 

por éywv iiBns Kal ynpaos ovAouevoto, 

Tov Mev Erepyouevou, THs & dmrovcopeErns. 

a 4 ' 4 A A e ~ Oudeva mw mpotdwxa idrov Kai mirtov éTaipor, 
aQo 9 es = , 99 \ of oud’ év éun uxn SovArov ovdey evt. 530 

+] » , 

Aiei pot didov rnrop tatvera, Ommot’ axovow 
9 ~ a e 4 Lug avdwy Pbeyyouevwy iuepoeaoay o7a- 

, S ta , 4 e939 5) ~ ’ Oo 
Yalow €v Wivwy Kat um avAnTnpOS aélowy, 

v 

xaipw 8 evpboyyov yxepot AUpny cyxewv. 

Otrote Sovdcin Kearny iPeia mwepuxev, 535 

aN’ aiel oxodmn, Kavyeva Nokov Exe. 

515 7a dpiora MSS. 8€ Tis all but A, de ys (Hermes xv. §27) or dlys (NM. /. xxvii. 

453) A—516 gidornro A— 517 pelfw A—522 wdéov or or wiéov’ for MSS. — 
527 Guo A—529 obdéva xp. A, ovdé twa wp. O, odre rwa axp....o07 the rest — 
533 dxodwy MSS., probably from dxovow above — 535 ieta A, edOeia the rest with 

Stobaeus 
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ovTe yap ék oxiAAns poda duerat oud vaxw6os, 
Cd > » , , ? 4 ovre mor’ éx SovAns Texvov éAEevOEpiov. 

x ~ 

Otros dvnp, pire Kupve, wédas yadkeverat aire, 

ei pn eunv yvounv é£aratwct Geol. 

Actuaivw un thvde moAw, Moduraidn, vBprs, 

nep Kevravpous wuodayous odecev. 

Xpn we trapa oTabuny cal yuwpova Trvde Stkacoat, 
t 4 tA > , 9 7 , v4 

Kupve, Sixnv, ioov Tt audotepoot Soper, 
4 ~ , ~ 

MavrTeoi T’ olwvois TE Kat aidopevors Lepoiow, 
of ‘ 9 , 9 \ of of 
oppa un adutAakins aioxypov dvedos Exw. 

Mnoéva ww Kaxotntt Bialeo: Tw Se Stkaiw 

Ths EevEepyerins ovdEev dpELoTeEpov. 

“Ayyedos apdoryyos WOANEMOY TONVOaKpUY éyeipet, 
Kupy’, amo TnXauyeos Patvopevos KOT INS. 

GAA’ tos EuBadrrA€ TaxuTTépvoict yadtvous: 

dywv yap of dvdpwv avtiacew Soxew. 

ov mroAAov TO meonyu: Stampngéover KeAevOov, 

ei pn éunv yrounv éefaratwct Oeoi. 

4 ~ ~ 9 Wo a YA 

Xpn ToApav yaderoiow évy advert KEimevov avopa, 
~ 3 ~ > 4 

7 pos Te Gewv aitreiv Exdvow abavatwv. 

537 of68" MSS. — 538 obdé MSS. — 539 ores all but A. ab’ry Az— 542 so A, 

Orece (with dvavénors lwuxds in the margin) O, éAéoy the rest — 543 yrwuyy all 

but A — 544 Bergk marked a lacuna after this line — 545 pudvrecw all but A — 

547 wai Bergk — 548 evyepyeorno A (cf. 413) 

540 

545 

550 

555 
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: ‘o , , 9 \ ~ ed ) ~ Ppaleo* xivdvvos ror émi Evpov torarat dxuns* 
arAote WOAN’ E€ets, GANOTE TavpoTepa, 

7 4 , 4 9 ‘ 4 rd 

wore oe unte Ainv adveoy kTeaTeat yeverOa, 
a t 4 9 9 A , 9 a 

MnTe o€ y es TONANY xpnmoourny eXacat. 560 

of A ‘ wW ~ 

Cin mot Ta ev avtroy Exew, Ta S€ TOAN Emdovvat 
a ~ ~ ~ xpnmata Twv éxOpwy roior Piroww Exeu. 

~ ) ~ ® A KexAnoba & és daira, mapeCerOar de map’ eoOdov 
avdpa xpewv, aodinv macav émotapevov’ 
~ ~ e 4 9 st , 4 wv ~ 

TOU suey, OTOT’ av Tt AEyn Toor, dppa didaxOns, 565 

Kat Tour’ €is oikov Képdos Exwy arins. 

“HBn reprropevos maifw: Snpov yap évepOev 
~ ? , 4 4 e/ , 

yns oAewas Wuynv Keicouat wore AiBos 

apboyyos, Aciyw 8 éparov aos rerio, 
wv » 9» ‘ > \ w sy cd Eumns © éoOAos éwy OVouat ovdev ETI. 570 

4 4 ? ’ A a ~ ® wv 

Aoéa pev avOpwroirt kaxov peya, wWeipa 8 apioov: 
A 9 4 , of 9 @ ~ TWoAAO areipnta So€av Exovo’ ayabwv. 

Ev Epdwy ev maaxe* TiK’ ayyedov adXov iadAaIs; 

THS Evepryerins pydin ayyedin. 

Ot pe Pidror mpodidoverw, ret Tov y éxOpov adArEvpat 575 

wate KuBEepyntns yolpadas EivadNias. 

557 dpdteo 8 6 x. A— 559 wore oe (Mnemosyne viii. 311) or worecoe (Hermes 
xv. §29) A; Aword oe Geel — 561 atrav A — 563 wapétecOa A — 572 dmxelpnroy 

all but A—573 wacy ére A, wpdrre ri the rest. (ddX\es all but A— 574 ed- 

vepyeoino A (cf. 548). pnidln ayyeNyn O, pydlayyekim A — 576 elvadovs O (for 

A see Hermes xv. 529) 
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‘Pndiov €€ ayabov Oeivar kaxov 4 ’k Kaxov éoOdov. 

an pe Oidack’* ov Tot TnAikos eiut pabeiv. 

"Ex Oaipw Kaxov avdpa, kadu\vayéevn S€ rape, 

ouKpns dpviBos Kovugov Exovaa voor. 

"ExOaipw Se yuvaixa repidpouov, avipa TE papryoy 
Os Tv addXNoTpinv BovdreT’ apovpay apovr. 

‘AdAa Ta ev mpoBEBnxev, aunxavoy éote yever Oat 
) , ‘ ) 9 , ~ \ aepya’ ta 0 é£oricw, Twv pvdakn pedréto. 

o~ s v4 > » WA : 2a / Mlaciv rot xivduvos ém’ Epypacww, olde Tis oldey 
~ t 4 0 9 td 

™ TxnTEV MEAKEL, TWONYMATOS apyYopEvoU 
b ] e A ~ 4 ) , 

GAN’ 6 ev EVOOKIMELY TELPWUEVOS OU TpOVOnTas 
a f A 

Els preyaAnv atnvy kat yadernv Erecen, 
~ 4 ~ ~ 4 4 ao o 

Tw O€ Kadws trovevvTt Geos wept mavta TiOnow 
v4 ) 4 + 9 4 

cuvtuxiny ayabnv, Exrvow adpoouvns. 

ToApav xpy ta didover Geot Ovntotor Bporoion, 
pnidiws de dépew audotépwy TO Aayos, 

MNTE Kakoiow adowvTa Ainv dpeva, pit’ ayabotor 

teppbevt’ éeLarivns, mpiv TéXos akpov ideiv. 

af ® >] f i ~ 

AvOpwr’, ad\AnAowww arrompoev wuev éTaipor: 
’ Q , ‘ > a 

awAnv wAouvTOU TavTos XPnMaTos EOTL KOPOS. 
‘ ‘ i / of e Snv on Kai ido wuev’ dtap T adAowww pire 

) 4 mo 4 ‘ ~ ri c 

aydpacw, ot Tov wov padAov ioact voov. 

580 

585 

590 

595 

577 pyow has been proposed. Oecpa: A — 584 epya A, Epya the rest — 586 wot 

all but A and one other MS. — 593-4 mire xaxoww aowvra dinv...reppOic 8 A, 

mire Kaxoio. vorotyra Auwod...repPOys O, wu. K. voowy AuToU...repP~Oys the rest — 

596 rovrov all but AO — 597 ducdei all but A 
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ov uw’ Edabes Qorrwv kat’ duatitov nv dpa Kai wpiv 
rAaoTpEs, KAETTwWY HuETEpNY Gidr{Inv. 600 

4 ~_) 9 9 ‘ ‘ 9 , f Eppe, Oeoioivy tr’ éxOpe cai avOpwroow amore, 
Yuxpov os év KoAmw troidov elyes ou. 

é 

, A ¢ 9 4 Af ed 
Totade cai Mayvntas drwderev Epya kai UBprs, 

e A om s 0 0 

ola Ta viv tepnvy Tyvde woAW KaTexEl. 

floNrAw Tot mrEovas Aov Kopos WAETEV HON 605 
# 14 ‘4 ~ ww Wf avOpas, Soot pmoipns mAeiov Eyew EOeXov. 

"Apxn éme vevdous uexpa yapis> ets d€ reNEUTHY 
aioxpov 51 Kepdos kai Kakov, audortepoy, 

yiverat. ovde Tt Kadov, OTH YWeEidos mpocouapTy 
9 \ od - > A , ; avopt kai €€€AOn wpwrov aro oToMaTos. 610 

. \ \ \ ‘ 

OU xaderov Wear Tov mAnciov, ovde Mev avTov 
7 «A ~ 9 , ~ , 

aimmoa:’ oedois avépaot TavTa pede’ 
~ ) 9 fy? 4 ‘ ‘ 

oiyav © ov eBéXovot Kakot Kaka NEecyaCovTes: 
e a wv ot 8 dyabot mavtwy pétpoy tocaocw Eye. 

Ovdéva maprndny dyabov Kai peTpiov avdpa 615 
twv viv avOpwrwv nedAtos Kabopa, 

of s » > , , , ~ 

Our: par’ avOpwrots xatabuia mavra TeNeEtTat’ 
~ ’ 9 o 

moAXov yap Ovnrwev Kpercoves aOavarot. 

FloAN’ év dunxavinos kuAivdopar ayvupevos Kio’ 

akpnv yap qwevinv ovx vmepedpapoper. 620 

609 rpocapapri: A — 618 woddw Stobaeus, rod» Oz 
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fla Xr 4 ww } V4 » &S oe 4 = 

as Tis WovoLOY avdpa Tiel, aTier OE TEVtXpOV 
~ , A w 4 

macw & avOpwros avtos évertt voos. 

a t 4 WwW 

Hlavrota: kaxotntes év avOpwroow Eacw, 
~ 9 > 4 4 ? , mwavtToia & dperai xai Biorov wadapat. 

‘9 , ¢ 9 f 4 9 9 4 

Apyaneov dpovéovra map’ adpoot oA a-yopevev, 625 
A Lge 3 ~ ) Kat ovyay atei* TovTo yap ov SuvaToyv. 

3 o 

Aicxpov rot pebvovta rap’ avdpact mnpoow eivat, 

aiaxpov 6 et vidwy map pebvovor peévet. 

“HBn Kai veorns érougiCe: voov avdpos, 

To\Awy & é£aipe Ouuov és aumrAakiny. 630 

FZ A ~ c t 9\ » of 

Git tit pn Oupou Kpeioawy voos, aiev vy atats, 
> s ~ 

Kupve, xat €v peyadas Keira adunyaviais. 

a ef 9 4 , f 

BovAevou ois kat Tpis, 0 Tol x’ émi Tov voov EXON: 
® ‘ c 4 » A , 

aTNPOS yap Tot AaBpos avip TevcOEL. 

"A } / ~ ’ 6 =~ ed , A >) ae 
vopaat TOs ayaUols ETETAL YYW TE Kat alows® 635 

“A ~ ? ~ > , J , 

ol vuy €ev moAAols aTpEeKews oALlyot. 

A / ’ a e ~ 

"EAmis kat Kivduvvos év avOpwroww cpotot’ 
c A sY c 9 , 

ovTar yap xaAerrot dSaipoves auorepor. 

FloNAant wrap Sofav re kai éAmida yivetar ev peiv 
4 9 b) ~ - ’ 9 ? , 4 

Ep’ avdpwrv, Bovrais 8 ov éméyevTo TEéXos. 640 

62; so A (or vigoot pea, Mnemosyne viii. 313), vfpovo’ elvac the rest — 

631 wre A, wrep Oz, wowep or ovwep or wep the rest —632 xupy—xal peyddar 
xetrat évaypwdaxlao (with an erasure) A; Kupve xal yu. x. é» dud. O, and so, or with 

vi or dye or the like inserted, the rest — 634 drecpos O (cf. 433) — 636 so Stobaeus ; 

ob or ot (Mnemosyne viii. 313) A, ob the rest; mé» and 8’ ddlyos all but A — 

639 evpe A, evpety the rest; éppew van der Mey 
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Ov roi x’ etdeins ovT’ Ebvouv ovTE Tov éxOpor, 
ef un orrovdaiov mpnysuatos avTiTUxals. 

loro trap Kpntnpe Pidoe yivovra Eraipo, 

év d€ omovoaiw monymatt mavpoTepot. 

lavpouvs xndeuovas muorous evpois Kev €Taipous 645 
Keiwevos év meyadn Buuov dunxavin. 

"Hon viv aidws pyev ev avOpwroow ddAwrer, 
A b 4 ~~ 2 avtap avatdein yaiav émuotpéepeTat. 

F A 4 4 2 ~ ? 4 Wf A dean wevin, Ti éuois émikermévn wots 
~ 4 4 

TWMA KATALOXUVELS Kal VvOOY NMETEpOV, 650 
A , ’ * Ul 4 

aiaxpa de mw’ ovx éG€XovTa Bin Kat ToAAd ddacKes, 
° Q ? > fs) ’ \ ~ >» 9 ’ e 
ecOa wet avOpwrwy Kai Kan émioTapeEvov ; 

Evdaiuwy einv xai Oeois piros dbavarouct, 

Kupv'> apetns & aAAns ovdeuuiis Epapat. 

, 4 4 “~ F] 4 4 

Cuv tot, Kupve, wa€ovtt xaxws avuwpeba warres’ 655 

dAAa Tot adACTpLov Kndos ednpEptov. 

a » ~ 9 ~ 4 » , ~ 

Mnovev ayav yaderoiow dow ppeva pnd ayaboicr 
a » b 1 5) ) A , , ] ~ xaip’, éret Ext’ avdpos wavta epew ayadov. 

9 “~ e / ~ 4 oud duooat ypn TOVE, STi pntroTe mMpaypya TOS ~EoTat’ 
-~ ec V4 

Geot yap Tot veueowo’, oiow Emerte TEAOS' 660 
~ o ~ | + 

kat mponeat mevTot Tt. Kat ek Kako éoOAov EyerTo, 
A ~ A 4 

kat Kaxov €£ a@ya0ov: Kai Te mevypos avnp 

641 « ecdecno A, whoer 6 els (NV. J. xxviii. 447) O, xfdec d els Z. edvoow has been 
proposed — 646 @vyoo all but AO —648 dyadin O — 649 so A with Stobaeus, 

épotor xaOnuern the rest — 651 xal MSS., xaxd Stobaeus — 652 wer A with Stobaeus, 

wap the rest — 653 xe A— 655 col all but A — 659 roiro ri A, rod™ O, rovro re 
the rest — 660 ydp re AO, xal ydp the rest 
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aiiva mad’ érdouTnoe* Kai Os pada wWoAKa TETaTat, 

éfarivns mavt’ ouv wAXeoe vuKTi pay : 

Kat cwhpwy nuapte, kai adpou modAake Sofa 665 

€OTETO, Kal Tihs Kai Kaxos wy EAayeD. 

9 | , >» 4 es @ 

Ei pev xpnuat’ Exo, Crpwvidn, ota wep non 
9 s\ , ~ r) ~ , 

ouK ay aviwunv Tots ayabotot cuvw: 
~ , , , > A r) Ww 

vuv O€ Me YyitWwoKOYTAa mapEepyeTat, cist 6 adwvos 
, ~ A \ wv a 

Xpnuoouvn, woANwY yvous av auewov ETI, 670 
td ~ 

ovvexa vuv depouecOa Kal ioria Aevxa Badovtes 
4 9 , 4 a , 

MnXtov éx movrov vwta bia dSvodepnv: 

avt\eivy 8 ovK €OéXNovow: vrepBadrAa de Baracoa 
9 a , s ‘ ~ 

aupoTepwy Toixwy' n para Tis yareETrs 
, e > , ‘ rd 

awletat ot 6 Epdovor* KuBepyntny pev Eravoay 675 
? , / A ‘a , 4 

éxOdov, OTs uAakny elyev emtaTapEevws: 
4 , , 9 ’ 

Xpnuata oy adpmaCovot Bin, Kkoopos © amroAwaren, 
‘ » ¢f 3 ® \ 

Saapuos & ovxér’ ioos yiverat és TO Meco”, 
A 3 ot ‘ ° 9 ~ ; / goptrnyot 8 apxovet, xaxot 8 adyabuv Kxabvrepbev: 

~ A ~ 

denuaive Bn WWS vauy KaTa KUMa in. 680 
~ tA > ? a a » ~ e 

TavTa por HvixOw Kexpuupeva Tois ayabotor 
4 ] Pd ‘ , vv ‘ . ywopKkoa 8 av Tis Kai Kaxos, av codos 7. 

4 ~ ry q 

floNAot wAoUTOV Exovet aidpres - ot 6€ Ta Kada 
~ ~ , , 

Cnrovaw xadern Tepomevor srevin. 

o 

663 8¢ (for cal) A. wéwara: (from wéracra, V./. xxvii. 453) A, rempxorac 

(M./. xxviii. 448) O, réwacrac the rest — 664 é. aworoby WA. A, éf. wdvra WA. O, 
é. wdvr’ of WA. the rest; é€. dwo 7’ obv WA. and é. dwd wdyr’ Dd. have been 
proposed — 667 7dew all but A — 668 dvoluny A — 670 yous dy Z, yroicay A, 

yvobs wep one MS. ; yous (V./. xxviii. 447: but according to Bekker yrous rep) O 
— 675 ebdovc: all but AO; Bekker suggested owfsera:, ol’ tpdovor — 676 so A, 
éaOdov 3’ os d. O, é. y’ bs (ws) d. the rest — 682 xaxdy MSS. 
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épdew 8 audotepoiow aunxavin mapaxerra: 685 

elpryet yap Tous mev xpnuata, Tous dé vos. 

9 ww ~ A > a A 

Ovx éort Ovntotot mpos dbavatous paxyéoacba, 
2a 4 3 ~ sal ~ , 

ovde Oixny elreiv’ ovdert TouTO Bemus. 

Ou xen wnpaivey & Te wy mnpavréoy ein, 
oud épdew & Te an Awtov H TEAETAL. 690 

4 x td ° A 4 A a 

Xaipwy ev TeX€~eras odov peyadou Sta TovrTou, 
4 a 4 , » 4 kat o€ lloredawy yappa pidros avayot. 

s ¢ 

IloAAous Tot Kopos avépas amwAerev adpaivovtas: 
~ A e ~ 

yvevat yap xaderov péeTtpov, bt’ éoO6Aa apn. 
é 

é 4 tf - 

OU duvapyai cot, Ouse, mapacyxeiv appeva TavTa* 695 
o ~ A ~ A ~ 7. 7~ 

teTAah: tTwv 6€ Kadwv ovUTL GU povVOs épas. 

c 4 of ~ vv / A 

Ev pev Exovros éuov moddol iro nv 6€ Te dewov 
“~ A of , cuyKupon, Wavpor morTov Exovet voov. 

MAn6a 5 cdvOpwrwv apern pia yivera noe, 

mwdouTev* twv & addAwv ovdev ap’ nv deAOS, —_700 
oud et swppoovny pev Exous ‘PadapavOvos adroi, 

mretova 8 etdeins Cusudbov Aitorjdew, 

OOTE Kal é£ "Atdew mrodudpinaw avnrOev, 

meiaas lepreporny aipvrioct Adyots, 

nre Bporois mapexe AnOnv, BAawTovTa vootwo— 705 
aos 8 ov mw Tis TOUTO Y ETEppacaTO, 

689 Gre AOz. eln Mss., Jn Bergk — 690 ore Oz — 692 dydy- MssS., but in A 

corrected to dvay- (Hermes xv. 529) — 696 ubvos AOz — 697 ob A — 6y8 éyxiipoy 

all but A — 703 didao all but A. rodvdplycw O 
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ed A 4 , , 9 , 

ovriva 6y Bavaro péedAav vedpos audicadvyen, 
4 ‘ A ~ > , 

enn d€ oKiepov Xwpov mop eimeviay; 

kuaveas TE TWvAas TwapapeitWerat, aire Oavovrwy 
‘\ of Wuyas elpyouow Kaimep dvawopevas’ 

’ of - 4 af , ef aAN apa KkadkeiOev radu nrvde Ciouvdos npws 
9 / ~ , 

és aos reAtov sdhyot rodvdpoovvats*-— 
as > , 4 ~ , lA e ~ 

ovd ci ~evdéa prev moots éTuMOLTW dpoia, 
~ of > ‘ 4 9 , 

yAwooav Exwv ayabnv Newropos avriBeou, 
9 of , 4 e ~ 

wkutepos 6 elnoOa modas tayewv ‘Aprumy 
4 ~ wv 

kat traidwy Bopew, Twv adap état modes. 
9 ‘ A , , , , 

aX\a xpn WavTas yvw_nv TavTny katrabecOa, 

ws mwAouTOs WAELaTHY TaTWw Exe SuVapur. 

sv 4 -~ ef ‘ ed , > lgov tot wAouTaVaWw, OTwW TOUS apyupOS éaTt 
A ~ , 

Kal xpvaos Kal yns mwupodopou media 
e 9 , A = \ , , (mot O nuiovot Te, kal w Ta SéovTa rapeore 

a A ~ \ 4 e A ~ yaorTpi TE Kat mrEupais Kat tootv aBpa mae, 
id 9 »xQ\ s ed , ~ 9 , 

mados T oe yuvatkos’ OTav O€ KE TwWY adiknTat 

won, ouv © Bn yiverat dppodia, 
~ df ~ ‘ A ? , 

tavr adevos Ovntoio.’ ta yap Tepwoia TavTa 
/ > ow 0 A of » "Aid 

Xpnbatr EX WV OvOoels EpXET AL Ets LOEW, 

oud’ av atrowa ddovs Oavatrov guyor ovdé Bapeias 
ase A ~ , 

yOUTOUS OUCE KaKOV ynpas émrEpxopmevon. 

707 -ot (or -e) all but A— 708 édém A, EA@n O, EAD the rest. de oxcepdy 

(Mnemosyne viii. 315, but according to Bekker 3° és oxcepdv) A, 3° és oxcepdy OZ, 
3° és xpepdy or xpvepdy the rest. dawropOiuévos (note the accent) A— 711 so A, *. 

BOE giebeop Y jpws O, cisugos x. fruder pws the rest — 713 yevdea A (Mnemosyne 

Vili. 316), peddea the rest. motets all but A—715 raxews A, raxdwn O, raxedy 

the rest — 717 ravry. (» erased) A, ravry Bergk — 721 Ta Neowra A, rdde rdvra 

Stobaeus — 724 dpyuddos all but A; dpyovla two Mss. of Stobaeus, dpyodla the 
rest 

710 

715 

720 

725 
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, 5) 4 Ppovrides advOpwrev EXaxov wrepa ToKidr’ Exovcat, 
o ~ 

Mupouevat vPuxns elvexa Kai Brorov. 730 

~ , of 4 ~ tA ~ a ’ ~ 

Lei ratep, eiOe yévorro Oeois ida Tois ev aALTpois 
e/ -~ 4 aA , 

UBpw ddev, cai ow rovro yévoiTo didor, 
~ , wv A A » ’ ~ Guna oxeTNa Epya mera hperi S doris aOnpn 

® , ~ 4 ? 4 

EpyaCorro, Oewv pndev omiCopevos, 
| , ~ > ? 

auTov émeita wadw Tioa Kaka, pnd Er’ Cricaw 735 
A) 9 , 

matpos atag@aNiat mai yevowTo Kaxov: 
-e/ 2 A »Q7 A A 4 ~ 

mwaices 8 oir’ adixov matpos Ta Sixata voeuvres 
~ , A a, e a 

mowatv, Kpovidn, cov xodrov aCouevor, 
> ’ ~ A tf r , ~ , 

é& dpyns Ta Otkata yer’ acToiaw direovTes, 
, 5) , 

bn tw uTepBacinv avTiTivey TaTéepwr. 740 
a~ > oo wu a , . 7 > e \ ef 

TavT €in paxapecot Oeois pida’ vuv 0 oO pev Epdwy 
A \ » 

éxpevyet, To kaxov 6 a@dAos Ererta epet. 
A - 3 8 4 - ~ > ‘4 

Kai Tout, @Javarwy Baoirev, mos éeott Sixaov, 
e A 9 ‘ » A , Epywy boTis avnp éxtos ewy adixwr, 

4 > e a , 3S e/ 9 , 
fan tw vrepBacinv Katexwy fund OpKov arLTPOV, 745 

| A A 4 

ada dixaos éwy pn Ta Sikata maOn ; 
a ’ A of e ~ ‘ ~ wv 

tis on xev Bootos aAAOS, Cpwy mpos ToVTOY, ErETa 
ef 9 2 4 A , A f 

aor aBavarous, kat Tiva Ouporv Exwr, 
e@ 49: >» A wv A 9 , wv 3 N 

Ommot avnp adixos Kat adtacBaXdos, ote Tev avdpos 
’ ? ~ rY 4 

oure tev @Oavarwv pny adevopeEvos, 750 
, A 

UBpiCn wAovTwW Kexopnuevos, ot de Sixator 
4 ~ , , ‘ 

TpuxovTat yadewn TELPOMEVOL TrEVIN 5 

733 mera ppect 0’ O, da rd peor 8’ A, pera pect 8’ the rest. af...n0 (with 

an erasure) A, a@jrns the rest — 736 -car A, -lg O, -ln the rest. -yévorro all but A 
— 737 0 O, 7 A, 3’ the rest — 738 raidow or radow A, roodcr the rest — 739 A 

omits ra — 745 40° MSS. — 747 xew A, xal (or yap) the rest — 749 Te or 77 O— 
750 vc all but A— 751 UBplgecall but A 

H. 3 
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~ , Wr > a , 4 - Tatra pabwy, Pir’ Eraipe, Stxaiws ypnuata row, 

, A , 

cwppova Oupov Exwv éextos atacbanins, 
~ 9 9 4 N A 

aici TwVd Emewy peuvnEvos: Eis O€ TEAEUTNY 755 
> , ‘ a ‘ 

aimoas pv0w swppou mrePopevos. 

A N ~ a e 4 9 A a 

Zevs ev THOSE TOANOS UmEpEexor, atOepe vaiwy, 
> \ A ~ > 9 9 , , __ alee deEerepny XEip’ €r’ arnuoovrn, 

) 4 4 aro Tt aOavaro paxapes Geot- avtap 'AroAAwy 
td s ~ A 4 e a, 

dp0woa yAwooav Kai voov nuerepov: 760 
4 ) vs ’ , ’ 2 poppryE 5 av Pbeyyo8 iepov peros nd€ Kal avdos: 
nets O€ omrovoas Oeviow dperoapevor 

, . 4 9 r) , , 

Tivwuev, yaplevTa per a@AAnAotot AEYyorTEs, 

pandev tov Mnydwv dediores roXeuov. 

wd é€in Kev auetvov’ duodpova Oupov ExovTas 765 
4 

vorgi mepysvawy evpocuves dtaryerv 

TepTrouevous, THAOU O€ Kakas dO KNpas apovat, 
~ 4 7) 4 , 

ynpas 7’ ovAouevov Kat Oavatowo TéXos. 

Xpn Movowy Oeparovra kai ayyedov, ei Tt TEpLTTOY 
eidein, Topins ur POovepov TerEOeuv, 770 

a\\a Ta pev pacOat, Ta Sé Secxvuvat, a\Aa Oe Troveiv’ 

Ti ow ypnontat ouvos émurTapevos ; 

~ / 9 A A ® , , of 

PoiBe ava€, avros mev érupywoas wokw axpny, 
» , , Q a Arxabow [Médoros madi yapiCopuevos 

r) A a \ e ‘ , 9 / 

autos b€ otpatrov UBpotnvy Mndwy azrepuxe 775 
~ e A ] 4 

those moAeus, va wor Aaot év Eeitpporurn 

760 opPdca or opOidca A, apOpica Oz, apOpica the rest — 761 dopmyy’ d’ 

av A, dbpuryy’ ad the rest. 6éyyo0" Oz, POéyyod’ Az. addy all but A — 

762 -dpevor from -dyevor A, -bueroe O — 765 wd’ eww xal duewor eippova A, wd’ elvas 

xal duelvova eSppova the rest — 771 wodcba A. dexvdew AO 
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npos é€mepxyopuevov KAEiTas wéeuTwo éxaTouGas, 

Tepropuevot KtOapn Kat épatn Badin 

Taavev TE xopois iaynot TE Gov rept Bwpov. 
9g A ro , 9 ’ , 9 ~ 
n yap Eywye Sedok’ adpadiny écopwy 

Kai oracw “EAAnvwv AaoPOopor. dA\Xa ov, PoiGBe, 

tAaos nuetépny thvde uAacoe mwoAw. 

nrAOov pev yap Eywye Kai eis CeceAnv wore yaiay, 

nr\Oov & EvBoins aumedoev rediov, 
, 9 2 / 4 ) A wv Crraprny +t Evpwra Sovaxotpopov a@yAaov aorv, 

kai mp’ éidevy mpodpovws mavtes émepxomevov’ 
GAN’ obTis pot TEpyis él ppevas nAGev Exeivov- 

ovrws ovdévy ap’ nv pidtepov aAAO TaTpns. 

Mn more mot perdcdnua vewrepov adAO avein 
9 9 FY -~ , 9 9 A AN) 2A 4 

dvr’ dperns aodins 7’, ad\Xa TOO atev Exwv 

TEeproiuny hdopuryye Kat dpxnOuw Kati cody, 
kai peta twv ayabwv éoOrov Exo voor. 

Mnre tia Feivwy SnrAevpevos Epyuaot Avypois 

punte tw’ evdnuwy, adXAa Sixatos éwy, 

780 

785 

790 

Tv cavTou dpeva repre’ Svondreyewy Se TodTaV 795 
# ~ s Ww ~ 

&\Xos Tol OE Kakws, aAAOS auecvoy EpEi. 

Tous dyabous ad\XNos pada peuerat, aAXdos errawer: 
~ s ~ 4 ) 

Twy O€ KAaKwY pynun yiverat ovdEuia. 

778 xOapm...eparn (‘von den drei oder vier ausradirten Buchstaben ist 

kein Strich erkennbar,’ Hermes xv. 527) A — 779 laxowl A, -aior the rest — 

785 3’ AO — 786 ne dl\evry A — 790 all but A omit 7’; éparfs godlns Vinetus — 

792 »...¥ (with erasure: Hermes xv. 529) A — 793 éetvow all but A — 796 ro oe A, 
roigée the rest 

3—2 
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) 4 > 9 AvOpwrwv 3 awexros éri yOovi yiverat ovdeis: 
9 ed » \ , 

aNd’ ws Aatov, Et py WAEovEerot pédoL. 800 

Ovédels avOpwawy ovr’ Exoetat obTE mépuKen, 
e/ ~ e ‘ , 9 9 , 

OoTts Tracw adwy dvoera eis 'Aidew: 
ae A A ~ 4 ’ , 9 , 

ovde yap Os Ovntoict Kai dbavatoicw avaccet, 

. Levs Kpovidns, Ovnrois wacw adeiv Sivarat. 

To ! 0 ! yvw zvopa OGewpo opvov kat orabuns Kat yvwuovos avépa Gewpov 805 
yw \ of ’ , 

evOurepov yon ipev, Kupve, puvrdacoopevor, 
a / - = : : wo twt kev Iv@wn Geov ypnoac’ iépea 

9 A , , » IQ / 
ougny onunvn miovos é£ advTou: 

C4 \ ‘ 207 » of , e/ ovre Tt yap mpoabels ovdev x’ ETt Pappaxov evpors, 
a) ? A A ~ ’ , , 

ovr adedwy mpos Oewv auTAakiny mpopvyots. 810 

Xpnw’ erabov Oavatou pev aexéos ort Kaktoy, 

tov 0 a&d\Awv mavtwv, Kupy’, dvinporarov- 

ot pe Piro: mpoidwxav. éyw 8 éxOpoior redacOeis 
etdnow Kal Twv dvTw’ Exyovat voov. 

a“ t) A , ~ \ ‘ ’ 4 

Bots por ert yAwoon xpatepw modi Nak émtBaivwy 815 
U 4 4 

layer KwridAew Kaimep émioTapevoy. 

Kupv’, Eumns 8 5 Tt poipa wabeiv, ovx oO vmadvEa: 
4 A nw ~ af , ~ 

Str O€ poipa maGeiv, ovTe Sedoixa pabeiy. 

e of 

"Es moAvapntov Kaxov ixouev, Ev0a wadiora, 
~ , , 

Kupve, cuvaudortepous poipa AaBor Bavaro. 820 

800 dAAwoeAdiov un wr. pwedor A; GAN’ ws Aurov, 8 wh WA. “wédoe O; GAN’ ws 

(or @) Accov, oF wh wr. wéAee the rest —805 OewpGy MSS. — 806 xpnuew A, xp} 
perv the rest —807 wrx A. Oeod xphoao lepeta A, Beds xphoas lepeta (-elg one 

MS.) the rest —810 od’ AO— 811 pevoexéoo A —814 Tov AO — 815 yAuoons 

all but A — 818 wadety...radety MSS. — 819 odd Appyrow (or Appyxroy) all 

but A 
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ef t ~ 

Ot x’ amoynpacxKovras atiaCwot ToKhas, 
a , , > > / 4 

TouTwy Tot xwon, Kupv’, oArtyn TerEbe. 

, ’ ? 4 > >» » , , a Mire rw’ av€e Tupavvov én’ édzriot, Képdeow cikwr, 
, ~ ~ ef , 

pnte xteive Oewy dpxia cuvOéuevos. 

I] ~ ¢ « » ’ ~ 9 @ 

ws Uuiv TéTAnKey Um’ avAnTnpos deidew 825 
, ~ 9 9 > ~ 

Guuos; yns & ovpos paiverar €£ ayopns, 
ef ~ > 

nTe Tpepe Kaproiow év EthaTivats opeovTas 
~ , , , , 

EavOnoiv TE KOuas Tophupeous aTedavous, 

GAN’ aye on, CxvOa, KEtpe KOMNV, arroTave Se KwWMOY, 
4 9 > + ~ , , 

mevOe © evwdn ywpov aroAupevov. 830 

More: yonuat’ od\cooa, amartin & écawoa’ 

yvoun S dpyadén yiverar auporepwr. 

llavra rad’ év Kopaxeoat Kai év POdpw- ovde Tis rpiv 

aitios aBavatwy, Kupve, Sewv paxapwr, 

aX’ avipwv te Bin kai xépdea Serta kal UBprs 835 

tmodAwy €& ayabwy és KaxorntT’ EBadev. 

Atowoai Tor moots Knpes detNotor Bporoict, 
Siva te AvowuedAns Kai meBvots yadern: 

TouTtwy 8 av TO peTov oTpwhNTopat, OUSE we TeEioELS 

OUTE TL fn Tivew ovTE inv peOverv. 840 

Oi; > 4 A ‘ 4 4 A ’ 9 , ivos éuol Ta prev aA\Aa yapiCeTa, Ev O axapioros, 
F >» WN / ’ 4 A ) A w evt’ av Owpntas py’ avdpa mpos éyOpoy ayn: 

821 o « A and (M./. xxviii. 447) O, of 8 the rest. driudtoves Mss. — 
823 &Awl& Bekker. xépdecw elxwy A, xépdeuvs elvac O, xépdeos elvar the rest — 

825 hue all but A— 830 xapavy A— 831 wreoa O — 832 avyaném yelveras A— 

833 $Oop¢ all but A— 841 dxapirro (=-ov) A 
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2 > ¢ 4 , 9 \ « 3? , GAN’ orroray Kxaburepbev éwv Uirevepfe yevnTrat, 
af af TovrTakis olkad ivev mavoapevot Wéotos. 

g 4 a » , 

Ev pev xeiuevoy avipa xaxws Oéuev eduapes EoTiv, 845 
Ss A 4 N ~ a 3 / ev O€ Oéuev TO KaKws KeiuEevoy apyadeov. 

AaE ériBa Snuw Keveopon, TUmre Se KevTpw 
d£e, Kat CevyAnv dvcdopoy audritiber: 

od yap &F ecvpnoes Shuov girodeororov woe 
dvOpwrwy, OTomous neALos xadopa. 850 

Zeus avép’ éEorerecev ‘Odvurios, os tov éTaipoy 

parOaxa xwritAwy éLaratav ébéret. 

aw ~ 

Hidea ev cai mrpoobev, drap modu Awa Sn vv, 
f ~ ~ > > TovveKka Tois OEetrois ovdEMi’ EOTL Yapts. 

FloAXa@Ke 6y rors HOE 8 rryeupovwy KaxoTnTa 855 

womep KEeKAyevn vais Tapa ynv edpapev. 

~ A ~ 

Twv d€ dirwy ei pev tis dpa me Te Sedov Eyota, 
, a» 9 4 r r) -~ 9 , 

avyev’ amoatpeyas oud éxopay €eXer’ 
vv , tA td 9 A A o , 9 t 

nv € Ti pot robe eoOAov, a wavpakt yiverat advopi, 
A A 

mwoAXNous domacpous Kat diAoTnTas Exw. 860 

Ot pe piroe mpodidover kal ovK éBerXovat Te Sovvat 
) “~ , , > » \ ’ , avipwv pawvouevwv: aN’ éyw avTouaTn 

845 avdpt Hermann. xadréo A — 853 ndea A, déa the rest. Awia dh viv A, 

huxa Ff viv O, Adova Hon the rest — 854 ovvexa (7 erased) A, ovwexa O, rodvexa the 

rest — 855 wodAdacs # (o erased in A) MSS. — 857 deudy all but A — 859 wodAant 

all but A and perhaps (Bekker) one other Ms. 
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e v4 > Wf A 9 4 ¢T A éomrepin T eeu Kat dpOpin avlts Evermt, 
nuos adextpvovwv POoyyos éyeipouevwy. 

FloAXrois dypnoroot Oeos Sid0t avdpacw GABov 865 
éa6dov, Os ovr’ avtw BéATEpos ovdey wy 

ouTe idows. apetrs Sé méya KA€os ovTOT’ dAEiTat’ 
aixunTns yap avnp ynv TE Kat aortu caot. 

“E af s , ) \ » \ / vy Mot EretTa weoot peyas ovpavos evpus UmrepOev 
6 9 4 ~ 4 xaAkeos, avOpwrwv deta yapuaryevewr, 870 
4 N ~ A S e ~ 

él fn eye Tolow pev ErrapKéow of me diAcvar, 

tos & éxOpois avin wal weya mp’ Evopat. 

‘ou A a ) 2 ~ Q A , Qe , 

Oive, Ta ev o" ava, Ta O€ weuopuat’ ovdé oe TayTay 
w > » 4 of - / 

ovre wot éyGaipav ovre pireiv duvapat. 
be 5) av ’ 

é€oOXNov Kal Kakov €oolt. Tis av GE YE MwWUNTATOS 875 
av ? , , fe 

tis 0 av émawnoa péetpov Exwy coins ; 

d Ft 
HBa po, pire Oupes tay’ av ties GAL EvovTat 

4 ) A ‘ A A , >» of avopes, éyw d€ Oavwy yata péAaw Evopa. 
aes Zz A 9 A “~ od 4 wiv owov, Tov éuot Kopupis amo Tnvyerouo 

4 wv A 2 av 9 e 4 

aumreNot yveyxav, Tas EepuTEevae oO yepwy 880 
3 , ~ ‘ 

ovpeos év Bnoonot Oeoiat iros Oeorimos, 
? z ~ A e/ 9 a ‘ 

éx [Xaranotovuvros Wuypov téwp éraywv 
~ , 9 4 4 A 4 , 

Tou wivwy do pev yaderras oKedaces pEededwvas, 
® A , 

OwonxGeis 5° Eveat wodrov éXadporepos. 

863 abrfis O, abris Z — 864 péyyos O — 868 odo all but O — 870 wradaryeréwy 
all but A — 875 of re AO— 876 -toy (A), -Hoe (O) or -4hon Mss. — 877 nBavor 
(or nfa po, Mnemosyne viii. 320) A, Baol O, 7Bas the rest. ad rivés (or dy reves, 
tbidem) A, dy» rwes the rest. gowro all but AO — 879 xopupys tro Hecker — 
882 wAar- MSS. — 883 pedcd@vas MSS. — 884 éAagdpbrepwo A 
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Cionvn kat mdovros Exot woAw, 6ppa per’ aArwY 

kwuaCouu Kaxov 6 ovK Epapuat mrodépou. 

pnde Ainv Knpuxos av’ ous Exe paxpa BowvrTos: 

ov yap TaTpwas yns Téept papvapueba. 

"AAN’ aioypov mapeovta Kal wxurddwy émtBavTa 
e | ~ 

immwv pn woNeuov Saxpuoevt’ éodeiv. 

Ot pot avadkins: dao pev Knpwlos drwAev, 

Andavrov & dyabov Keiperat oivoredov: 

oi 8 ayallot pevyouot, kaxot Sé mcAw dtéerover. 

ws 6n Kuyrersdwv Zeus cd€oee yevos. 

4 9 r) ’ = 

Fvwpuns 8 ovdéev auewov avnup Exe avtos év auto, 

oud’ adyvwpoourns, Kipv’, cduynporepov. 

Kupy’, et mwavt’ aviperot xatabynrois yaXerraivey 
ywooKkev ws vouv, olov Exarros Exel 

avtos évi ornOecot, Kai Epypata twv Te Sixaiwv 

Tw T adikwy, péya kev nua Boototow énny. 

N e ‘ 4 e 9 ’ , od 14 e Eorw 6 pev xeipwy 6 8° aucivwv Epyov ExacTov: 
b) A ? » , >» A e/ , ovdets 8 avOpwrwy aires aravta coos. 

ad 2 , ~ A , ~ 

Ootis avadkwow tTnpet Kata ypnuatra Onpwy, 
3 ~ ~ wv 

KULTTHY APETHY TOs TuMEioW Exe. 
9 s A a“ U , s e 4 

éi ev yap Karideiv Biorouv TEXOS Tv, OTOToV TIS 
4 “» ~ 

NMEA’ éxtTeAEoas ets ’Aidao mepar, 

891 KipurGos all but A — 894 wo 5n xupeAlfww A, ws cupedritwy one Ms. (N : 

see N./. xxix. 254), ws xupedAlfov the rest — 895 abréc dv aire A, & ye daur@ 
the rest — 896 axcnpérepor all but A — 897-8 are hopelessly corrupt; Kdépre ph 

dvr’ and yi(y)ywoxuw all but A — 899-900 rw'de dixalax ricr’ dducu A, 7dde 
dixcalw rys’ ddlcw O, Ty 5é (or Te) Scalp ry 7’ adixw (or 7Hd’ ddixw) the rest. xepA 

(cf. 499) — 901 éxacrov MSS. — 902 alordo A, abrds the rest — 905 rx A 

885 

890 

895 

905 
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> A vA S ad A , , > of 

ELKOS av nv, OS MeV WAELW yYpOovOY aloay Emmure, 
~ ~ es > 

geider Gar uadrov Tovrov, iv’ exe Biov: 
~ 9 w eA A \ » A ’ , wv 

voy © ov éotw. 0 On Kal Emo péya mevOos Spwpev, 
A v4 , r) , ‘ rd 

kal daxvoua vuxnv, cai dixa Oupov exw. gto 
9 4 9 4» > \ \ / e / 
év Tptodw 8 éotnxa’ Su’ cial To mpoabev ddoi jor: 

4 ef of 4 

ppovriCw trovtwyv nvtw iw mpotépny: 
vA N ~ 4 , , , 

n pnoev Saravav Tpvyw Biov év KkaxoTnTt, 
vv , ~ of -~ >, / n Cww TepTrvws Epya TeAwY OAIya. 

\ A wv ’ A ? / of ) eldov ev yap Eywy’, os épeidera, KovroTe yaorTpi 915 
~ , / , wv 7Qa/ 

aitov éAevOepioy wAovatos wy édidou, 
» ‘) 9 / ? 
@\\a mow éxtedéoa xatTéBn Sopov “Atdos ciow, 

, 9 3 4 e \ of xpnuata & avOpwrwy ov’mruxwy EAXaBev- 
d 9 9 Ww ~ A A ‘ e , 

woT €s akaipa Toveiy Kai pn Soper w Ke OéAn TIS. 
» wf A ec A , 

eBoy ") ENNOY os hadi xapeCopevos 920 

Xpnuara pev dceTpryrev, Edn 0 Yrrayw ppeva TEepas’ 
, ‘ 4 , rl >» »f 

arwxever d€ Pidous mavtas, rou tw’ t6n. 
e/ , e , 

ovTw, AnpoxrA\es, kata ypnuat’ apioroy amavTwv 
A ’ , A / >» f anv damavnv Oecbar Kat perETny éyeuer. 

A \) wv \ of , , 
OUTE yap av mpoKauwv a\Aw KapaTov pETadoins, 925 

a\ 

our’ av mrwxevwy SovAocurny TEXEotS" 
o e 4 4 a od’, ef ynpas ikoto, Ta yonuata waver’ arodpain. 

9 s) ~ , > » of év b€ Towde yever ypnuat’ aoorov Exe" 
A A A ~ \ A ‘ 

nv mév yap wAouTHS, ToAAOL pidrot, nv de wevnat, 
~ , e ~ A ) , 

mavpot, KouKe@ ouws autos avnp ayaOos. 930 

, \ wv ) 5] PeiderOar ev apuevov, érel ovde Oavovt droxAaie 
JOEL vA A e¢ # 4 , 

Ovoels, nV Ln Opa yonuaTa eEtTrOmEVa. 

go8 rovrov w A, roirov dy the rest — gti elot wp. O, elolv xp. all but AO — 

QIg w xe Dehn A, won’ Oér\e O, ws x’ €Bédox the rest — 920 oo 7 A, ds 7 the rest — 
929 el...wNovreis all but A and one other Ms. 
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Flavpos avOpwarwv apern Kat Kaddos o7ndel: 

dABwos, ds ToOVTWY aupoTépwv EXaxev. 

WAVTES PLY TIMWOW* OMwsS veot Of TE KaT’ avTOV 

Xwons eikovow Toi TE TadaoTeEpot’ 

ynpacKwy aoroict ueTampeTe, ovde Tis avTov 

Brarrev ovr’ atdovs ovre Sixns éOeret. 

Ou Suvayat pwry Airy’ dedeuev wWorep andwy- 
Kal yap Tnv mooTéepny vuKT’ émi Kwpov EBnv. 

ovoe TOV avAnTny mpopaciCouat’ a@\Aa ETaipos 
9 , , 9 ’ 4 
exAerret, Gopins ovK émtdevopevos. 

"Ee Oe Xr yn O EL 50 ) yyvbev avAntipos deicopar woe KaTaorTas 
deEtos, aBavarors Oeotow émrevyopevos. 

\ , 9 A eQ 7 ’ , 
Eiut mapa orabuny cpOnv ddov, ovderepwore 

A ~ 

KALvoMevos* xpn yap mo apTia mavTa voetv. 
/ , A / whe» » A , 

waTpioa Koopunow, ArTapnvy moAw, ovT’ ert Snuw 
, ao» 7 , , , 

tTpewas ovr’ ddixos advépaci meBopuevos. 

4 A ? 4 4 A .) 

NeBpov vreE éXadoto AEewv ws GAKi memoOws 
, 14 ’ a wooo! KaTapapyas aiparos ovK €émtov' 

, e ~ , , Teyewy & Uvndrwv émtBas mod ovK adamaga’ 
/ » tA ’ > / Ceu€auevos 8 tmmous &puatos ovx éreBnv’ 

» ) 9 4 

mpntas 8 ov émpnéa, kal ovk €réNeooa TEAETTAS, 

Spnoas 8 ovx edpno’, jvvoa 8 ovK dvoas. 

934 augorepow A — 935 véo A, Toot O, loot the rest — 936 so A, xwpos efxovew 
of O, elxovor(v) xwpns (-o«s) of (rol) the rest — 937-8 are omitted by Z— 939 Aly 

addnew A, \cybp' ad€uer O, Acyip’ ddéuew the rest —g42 ovxere Sevduevoe (? Mnemosyne 
viil. 322) A— 944 Oeots AO 

935 

940 

945 

950 
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9 ~ ~ 

Aerous ev Epdovrs Suw Kaxa* Twv Te yap avToU 955 

Xnpwoe: wo\Awy, Kai yapis ovdEnia. 

Gi tt wadwy am’ éuev ayabov péya pn yapw oldas, 

xenCwv rueTepous avbis ixoto Sopous. 

"Eore ev autos Exivov aro Kpnuyns pmeAavudpou, 
. eos a re 7 4 A Pe ef nov Ti pot édoxet Kai Kadov eiuev tow: 960 

vov © Hon teOodAwTa, Vdwo S avapioyerat vrE* 
4 ‘ , 4 vv ~ 
adAns On Kpnyys miouat mn ToTapou. 

, 9 s , Y av Ian of ~ 

Mn ror eraivnoys mplv av etons advopa cadnvus, 
A e A , e/ N ? dpynv Kai puvOuov Kat TpoTov Oats av 7. 

FS » woddot Tor KiBdnrov érixAomov nOos Exovres 965 
> s 

Kpumrovo’, évOeuevor Oupov édnueprov: 
, > 9 , / , > e + 

toutwy © éxpaiver mavtwy xpovos Bos éxacrov. 
) A 9 A , \ wy >» » \ of Kal yap éyw yvwuns modXNov ap exTros EBnv: 

w > 4 , ‘ / ~ EPOnv atvnoas mpiv wou kata mavTa sanva 
wv ~ s wh a e A , 

nOea: viv & dn vnis af Exas Otexw. 970 

L4 A > 
Tis & apetn rivovr’ émwinov abdrov dé Oar; 

, ~ A ‘ Wf » ’ , 

mwo\AaKt Tor Vika Kat Kaxos avdp’ ayabov. 

‘Ovseis dvOpwrwv, ov mpwt’ éwi yaia Karun, 
eis 7’ “EpeBos xataBy, Swpata MMepoepovns, 

955 Secdovs 8 all but A— 956 xjpwors xredywy Stobaeus — 960 nuer» A— 
g61 Ode. Mss.; vt and OAy have been proposed (see Bergk’s note and Hiller- 
Crusius pp. xxxii and Ixxvii) — 964 dvriw’ Exes Stobaeus — 967 eudaive: z and 

(? Mnemosyne viii. 322) A. wayrwy all the Mss. (see V./. xxix. 254) — 968 éyar O 

— 969 &pOnr 3’ all but A— 970 arexag A — 973 dy wpwr' emt A, dv wor’ éxl O, dy 
éxel wore the rest ; 6» wéry’ éwl Bergk. xaddwes MSS. 
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/ of , Cj) ) ~ ’ , 

TeEpTEeTat OUTE AUPNS OUT avANTHPOS akouw), 
ov ”~ » ovte Atwyvaou dap’ éoaeipopevos. 

a» » Sa , t , M4 >» » A TauT égopwy Kpadiny ev Téicouat, Opa T éXNadGpa 
’ A A 9 , A 

youvata kat xepadnv aTpeuews TpoPepw. 

Mn por avnp ein yAwoon idos, ddAa Kal Epyw* 
Xepoiv Te amevdou xpnuaci T’, auporepa. 

pndé wapa Kpntnpt Aoyourw Eunv dpeva Geryass, 

GAN’ Epdwv aivor, et tt Suva’, ayaov. 

‘Hyeis & év Carino pirov xatabwueba Oupor, 

Shp’ Ert TepTwAns Epy’ eparewa HE p prwAns epy €p Pepn. 
i A ef , ‘, 9 A ef 

aia yap wore vonua Tapépyera ayAaos nn: 

ovo trrwy op yiryverat wKuTepn, 
e/ PA , , ? Vd 9 ~ 

aire avaxta épovat Sopvacoov és movov avopwr 
, v , 4 AaBows rupopopw TEepTopevat TreEdiw. 

~ 9 e 4 4 e/ 4 A ’ ~ 

liv’ ororav mivwow: Grav b€ tt Ouuov aonis, 

pnoeis avOpwrov yve oe Bapvyopevov. 

av > 2 P i 3 
AdXoTE Tot Tacxwy avinoeat, arAAOTE 8 Epdwy 

, ? a > 7 

Xatonoes* duvatrat 6 adAAoTE aAXOS avnp. 

Ei Ocins, "Axadnue, epnuepov vuvov deiderv, 
v > 9 / ~ \ of 4 a@ONov 8 év peoow mais Karov avOos Exwv 

976 -ouevos (or -auevos) A, -duevos the rest; Spor aecpuevos Bergk —977 xpadiny A, 

xpadln O, xpadly the rest; xpadly Herwerden — 980 -ov A, -et O, -o the rest — 

981 xAnrijp A, xparijpo: O, xpyrijpos the rest. GedXyao A, répwos (-ov) the rest — 

982 galvor’...8¢va:r’ (7 erased in both words in A) Mss. — 983 -egor A, -ator O — 

985-6 are omitted by A — 987 so A, afr avag. O, alre wep (or yap) dvdpa ¢. the 

rest — 989 Sray 5° rx A, bray ror Oz — 992 xatpnion Suvarac’ dAXNo Te daddoo A, 
xatphoew divaa (or Sévaca:) dAdoré 7’ Gros the rest — 993 épluepor all but AO. ef 
7’ efnoa xadhy ev épluepow Athenaeus 

975 

980 

985 
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got 7’ €in Kat éuot codins mép SnpiravTow, 995 

yvoins x’ Saoov dvwy Kpéocoves rpiovor. 
Thos © rnéAtos pev ev aidépt pavuxas tous 

dort TapayyeAAot péecoaTov nap Exwy, 

Seirvou 6n Anyouuev, Grov twa Oupyos avwryot, 

mavToiwy ayabuv yaotpi xapiCopevor. 1000 

xépurBa 8 aiva Oipale pepo oTepavwpata © ciow 
everons padiwats yepot Aaxawa Kopn. 

.- 

Cy 4 Sf 9 9 HS apern, rod’ aeOAov év avOpwroow apiorov 
, Vi > ~ Kadhiorov Te hepa yiverat avepi code, 

‘ > » A ~ , 4 s , 

Evvov & éxOAcv TovTo ToAni Te TavTi TE Snuw, — 1005 
e/ A ’ 

doris avnp StaBas év mpopayotst pevel. 
A r) > , e ‘ of ed 

Evvov 8 avOpwros vrobnocoua, oppa tis nBns 
A wv 4 ) ‘ ~ 

ayNaov avOos Exwv cai ppeciv éxOda von, 

TWY AUTOU KTEaVWY Ev TadyEeMEV* Ov yap avnBav 
OL 4 a ~ 106 td 4 is méAeTat mpos Oewv ovde Avots PavaTou 1010 

~ , 4 9 9 ~ 

Ovntrois avOpwroot Kaxov 8 émi ynpas éA€yxet 
9 , ~ > ef 5) / 

ovAopevov, Kearns 0 amTeTat axpoTaTns. 

vA U ’ V4 1 e/ Ww Maxap evdaiuwy TE Kat OABLos, OoTIS aTrELPOS 
wv ~ , 6 

aOrXwv eis "Aidov Swua péAav KxatéBn, 
, > 9 \ ~ ‘ e ~ , » + 

wp T exOpous wIHeae Kat vTrepBnvat ae avarykn, 1015 
? e/ > of 

é£eraca: Te pidous, ovtTw' Exovot voov. 

995 Snptodyruw A, Snpnocarrwr O, -ow Z, Snpdwor Athenaeus — 996 7’ A, 0’ O — 

997 Thuos AO with Athenaeus, jos the rest — 998 wapayyédun AOz — 999 5% 
Athenaeus, 32 AO, re (or rot) the rest. Axor wévos ob (or 8v) Athenaeus. dvyuryoe A 
with Athenaeus, -e the rest — 1001 5’ efow A with Athenaeus, djo0 the rest — 

1002 padwys Athenaeus — 1006 -w & all but A — 1013 a A, os the rest — 

1014 xarapy O — 1016 de or re A 
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/ \ \ A ‘7 

Autixa pot kaTa pev ypomnv pee aorreTos idpus, 
~ ’ ~ af 

TTowpat & égopwy avOos Ounraxins 
A ~ 9 , > 

TEpTTVOV Guws Kai Kadov, é7rEt TAEOV wpedev elvan 
» ) 9 4 , 4 f 
aXN odtyoxpouov yiveTrat worEp ovap 1020 

14 , ‘ ) ) / 1 nBn Tiuneroa, TO 5 ovACMEVOV Kai auopov 
4 \ ~ ~ e 

auTix’ Umep Kepadrs ynpas UirEepKkpémaTat. 

of ~ 9 ~ e ‘ ) r) 4 , Ovrote trois éxOpoiow vo Cuyov avyéva Oiow 
/ a of ~ of , dvtAogov, oud et wor Tuwdos Erect Kapn. 

/ 4 4 4 

AeAot Tot KaxoTnTt paTatoTEpoOL VvooV Eici, 1025 
Lee 3 > ~ > 4 J, 9 4 

twv © ayabwy aici monges tOuTepat. 

‘Pyisin tor mpngis év avOpwros KaxotnTOos, 
tov © ayabou yadern, Kupve, médee wWadapn. 

ToAwa, Oupé, Kaxoiow ouws atAnTa TerovOuws* 

decAwy Tot kpadin yiverar of€uTEpn. 1030 
pnde ov y arpnxtoow én’ Epypacw adyos déEwy 

6xGe, und’ axOev, nde irovs avia, 

pnd éxOpous edippaive. Oewv & eiuapueva’ dwpa 

ovK av pnidiws Ovntos dvnp mpopuyot, 

our’ av Tophupens kataous és muOueva Ais, 1035 

ov@’ 6tav avtov éxn Taprapos sjepoeis. 

"Avipa toi €or’ dyabov xaderwratoy éLaratnoa, 
e > ? o 

ws éy éuot yvwun, Kupve, mada Kexperat: 1038 

1018 wrovodua: all but A— ro1g weechey AO — 1020 -os O— 1025 Secdors all 
but A; vdov A, vd0e O, ydor the rest — 1031 7° AO — 1032 exOer und’ exOe A, 

ExGer wd’ axGe O, Ex Gee und’ Ax Gov the rest — 1033 evppnve A, ExOpnve O. Oddww A 

— 1038 up yrwuy all but A 
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4 \ , A \ v4 of noea mev kai mpoobev, atap ToAV Awov Hon* 

74 ~ ~ 9 4 ouvexa Tots dethots ovdeui éoTi xapts. 

wv w J e a Agpoves avOpwirot Kai vnmiot, oi Twes oilvov 
\ , a A 9 , 

fn Wwvovo’ aoTpou Kal Kuvos apyopeévov. 

A ~ \ ’ ~ \ v4 fie 
€vpo guy avAntnpt’ wapa KAalovTt yeAwvTes 

, 
TiVWMEV, KEiVOU KNOETL TEPTTOMEVOL. 

Eiswuev> pudakn S€é rroAevs PpudAaxeroe meAnoet 

adaotupedns épatns watpidos rmerepns. 

N A ‘ hd af ~ ‘3 sd / at pa At, et Tis TwVdE Kat éyKEeKaAUppEVOS EVOEL, 
@ , ~ Vy e , 

nmeTEpov Kwpuov défeTat apmradeus. 

aaa ‘ 4 V4 N 4 

Nov pev wivovres tepTrwpeba, kara EevorTes: 
ef > ff > -~ - ’ acoa © érar éora, tavTa Oeoior pede. 

. r 9 ‘ a 4 sf A e o 9 A Cot & éyw oia TE wait matTnp vroOraopat avTos 
~ ~ rd 

éxOva* ov 8 év Oupw Kai ppeot tavra Badrev. 
é 

, 9 9 a , , 9 ‘ , 

fn wot’ éreryouevos wpakns Kaxov, a\Aa Babein 
~~ 4 B ir ~ , bw ‘4 Z 

on ppevt ovAevoa ow ayalw TE vow 
~ td ‘4 

TwWy yap pawomevwy weTEeTat Oupos TE voos TE, 
9 s of 

BovAn & eis ayabov Kai voov écOAov ayer. 

A , A ~ s/f ’ ’ \ ‘ 

"Ad\Aa@ DAoyov pev TOUTOV éacvomev, avTap Euol ou 
4 ~ r) o 

avr, Kat Movowyv prnodue® aucorepot* 

1038 ad areinallthe MSs. #5 auer A, 73éa pev the rest. odvexa O — 1044 acrv- 

gerno A, dorugedhs O, a orudedijs z, eb orupedts 2; dorupirps and edorapiAns 

have been proposed — 1045 Tov de A, révde O — 1049 coe de rwor Gre A, od Se old 

re O, got 8¢ (or col 3é xev) old re the rest. madl rarnp v. A, radt b. O, rardl plry 

é. the rest — 1roso Bdde (or BdAXe) all but A— 1051 Badelno A — 1052 owr A — 

1053 paprapévwy pdxerar all but A — 1054 véos Bergk 

1045 

1050 

1055 
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t A eo oof 4 / ~ avTat yap Tad EdwKay Exew Kexapiopeva Swpa 
got Kat éuot, medeuev 8 auditepixtioow. 

, ~ 9 A 9 4 ce ma Tuysayopa, ToAXNwy opynv admarepev cpwrrt 

ywwoKew yaderov, Kkairep éovTt Tope* 
\ / / rd ot Mev yap KakOTnTa KaTaxpuavTes Exovat 

4 i) ) 9 \ 5) , , 
mAOUTW, ToL O apEeTnYy ovAOMEVN TEViN. 

1060 

e/ , A , 

"Ev 3 nBn mapa pev Evy oundKkt twavvvyov evdew 
~ of af 

mepTwV Epyuww €& Epov iéuevon, 
4 A , 9 9 ~ > / 
gore O€ KkwuatovTa pet’ avAntijpos aeidey. 1065 

4 aa of 9 9 , 

TouTwy ovdev..... GAN’ émiTEepTVOTEpOY 
9 , re a) , 4 ~ J 4 > a 

dvipacw noe yuvakei. Ti por wAOUTOS TE Kal aidus; 
An ~ , \ 9 4 

TEpT WAN ViKa TavTa Guy euppoourn. 

a e tA 

"Adpoves avOpwro: Kai vnmiot, otre Bavovras 
? e of 9 

KAaiova’, ove’ HBns avOos droNAupeEvov. 1070 
, / tT A wa 

Tépmeo mot, pire Ouyé> Tay’ av Twes GAOL ExovTat a2 
of ) A A A ~ / > Wf avopes, éyw Oe Oavwy yaia péAaw’ Evoxat. é 

Kupve, pidrous mpos mavras ériotpede trotxidov 160s, 1071 
cuupioywv dpynv oios éxawros edu: 

viv mev TWO epeTov, ToTE S aAXotos TéAEV dpyny. 

Kpeioaov Tot codin Kai peyadns apeTns. 

> , / , \ 

lonypatos ampnxtov xadeTwratov éott TEAEVTHY 1075 

yvevat, Orws péA\NEt TOUTO Oeos TEAETAL’ 

1058 enor pevd’ dud. A, enol viv dud. O, enol phy (or nie cal) dug. the rest — 

1089 Tysayap ardd\X\ww A, Tid yap dwé\Xow the rest — 1063 wapa A, wapa the rest. 

Evvouyrxc all but AO. wdyvuxoy A, xddAXdoror O, xddXtov the rest — 1066 odder 

Q\N’ A, otddy re GAN’ Oz, oddéy ror GAN the rest; dp yw and éveor’ have been pro- 

posed — 1070 a 4 are in all the Mss. derwes O — 1074 xpelocuw O 
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wv .Y ~ , 4 

oppyn yap TéeTaTat, mpo S€ TOU MéAAOVTOS ExeoOat 
ov Evvera Oynrois meipat’ dunyavins. 

Ovde ~ ) ~ 4 ? \ 2/ éva Twv éyOpav pwpnooua évOdAov éorvra, 

ovde ev aivnow Sethov éovta didov. 

, 4 , € , N Kupve, xvee rods de, dédotxa Se un Téxn avdpa 
UBporny, yader is HyEeuova oTactos* 

9 ‘ A ‘ af 4 € , 4 adoro. pev yap Eaot caodpores, ryeuoves Se 
‘4 A ~ 

TeTpadatat ToNAnv €S KakOTNTa TeECElV. 

, ed A 4, Ud f ,) , wv Mn p’ erreow pev orepye, voov © Exe kat ppevas adAAas, 
wv ~ A 4 , 

ei pe Didreis Kai wor mioTOs EverTt VvoOs* 
A 4 4 A 

G@Aa dire Kabapov Oéuevos voov, n Mm arroerwv 
of ) 9 ~ , éxOaip’, éuavews veikos aetpapevos. 

e/ \ , > 9 ‘ . , / ovTw ypn Tov y ecOAov emiatpeWarTa vonua 
w ’ 4 5) / éumredov atev Exyew és TéAos avopt Pirw. 

1080 

1082 

1083 

Anuwvat, cot modda épew Bapu> ov yap ériory 1085 

Toul’ epdav, 8 Ti aor pn KaTabujmor 7. 

4 é Kaorop kai [odvdevnes, ot é€v Aakedaivou din 
, > » » ) , / ~ 

yaier’ ém’ Eipwra kadAlpow moTame, 
Ww , / , > A of 

et rote BovAevoau Pirw Kakov, avTos Exon, 
m of et d€ Tt Keivos eyo, dis Towov avTos Exot. 

1081 7éxos AOz— 1081~2 are omitted by two MsS., 1082 a6 by the same two and 
athird. 10824 acc or €0° olde (N./. xxvii. 452, note on 41) A — 1082 c-f are in 

AO and seven other Mss. 1082 ¢ ef’ A. In all but A the readings seem to be 
the same here as in 87-90, to wit G\Ap, 4 we Plret, dudadlyy. Bekker is wrong in 

saying that AO ‘repeat’ 93-4 after 1082 (Hermes xv. 525) — 1085 Snuwr aftor 

de w. A, Siow 3° dgcot w. the rest. Bapds (or Bapdy) all but A 

H. 4 

1090 
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"Apyaréws por Oupos Eyer mepi ons gidoTnTos* 
of \ 9 4 af ~ / ovre yap éxOaipeav ovre girciv duvapat, 
4 A ce e/ , > .Y 4 

ywookwv xaderrov meév, STav pidros advdpt yevntat, 

éxOaipev, yarerov 8 ovx éOéAovTa gure. 

, ‘ ~ wv 9 / b of > »° 
Cxerreo On vuv aAXNov* Euol ye pev ovUTIS avayKN 1095 

Toul’ épdew Twv yor mpocbe yapw Tidero. 
wv ‘ , 9 4 e/ \ Hon xai mrepvyecow éraipouat wore mTreTevov 

9 4 , tf \ , 
éx Aiuwns peyadns, avdpa Kaxov mpoduvywy, 

Bpoxov aroppnéas* ov & euns pirornros auaprwv 
UETEPOY HMETEDNVY YYwon Exippoourny. 1100 

“Ooris cot BovrAevoev Euev mept, Kai o° exeNevoev be p 
oixer Oat mpodrrovl juerepny dirAinv— 

uBpts kat Mayvntas dmwrece kai KorAopwva 
\ a , ; 1 > 9 ~ 

kai Cuvpynys mavrws, Kupve, cat vp arrodel. — 1104 

Acéa yev dvOpwroct kaxov péya, Treipa 8 a&piorrov* j 
A b) 4 4 4 9 ) , TWoAXot azeiontot Sofav Exovo’ ayabot. b 

eis Bacavoy 8 éAOwy mapaTpiBopevos TE MoAIBSw 1105 

xpuaods amepOos éwv Kadcs aracw Eon. 

Oipo éyw Setdos: Kai bn KaTayappa pev éyOpois 
~ A 4 4 A bY a 

Tois d€ pidorot mrovos deka wabwy yevouny. 

Kupy’, ot rpooP ayabot viv av Kaxol, ot S€ Kaxot mpty 
voy ayabot. tis kev TavT’ avéyot’ éxopwr, 1110 

Tous adyabovs pev aTiyuoTépous, Kakious 6€ NaxovTas 
Tyas; pynoreve 6 éx Kaxov éoOAos avnp’ 

1093 “ywwwoxw’ A — 1099 Bpbyxow z, Bpdxxoy Scaliger — 1104 vas’ awode A, 
Sumas (or duds) dre the rest —1104@6 are in AO and eight other Mss. dyadir 
all but A—1107 wus OZ— 1108 pos 6 wévos A 
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@Andous & aratrwvres én’ adAndowwt yeAoou, 

our’ ayabwov pynunv eidoTes ovTE KaKwv. 1114 

HodrAa & aunxavinor xvrAwdouat dyvipevos Krp* a 

doynv yap mevins ovx vmrepedpapuopmer. 5 

J >» »f 4 9 , 9 .Y A , 

Xpnuat’ Exwv tevin pot dveidiioas’ aANa Ta MEV MOL 1115 
wa b] , ~ , 

éort, Ta 8 épyacoua Oeoiow érevéapevos. 
~ ~ 4 ye / / 

[Novre, Oewv Kadrrore Kal imepoeaTaTE TrayTwY, 
A \ a 4 ot J, A > f 

uv wot Kai Kaxos wy yivera éoOdXos avnp. 

“HBns wérpov Exoun, pirot d€ we PoiBos Arrow 

Anroténs cat Zevs aBavatrwv Bacideus, 1120 

Eppa Sikn Cworne xaxwv Extoobev aravtwv, 
/ . , a > , 

nQBn Kat mAovTw Buoy tawopevos. 

My pe xaxwv miuvnoKe* werov0a Ta oia 7 ’Odvaces, 

bor’ 'Aidew péya Sop’ nrvOev éFavadus, 
1) a 4 ~ 9 / 4, a 

os 6 Kai pynornpas aveiNeto vnde Ouped 1125 

IInverXorns evppwy xovprdins addoxou, 
LA , € , s A A , 

i pu On? veuewe pirw Tapa raw pevovra, 

dppa Te yns éwéBn Seysareouvs TE puyous. 

"Euriouat, mevins OuuopOcpov ov pededaivwy, 

ovd dvdpwv éyOpwy, of pe A€yovot KaKws- 1130 
GAN nBnv épatny dAodvpoma, 4 po émireire, 

KAaiw 8 adpyadéov ynpas érepyouevov. 

111446 are in AO and three other MSS. — 1115 m’ dveldioas MSS. repenor A 

(cf. 499), Ta perros O — 1121 Sune A, Blov the rest — 1123 wéuynode all but A — 

1325 avelXaro A. xarxy all but A— 1126 Eudpuy all but A— 1127 % (or 9) wey all 
but A. 896° OZ. wpds all but A—1128 is hopelessly corrupt. deAadeous A. ye Oz. 
— 1129 Adwlopa O, ef wloua: all but AO. pededalyw all but A and one other Ms. 

4—2 
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a ~ i. ~ 7 9 4 

Kupve, mrapovot didowt Kkaxov KaTaTravoopev apynv, 
~ ° e/ t tA 

Cntwmev O EAxer Hapmaxa cvomevw. 

"Ermis év avOpwroict povn Oeos éoOAn Evert, 
wv ) ’ 
addot & Odduprrovd’ éxmpodurrovtes EBav- 

WYE ey Il ‘An Oeos, @ 5° dvépw wxeTo pev Iloris, ueyadn Geos, wyero 8 avdpwy 

Cwppoovvn: Xapirés 7’, w pire, ynv Edsrov. 
e/ ) t) opkot 8 ovKeTt moro év dvOpwroot Sixaot, 

A e 9 ovdé Geous ovde’s &CeTat dOavarous: 
evoeBewv 5 avdpwv yévos EPOitar, ovde Oémorras 

OUKETL ‘ywwwoKovo” ovde prev evoeBias. 

GN’ dpa tis wet Kal dpa aos reNiovo, 

evoeBewv mept Geous ’Errida mpoopmeveTw° 
> , A ~ A > A 4 / evxerOw de Oeoiot, Kai ayaa pnpia Kaiwy 

9 / 4 a tf 4 

ECrrid: Te mpwrn Kat wuuatn OveTw. 
dpatecbw SF adixkwv avdpwy axodov Adyov atel, 

4) ~ ? , PANS 9 , ot Oewy abavarwv ovdev omiComevor 

aiev én’ addXoTpios KTEavois ereXoVeL vonua, 
A ~ 

ainypa Kakois Epyos cuuBora Onxapevor. 

, > 9 A Mn wore Tov mapeovta peOels pidov aAXov EpEevva 

derwov advOpwrwv pnuace rreopevos. 

Ein pot wAouTouvTt Kaxwv amarepe pepiuvewy 
/ 9 ? 4 wv 4 

Cwev aBrAaBdws, pndev ExovTt kaxov. 

> ~ f s r 

Ovk Epapat mAouTety ovd’ elyomat, dAAa pot Ein 

Civ dro Twv dNiywr, pnoev ExovTt Kakov. 

1136 Otd\uprow MSS. — 1141 EpOcro MSS. — 1142 evvoslas Herwerden — 

1143 fwee A, Sw O, Shy or Say the rest. gos A— 1148 pnder all but A — 

1150 éo\a Emperius; perhaps xanols 

1135 

1140 

1145 

1150 

1155 
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TTNovros Kai codin Ovntois duaywratov aici: 
wv A A 4 ovTe yap av mAouTou Oupoy UEpKopérats, 

ef , Uy ws & aitws copinv 6 copwratos ovK amodevye, 
a 9 , 

GAN’ Eparat, Ouyov 8 ov duvarar TeAEoat. 1160 

I / e ~ of > , A 4 » + G) véot, ot vuv avdpes.. . Emol ye MeV OUTIS avayKn a 
- (v4 ~ 9’ é 

Tau? Epdew* Twv por mpocbe yxapw Tideoo. 5 

Ovdeva 0 On Vv a éva O@noavpov xatabnoev maioty auewov: 1161 

airovow © ayabois dvipact, Kupve, didou. 1162 
| » » ‘ 

oudets yap mavt éori mavoABios: GAN’ 6 pev éoOAos a 
TON ~ ww A , ) > 1O r € oe b Ma Exwy TO Kakov, KoUK émidnAov Omus 

b) wo» » - >? w ~ 
Sectos 8 ovr’ adyaboiow ériorata ovUTE Kakoiot ¢ 

A ~ , 

Oupov ouws pioyew. abavatwv te domes d 

mwavrotat Oyvnrotow émépyovtT’s aA’ émtToApav e 
a } ~ » > ° & ~ w xen dap abavatwy, oia didovow, Exew. f 

5 A 4 - A # A 0 9 ~ 

OpGaduol cai yAwooa Kai ovaTa Kai voos avépwy 1163 
9 4 A ~ 4 év meoow ornbéwv ev cvverois puerat. 1164 

“~ , » A wv . 7 a A e ~ 

Totobros Tor avnp éorw idros, Os Tov éTaipov a 
f a 

ywwoKxwy dpynv kai Bapuy ovta pepe b 
9 4 / ‘ OE / ~ >» 9 A @ ~ 

QvTi KagiyynTov. ov 0€ wot, dire, TovT evi Cupw ¢ 
VA 

paleo, Kai more pov pynoen éfoTiow. d 

1157-8 are in no MS.: they were inserted here by Turnebus from Stobaeus, 

who quotes 1157-60 as Oebyn80s — 116046 are in AO and nine other MSS., 

with no gap after d»dpes. rod’ all but A and (V./. xxviii. 447) O— 1161 rasol» 

xarabicer A — 1162 a-f are in AO and apparently all the other Mss. 

116236 Suws O. 11626 éwépyeras O — 1164 evtiveros Stobaeus — 1164 4-d are in 

AO and seven other Mss. 1164a@ O omits rot. 1164¢ Todr’ AO according to 

Bekker, raGr’ according to Ziegler (compare XV. _//. xxvii. 452, note on 99) 
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Obrw’ cpotoy éuol Svvayat SiChuevos evpetv 

moTov ETaipov, STH pH Tis Eveore SoAos* 
és Bacavoy & éAOwy wapatpiBopevos te poriBdw 

Xpuaods, UrepTepins au Eveort OYos. we m Sa 

Tots dyabois ouppuiorye, Kaxoior O€ un TOP CmapTel, 1165 
evr’ av ddov oTéAAn Téppat’ én’ éurropiny. 

é 

Twv adyabav éoOAn pev amoxpiois éoOdAa Se Epya’ 
~ A ~ of ) , of Twv O€ Kaxwy aveuor etka epovow Ern. 

9 4 A , - A 4 ] A 

Ex KxaxeTatpins Kaka yiwera. ev d€ Kal avTos 
4 9 A , w 9 4 

yvwon, émet peéyadous ndttes aOavatous. 1170 

A ~ ~ 

Fvwpnv, Kupve, Oeot Oynroior Sidovew apiorov’ 
wv a / ‘ ru avOpwros yvwun TeipaTa TavToOS Exel. 

v a, ef , 4 , ss ‘ a 

wW paxap, corts bn muy Exer Ppetiv’ 7 ToAU Kpeloowy 
e 4 g 

UBptos ovAomEerns AEvyad€ou TE KOpou* 
ry 4 A ~ g ~ 

éort kaxov d€ BpoToiot Kopos Twy ott KaKtov’ 1175 
~ A td 4 , 

waca yap éx Tourwy, Kupve, wéAet KaxoTns. 

of 9 4 af > ~ ) | A 3 Lg 

Ei x’ eins Epywv atoypwv amabys Kai aepyos, 

Kupve, meyiorny Key Télpav Exous apETHS. 1178 

~ AY ~ 9 4 s WW ToAyav xpn yaderrotow év adyeow nrop ExovTa, 4 
mpos S€ Oewy aireivy ExAvow abavatwv. 

Kupve, Oeovs aidov Kai Seid: rovTo yap avipa 1179 
# , e/ 4 a 9 ~ 

eipyes un? Epdew unre rNEevyew aoeBn. 1180 

1164¢-A4 are in AO only. r16ggr7’ A. 1164 4 vpbos O — 1166 d80vcredent A, 
6800 redXéas O, dd00 redéy the rest. réppard 7’ duwroplys all but A — 1169 xcaxérepeys 
A, xaxera:pelys the rest — 1172 dvOpdrov all but AO. yrduy MSS. — 1173 @ all 
but O. 28 quip A, 8° tyiy Oz — 1175 Bporois Erepow radvd’ Sitzler, alii alia — 
117826 are in AO only. éx’ Dyeow grap O. wpbs re Gear J O 
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t e ® ~ dnuopayoy Sé TUpawov, drws éGéAEs, KaTaKNivat 

>» e ~ ov veuerts mpos Dewy yiverar ovdenia. 

Ouséva, Kupv’, avyai paeoiuBporou reAioto 

avip’ éhopwo’, @ pn maOpos émikpéuarat. 1184 

dorwv & ov duvauat yvwvat voov, dv Tw Exovow? 4 
OUTE yap ev Epdwy dvdavw ovUTE KaKws. 

~ ® A ~ 4 

Nois ayabov cai yAwooa: Ta 8 év ravpoiot mepuKev 1185 
> a ry td avdpact, ot ToUTwY audorépwv Tapia. 

Ovris drrowa Sidovs Oavatov puyor, olde Bapeiav 
dvaruxinv, ei un moip’ emi Tépua Baro’ 

ovo’ ay Suodpocuvas, OTe 57 Geos aAyea eure, 

Ovnros dynp Supors BovAcuevos mpoguyot. 1190 

Ovx Epapar krALcpo Baoirniw éyxataxeio bat 
4 ) 4 / ~ , » > , teOvews, ad\rAa Ti poe CovTe yevorT’ ayabov. 

doradaboa S€ Tarnow opotov orpwpa Oavoytt’ 
4 a A ‘ 4 vv , 

To ~vAov n oxAnpov yiverat n Madakov. 

, A » /f 9 , ) ‘ 9 A Mn Oeous érriopxos éropvvht: ov yap avexrov 1195 
9 td tf ~ 9 7 

aBavarous Kpuvvat ypeios dpeAopmevov. 

“OpuBos pwvnv, Modvraién, df Bowens 
A ) e/ ~ 34 Ra > 7 nkovo’, nTe Bpotois ayyedos HAP aporou 

1183-6 are given in a wrong order by Bekker and other editors: see Bergk’s 
note and Hermes xv. 525 — 118446 are in AO only — 1185 dyaGds all but A. 

radr’ O and one other MS., rd 7’ the rest — 1189 wreurm or repwrn. (N./. xxvii. 
454) A; wéuwo Bergk — 1190 .ovAdpevos (8 erased) A, BoddAouar O. wpoddym A, 

: -ey the rest — 1193 OZ omit €— 1195 puHre all but A. emcopxos A, éx¥ Spor O, 

éxlopxor the rest. dy»vordy Emperius — 1198 dpérpou all but A 
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€ , 4 , 9 , s 

wpaiov’ Kat poe Kpadinv ératage medawwap, 
ef ) ~ of / OTTt mot evavOeis aAAOL ExovTW aypous, 1200 

9 e 7 A t4 wv 

ovdé ot ruiovor Kuov EAxovaw apoTpor, 

THS Guns pynoTHs elveKa vauTiAins. 

Oux ety’, odd um’ euov KexAnoetat ovd émi TuuBe 
oiuwx Ges Uo ynv Eliot TUpavvos avnp. 

ovd av éxelvos éuov TeOvnoTos oT’ duwro 1205 
oltre kata BAchapwy Oepua Badror Saxpva. 

wv , 9 , wv ~ 
Oure oe kwuaCew arepuxopev ovTe Kadouper’ 

) , / \ / F > N an! 
apyadéos mrapewv, kat idos evT av anmns. 

, o 4 

Aidwy pev yévos eiui, modw 8 evreryea OnBnv 
~ ~ ° a OlK®, WaTpwas ys a7rEpuKOpeEvos. 1210 

My pw’ adedrws maiCovea didous dévwvale roxas, 
av A \ A , F wv Apyupt. oot yev yap SovAtoy nap ere: 

jiv © aAX@ pev €ort, yuvat, Kaka TOAN’, é7rel Ex Ns 

evyouev, apyaden 8 ovx emt SovrAocurn, 

ovd ras mepvact’ moNts ye pev EoTt Kal Hiv aye 

karn, AnOaiw KxexrAmevn rediw. 

/ \ , ’ ’ 
Mn wore wap KAaiovra KabeCouevor yeAaowpev, 

Tois avtay ayabois, Kupy’, émireprropevot. 

1201 tloyo A. Ktdwy’...dpérpov all but AO — 1202 dAAns MSS. — 1203 KixdrH- 

cerat OZ — 1204 éwl all but A— 1205 reOverdros AO — 1206 8. 6. Badd. Passow 
. 1207 dweptxouat...xadodpas all but A — 1208 dpradéos Bergk. yap éwr MSS. — 

1209 ebruxéa OVBny O— 1211 &éafe O— 1212 od) AO — 1215 068’ Mss. 82 all 
but A — 1216 Ac@alw O — 1217 wdalovra A, -ovrs O, -ovcc the rest 
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2 A | A a ~ 9 ~ 

ExyOpov pmev xaderov xat duouern éeLarrarnoa, 
Kupve> gidov Se ditw padiov éfarartav. 1220 

SE Ee -—— 

[lodrAa Hépew ciwHe Aoyos Ommroiot Bporoicr 
wraiouaTa, Ths yvwpns, Kipve, tapaccopuerns. 

Ouvdev, Kupv’, opyns adixwrepov, 7 Tov éxovra 
anpaive, Ovum Sera yapiCouern. 

Ouvdév, Kupv’, adyabhs yAuKepwrepov éortt ‘yuvatkos® 1225 

paptus éyw, ov Oo éuot yiyvou aAnBoovrns. 1226 

w2ef0N yap pe KexAnxe Oadacatos oikade vexpos, 1229 

tebunxws Cow Pbeyyouevos oTopatt. 1230 

At 1220 all the Mss. but A come to anend. 1221-30 are in no MS.: they are 

quoted from Theognis by Stobaeus (1221-6) and Athenaeus (1229-30). In 1226 
the mss. of Stobaeus have 8¢ yo: or 5¢ wou. After 1226 most editors insert (1227-8) 

the words 'AdnOeln 52 wapéorw col xal énol, rdvrwr xpia Sixacéraror from Stobaeus: 
but Stobaeus gives as lemma Mevdydpou Navvois, a mistake (as Passow saw) for 

Muyswéppou Navvois. 
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Cyerrr "Epws, Mavia o° ériOnyvycavto NaBovoat: 

éx oc0ev wreTo pev *INiov axpdrors, 
wreTo & Airyeténs Onoevs méyas, wero 8 Alas 

éxOdos ‘Otdtadns onow aracbaNrias. 

te ~ wv ,) ~ , 4 af 5 ] ~ 

G) rai, axovoov éuev, Sapacas dpevas* ov To arrerOny 1235 

pvOov épw TH oH Kapdin ovd ayapw- 
F) A ~ a a # wv 9 e 

a\Aa TAHA vow oumdeiy Eros’ ov ToL dvayKn 

Toul époew, 6 Ti wot un KaTabumov 7 8 poe, fan Me Ne 123 

¢ , 

Mn wore Tov mapeovra pebets pirov adrov épevva 
~ 4 Seckwy avOpwarwv pnuact treBopuevos: b 

, ? ? \ 4 ~ 4 , 

WOAAGKL TOL Tap €uol KaTa Gov NEEOvTt paTata, 1239 
‘ ~ ~ 4 

Kat mapa oot Kat’ éuov: Twv dé ov pn Fume. 1240 

e ~ id , a 

Xatpnoets TH mpoobe Taporxouery gurornti, 

THs O€ WapEepxouerns ovUKET’ Eon Tapins. 

\ tT ) 
Anv 6 kat pido: wuev Ererr’ aAXNoow Omirel, 

Fe 4 , , 9 / nOos Exwv SoAtov, mioreos avTirumoy. 

4 > ¢ ~ ~ 

Ov 70d’ idwp Kat mip cumpi~era, olde Tol’ pels 1245 
, , moro ém ddAndos Kal Piro. éooopueba. 

Ppovricov ExGos éuoy Kal vrrépBacw, ioft Sé Ovum 
as o ép auapTtwAH Tigoma ws Suvapat. 

The second book is in A only, with the title eXeyeewr B— 1237 cunceiy 
Lachmann — 1240 fuvle. Buttmann 
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fl ~ A ‘ w e/ ’ ‘ 6 - > , @ 

ai, ov meV auTws immos, ere: KptOwy éxoperOns, 
? >» A ‘ 7 e / 

avOts émt aoraduous nrvOes rueTtéepous, 
e 0 J ~ 9 . ~ s A 

nvioxov TE TOOwY ayabov NEywYa TE Kadov 
oe 

Konyny re Wuxypnvy adrdoea TE oKEpa. 

cd = a OABtos, @ maides Te Piror Kat pwrvyes Urrot 
, , 4q , ® 4 Onpevrait re Kuves kai Fevor adAoSarrol. 

1250 

e/ A ~ ~ , ee Ooris un maidas Te didel kal pwvvxas imzous 1255 
.) c wv , e \ 9 9 , 

Kai kuvas, ovmoTé ot Ouuos év evppoovrn. 

2 ~ ~ 
GW mai, xwdvvoict moAvTAayKTOLTW Opmotos 

4 ~ ~ ~ 

opynv, adAoTE Tois, @AAOTE Toot Pirciv— 
s Cad A 9 , 

@ Tal, Thy popdnv pmev Eus Kados, GAA’ Erixerrat 
‘ > 4 ~ ~ ’ 

KapTepos ayvwuwy on Kepadrn oTepavos 
> , ‘ of. r , ? A FT ikTivou yap Exes ayxioTpopou ev dpeciv nOos, 

A ? 4 e/ 4 &Awv avOpwrwv pnuact tmeBopevos. 

1260 

tg “~ aA PF ed ‘ > , > , 

G) mai, os ev EpdovTe Kaxnv drédwxas duotBnv, 
, 3 ~ 9 , + o 

ovde Tis avt’ ayabwy éoti yapis Tapa col, 
IQs 4 F) 4 A 4 A , wv 

ovdey Ww Mm wynoas: éyw O€ we ToAAaKis HON 1265 
TF ef > - 3 - a €v Epdwy aidovs ovdeuins ETVXOV. 

[ais Te xat iaios Gpoiov Exe voovs ovTE yap imos 

rivioxov KAaie: Ketuevoy év Kovin, 
4 ~ Ghia tov vaotepov avdpa déepea KpiOaior xopeoOeis: 
f a ~ A 4 ~ 

ws 0 avTws Kal Tats Tov wapeovTa irei. 1270 

a “~ a 9 a 4 wv 9 4 W mai, papyoourns dro pev voov wreras éaOdov, 
. 0 de ix. e 4 > s 2 

amyuvn o€ Pidois nueTEepos Eryevou 
ww , A 4 A ~ aupe 0 aveyutas pixpov ypovovs éx de OvehrAwy 

nka y’ évwpuicOny vuxros ézeryopevos. 

1257 lerivos and xcANodpoo: have been proposed — 1258 PlAny, Plros, Pret 

have been proposed —1271 papyoourns MS. awd yey Bekker — 1273 Oe\r\Gv — 
1274 éweryouéyns has been proposed 
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‘WMpaios Kat "Epws émiréAXeTat, rvika ep yn 1275 

avOeow etapwois OadrAa ceEouern: 
thuos “Epws mpoAurwv Kumpov, mepixadd\€a vyoov, 

FT , 9 ) , , , A ~ 
etow em’ avOpuwrous oréepua pepwv Kata yns. = 1278 

e/ a ~ , , Ooris cor BovArevoey éuevd rept, Kai o” éxéAevoev = 2 
f , , 

otyer Oat mpoATrovd’ nLET ENV girinv— b 
‘ A ’ / 4 aA ’ \ 

veBpov veE éXadoio AEwy ws GAKi TeETrOLOWs c 
e ) of Tooot KkaTamapas aipatos ovK Emiov. d 

f—/ ~ e/ Ov BeAw oe Kaxws Epdew, ovd Et por aueELvov 1279 
i) a 9 , w tT \ ~ mpos Oewy aBavarwv éxoeTrat, w Kade Trat* 1280 
‘ ~ 9 ~ f. ov yap auaptwraiow emi ocpikpaior KkaOnuat, 

~ A ~ , 9 4 Qo sQ/ Twv S€ Kadwy Taidwy ov Tiots ovd doikwy. 

i f}) ~ , ’ 97 of , T 
Tai, py pm adiker—ETe oor KaTaOumtos eEtvat 

a 3 c ~ A > ean 

Bovdoua:—enppoavvy TovTO ouvels dyads 
a\9 > ov yap Toi me SoAw TrapeAevoea ovd amatnoets* 1285 

, » > 

viknoas yao exes TO TAEov ELoTICW. 
’ 4 > 9 \ , , , / / 
a\A\a o éyw Towrw evyovTa pe, ws Tore Paci 

‘laciov Kxovpny, wapOevov *lacinv, 
9 ~ a ~ 

wpainv Tep €ovcav, dvawomeyvny yauov avopay 
4 4 4 9 9 4 / gevyev' Cwoauevn & Epy’ atedAecora TENEl, 1290 
A ~ rd 

mwatpos voodoo beioa Souwy, Eavdn "AtraXavtn: 
» e ’ A 4 wyeTo © uvynAras és Kopudas dpéewy, 
4 » ¢ / , ~ » , 

evyovo’ imepoevTa yapov, ypuvars ‘Adpoditns 
o , > of \ 4/y 2 > / Swoa: TéAos 0 Eyvw Kat par’ avawopevn. 

"@) wai, un me Kaxoiow év adyeot Oupov cpivas, 1295 

noe ME On giroTns Swpata [lepoepovns 

1278¢ umwetadoto — 1282 ovro o erour’ adicwy — 1285 ov...d6Aux was added in 

the margin of the ms. by a later hand — 1295 déplyys Bekker 
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oixnta: mpodepovaa: Oewy 8 éromifeo piny 
Ba~w 7 dvOpwrwv, nma vwrauevos. 

"@ mai, péxpt Tivos we TpodevEeat; ws oe SiwwKwv 

SiCnu’. aAAa Ti por Tépma yevorro KiyeElv 1300 
= 9 ~ 5) \ ons dpyns. op Sé papyov éxwy Kal adynvopa Oupyov 

evyets, iktivov oyetAtov nOos Exwv. 
» » 37 2 \ ‘ , ; » / } \ aN’ éripewov, éuot dé dSidov yap. ovKert Snpov 

(%4 ~ ~ +] , 

é£es Kurpoyevous dwpov tooredavov. 
~ 4 e 14 4 f 

Oupe yvous, OTt TadEias woAunpatouv avOos 1305 
, ~ v4 

WKUTEPOV OTadlov, TOVTO GuVEs yaNacoY 
~ , A A , of s 

Seouov, un wore kat av Bijoeat, GBpme taidwr, 
~ 9 of ~ 

Kumpoyevois 8 Epywv avriaces yadeTowv, 
74 \ ~ < A \ ~ , 

women éyw viv wd éri coi. ov dé Tavta pudaka, 
4 a, ~ ~ 

unde oe vuKnon jwaio. aoan KaKoTns. 1310 

of 4 ~ ~ 

Oux édabes KrAéEWas, w mais Kai yap oe Stompat. 
t 4 z ~ w ai a, TovTas, olomep viv apOmos OE idos 

af A 4 ~ 

emdev, éunv 6€ meOnxas atiuntroy piiotnTa— 
> a A 4 9 ? A a 

ov pev On Tovtas yy’ noOa didros mporepor, 
A a ~ 

an’ éyw éx tavtwy o° édoKxovv OnocecOat éETaipoy 1315 
, ~ cA of moTov’ Kai on vuy @dAov ExecOa didrov. 

A vv e ~ a \ e 4 GN’ 6 pev Ev Epdwy Kketuary oe O€ pnTis arravTwY 
, 9 ~ ~ 9 advOpwrwv écopwy madodireiv éb€eAor. 1318 

“Qi wor éyw Setdos: Kai On KaTaxapua pev éxOpois =a 
“A ‘ 

toiot giro de mrovos Seva abu yevounv. b 

if) ~ 9 d ow 6 A 4 e 4 

Wat, émet Tot Owke Vea yapw ipmepoecoay 1319 
, A 9 tT ‘ / , Kuzrpis, owov & eidos matoi véowt perce, 1320 

1301 onooryn — 1302 pevyos — 1309 old’ MS.; of8’ Bergk — 1310 wa:daidn — 
1311 Seeppat — 1312 Plas — 1314 ov we 6. 7. 7 —1315 ofoerIar — 1316 exno0a — 

1317 Keys —1318 wada direw — 1318 @ wlhyor — 1320 raoweotct MS., waot véowws 

Bekker 
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TwVvO émaKkoucoyv éruwv Kai éunv yapw EvOeo Oupw, 
A 9 A , 

ryvous Epos ws yaderrov yiverar avopt epev. 

Kurpoyémn, wavoov me Tovwv, oxéedacov Se pepiuvas 

OuuoBdpous, orpévvov 5 avbis és evpoouvas, 
pepuripas 8 amomave xaxas, dos 8 evppou Ouuw 1325 

perp’ nBns TeN\eoavT’ Epyuata swhpocuvns. 

Ft ~ ed aN of , , 4 , 

G) mai, éws av exns AElav yevuv, ovUTOTE TalvwYy 
, , ~ 

qavoouat, ovo et pot popomov eott Oaveiv- 
/ , > Wf , 9 / > ) 9 \ , A aot Te Sidovr’ Ett KaXNov, Euol T’ OUK atoxpov EpwrTt 

~ A ’ 4 , 

airely, adAANa@ yovewy Niooouat nuEeTEpwv, 1330 
v ~ ’ A 

aideo pw’, w Trai......dd0Us yap, ei woTEe Kal ov 
e ~ ~ , é£ers Kumpoyevous dapov torredavou 

’ 
xpniCwv, kai ém’ addov éAevoeat. aAdrM oe daipwr 

~ ~ ~ o 

doin Twy avTwY avyTITUYElVY ETrEwD. 

“OrABwos Botts épwv yupvalera, oikade FS EABwy — 1335 

evdet cuv Kadw madi Travnueptos. 

, fs 2 @ , / ? , 5) > 7 Ouxer’ épw maidos, xaXeras & areXaxtio’ avias, 
, . ry a av > 4 

moxGous +’ dpyaNeous aopevos éeLEepuyon, 
A > 

éxNeAvpat Se mwoOov mpos évatedpavov Kvulepeins: 
?v ~ 9 - 

coi 0, w Tai, xapts éor’ ovdeuia pos mov. 1340 

Aiai, matdos épw amadoxpoos, ds pe pidorot 
mace par’ éxdaive, xox é0éXovTos épmov. 

tTAngomat ov Kpu\pas dexovola moAAa Biaa> 

ov yap én’ atkeXiw tradi dapets épavny. 

1325 evdpdovy — 1327 cay — 1329 Sidobw Hermann — 1331 no gap in the 

MS.; xadé and ride have been proposed — 1332 gers Couat — 1335 the MS. 

omits 3°— 1336 evdew — 1341 alal — 1343 aexovcr 
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MlasdogiAretv 6€ Tt Teprrvov, eet rote Kat Tavupndous 1345 
wv A , ’ , , 
npato kat Kpovidns, a@avarwv Baorreus, 

e , ) wv » - / of dpmagtas & és “Oduurrov avnyaye, cat pv EOnke 

Saiuova, maideins avOos ExovT éparov. 
ed A s , 4 ’ ‘ 

ovTw un Oavuale, Cruwvidn, ovvexa Kayo 

éLedaunv Kxadov maidos Epwrt Sapeis. 1350 

"@ wai, wn Kxwuate, yépovre S€ rreibeo avéopi. 

ov Tot Kwuaew oupopoy avdpi vew. 

A A , 9 A e , \ i] , 
IIixpos Kat yAuKus éott Kai dpradéos Kai azrnvns, 

ww , ry 4 4 , # Oppa redetos En, Kupve, veoow Epws. 
vv A A / A sv 4 

nv ev yap TeA€on, yAvKU yiveras nv de SwwKwy 1355 
, r 4 ~ 9» , 

Mn TeA€on, TWavTwy TovT avinpoTaTov. 

Atet matsopiAnow emi Cvyov adyen xetrat 

duopopov, dpyadéov puna giro€evins: 

xpn yao Tor wept aida movovpevoy cis PiAoTNTa 
womep KAnmaTivyw yeipa mupt mpowayen. 1360 

~ , 0 ~ ad S 

Nais mWETPN WooTeKupaas Euns PiAoTnTos avapTwv, 
i f ~ ~ tJ 4 

W Tai, Kai wampou meioparos avredaBov. 

Ovdaya o’ ovd azewv SnAnoomat, ovdE ME TEioeE 
9 14 ~ 

ovdcis avOpwrwv wore me pn oe direir. 

"W maidwy KadANuoTE Kal iepoeorate TavTwr, 1365 

orn? av’tov kai wou mavp’ éraxovoov én. 

wawWos Tot xapis é€oti, yuvact dé moros éTaipos 
ovdeis, @AN’ alee Tov TapeovTa pirei. 

1348 8 ers — 1354 TeNeoo ef — 1363 ovdanacoud 
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A matoos Eopws Kaos mev Exe, kados 8 arobécba: 
A 2 e @¢ ev v , 

moAdAov 6 evperOat pytepov n TEeAEoaL. 1370 
/ ~ 4 ? 

pupia 6 é€£ avTov Kpéuatat Kaka, pupia 8 éoOAa: 
? > , / of / 
a\X €v Tot TavTn Kal TIS EvVEoTL XaptS. 

’ 4 4 » A , 9 » @ ‘A - Ovéayuea mw Karéuewas éunv yapw, add’ v0 Tacay 
>A , sf > ‘4 aici orrovdainy Epyeat ayyeXinv. 

/ ef ~ tA 

OABios doris traidos épwy ovK olde Badtaccar, 1375 
Ie / e > 4 A 9 ~ / ovde ot ev mrovTw WE émovoa pede. 

‘ , ~ ~ 

Kados éwv kakoTntt pidrwy derotow dmtreis 
9 , 4 4 ~ » ) A 9! v avopact, Kat dia TovT’ aioxpov dvedos ExELS, 

a ~ 9 A 9 9? ~ ~ , e A 

w Tai’ éyw 0 dexwv THS Ons PiAoTNTOS auapTwY 
> @f > J <7 5) > , a 

wynunv épidwy oia tr éAevGepos av. 1380 

ow é 9 9 4 ~ A ~ 4 

AvOpwiroi o° édoxovy xpvons mapa dwpov ExovTa 

é\Ociv Kumpoyevois...... 

...2.+ Kurpoyevois dwpov tooredavou Df 
9 ‘4 

yiverar avOpwroow Exew yarerwratrov axOos, 
sv A ~ 4 ~ 

av un Kurpoyems 6@ NYoW éx yadeTov. 1385 

Kumporyevés Ku€épera SodXomAcKxe, vot Ti meptacov 
Zevs Toe Tysnoas Swpov edwKev ExELV 5 

Sanvas 8 avOpirwv muxwas dpévas, ovdé Tis dor 
ovTws iPOiuos Kat codos wate dvyeiv. 

1372 rauvrn — 1377 pemov MS.; Ppery and xaxérynra giiGy have been proposed 
— 1380 Epdwr — 1381 avOpwras é5. — 1382-3 the Ms. has é. «. 5. . without break 

— 1386 xUOepa MS. gol ri MS. according to Ziegler; vulgo col 7:, with a colon 

after &xew — 1388 dapuvas 3’ the Ms.; éduvaca Bergk. 



CHAPTER I. 

THEOGNIS IN GREEK LITERATURE. 

THE name of Theognis does not play a large part in 

Greek literature, and the passages from which anything 
about him can be gathered are neither many in number nor 
precise in language; but it is on these passages that the 

modern criticism of Theognis for the most part depends, and 

with these an examination of modern criticism must begin. 

PLATO, Meno, pp. 95 C—96 A. 

SOKPATHS. olcOa Sé Ste ov povov coi re Kai Tois GAAS 
Tois troNTiKois ToUTO SoKxel Tore pev elvas SidaxToy, ToTE 5 ov, 
GANA Kal Béoyviy Tov rrountny olcO rt TavTa TavTa réyeEL; 

MENON. ev rroios &recw; 
SOKPATHS. ey rots édevyeiors, od Néyes 
Kai Tapa Totow tive nal ore, Kai peta Toiow 

ie, xai Avdave Trois, dv peyadn Suvamis. 

écOrav pev yap am’ écOrad Sidakeat’ nv 5é Kaxoiouy 
cuppioyys', atrorets nal Tov covTa voop. 

olaoG dru év Tovtas pév ws Sidaxtod ovans THs apeTAs Eyer ; 
MENON. d¢atverai ye. 
LOKPATHS. ev ddrrows 5é ye orAdyov petaBas, 

es & hv trowntov, dnoi, nat EvOerov avdpi vonpa, 

1 The manuscripts have ouppeyps. 
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Neyer ws OTL 

moAXovs ay pucbovs Kai peyarous edpepov 
ot Suvapevoe tovTo Troveiy, Kat 

ov tor’ av é€& ayabov watpos éyevTo! Kaxos, 
mevBopevos pvOorot caodpooty. adrra diddoxwv 

oU ToTe Tromoes TOV Kaxov avop ayabov. 
évyoets Ott AUTOS AUT@ WaALY TEepi THY AUTOV TavavTia NéyeL ; 

MENON. ¢aiverat. 

On this passage so much has been based that Plato’s 
words must be examined with care. 

The question éy motos émeoty; and its answer éy Tots 

éXeyetors have presented the first difficulty. Three uses of 

motos are to be distinguished in Plato. The first is the 

ordinary meaning, “of what kind?” Secondly, zrotos or o 

motos asks for an explanation of a term whose meaning has 
escaped the speaker; it stands in clear connexion and in 
grammatical agreement with some preceding word®. Thirdly, 

motos expresses ridicule of something said by the previous 
speaker, catching it up and rejecting it with scorn’, Neither 

to the second nor to the third class does our passage bear 
any resemblance, for here Meno joins motos with a noun 
which Socrates has not used and of which he has given no 

hint. Nothing in Meno’s words conveys ridicule, or a doubt 

whether Socrates can produce such a contradiction as he 

promises‘. rotots must therefore have its simple and natural 

1 The manuscripts have éyévero. 
2 Politicus 280 B: ZEN....woANGy be érépwy ovyyevay dreueplcOn. NE. ZQKP. 

wolwy, elxd, ovyyevGv; ZEN. obx Eomwov rots NexOeiow, ws palyp. Philebus 34 B, 

Sophist 250 A, etc. 

3 Euthydemus 1290 BE: ZN. adr’ Apa, J wpds Ards, wh & Krijovwwos jy 6 

rair’ elruv, éyw 82 ob péuynuar; KP. motos Kriocwxos; ‘‘Ctesippus forsooth !” 

Charmides 174 8, Euthydemus 304 £, Gorgias 490 D, etc. Fritzsche, in his 

notes on Afeno 95 C and Rivals 132 B, fails to observe that when soios “‘ interrogat 
cum dubitatione et cum irrisione” it is in grammatical connexion with the word 

which causes the doubt or scorn, even where that word is not actually repeated 
in the question. 

4 Karl Miiller, ae scriptis Theognideis, p. 42: ‘‘Nam qui possumus adduci 

ut credamus, cum Meno quaereret éy wolos &xeow, Socratem intellexisse: in 

quibus carminibus? Cur non id quod proprie ea verba significant: in gualibus 
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meaning: “in what kind of verses?”! Socrates gives an 
equally simple and natural answer: “in his elegiacs.” The 
only inference which this question and answer warrant is 
that Meno and Socrates, as Plato represents them, were 

acquainted with poems of Theognis not written in the elegiac 

metre*. These poems have vanished, it is true, and left no 

trace behind them*. But another poem also has left no trace 

but a brief mention in Suidas, namely the “elegy on the 

Syracusans who were saved in the siege.” This too stood 

apart from the gnomic elegiacs; and if the gnomic poetry 

remains while this has vanished, other poems may have 
shared its fate. That hexameters could be used for gnomic 

purposes in the time of Theognis we see from the fragments 
of Phocylides, with whom Theognis is often linked‘. 

Of the two passages which Socrates quotes the first is 

lines 33—6 of our text, the second is from lines 434—8. 

This interval of four hundred lines was thought by nearly 

all who wrote on Theognis during the nineteenth century to 

versibus h.e. qualia sunt ista carmina quae dicis, vel in quibus Theognidem istud 

contendere dicis? Ad quod bene Socrates: Quid tu istud quaeris? nempe in 

elegiacis suis versibus. Voce autem et vultu facile potuit Socrates ignorantiam 
hominis reprehendere, ut etiam hoc dixerit : ecqua alia nosti carmina? Praeclare 

enim mihi videntur inter se convenire et quod Meno interrogat: év rolos,; h.e. 

in qualibus poematis ?—non igitur eorum inscriptionem, sed numeros quaerens— 

et quod Socrates voce éAeyeta utitur, quae vulgo ad numeros spectat.”’ Miiller 
understands wolos aright, but he reads into Plato’s words an impossible by-play 
of tone and look. Greek, with its store of particles, was rich in means of 

expressing such surprise as Miiller would have Socrates feel at Meno's question ; 
and these means Plato was least of all likely to forget. 

1 For éxos meaning ‘verse’ in general, not ‘hexameter’ in particular, compare 

Plato, Laws vii. p. 810 E, éwav éfanérpwr xal rpyuérpwv, where éfayérpwv and 

rptyérpwy are clearly adjectives; Aristophanes, Avigh/s 39, Frogs 862, 956, 1161; 

Theognis 20, 22; etc. See Francke’s Ca/iinus, pp. 85 ff. 

2 Buttmann ad loc.: “apparet hinc Theognidem alia quoque poemata heroico, 

ut videtur, metro scripsisse.”” So Francke, p. 87. 

3 At least only one trace, and that doubtful. See below. 
4 Ernst von Leutsch (PAilologus xxix. p. 522) infers from the passage of the 

Meno that “Edeyeta was the name of a section of Theognis’ elegiac poetry. But 

since Meno asks “In what kind of verses?” not ‘‘ In what volume of his works?” 
we naturally expect from Socrates an answer to this question; and such an answer 
we find if we give rots éXeyelors its ordinary meaning and take it not as a title but 

as a description. 

5—2 
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be incompatible with odéyov weraBas'. An inquiry into the 
meaning of petraBaive will prove this opinion false. A 
typical instance of Plato's use of peraBaivew is in the 
Parmenides, 162D: e dé pnt’ addowodra pate ev tavT@ 

orTpéperas pnte petaBaiver, dp av wy étt xivoito; Compare 
Cratylus, 438 A: éravéNOapev Sé rrarw b0ev Setpo peréBnpuev: 
Republic, viii. 550 D: ws peraBaives Tpa@toyv ex THs Tiapyias 
eis THY Odvyapxiav*. Here and everywhere in Plato perta- 
Baivey denotes change of position, not progress; it never 
means “to proceed.” Von Leutsch saw this, and rightly 
compared the use of peraBaive as a technical term of the 

rhapsode’s art. In the eighth book of the Odyssey, after 
Demodocus has sung the strife of Odysseus and Achilles, 

Odysseus bids him change his theme (489—493): 

inv yap Kata Kécpov 'Ayatay olrov aeidess... 
GX’ aye 57 petaBnOc cai immouv Koopoy deco 

Souparéou, tov *Emrevos érroincey adv ‘AOrvy. 

So in the Homeric hymns which served as preludes to epic 
recitations the transition to the story is marked by one of a 

few formulae: in some by avrdp éya® Kai ceio xal addAns 
pvnoop aodijs, in others by ced 8 éyw apEapevos petaBnoopat 
GrXov és duvov. This is not the language of continuous 
progress but of change. perafSaivery means to quit one 

theme for another ; and it is a word proper to the rhapsode, 

not to the poet. From this it would seem to follow that 

petaBas in the Meno must refer not to interval but to change 
of opinion or point of view. Fritzsche finds oAiyov incom- 
patible with this interpretation of peraBas. But the two 
statements which Socrates quotes from Theognis do not 

directly contradict each other. A manual of cricket might 
tell its reader that great cricketers are born, not made, and 

1 **$\lyor peraBds,”? says Bergk in his note on 435, ‘‘proves that this elegy 

was separated by no very long interval from lines 33 and following.” So 

von Leutsch (PAslologus xxix. p. §22): ‘‘Plato says moreover that in his copy line 

435 followed shortly after our line 35.” 

2 Compare Phaedrus 262 A, Cratylus 439 E, Laws v. 744 C, etc. 
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yet warn him afterwards against the danger of consorting 

with players worse than himself. So, in the opinion of 

Theognis, though vonyza is inborn, not implanted, yet evil 
communications corrupt good sense. oAé’yov petraBas means 
“slightly changing his point of view.”! 

The second of the passages to which Socrates appeals 

is 429—38. He quotes first 435, then 434, then 436, 437, 
438. In the arrangement of the lines as they stand in our 
text of Theognis Bergk sees the work of the abridger 
whom he mentions at every turn in his notes, “ Scripserat 

poeta : 

ovd ‘AckAnmiadats Touts y edwxe Geos 
iacOat Kaxdtnta Kai atnpas dpévas avdpar. 

ef 5 v tmointov te Kai évOetov avdpi vonpa, 
moAdous ay picGovs Kai peyarous edepov. 

coutrot av é& ayadov xKtXr.”? 

The only thing which favours Bergk is a difference of reading 

in 432. For e & the second best manuscript has ovd’; and 

with ovd’ the line is quoted by Plutarch, Dio of Prusa, and 

1 Such is the interpretation of Ficino, Cousin and Jowett; while Stallbaum, 

Hirschig and Miller agree with Bergk and von Leutsch. 
Bekker, with whom Bergk at first agreed, would read xara8ds, an unnecessary 

change. Neither peraBds (in the sense which Bergk would give it) nor 
xaraBds is so appropriate to the writer as to his reader. Similarly in English, 

‘‘turning over a few pages we read so-and-so”’ is very well, but ‘“‘ turning over a 

few pages the writer says so-and-so” is absurd. 
What Plato would have said if he had been speaking of interval may be seen 

from the following passages. Aippias minor 370 A: mpoerwy yap TavTa Ta 
érn...(/iiad x. 312—3), dd-yor borepowy Aéyer ws...(/itad x. 357—63). Protagoras 
339 C: oloda odv, Edn, Sri wpotdyros rob goparos Aéyet wou.... Protaguras 345 C: 
ra ériéyra Tot doparos. 

3 It is hard to see how this rearrangement is supported, as Bergk claims, by 
Aristotle, Micomachean Ethics 1179": el ev ody joa ol Adyor avrdpxes wpds 7d 
wothoas. éwiexets, ToAAOus Ay pucOods Kal peyddous dtxalws Epepow xara roy Odoyvu, 

wal &e dy rovros woploacda. ‘If Aéyor had it in them to make men émtecxels, 

they would deserve to ‘earn many fees and great,’ as Theognis says.” The 

personification of of Aéyo is due to Aristotle, not to Theognis. 
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Clearchus'. But these three authors probably followed a 
popular misquotation which changed e«& 6° to ov8 in sepa- 
rating the line from its context; and from this substitution 
the reading of the Vatican manuscript—nothing better than 

a blunder—must be kept apart. 

Observe how Socrates introduces his second passage: éy 

Gdrous 5€ ye GAiyov petaBas, et 8 Av mrountov, dyai, cal évOerov 
avdpt vonua, reyes tras Ste oddovs av picOovs KTrA. “He 
Says somehow” is an odd way of introducing a direct quota- 
tion, Asa matter of fact there are only four more passages 
in the whole of Plato where zrws is thus used; in three of them 

he misquotes, and in the fourth his own words shew that he 
is quoting only from a memory which he does not trust’. 

1 Plutarch, Qwaestiones Platonicae i. 3; Dio i. § 8; Clearchus apud 

Athenaeum vi. p. 256 c. The last is rather an incorporation than a quotation: 

wy larpedoa Tiy ayvoay od’ "AcxAnmiddas TolTd ye voulfw dedbo0as. 
2 “‘ews mirationem significat”” says Fritzsche; but he does not tell us how, or 

where else, or by what right. 

3 Though it may seem superfluous I will quote the passages. 

Lon 538 Cc: rb 3é 8h Sray “Ounpos Adyy ws Terpwpéry ry Maxdon ‘Exayijin } 

Nécropos wad\axyn xuxedva wivew Slower; Kal Aéyee rws obrws- 
olvy mpapuvely, dnoly, éxi 3° alyecoy xv rupdy 

Kvhore xarkely> wapd dé xpbuvoy worg Spor. 
Now olvy...xadxely comes from /liad xi. 639—40, the rest from 630. 

Lysis 213 E: 9 8e érpdwnuev, Soxet por xphvar lévar, oxowoivras xard rovs 

wowyras’...\éyouos 5é wws ralra, ws éygya, wel: 
alel roe roy duotow dye: Oeds ws rdv dpoioy. 

In Odyssey xvii. 218 the line begins ds alel...; but doubtless Plato knew other 
forms of the adage, and so used the generalising wws: ‘‘in some such words as 
these.” 

Second Alcibiades 142 EB: Néyer 6€ ews wdl (an unknown poet)* Zed Baccred, 

Ta pev écOda, gdnol, cal evyopévos kal dvevxross Gut Sldov, ra Se Seckda xal 

evxounévas dwadétew xeXever. In the Anthology, x. 108, the second line ends thus: 

ra, 3¢ Nuypa kal evyouévuw dwrepuxas. 

Gorgias 484 B: Aéye ofrw wus: 7d yap doua ov« éxicrauat. Some lines from 

a lost ode of Pindar precede. ‘The speaker probably misquotes (see Schroder’s 
Pindar, fragment 169); but in any case he is conscious that he may be 
misquoting. 

Compare Xenophon, Afemorabilia ii. 1: Kat T1pbdcxos...wdé wws Adywr, oa 

éyw péuynpas. 
In all these passages wws is added to wdc or wél or ofrw; but then in none of 

them is it bound up so closely with the actual words of the quotation as in the 

Meno, where ofrw xws could not stand. 
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Thus the present passage does not support Bergk’s rearrange- 
ment at all, but rather suggests that it is Plato who rearranges. 
If he had been quoting the lines in their true order he would 

have needed neither the apologetic wws nor the words of 
Suvapevos tovto troeivy with which he bridges over the gap 
between two pentameters. It would be hard to fill in Bergk’s 

outline well; it is harder still to believe that abridgment 
could have produced so good a poem as ours with so much 
shuffling of the verses and so little change in their words. 

But, be that as it may, Plato cannot be brought forward as 

a witness against our text. 

Thus from this one passage several inferences have been 
drawn which examination shews to be false’. 

ISOCRATES, ad Nicoclem, § 43, 44. 

onuetoy & ay tis tonoaito tHv ‘Hotodou cat Beoyvidos 
xat Doxvdridou toinaw. Kal ydp tovTous dacl yey apiorous 
yeyevioOa. cupBovrous Te Bip TH THY avOpdrwr, Taira Sé 
A€eyorTes aipodyras cuvdcaTpiBeww Tais GAAnAWY avoiats adXoV 
9 Tats éxeivev UTroOnKxats. Ett & ef Tis exréFeve TOY TpoEYoUTwY 
TomnTay Tas Kadoupevas yuouas, é’ als éxeivos padtot eorov- 
Sacay, opoiws dv nal mpos ravtas StareBetev: Hdcov yap av 
xopwodtas Tis pavroTaTns 7} TaV oUTW TEXVLKaS TreTTOLNLEéEVwY 

axovceiay. 

This passage has been much quoted in recent criticisms 

of Theognis. Bergk, who regards our Theognis as a collec- 

tion of extracts from many poets, admits that the words of 

Isocrates prove that in his time “ nondum talis sylloge extabat. 

Sed nihil prohibet quominus existimemus non ita multo post 
has eclogas ex poetis elegiacis factas esse*.” Not only does 

the passage imply that in the middle of the fourth century 

Theognis was read in an independent form, but it also 
suggests that his poetry as it was then known was of sucha 

1 Since this was written Mr E. S. Thompson’s edition of the Meno has 
appeared. Mr Thompson translates é\lyov pweraBds ‘‘in a somewhat different 

strain,” and adds: ‘“‘in the present place éXlyo» is ironical.” mwws he takes to 

indicate loose quotation. 

2 Poetae Lyrici Graect, ed. iv. vol. ii. p. 235. 
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kind that no process of selection was necessary to make it 

a body of useful advice concerning human life. Isocrates 

joins Theognis with Hesiod and Phocylides, and distinguishes 

these three from those poets out of whose works a body of 

gnomes might be drawn by selection. Phocylides, who wrote 
precepts in single lines or couplets, was in the fullest form of 

his poetry a avpBovros t@ Bly ta Tav avOpaTwy. If his 
satiric trifles, such as the famous couplet about the men of 

Leros, were included in the collection which bore his name, 

they must have been relatively so few that its character 

remained predominantly gnomic. Such a poet it is natural 

to put in company with Hesiod. The didactic poems which 

went under Hesiod’s name seldom forgot their didactic 

purpose. They were not without the desire to please, but 
their first object was to instruct. Very little could be cut out 

of the Works and Days without diminishing the value of the 
poem as a body of moral and practical precepts. Far other- 

wise is it with Homer or Aeschylus. The //zad is in a sense a 

cupBovros te Bip TO THv avOpwrrer, but not in the sense of 
which Isocrates is here thinking. Ifa series of precepts such 
as Hesiod or Phocylides presented were to be drawn from 

the //zad, it could only be by an immense reduction of bulk. 

Such poets as these Isocrates must have had in his mind, or 
he would not have added éq’ als éxetvos pdrtor’ eorrovdacar, 
“on which they have lavished the best of themselves,” “into 

which they have put their best work”—for that seems to be 
the meaning of the words. He seems to mean that the 
aphorisms which are to be found here and there in a Greek 
tragedy or epic are the result of an especial effort of the 

poet’s mind. That Isocrates has in view a clear distinction 

between the purely didactic poets and this other class appears 
from his use of the words ére 5€ and «al wpos ravtas, which 
mark a sharp division. Theognis then he puts among the 

1 Even R. Reitzenstein (Zpigramm und Skolion, p. 71) misses this antithesis 

and writes as if Isocrates were speaking of Hesiod, Theognis and Phocylides 
only throughout the passage. But at least he sees that the passage will not bear 

the construction commonly put upon it :—‘‘ Es ist unmdglich, aus diesen Worten 
fiir unsere Sammlung irgendwelche Folgerung zu ziehen.” 
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didactic poets who needed no abridger. Thus we have in his 
words presumptive evidence that in his time the character of 

Theognis’ poetry was predominantly gnomic ; that the gnomic 

element so much outweighed all the rest that Theognis could 

fairly be mentioned between Hesiod and Phocylides. So he 

can to-day. 

XENOPHON apud Stobaeum (Florilegium \xxxviii. 14). 

Elevodarvros éx tod mepi @eoyvidos. 
lo) e A 

Bcoyvidos corti ern trod Meyapéws* ovTos 5é€ 0 TrownTns 
‘ b A Ww: ’ 4 a \ 3 A \ ‘ 

Wept ovdevos GAXNOU ACyoy TreTrOinTal 7 TEP APETHS KAaL KAKLAS 
avOpwreav, Kai éoriv 4 Toinow alyypaupa trepi avOpwrwr, 

@orep el Tis immixos dv ocuyypdeev tepi immiKhs. 1 odv 
apy7 pot Soxet Tis Tounoews GpOas Exe Apxetar yap mpartov 
kd ‘ lel @ / ” \ ” wv wv “A ww GTO TOU ev yevérOar. eto yap ote avOpwrov oUTE THY AAV 
ovdéy dv ayaoy elvat, et 7 Ta yevvnocovta ayaba ein. edokev 

ovv avT@ wapadelypact Tois GrAdois wos ypyjoacba, dca 
A 2? «A 4 bd 4 4 ¢ 4 pn) ein Tpéetat GdAAA peta Téyvns Exacta GeparreveTat OWS 

yevvatorata éxovtat. Snr0oi & év toiade rots érrecu® 

xpiovs pev xat dvous SilnweOa, Kupve, cai imrovs 
> 4 / 4 9 9 “~ 

evryevéas, Kai Tot Bovretar e& ayalov 

ktncacOat: yhuat Sé Kaxnv xaxod ov pedredatver 
éoOros avnp, nv Tis xpjuata todra bide 

ovdé yuv7 Kaxovd avdpos avaivetat elvar axowTes 
mXovatov, GAX adveov BovrAerar avt ayabod. 

Ypnpata yap Tin@ot’ Kai éx KaKxod éaOAcs Eynue, 

Kat xaxos €€ aya0ov' wrovTos epke yevos. 
Tavita Ta én rAéyer TOUS avOpwrrous ovK eTiatacBaL yevvav 
’ 4 9 4 A , A 9 , , 9A €£ adAnrwv, Kata yiyverOat To yevos THY avOpwTrwy KdKLOV aet 

puyvipevoy To xeipoy TH BerTiov. ot 5€ wodXol Ex TOVTwWY TOY 
érrav olovTat Tov tTounTny toAuTpaypoovvny Tov avOpwrwy 

KaTNyopely, Kal avTi xpNuaTwy ayéveray Kai KaKiay avTixaTtar- 
AatrecOat cidotas' eyo de Soxet ayvouay xatnyopety trept Tov 

avtov Biov. 

1 Lines 183 . I neglect the slight differences of reading. —go & ng 
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cuvyypayya has given trouble’. True, it is a word 
especially appropriate to prose?; but that is no reason at 

all why Xenophon should not use it here. It is a part of 
his comparison. Such a manual as the (aaxos would write 

would naturally be a ovyypauua or prose treatise; and, 
accordingly, by a common figure of speech, cvyypayupa is 

used of the work which is compared to such a manual. 
Thus, if it is urged that no writer of Xenophon’s time could 
apply the words odros 8&€...{armixns to the poetry of Theognis, 
objection must be taken not to the use of ovyypappa but 
to the sentiment, and proof must be given that Xenophon 
could not have taken such a view of Theognis if he had 

known him in the present form. On this point von Leutsch’s 

pronouncement is emphatic: “in fine it is manifest that the 
writer of these words knew only a small part of the poetry 
of Theognis”; but he gives no proof. As a matter of fact 
apern kat xaxia avOparrwy is the very note which dominates 
our text. Even in the four invocations which serve as 

preface we find the word éa@d0os in line 4, xaxos in 13, 

waros in 16; line 17 is 6tre Kadov dirov éati, To & ov Kadov 
ov dirov eoti; the further preface in lines 19—26 has the 
words «axtov and tovc@Ao0d; and after that, in lines 27—35, 
comes at once the antithesis of good and bad which reappears 

at short intervals throughout the book. Not a page passes 
without a contrast between a@yaOos and xaxos, or éoOXos and 
SecXos, Or apers and xaxia, or motos and amaros, or evoeBys 
and ageBys, or Sixatos and dédsxos, or some such pair of 

words denoting a virtue and a vice. Thus there is one 

theme to which the poet incessantly reverts. Other poems, 
it is true, are to be found here and there in the book, such 

1 Von Leutsch (Philologus xxix. p. 520) says that ovros 8¢ 6 wocyrys... 
lemixhs are ‘worte, die weder Xenophon noch Antisthenes noch sonst ein alter 

hat schreiben konnen, da ein solcher ovyypauua hier nicht gebraucht und 

iiberhaupt nicht ohne riicksicht auf den politischen charakter des Theognis von 
diesem gesprochen hitte.’ 

2 svyypadew means ‘to compile,’ and the earliest forms of prose were in fact 

compilations; but ovyypdgew and ovyypauua continued to be used of prose long 

after the writing of prose had become an art. Thus in Plato’s Lysis, 205 a, 
ovyypadew (prose) is contrasted with woety (poetry). 
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as lines 511—22, 1211—6, 993—6, and so on; but they are 

relatively few, and do not change the general character of 
the book. Xenophon or Antisthenes or any other writer, 
having our collection before him, was quite justified in de- 

scribing it as ovyypappa amept avOpwrwy, and its subject as 
apern xai xaxia avOpwrwv. Thus the words obros 6é...repi 
urmiens May very well be due to Xenophon. For ascribing 
them to Xenophon rather than to Antisthenes or any one else 
there is a reason which has hitherto been overlooked, though 
it is not without weight. From nobody could the words 

@owep €b Tis iwmiKds wy cuyypaweley trepi immiuns come 
more aptly than from Xenophon, who was himself ¢aauixos 
elmrep tts Kai GAdos, and published cuyypappata On Horse- 
manship and On the Functions of an Officer of Cavalry’. 

But difficulties remain, and no criticism of the passage © 
seems yet to have been made which removes them all. The 
first is the anomalous position of @eoyudos éoriw ern tov 
Meyapéws, which certainly needs some explanation. Von 
Leutsch, for this reason and others, would amend the text 

of Stobaeus by sweeping changes. After yévous Fw he 

would read @eoyvid0s éotiv ern tov Meyapéws as the title 
of a fresh extract; then the lines xpsovs péev xrd.; then, as 

a criticism of these lines, ) ody apyn...écovray; then another 
extract, to which belonged odros 5é 0 trountns...mepl immrinis. 

dnr0ot 5’ ev rotade Tots errecwv: 
xptous mev KTH. 

His chief reason is the evidence of confusion in the text of 
Stobaeus. In the first place Victor Trincavellus in his edition 

of Stobaeus has of number 14 only the title Revogayvras éx rod 
wept @edyvidos, the words @eoyvid0s eotiv én tod Meyapéws, 
and the actual lines of Theognis. But Trincavellus is known 

Q») to have used a “codex minus integer parumque emendatus’. 

1 Modesty would not have deterred a Greek, as it might a modern writer, from 

such a reference to his own writings. Moreover the passage about Theognis may 
have been written before the manuals of horsemanship. The ‘Irwapyexés at least 

does not belong to Xenophon’s youth, for he speaks with authority, and there is 
some reason to think it written shortly before the battle of Mantineia. 

* Gaisford’s Stobaeus, preface, p. ii. 
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It may be added that the Vienna manuscript S, of the 
eleventh century, agrees with Trincavellus: but S makes other 

omissions’. Secondly, von Leutsch attaches some importance 

to the way in which this passage is used in Pseudo-Plutarch 
De (rather Pro) Nobilitate, complaining that the passage of 

Stobaeus and the bearing of the De Nodilitate upon it have 
never been adequately examined. But he himself does not 

seem to have known the worthlessness of the Pro Nob:htate, 

for which recent writers on Plutarch express the utmost 
disdain. “The whole treatise,” says R. Volkmann’, “1s 

obviously the work of a barefaced cheat. Its author had 

read the Anthology of Stobaeus, and had found therein two 

passages from a treatise of Plutarch xara evyeveias, one from 
his i7réep evyeveias. Supposing, it may be rightly, that these 
three passages belonged to one and the same treatise, he 

undertook to reconstruct it out of his own head by the 

simple process of putting the third passage at the head of 
his botch, joining to it other passages of similar purport from 

Stobaeus, sometimes however under the names of writers to 

whom they did not belong, and seasoning this hodge-podge 

with ell-long quotations from Homer and Euripides, whole 

chapters from Herodotus and Aristotle, and some quotations 

of his own invention.” This production was lost after it had 
been translated into Latin, and the Greek text which we 

possess is “nothing more than a translation made from the 

Latin by somebody very indifferently acquainted with Greek; 
so that a twofold forgery is before us.” For the most part 
this last translator availed himself of Stobaeus wherever the 
original compiler had used Stobaeus; but in the fifteenth 

chapter it is manifest that for some reason, probably by 

oversight, he did not copy out Ixxxviii. 14 of Stobaeus 
but made a bad translation from the Latin for himself. 
Only the Latin version has the thirteenth extract, after 

which the Latin and Greek proceed as follows: 

1 Commentationes Ribbeckianae, p. 74. 
2 Leben und Schriften des Plutarch, p. 119. The same judgment is passed by 

G. N. Bernardakis, vol. vil. p. vi. of his edition of the Mora/ia. 
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Atque quidem ut ait Xeno- 
phon Megarensis Theognidis 

carmina feruntur. Hic poeta 

de virtute vitiisque hominum 

nec alia re ulla sermonem in- 

stituit, nec iniuria dici potest 
commentarius de hominum 
vita: haud aliter quam si 

peritus rei equestris de ea re 
scriptum aliquod edat. Huius 
poematis, meo iudicio, certe 

institutum est  principium, 

cum orditur a bonitate ge- 

Travra péev Beoyvidos tepidé- 
e e ‘ aay a 

petas ws o Meyapevs Zevodav 

Neyer. ovTOS oO ToLNTHS Trepi 
apeTns Kal xaxias avOparTrav 
AGyous WoleiTal, Kal ELKOTWS 

9 f Ud 9 

mept avOparwy Biov aropyn- 

poveupa Kxaretobat dvvarat, 
TapaTwAnciws € THS LTTuKHS 
eTLoTHLwY TIS Tept auUTHs 
éyeypader. TovTov Tov Totn- 
patos, @S olpat, cuvictapéevn 
éotly apy, Stay amo ov 
KaXov TOU yévous mpootmater. 

neris. 

That the Greek comes straight from the Latin is proved by 

many things—by cumorapévn early apyn, for example, which 
can be nothing but a childish mistranslation of “institutum 

est principium”—but by nothing more clearly than the 
mistake whereby Xenophon and not Theognis is made the 

native of Megara. This is obviously due to the ambiguous 

position of “Megarensis” in the Latin. But, it may be 

asked, why did the man who translated the original Greek 

into Latin say “Megarensis Theognidis” rather than “ Theog- 

nidis Megarensis,” the natural order? It would seem that 

by this inversion he tried to reproduce the effect of the order 
of the words in Greek; for the arrangement @edywid0s éotuy 
érn tov Meyapéws inevitably lays stress on tod Meyapéws. 

Whether he saw the real point of this order, or thought it 
designed to distinguish the elegiac poet from “the writer 
of very frigid tragedies, who was nicknamed Snow’,’ we 

cannot say, nor does it matter; but this is clear, that the 

Greek text of the Pro Nobdilitate has here no independent 
value. The original Greek from which the Latin came 
perhaps ran thus: «ai radta pév, ds dnote Zevohar, Beoyuidos 
éotw érn tov Meyapéws' ovtos 5€ o twomnrns KTr. Going a 
step further back, we have next to consider what the compiler 

1 Suidas s.v. Odoyms. 
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found in his text of Stobaeus. Clearly he found no gap 
between extracts 13 and 14. His text must have presented 

something like this:—...ov yap 5 attov o warnp éyévyncev 
ayaOov, arr’ Ste x Tovovrou yévous Hv. Eevopavros éx Tov 
mept Qeoyvidos. Oeoyvidos eotw ern tod Meyapéws. ovtos 

5é 0 mourns xtrX. By what train of thought or anything 
else he imagined these sentences to be connected; how he 

explained to himself the interruption of syntax caused by 
the words Eevodavros éx tod mepi @edyvid5os—these and other 
such questions need not be discussed, for the intelligence of 

this compiler is as small as his faith is bad. 

Of the many other objections which may be urged against 

von Leutsch’s treatment of the passage of Stobaeus, as that 

he postulates a very considerable amount of textual error, 
not the least is that he regards @eoyuides éeorw En tov 
Meyapéws as having been originally a lemma. This is very 
unlikely. Nowhere else does Stobaeus give an extract so 

fanciful a heading. His regular practice is to give the name 

of author and work in the fewest possible words}. It is true 

that to quote @eoyvides dotoy én tov Meyapéws was a very 
natural way to introduce an extract from Theognis, as «ai 
tobe Pwxvrdisew would be natural in a quotation from 
Phocylides; but the fact remains that everywhere else 

Stobaeus is content with the single word @edyuid0s. 
We may then put aside von Leutsch’s conjectures, together 

with the deficiencies of Trincavellus and the absurdities of the 
Pro Nobilitate, and return to the established text of Stobaeus. 

It has been generally inferred from the words 7 odv apy7... 
THs troujcews that the lines there quoted stood at the 
beginning of the poems of Theognis as they were known 

to Xenophon or whoever was the author of this criticism ; 

and accordingly Welcker gives those lines the first place in 
his edition. Is this inference just? 

To go back to the obvious difficulty presented by the 

position of the first words, @eoyvid0s eotiy Eryn Tod Meyapéws. 

Some have thought them a gloss which has crept in from 

1 E.g. Eiperl8ov Medavlewry, tol avrod Pplty, dx ray 'Apirorédous Xpecsy, 

“Howd3ou "Epywv, Lwrddov. 
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the margin; and certainly if the passage which Stobaeus 
quotes had not contained the name of the poet, some such 

gloss would have been a convenience in an old manuscript 
as in a modern edition, and no better form could have been - 

found for the note than the words to which Theognis himself 

had given his sanction. But if an explanation can be found 
which does not postulate corruption in the text, so much 

the better. Let us suppose that the writer had introduced 
the subject of the influence of heredity on character, and had 
gone on in some such words as these: “On this point I am 
minded of an elegy of one of our poets, and that ov rod 

TUXOVTOS, GAN’, iva Kat’ avToV Aéyw Tov ypdwavta, Beoyvides 
€orw émn Tov Meyapéws: otros Sé€ 0 mountns KTXr.” This 

suggestion is of course only a guess; but if it is once proved 
that some reasonable train of thought could have led to the 
words of our text, then a difficulty is at once done away. 
Stobaeus, or the compiler of some earlier anthology from 
which Stobaeus may have borrowed, would naturally begin 
his extract with @eoyudes eaotuv ern tod Meyapéws; for 
what preceded was not to his purpose, and these words 
were necessary as revealing the author from whom Xenophon 

quotes. 

The next difficulty lies in the words ot» and rraujcews. 
mwoinaw cannot mean “poem.” It can be used of a large 
body of verse’, such as the poetry of Propertius taken as a 
whole, for example; but not of a comparatively short piece 

such as a single elegy of Propertius or the poem of Theognis 

from which Xenophon quotes. Does ris roijoews then mean 
here what Welcker imagines, the poetry of Theognis taken 

as a whole? If so, o§y has no meaning. It does not mark 

a consequence here, for the fact that a poet begins his poetry 

1 E.g. Thucydides, i. 10. 3: ty ‘Ophpov rowjoes; compare Plato, /on 531 D. 
Lucilius distinguishes rolyo:s and wolnua thus (lines 300—4 of Lachmann’s text) : 

pars est parva poema, poema epigrammation vel 

distichum, epistula item quaevis non magna poema est. 

illa poesis opus totum, tota Ilias una est, 

una @éo.1s sunt annales Enni atque éros unum, 

et maius multo est quam quod dixi ante poema. 
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well is in no sense a consequence of the nature of his subject. 
Nor does it sum up; on the contrary it follows a general and 

introduces a particular statement. Nor, again, is it a particle 

of resumption, since 7 7roinats is the subject of the preceding 

sentence. There is no fourth use of od». 
Thus Welcker’s argument is tainted at the source. 

Ignoring or misunderstanding ov», he inferred from the 

words of Xenophon that the poem which begins with x«provs 
pév nat dvous held the first place in that text of Theognis 
which Xenophon knew. Such a beginning would be almost 
intolerably abrupt. Since there is a flaw in Welcker’s 

premises and no charm about his conclusion, we must not 
acquiesce in his reasoning if a better explanation of the 
words of Xenophon can be found’. 

To Dr Verrall I owe the following attempt to solve 
these difficulties and permission to give it here in his own 
words. 

“The inference drawn from the passage of Stobaeus, that 

the book known to Xenophon as ‘the poetry of Theognis’ 

differed, and differed widely, from the ‘ Theognis’ transmitted 

to us, is based upon a misunderstanding. It requires us to 
put upon the words 7 apyn ths moujnoews, as here used by 
Xenophon, a sense not only unnecessary, but inconsistent 

with the context. ‘The beginning of the zroinocs’, he says, 

is satisfactory, for ‘it begins’ (or ‘the poet begins’) with 
good birth, upon the ground that men cannot be good unless 

their birth and parentage are what they ought to be; that is a 
primary condition. Welcker assumes that by ‘the beginning 

of the zroimars’ is meant the commencement or first words 

of the book Zheognis; and since the passage in praise of 

euyévera, which Xenophon proceeds to cite in illustration, is 
found not at the commencement, nor anywhere near it, in 

our book, he infers that Xenophon’s book was different. 

“But the remark about ‘the beginning of the zroinats’ 
follows immediately upon the observation, that the poetry 

1 But all that is necessary for my purpose is to shew that the received view 

cannot be held. See also Appendix I. 
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of Theognis is occupied wholly with morals and may be 
described as ‘a treatise about men, comparable to a treatise 
on horse-training (zrepl tamens) by a person experienced in 
horses’—in short, that it is a sort of manual of human 

education. The one sentence is actually linked to the other 

by a ‘then’ (ovv). And even if it were not so linked, 

we must suppose some connexion between them. We 
could not suppose that the peculiar, and perhaps somewhat 
forced, comparison of the poetical moralist to a writer on 
education is taken up only to be dropped, and has no bearing 

on the remark appended to it. Yet what bearing can it have, 
if we construe that remark to mean that Xenophon approves 
the first lines or opening passage of the book? The beginning, 

in this sense, is no more noticeable or important in a treatise 

on education than in any other composition; and the con- 
nexion indicated would thus altogether fail. To justify it, 

we should find for 4 apyn tis tomnoews some meaning 

specially connected with the educational function of poets 

and poetry; nor is this difficult to find. 
“The object of arts in general ‘is aroinous, the making of 

something; and it is so with the art of morals, teaching, 
training or education; that which the moralist or educator 

makes is the good man or good citizen (aya06s avnp, dvOpwrros, 

mwonrtTns). These conceptions, commonplaces in speculation 

of the fifth and fourth centuries, were naturally applied to 

poets and poetry, which the Greeks were accustomed to 
criticize especially in respect of moral and educational in- 
fluence. Thus applied, they naturally, or rather necessarily, 

drew attention to the suggestive meaning of the words 
mwountns ( poet) and troinats ( poetry) themselves, which seemed 
actually to connote the educational function of the poet as a 

maker of good citizens and good men. Before the end of the 
fifth century, this train of thought and language was already 
familiar, fixed, and classical, if we may judge by the way in 

which it is introduced by Aristophanes in the Frogs (1088 
foll.)?. ‘What’ asks Aeschylus, ‘is the proper ground for 

1 In Plato’s Symposton, 196 D—197 A, there is a twofold play upon woyrys, 
which may be quoted here as shewing how easily the word lent itself to this 

H. ‘ 6 
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admiring a poet?’ ‘That we make the men in our cities 
better’ replies Euripides promptly. ‘And if’ rejoins Aeschylus, 
pursuing the equivocation, ‘your making did not effect this, 

but the contrary—what then ?’ 

AI. azroxptvat pou, tivos otvexa ypn Oavpatew dvdpa rointny; 
ET. Seftorntos nai vouvBecias, drt Berriovs re vrotodpev 

Tovs avOpwrous év tais Todect. 
Al. rodr’ obv ef pr) reToinkas, 

GX’ ex ypnotay Kal yevvaiwy poyOnpotdrous amédekas, 
Ti wabety pnoes akvos elva ; 

“In language similar to this, we should presume, Xenophon, 

in the passage from which the fragment is broken, has been 
speaking of Theognis and his poetry, observing that he in 

particular, being occupied wholly with matters of virtue and 
vice, may be considered as a maker in the special sense, a 
maker of men, and his work as a manual of such art or 

making, like the directions of a horse-trainer for making good 

horses. ‘The beginning then’ he continues, ‘of the making’, 
that is to say, the starting-point and primary condition of 

the process, ‘I find to be satisfactory; for the maker ’—or 
‘the process’, it matters not which—‘ begins with good birth, 
as a primary condition’. In the making of a man, birth is of 

course the beginning ; and the comparison of the poet-moralist 

to an artist, maker, or manufacturer, explains at once why 

stress should be laid upon the ‘ beginning’, since a process of 

manufacture, if wrong there, could never be right at all. 

“Even in the fragment this connexion of thought is suffi- 

ciently visible. We may note how the link between the 

mountns and the wotnous is kept up by the word zreroinra. 

kind of pun. The poet Agathon is speaking about Love. epi yey ody Scxacoauwns 
Kal owdpoovwns kal dvdpelas roi Oeot dpnra:, wept Se codlas dAelwrerar’ Soor obdv 

duvardy, weiparéov ph eAXelrew. Kal rpWrov péy, tv’ ad nal éyw rh» tperépay 

réxyny tiphow worep 'Epviluaxos rhy abrot, roinrhs 6 Oeds codds wore xal G\dor 

wojoa’ was yoor wonrhs ylyvera, cay Auovoos 7 7d wplv, od dy “Epws aynrat. 

@ dh wpdwer quads papruply xpioOa, ore woenrhs 6 “Epws dyads ey xedaraly 

wacav rolnow Thy Kara poverty’ a ydp ris uh Exec 7 uh older, ofr’ by érépy 

doln ofr’ ay Adrov didakaer. nal pev Sh Thy ye tay Sywy wolyow WdvTwr Tis 

évaytiwoerar uh ox “Epwros elvac codiay, 7 ylyveral re xal gierar wdvra 

Ta Spa; 
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And we may fairly suppose, since the citation begins in the 
middle of a sentence, that the connexion and point would 

be even plainer, if we had the whole. At all events the 
possibility, if it were no more, of thus explaining the fragment 

relieves us from the necessity of importing an explanation 
contradicted by the traditional form of Zheognis as a book, 

and thus deprives the fragment of all weight as an argument 

that this traditional form is not correct and authentic.” 

Apart from the words ovyypaypa and ris troinjoews 
there remains in the first part of the passage of Stobaeus, 

that is the part which precedes the actual quotation of the 
poem, nothing unworthy of Xenophon. The style is good, 
and the syntax shews no fault. But nowhere else is an essay 

mept @eoyvidos ascribed to Xenophon. Hence some have 
thought the word Eevodarros a mistake, due perhaps to care- 
lessness on the part of Stobaeus, for "Avriofévous. Diogenes 
Laertius, vi. 15—16, gives a catalogue of the writings of 

Antisthenes: 

...TopwoL Séxa...Topos SevTepos ev @ Tepl Cowy duceas, 
mept TavooTrotias 7 Tepl yauou épwtiKos, Tept Ta codirTav 

duovwoyvapovixos, trept Sixacocvvns Kai avdpeias mporpeT Tinos 
mpatos, Sevrepos, PpiTos, Tept Qeoryvidos 8’ & + Tomos tpitos ev 
@ KTH." 

Thus Antisthenes wrote a work On Justice and Manliness in 
five books, of which the last two had the title zrepi @eoyvedos. 
Doubtless the pessimism of Theognis attracted the founder 
of the Cynic school. But is the passage given by Stobaeus 

likely to come from Antisthenes? Our knowledge of his 

doctrines is not complete, but edyévesa was certainly not one 

of the qualities which he prized. ‘“Déja pour Antisthéne,” 
says A. Croiset?, “comme plus tard pour les Stofciens, 
Yhumanité se divise en deux classes; les sages, c’est-a-dire 

1 Later on in the list comes a book called Kipos 7 épadpevos, where Kuépvos has 

been proposed in place of Kipos, which the manuscripts of Diogenes give as the 

title of no less than four treatises of Antisthenes. 

2 iv. p. 251. 

6—2 
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les rares adeptes~de la doctrine, et les fous, qui forment 
immense majorité.” Probably he regarded evryévera at best 

. as an adsadopor, to use the Stoic term, though perhaps an 
adidgopov wrponypévov. Thus Antisthenes is not likely to have 
written the words 7 ovv apy7...a@ya0a ein, unless indeed his 
two books repi @eoyvidos were in the form of a dialogue, and 
this a view put forward by one of the speakers, to be refuted 
by his opponent. There is therefore neither external nor 
internal evidence to shew that Antisthenes wrote this passage, 
and the ascription of it to him is nothing more than an 

unlikely guess. On the other hand many scholars have 
followed Stobaeus in giving it to Xenophon. We do not 
seem to have any precise catalogue of Xenophon’s writings ; 

and in Diogenes Laertius, ii. 56, cuvéypaye 5¢ Bt8ria pos Ta 
rertapaxovra (“about forty in all”), d@AA@y dAXAws ScarpovryTwr, 
both zpos and the last three words leave room for lost works. 
C. G. Cobet says?: “ Xenophon Theognidis interpretem agere 
et commentarios in Theognidem edere non potuit. Theognidis 

illustrem aliquem locum vel ex Socratis vel ex sua persona 
copiosius enarrare potuit: unde suspicimus locum illum ex 
Memorabilibus (ut quae Xenophon, uti constat, multis parti- 

bus auctiora ediderit, quam nunc habemus) esse desumptum 

et pertinuisse ad disputationem aliquam de Nobilitate: hanc 
interpretationem locus ipse mirifice adjuvat: et lemmatibus 

Stobaei quam nihil auctoritatis sit tribuendum, constat inter 
omnes.” The negative of the Dutch scholar’s first sentence 

would be hard to prove; but his suspicion as to the nature if 
not the place of Xenophon’s wepi @eoyyidos is very likely 
right. What we should expect from Xenophon is not an 

essay in literary criticism, but an essay or perhaps a dialogue 

of an ethical or sociological character, written round these 
lines of Theognis just as a large part of the Protagoras is 

written round a poem of Simonides. To such a piece the 
title mepi @eoyvudos would be appropriate, just as the third 
part of the Profagoras, had it stood alone, might have been 
called zepi Xupwvidou. Very likely Xenophon would have 

1 Commentatio qua continetur Prosopographia Xenophontea, p. 10, 0. 13. 
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begun his essay with general remarks before introducing his 
quotation; in which case the extract given by Stobaeus 

begins at the point where Xenophon first mentions the poet’s 
name. 

A long defence of Xenophon’s claims is to be found in 
an essay entitled Xenophon tiber Theognis und das Problem 

des Adels, by Otto Immisch’. After a careful review of the 
opinions of the Greek philosophers about evyéveca, he decides 
without hesitation that the passage in Stobaeus comes from 
the hand of Xenophon. He proceeds to shew that its tone 
is polemic. Two interpretations of the lines of Theognis are 
given, and one, according to which Theognis was merely 

denouncing avarice, is rejected. Nobody was more likely to 

hold this opinion, he thinks, than Antisthenes, the bitter 

enemy of wealth; and it may have been maintained in his 

book on Theognis. Immisch then looks for the reason why 
Xenophon’s treatise disappeared. Perhaps he published it 
anonymously because of his relations with his opponent 

Antisthenes. Besides the passage in Stobaeus there is at 
least one other trace of the book. An essay on Theognis 

would naturally speak of a:depactia. Now in Lucian’s 
"Epwrtes* some lines of Callimachus are quoted in immediate 

connexion with Socrates and the Socratics:—af ye pny 

Lwxpaticai Sidackaria...Lewxpatns...de6 S¢ Tav véwy épav ws 
"ArxtBiabou Lwxparns...cai eywye To Kaddypayeov emi rérer 
Tov Aoyav HOiota TpocOeiny av Gtrace Knpvypa: 

aide yap, @ xovpoow én’ Gupata Aixyva éporTes, 
"Epxyios @s tuiv wpice tradogirciv, 

ade véwy épdoite: tod «x evavdpov éxorre. 
This has been referred to Xenophon, who was of the deme 
Herchia?; and the expression @pice tracdogidcty fits better a 
systematic treatment of the subject than such casual references 

to it as occur in the Symposion. 
It may be remarked, however, that Immisch’s reason for 

1 In the Commentationes philologae guibus Ottont Ribbeckio...sexagesimum 
actatis...annum exactum congratulantur discipult Lipstenses. 

¥ 48—49- 
+ See Schneider on Callimachus, fragment 107. 
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thinking Xenophon’s treatise polemic is drawn from the end 

of the passage in Stobaeus. But the end, from raira ra érn 
to epi tov avrav Biov, is so full of faults that it is all but 
impossible to regard it as the work of Xenophon. Of these 

faults Immisch takes no notice. 
To begin with, zoAvypnpoovrn, the reading of all but two 

manuscripts of Stobaeus, is found nowhere but in Pollux’, 
who gives it in a list of words connected with wealth, next to 

moNvxpnuatia, which is used by Xenophon? with the meaning 
“wealth.” If modtvypnyoovvn is genuine in our passage it 
must have been intended to mean “avarice”; for no man, 

being of sound mind, could have said that the lines of 
Theognis accused men of wealth. But roAuvypnyoovrn natu- 
rally means “abundance of possessions,” and cannot mean 

“avarice.” The manuscripts A and B of Stobaeus, followed 
by Gaisford, read zroAutpaypoouvn ; but this is even less satis- 

factory. oAumpaypoovvn and moAvumpayywv mean regularly 

“ meddlesomeness” and “ busybody”; and even if wpayyara 
meant “property,” which it does not, roduvmpaypoovvn like 
Todvypnwocvvn would necessarily mean “wealth,” not “ava- 

rice.” Thus neither word is satisfactory. We might suppose 
corruption in the text—Bergk would emend to gsrAoypnpo- 
ovvnyv—were not the rest of the passage written so ill. If the 
sentence in which sroAvypnuoourny stands is grammatical, we 
must suppose an abrupt change of subject, tov romnrny being 
the subject of xarnyopetv, and rods avO@pmrovs, supplied from 
tov avOpwrey, the subject of dvticatadXAartecOas. Further, 
the words yiyverOat To yévos taHv avOpaTwv KaxLov ae puyyu- 
pevoy TO xetpov te BeAriovw are not strictly grammatical : 
“the breed of men deteriorates by constant mixture—the 

worse with the better.” Again, the use of the dative to 
Berrlove is questionable, to say the least. Add the strange 
use of é« in é« Trovrwy Tay ém@v olovtas; and the careless 
construction (though it may perhaps appear now and then in 

good writers) of avri ypnywatwv ayéveay kal Kaxiav avti- 
xatadXatrec Gar, which must be translated ‘to dalance low 

iii. Tro. 2 Sym poston iv. 42. 
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birth and bad character against money,” “to regard money as 
a compensation for low birth and bad character,” where is no 

notion of exchange properly so called. None of these faults, 
except the wrong use of zroXAvypnoovrny or t1roAuTTpaypoourn», 
is bad enough by itself to condemn the writer; but taken 

together they are a convincing proof that he could not write 

good Greek. It is hard to believe that the man who made 
these blunders can have written the sentences which precede 
the quotation. But the condemnation need not be extended 

to them if we suppose that after the lines of Theognis 
Stobaeus added another criticism of them from another 
source, perhaps from one of the scholasticorum natio endowed 

with unusually little intelligence or style. The sources of 
tobaeus are not well known, but it is generally agreed that 

he made large use of earlier anthologies ; and while he was 
not likely to give Xenophon’s name to a passage with intent 

to deceive, he may have joined together two independent 

criticisms by accident. However, it does not much matter 

where the second part came from, for it adds nothing to the 

first part which can be of service to us in deciding what form 

of Theognis Xenophon knew}. 

D10 CHRYSOSTOMUS, o7. ii. ad init. 

Dio of Prusa, who was born about A.D. 40, begins his 7repi 
Bactrcias 8’ with a story of Alexander the Great, who, being 

asked by Philip why he read no poet but Homer, replied : 

1 Sitzler’s view of the passage in Stobaeus is worthy of mention here. He 
thinks that dpx7 is used with reference to its philosophical sense, ‘‘ first principle,” 
“element.” But there can be no real analogy between water (for instance) 
regarded as the ‘“‘element” from which all other forms of matter are derived, 
and good birth regarded as a necessary quality among the many qualities which 
make up the character, of the dya0és. Moreover, as G. Kaibel (Deutsche 
Litteraturseitung, 1880, p. 58) has pointed out, even if dpx4 could mean “‘ first 

principle” here, dpxera: xp@rov could not mean ‘‘he takes as first principle.” 
Sitzler has another objection to regarding Xenophon as the author of the 

passage. ‘‘Nonne praeterea Xenophon in Commentariis (iv. 4. 22) aliter de 

nobilitate sentit atque auctor loci, quem Stobaeus exscripsit?’’ To dispose of this 
objection it will suffice to read the passage to which he refers. 
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Ta pev ovy dAXa TroLnpata, Gywye Hryovpat, TA péev TULTOTIKA 
auTayv, Ta Sé épwrixa, ta S€ eyxwpia GOAnTa@Y TE Kai iarTev 
vicavtwov, Ta & emi tots treAvemot Opnvous, Ta S€ yédAwrTos 
&vexev 1 dodopias trerompéva, domep ta tTaY Kwupoodida- 
oxddwy Kai ta tov Ilaptou rrownrod: iows Sé tia avtav Kat 
Snpotexa réyoit’ av, cupBovArEvovTa Kai TapatvovyrTa Tots TrOA- 

ois Kat iduotats, KaOatrep oluat TA Pwxvridov cal Bedyuidos' 
ad dv ti dv odernOjvar Sbvatto avnp nuiv Gpotos; 

“As for other poems, some of them, I take it, are drinking- 
songs, some love-songs, some praises of successful athletes or 

horses, some dirges for the dead ; some are written in a spirit 

of mockery or abuse, like the plays of the comic poets or 

the poems of Archilochus; and some perhaps might even 

be called plebeian, giving counsel and advice to the general, 

just as Phocylides and Theognis did, I suppose. What good 

could men like us get from all this ?” 

A glance at fragments 5 and 12 of Phocylides and at lines 

33—4, I129—30, 215—6 of Theognis will shew that Alexander 

was right. Who less likely than Alexander to desire a tiny 

town on a rock, or the middle place in a city ; who less likely 
to play the polypus? Phocylides and Theognis speak as men 

of the world, and have little concern with the grand passions. 
Similarly the writer of comedy or of satire, an Aristophanes 
or a Juvenal, is by profession at war with all that is extra- 

vagant or sublime; his teaching addresses itself to the middle 
class of mind. But though the vulgar character of their 

teaching is the only charge that Alexander brings against 

Phocylides and Theognis, it is absurd to infer from Dio’s 

words that Alexander or whoever put these sentiments into 
Alexander’s mouth found nothing in Theognis like the other 

poems which he rejects. We must not even assume that 

Alexander’s copy of Theognis did not contain the second 
book, much less? that it could not have included such a poem 
as lines 993—6. 

1 As Welcker does (p. Ixxv). 
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ATHENAEUS, vii. p. 310 A, B. 

In the first half of the third century Athenaeus wrote his 
Acurvocoguctai, in which he mentions Theognis thus: zrepi 

tourwy gynoiv ‘Apyéotpatos, 0 TaY oYoddaywv ‘Haiodos 7 
Béoyus. nv 5é nal o Boys repi HduTaPeav, as avrTos epi 

avtou dno Sia TovTwr': 

THuos 8 nédvos prev ev aidépe pwvuyxas tious 
dptt twapayyéAAot péccarov npap exon, 

Seitrvou 5% Anyouwey Boouv Tiva Ovpos avwyor 
Tmavroiwy ayabav yaotpi yapilopevor. 

xépuiBa & aiva Oupate dépor credharvapara 8 eciow 
everdns padiwys yepoi Adxatva xopn. 

ovde TO Tratdepacteiy amravaiverat 0 coos obTos* Aéyes your?’ 
el t einoa Kady pev edipepov Dyvov acide, 

GOrov 5 év péoow ais xaros avOos éxwv 
got T ein wai épol codins wépe Snpiowsr, 

yvoins torcoy Svwv Kpéccoves Huiovor. 

“ Athenaeus too,” says Welcker’, “is on our side. For 

although some trifles by other hands had made their way 

even then into the text of Theognis, and coalesced with the 

genuine poems, yet the book must have been very different 
from its present form, seeing that Athenaeus, who often takes 
pains to throw light on all the blots which stain the characters 

and the writings of great men, seems to have found nothing 

to fasten upon in Theognis except these two passages.” But, 

as K. Miiller very justly remarks‘, Athenaeus could not have 

found anything else to his purpose in our text; that is, if we 

except the Modea zratécxn, which he probably did not know 
or did not knuw as the work of Theognis, or he would hardly 

have used yody, “at least,” as he does. And to one who did 

not know the Moica zra:écxn it was natural to put the more 
charitable construction upon the passages where Theognis 
uses the words ¢idos, giria, didreiy of himself and Cyrnus. 

1 997—1002. 2 993—6. 

3 Pp. Ixxvi. 4 P. 36. 
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Neither Miller, however, nor any one else seems to 

have seen exactly what Athenaeus means. “In hac nostra 

sylloga quid tandem inest,” asks Miiller, ‘quod melius probet, 

Theognidem fuisse et intemperantem in potando et venereo 

puerorum amori deditum?” But it is not with drinking or 
with zaidepacria that Athenaeus is primarily concerned. 
His seventh book is a catalogue of various kinds of fish, 

arranged in alphabetical order, with illustrations from passages 

of Greek literature. Under the heading KTQON KAPXAPIAZ 
he is about to quote from Archestratus, and pauses to call 
him “the gourmet’s Hesiod or Theognis” for no better 
purpose than to drag in a mention of good food from the 
poems of Theognis. *duma@ea and the cognate words 
seem always to refer to luxury rather than excess, and to 

meat rather than drink. It is with food, not with venereal 

lust or even with drink, that Athenaeus is chiefly concerned 

in this place; and accordingly he quotes the one and only 

poem in which Theognis speaks of the pleasure of eating 

—travroiwy ayabav yaorpi yapelopevot. Though Athenaeus 
might have quoted several poems to shew that Theognis 

indulged in wine, he could not have added a second mention 

of good food’. 
But, it may be urged, if this was his purpose why does 

Athenaeus proceed to charge Theognis with madepacotia, a 
vice which has no connexion with eating? Simply because 
he would not waste his material. Having to do with lines 

997—1002, he cannot refrain from making use of the adjacent 
lines as well, even at the price of inconsequence. Whether 
he had actually read Theognis, or knew him only in excerpts, 

is a doubtful point; but even if he got lines 997—1002 from 

an excerpt, it is quite likely that the preceding lines were 
joined with them’. 

It is to be observed that though he knows lines 993—1002 

Athenaeus is still able to couple Theognis with Hesiod. His 

1 In 722 Theognis speaks only of the necessary minimum of food for a 
comfortable life. In 1009 ed wacxéuev includes more than food. 

2 Later an attempt will be made to shew that 993—6 and 997—1002 are 
one poem. 
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comparison of Archestratus with Hesiod and Theognis (which 
may be put in the form: As Archestratus is to the gourmet, 

so is Hesiod or Theognis to the man) shews that he regarded 
the poems of Theognis as a repository of useful teaching. If 

Athenaeus could think the lines which he quotes outweighed 
by the larger number of the yva@par, may not Xenophon and 

Isocrates have thought the same ? 

JULIAN AND CYRIL. 

In A.D. 362 or 363 the Emperor Julian wrote an attack on 

Christianity in three books. Cyril of Alexandria, who was 
‘born about 380 and died in 444, wrote a refutation of Julian 

in thirty books, of which the first ten, a criticism of Julian’s 

first book, have survived. The passages which deal with 

Theognis are as follows’. 
IOTAIANO2. 06 codwrartos Larouwy rrapopotos eore TO 

wap "EdAnot Pwxvridy, 7 Beoyvid:, 4 Tooxpares; mobev; e 
yotv wapaBdros tas ‘looxpdrous mrapawéoers tals éxetvou 
Tapotpiats, etpois ay, ev olda, Tov ToD @eodapou Kpeirtova Tov 
cofwrdrov Bacthéws. GAN éxeivos, pai, mepl Oeouvpyiav 

HoKNTO. Ti ov; ovxl alo Ladopuwv Tois Hpetépous EAaTpevceE 

Geois, b1rd THs yuvaixos ws A€yovow eEarratnOeis ; @ péyeBos 
apeTis’ @ codias rAOUTOS. ov Tepuyéyovey NdovAs, Kai yuvatKos 
Aoyou TovTOY Traphyayov. 

Cyril in reply admits the charge which the emperor 
brings against Solomon, and goes on: «i d¢€ wapwrioGé ris && 
noovns éf & pn wWpoohKe, py mAaTU yeddTw Kal pov o 
xatiyopos: SevOupeicOw 58 wadrXov ws obre mpodyrats aryiots, 
ovre pv atocrToAos 7 evayyedtoTtais, évapiOwiov avTov 
mwovetobat xateOicpe8a, Phocylides and Theognis, he says, 
wrote ypnoroualy, ora Kal xexouevpéva, oTroid wep av 
wai titOac Kopios, cal pny xal traidaywyolt daiev dv voube- 
touvres Ta petpdxva. He also says that they were born 
in the fifty-eighth Olympiad, long after Solomon, who 
lived before Homer. He makes no mention of the papiae 

of Theognis; whence Welcker argues that there can have 

1 Aubert’s edition of Cyril, vol. vii. pp. 224—5 (contra _Julianum, book vii.). 
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been none in his text. Such arguments from a writer's 
silence seldom amount to much; and in this case, always 

excepting the Modca sracducn, what does our text of 
Theognis present which Cyril could have retorted upon 

Julian? There is very little in the first book on which a 

good construction may not fairly be put. Even of the two 

poems on which Athenaeus fixes one has no vice in it unless 

one comes prepared to find vice. Such weak evidence as 
this would not be enough for Cyril, who knew how to make 
the best of his case. He prefers safer ground. He chooses a 
greater man than Phocylides or Theognis, and brings a 

counter charge against Socrates. And indeed he must have 

been very ill acquainted with Theognis in any form’, or he 

could never have called his poems “such stuff as nurses tell 
their charges.” That is not at all the character of Theognis, 
whose teaching is throughout a very mature kind of worldly 
wisdom?, If Theognis were to be made fit for the nursery, 

changes would be needed more sweeping even than Welcker’s. 

STOBAEUS. 

From literature we must now turn to anthologies and 

lexicons. Stobaeus, who lived in the fifth or sixth century, 
quotes nearly two hundred lines of Theognis, all but eight of 

which appear in our manuscripts. The question of the 
relation in which Stobaeus stands to our manuscripts of 
Theognis belongs to the details of textual criticism; for 

though it has sometimes been denied, it is now commonly 

agreed, that Stobaeus, or the earlier compilers from whom he 
drew, knew no form of Theognis but ours. As for the eight 
lines, they may have fallen out from our manuscripts by 

1 P, Ixxiii: ‘“thic vero scriptor Theognidi, si obscoena aderant carmina, 
amoris infamiam profecto objecturus fuisset.” 

2 E. Hiller calls Cyril ‘ein in der classischen litteratur ganz unwissender 

mensch.” Probably he had never read Theognis. (Neue Jakrbiicher fiir 

Philologie, 1881, p. 468.) 

% “Theognis’s doctrine is not food for babes,” says Professor G. Murray 
(Greek Literature, p. 83). 
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simple omission’; but more probably the first book was 
originally longer than it is now, and these lines came in the 
lost end. 

SUIDAS AND EUDOCIA. 

At last in the lexicon of Suidas, which was compiled 

about the middle of the tenth century’, we get a biographical 
note on Theognis’. 

@éoyues, Meyapevs rav év Luxedhia Meydpwr, yeyovas év 77 
vF ocrvupmidds. Eypavrey *Endeyeiav’ eis tovs cwOévtas Tav 
Lupaxovaiwy év TH trodsopxia, Tywpas &° édeyetas eis Ean? 
Bw’, cai pos Kupvoy, tov avtod épwpevov, Cvwporoyiay Ss éde- 
yeiwy, cai étépas ‘TrroOnxas wapaivetixds’ Ta Tavta ériKnas*. 
"Ore pev mrapaivécers’ Eypawe Béoyvis: adr ev péow TovTwY 
wapeorrapuévar ptapiar® nai mraidixoit Epwres Kai GAXa, boa oO 
évaperos atroorpédetat Bios. 

This article has been much discussed, and attempts have 
been made to restore the language of the lexicographer’s 
authority (perhaps Hesychios of Miletos), chiefly by com- 
paring this note with two notes on Theognis in the ‘Iona 
which bears the name of the empress Eudokia Makrem- 
bolitissa, wife of Konstantinos Dukas, who reigned from 

1059 to 1067. But unfortunately it is now generally agreed, 

after much debate, that the Bed of Violets is a forgery of the 

sixteenth century. This is what K. Krumbacher says about 

it. “Not the slightest doubt now remains that the ‘Iowa 
was compiled about 1543 by the Greek Konstantinos Palaio- 
kappa, from various sources, for the most part very trivial. 

1 This has certainly happened in the case of lines 1157—8, which are 
necessary to the following couplet, with which they are joined in Stobaeus. 

3 See K. Krumbacher’s Geschichte der bysantinischen Litteratur (in Iwan 

Milller’s Handbuch), p. 261. 
3 Bernhardy’s text is given. 
* Two manuscripts have éAeyela. 

5 Two manuscripts have ws &r. 
® One manuscript has émiecxds. 
7 So four manuscripts ; the rest have cal wapawévers wer. 
8 There is no authority for pwplac. 

® As before, p. 275. 
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Nearly half of the work is copied from the Phavorinus printed 
at Basel in 1538. For the rest, the chief source of the 

biographical articles is Suidas, he too probably not in a 
manuscript but in the edition of 1514; besides which the 
compiler used the Basel edition of Palaephatus and Cornutus, 

published in 1543; and lastly Nonnos’ commentary on four 
speeches of Gregory of Nazianzos.” Thus the notes on 

Theognis must be presumed to come direct from Suidas. 
They will be quoted here only to shew how far such scrappy 
notes as Suidas gives could be mutilated in transcription, and 

to serve as a caution against giving too much credit to Suidas 
himself, whose note looks like just such another clumsy copy 
of older stuff. 

Béoyuis, els Hv trav wap ‘AOnvaiots tupdvywy, xaOdrrep 

gdaciy addot Te nal ERlevodav év Sevtépwm ‘EAAnuxay. kal 
Béoyuis Erepos Meyapeds trav év Xinedig Meydpwy, yeyovas 
éy tn wevtnxoaty évdrn ‘Odupmidds. éypawev édeyeiay eis 
Tous awlévtas Tav Lupakouciwy év TH TWodtopKia, Kal yvopas 
Su’ édeyelas eis Ern Sioyidta oxraxoota. éypae Sé cal yrapas 
mwapawerixas. nv dé Kai Béoyuis TpaypdSorrointys Tavu uyxpos, 

ds Kat Xuwy édéyero. Ears 5€ nai trontyns Meyapevs, adXos Tis 

Béoryves. 
@éoyuis, Meyapevs ex Lixedias. Eypayre yuwuas: eNeyelas 

eis €rrn Bw's xai mpos Kupvov rov avrod épapevov yvwponXoyiay 
dv éXervelwy, cal érépas vroOnKxas Tapauvetixas* Tavta éTiKas. 
kat Erepos Béoyuis Tpay@dorratos. 

It is evident that the language of Suidas is too confused 

to prove anything by itself; it can only be used in cor- 

roboration of conclusions drawn from elsewhere. His note 

may be a combination of two such notes as these: 
I. @éoyvis, Meyapeds trav dv Luxedhia Meyapwr, yeyovws 

év tm vO orvpmiabds. éeypawev 'EXeyelay eis tots cwbévtas 

T@v Lvpaxovoiwy év TH Todtopkia: Tvwpas de’ edeyetas, eis 
én Bw. 

“ Theognis, a Megarian of the Sicilian Megara, yéeyovey in 

the soth Olympiad. Wrote (1) an Elegy on the Syracusans 
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who were saved in the siege; (2) Gnomes in elegiacs, to the 
number of 2800 lines.” 

II. @é€oyus.... Sypayre mpos Kupvoy rov avtod épwpevov 
Tywporoyiay 8: eXeyeiwy, cai étépas bTroOnKas Trapawvetixas. 
(This note also may have mentioned the Syracusan elegy.) 

Ta Tavita émiKxos. 
“ Theognis.... Wrote a Gnomology in elegiacs to Cyrnus 

his favourite, and other exhortatory precepts. All ézrexas.” 

This is only one of many possible arrangements. But 

note at least that the language of Suidas is rather that of 

descriptions than of titles, See especially «cai érépas b1roOnxas 
mapatvetixas. It cannot be inferred from this that d7ro@jxac 
jwapatvetixai was a title of part of Theognis’ poems. If it 

had been, érépas would not have been added. In order to 
express the fact that a poet wrote a [ywpoXoyia and also 
“Taro@jxat, Suidas would not have said (though Thucydides 
might) that “he wrote a [ywpoAoyia and other “Tzro@jxat as 

well.” 
The number 2800 was evidently the total of some part or 

the whole of Theognis. Now the text as we have it consists 

of 1430 lines. To this number something must be added on 

account of loss at the end of the first book, since it is not 

likely that the manuscripts are deficient by just the ten lines 

which are supplied from Stobaeus and Athenaeus; and 
perhaps a good deal more for accidental omissions, to which 

a set of short poems, many of them very like one another in 

language, would be peculiarly subject. But even with these 
additions we could scarcely get as many as 2000 lines; and 

800 lines seems far too many for the Syracusan elegy. More 
probably 2800 is a doubling of two totals, identical or nearly 

identical, that is to say each 1400 or about 1400. The words 

apos Kupvoy rov avtov épwpevoy do not themselves convey 
censure; and they do not necessarily or even probably refer 

to the Motoa atdian, where in fact Cyrnus’ name occurs 

only once. The first book at present contains 1268 lines; 
and if we add to this on account of omissions, 1400 would 

probably not be much, if any, too large a number. 
Thus it is at least possible that the authority or authorities 
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of Suidas knew no elegiac poems of Theognis except our first 
book and the Syracusan elegy, having seen the former and 
heard of the latter. The words étt ev rrapawéoes KTH. 

were added doubtless by Suidas himself; and in fact the 

words psapos and évaperos reappear in other similar criticisms 

which seem to come from his hand'. It may be that his 

condemnation of Theognis was due to an acquaintance with 

the Motoa mrardixyn, which exists only in the Mutinensts, a 
manuscript of the tenth century. If the Modca ma:dexn had 
come to light not long before the Mutsnensis was written, 
this fact may have given it a notoriety in Suidas’ time, just 

as to-day every Greek scholar is familiar with Bacchylides. 
But the zap- of wrapeorvrappévae rather suggests that Suidas 

was thinking of poems scattered here and there in the first 

book, though acquaintance with the second may have coloured 
his interpretation of them. 

The words ta wavta émixas have never yet been ex- 

plained. It is easy, but not wise, to shirk the question by 
reading nO@:cas or éAXeyeraxas. G. F. Schomann? conjectures 

eis én Bws’ (2806), which is accepted by K. Miller; and 
other scholars also have thought that the letters -«a@s> conceal 

a number. The change is not great, for the interchange of 

the homophones? ¢ and 7 is a very common cause of cor- 

ruption, and « and 8 are confused in minuscule script. But 

if Bws’ is read we have two numbers 2800 and 2806, differing 

by 6. What does this difference represent? The Syracusan 
elegy, or what? Schomann does not explain, and no reason- 

able explanation is forthcoming. May it be suggested that 

émruxa@s has here a meaning which seems intrinsically possible, 

though it does not seem to be recognised—the meaning “in 

the epic dialect”? This seems to be the only sense in which 

the word émixa can stand in Suidas’ note on Pindar‘ 

1 See Nietzsche, Rheinisches Museum, 1867, pp. 189—90. 
2 Schediasma de Theognide, p. 4, note (Opuscula Academica, iv. p. 24, 0. 1). 
3 How far they were homophones in Suidas’ time is shewn by the fact that he 

puts words beginning with e and » after words beginning with ¢. 
4 Since, if a suitable meaning can be found for éwixds, a difficulty is removed 

and the conjectures of Schoémann and others are proved to be needless, I have 
examined this question in Appendix II. 
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Before we leave Suidas yet another point must be noticed. 
Reitzenstein! has observed that in the note of Suidas, while 

some classes of Theognis’ poetry are expressly described as 
elegiac, to one class no indication of its metre is added. 

| "Edeyelay eis rods cwbévras rav Lupaxovoiwy év ri Todsopxia, 
Tyopas 5’ éXeyeias cis brn Bo’, wal mpos Kupvoy rov avrot 
épapevov Tvmporoyiav 8: éreyelwv, wal érépas “TrroOnxas 
mTapawerixas’ ta mdyta émixas. This implies that what 
Suidas calls érépas “TaroOnxas mapawericas were not in 
elegiacs: “else any one but a thoroughly silly writer would 
have put ra qravra 6 éXeyelwy once and for all.” Reitzen- 
stein suggests that they were in hexameters or iambics or 

both. This would confirm the inference drawn above from 
the passage of the Meno, that non-elegiac poems of Theognis 
once existed and were known to Plato. However, the note 

of Suidas is so confused that this confirmation cannot be 
trusted. Suidas, if we are to judge him from the present 
state of his lexicon, often acted very like “a thoroughly silly 
writer.” Moreover Reitzenstein does not remove all the 

difficulties. If Suidas had meant to imply what Reitzenstein 
supposes, how could he have added ra tayra érricas? It 
is hard to see how elegiacs and hexameters, still harder how 

elegiacs, hexameters and iambics, could all be comprised 
under emsxas if it refers to metre; for though éros may 
mean any kind of verse, as in the passage of the Meno, 
emtxas referring to metre can mean only one. Thus we are 
still forced to give émixds some other meaning. 

With Suidas and Eudocia we pass the date of our best 

manuscript, and we come to the end of the external evidence. 

The aim of the foregoing pages has been to refute the 
inferences of Welcker, Bergk and others, and to shew that 

the evidence of Greek literature does not imply that any 
Greek writer who mentions Theognis knew him in any other 
form than ours. How far we should be from any sure 

knowledge, even if much that has been wrongly inferred 
were accepted, is shewn by the widely different guesses which 

1 P, 84. 

H. 7 
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have been made concerning the date at which the supposed 

compiler of our collection did his work. Bergk! thinks not 

long after the time of Isocrates, while Nietzsche? holds that 
“our edition must have been produced after Cyril, that is 

after the year 433.” Other dates have pleased other scholars. 

How does this discrepancy come about? Because one critic 

forces a remark of Plato or Isocrates, another a remark of 

Athenaeus or Cyril. But the passages of Plato and Xenophon 
of which so much has been made have been found to be 
not incompatible with our text. Other passages com- 
monly quoted in this connexion make against our text only 

if the vicious element in the first book is magnified ; for if 
the second book be set aside there is nothing in Theognis 
whereby the poet can be convicted of immoral relations with 
Cyrnus. Such language as we read in lines 87, I101,°371, 597 

may fairly be referred to an honourable friendship between 

a man and a youth. Only the presence of the Movdca 
qatoixn makes it natural to put the worse interpretation 
upon them. Now from the time of Theognis to the 

date of the Mutinensis there is no certain trace of the 

Motoa vratdixyj in Greek literature. Athenaeus, when he 
wants to charge Theognis with wadepactia, has recourse 
to the first book, and his language (yotv) suggests that 

he did not know the second book, at least as the work 

of Theognis. Athenaeus is the first to find fault with the 
morality of our author: Suidas brings an emphatic charge 

against him. Why this change of attitude? The dates 
speak for themselves. The Mutinensis, the only manuscript 
which has the Motoa zraséexn, belongs to the tenth century, 

so that at some time not later than the tenth century the 
Modca tratéian was brought back to life. Suidas also belongs 
to the tenth century. If he was acquainted with the Motca 
qwatoicn, it was natural and proper that he should put the 
worse construction on the ambiguities of the first book. 

Note that the rea/ character of these passages does not 

1 P. L. GA ii. p. 235. 

2 Rheinisches Museum, 1867, p. 183. 
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matter here, but only the character which they would have 
in the eyes of men ignorant of the second book. 

The facts of the case, then, with regard to the form of 

Theognis known to ancient writers may be put briefly thus. 
Firstly, mentions of Theognis or quotations from the first 

book appear in a fair number of Greek writers, from the 
fourth century before Christ to Stobaeus, and in a very few 
Latin authors—Lucilius, Varro, Ammianus Marcellinus’; but 

no reference is made to him which necessarily disagrees with 

the first book as we have it, and nothing is quoted from him 
which is not to be found there, except eight lines in Stobaeus 

and two in Athenaeus. Secondly, before Suidas no writer, 
Greek or Latin, shews certain signs of acquaintance with the 
second book. 

1 Their knowledge of Theognis seems to have been slight, and they do not 
help us here. The passage of Lucilius will be quoted later. Varro (see p. 73 of 
Gerlach’s edition) paraphrases 183—-4 but does not mention the poet’s name. 

Ammianus Marcellinus, xxix. 1. 31: paupertatis...cuius metu vel in mare nos ire 

praecipites suadet Theognis poeta vetus et prudens (175—6). 



CHAPTER II. 

THE METHODS OF MODERN CRITICISM. 

IT is now time to consider the methods whereby modern 
critics have sought to rid the text of Theognis of foreign 

matter. — 

Modern criticism of Theognis may be said to begin with 
F. G. Welcker. Welcker made a free use of the knife, and 

the principles of his surgery are still in vogue. Later writers 
have differed from him chiefly on points of detail. It will 

therefore be convenient to follow his method, and to note 

more recent opinions, if they are worth notice, in their proper 

place. He groups his excisions under six heads’. 

I. 

“Poems which are ascribed by ancient authors to other 

poets—Tyrtaeus, Mimnermus, Solon, Euenus?.” 
At the end of his text Welcker prints several poems 

under these names, and others under the heading ’Adéovroror. 

Lines 1003—6 he gives to Tyrtaeus*. The same lines 
with the difference of only one word are found in a poem 

of Tyrtaeus, 12. 13—16: 

78 dperyn, 708 deOdov ev avOpatrocw apiorov 
KaAMaTov Te hépety yiyveras avipi vé' 

Euvvov 8 écOdov rovro wodni te wravti re Spe 
Saris avnp SuaBas év wpopayoroe pévy. 

For vém the manuscripts of Theognis give gop@. In 

1 Prolegomena, especially pp. Ixxx sqq. 
2 These passages are discussed by F. Cauer in Philologus iii. 1890, pp. 662—8. 

He follows Welcker in every case. 
3 I assume throughout that Tyrtaeus wrote before Theognis. See Appendix 

III. 
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Tyrtaeus the construction goes on after wévy without break: 
in Theognis the end seems to come at pévy. The change 
from vém to cod@ is significant, especially as it occurs at 
the end of a pentameter, a very emphatic place. Tyrtaeus 

if full of exhortations to young men. In I0. 10—32 he 

reminds the young men (@ véo.) that it is a disgrace to 
let their elders be slain before them in the fight. In 11. 10 
again he addresses the young men (@ véor). Similarly in the 
present passage he speaks of valour in battle as especially 

befitting the young man. Let us suppose that Theognis 
saw here an opportunity of correcting the earlier poet, as 

Solon makes an amendment to Mimnermus’ prayer for sixty 

years of life. With this object he might have addressed 

Jyrtaeus by name, as Solon addresses Mimnermus (Avyvac- 

traén). But he may have thought it a simpler and neater 
plan to repeat as many of the lines of Tyrtaeus as he needed, 
tacitly making a vital substitution, and to add lines of his 
own which should explain the purpose of the change. This 

assumption made, no difficulty remains. Tyrtaeus had said: 
“ This? is excellence, this is the best prize of life and noblest 
for a young man to win, and a common boon to his city 

and all his folk, if he stand stoutly in the van of battle, 
never flinching, and put quite away all thought of craven 

flight....”. Theognis amends the sentiment thus (1003—12): 
“This is excellence, this is the best prize of life to win for 

a wtseé man, yea and a common boon to his city and all 

his folk, if he stand stoutly in the van of battle. But a 
common counsel will I give to men, that while each is 

young, in the flower of life and in full vigour of mind, he 
take his pleasure of his own goods; for the gods vouchsafe 

not a second youth nor release from death to mortal men...*.” 
cop@ naturally gets a somewhat contemptuous colour from 

the context, as “seuerus” does in the fifth poem of Catullus: 

rumoresque senum seueriorum 
omnes unius aestimemus assis. 

1 In Tyrtaeus 73” dpe}, 168° deOXov refers either to what precedes or to what 
follows or to both ; in Theognis it refers to what follows. 

3 The last words of the poem are obscure and perhaps corrupt. 
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Evvov in 1007 is an echo of fvvoy in 1005. The intelligent 
reader or hearer of Theognis would of course be aware that 
the poem was adapted from Tyrtaeus, and having in his mind 

the word which cod@ replaced he would be prepared for the 
explanation: “(Valour is well enough for the wése man,) 

but let the young man take his pleasure while he may, 

since youth is short and from death is no escape.” This 

sentiment is quite in place in Theognis, whose teaching is 

often the cynicism of the man of the world. Tyrtaeus 
counsels patriotism, Theognis selfishness. 

Thus everything is explained—the borrowing from Tyr- 

taeus, the change from vépm to cod, and the connexion 
between 1003—6 and 1007—12; and the poem which results 

is complete and well-turned’. 

933—8 : 
’ 9 , > 3 A 4 > ” mavpos avOpwirwy apeTn Kat KadXos onde: 

dABtos, ds Tourwy audorépwy Edrayxev. 
TAVTES pity TiuLw@oty* Opws véow of TE KaT avTOY 

xdpns elxovaty Tot Te TaNaLoTeEpot’ 
ynpacKkwy aotoio. perampémet, ovOE TUS aUTOV 

’ w 9 > A DA vy a Be 
Brarrew ovr atidots ovte diens Beret. 

This poem also Welcker gives to Tyrtaeus*%. In a later 

passage of fragment 12, speaking of victory in battle, 
Tyrtaeus says (35—42): 

et dé huyn pev Knpa tavnreyéos Oavarouo, 

vinnoas & aiyuns aydaov edyos édn, 
TWAVTES PLY TLULGOLW OMS véor HOE TadaLoi, 

mwodnra Sé teprrva tabav Epyeras eis ‘Aidny: 

1 It is possible that a change in the meaning of deOAo» pépew may be part of 
the change in the spirit of the poem. If deo» could mean not ‘‘prize”’ but 

‘*toil” here, the meaning would be: ‘‘this is excellence, this is the finest toil to 
put up with for a wise man...”; which is rather more appropriate to the turn 

which Theognis has given the poem. But it is doubtful whether de@Ao» can 
mean ‘‘toil.” 

2 But he is inconsistent, for on p. 130 he speaks of the “‘incertus” who used 

the lines of Tyrtaeus for his own purpose. Might not that ‘‘incertus’”’ be 
Theognis ? 
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ynpacKxwy actoics petatpéme, ovdé Tis avTov 
Bxrarrrew ott’ aidods ovre Sixns eOéret, 
Ul Y 9 a e “a 4 9 9 A 

wavres 5 év Owxotowv opas véor of te Kat’ avTov 
elxova’ €x ywpns of Te TadaLoTeEpot. 

Thus the first couplet of the Theognidean poem is not 
from Tyrtaeus. Bergk thinks that it may be taken from 

Solon, but his reasons are slight. Here again it looks as if 
Theognis had borrowed and amended some lines of Tyrtaeus, 

at the same time giving them a new application. Tyrtaeus 

makes respect the reward of valour: Theognis makes it the 
homage paid to him who combines excellence with beauty. 
Thus he produces a sentiment quite foreign to Tyrtaeus. In 

the rest of the poem all that Theognis has done is to compress 
and improve the language of the older poet; and in this 
of course Bergk and Cauer see the hand of the “epitomae 

auctor.” The lines of Tyrtaeus are not good; they suffer 

from his usual fault of loose verbosity. “All honour him, 

young and old; and many joys hath he ere he goeth 

down to Death. As he groweth old he is notable among 
his townsfolk, nor will any man do him disservice in 

reverence or right; and all in councils yield him place, 

young men and his peers in years and his elders.” The 
repetition of opas véos of te Kat’ avuTov...ol TE TaNdaLoTEpoL 
four lines after op@s véou 75é€ wadavoe shews lack of resource, 
and the general arrangement of the thought is grotesque, 
for first we have mention of the warrior’s death, then of his 

declining years, and lastly of his middle age. Theognis has 

avoided both the repetition and the dotepoy mporepov, and 

his use ,of asyndeton is effective; while by keeping close 

to the language of Tyrtaeus he lets his hearers or readers 

know that besides their own value his lines have the merit 
of correcting another poet’s bad work’. 

1 Reitzenstein (p. 64, n. 2) says of this poem: ‘‘ Der fiir eine andere Stadt und 
minder kriegerische Gesellschaft dichtende Nachahmer setzt fiir das Heldentum 
nur die in ihrer Farblosigkeit charakteristischen Worte dper7 xal xddXos ein und 
vermeidet nach Kriiften die schleppenden Wiederholungen des Originals.” Why 

should not this skilful imitator be Theognis? Compared with Tyrtaeus Theognis 

is unwarlike. His violence (¢.2. 349: Ta» ely pwéday alua mei) better fits the 
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1017—22: 

aUTiKa pol KaTa pév YpoinY péer GorreTos iSpas, 
mrovwopas § écopay avOos ounrdexins 

TEPTVOY O“@S KAaL KaXoOv, errel rAéov Wherev elvat: 
GNX orLyoypovioy’ yiveras WoTrep dvap 

Bn Tinecoa, to 5S ovACpEVoY Kai auopdoy 
autix’ vmép Kepadjs yopas vmepxpéparac. 

This poem Welcker ascribes to Mimnermus. Stobaeus, 
cxvi. 34, has the last three lines under the title é« Mupuvéppov 
Navvods, with no variation except apyaXéov for ovAdmevov and 

yipas vmrép xeharyns avtiy’ for avriy’ vrép xeparns yhpas. 
But in Stobaeus the construction goes on into another 

couplet : 

eyOpov ouas Kal aripov, 6 + ayvworov Tie advipa, 
Brarre: § dpOarpovs xal voov audiyvbér. 

There is no good reason for giving the first three lines to 

Mimnermus. Here too Theognis may have joined lines of 

another poet with lines of his own, and the change from 
apyaréov to ovAopevoy may be due to him. 

Lines 1227—8 do not belong to Theognis; they are not 

found in our manuscripts, and they were included in the text 
only by a mistake of Hugo Grotius, for in Stobaeus, xi. 1, 

they have the lemma Mevaydpou Navvois, where Mipvéppov 
should be read. 

The second couplet of 793—6 is the same as a couplet 

which stands in the Palatine Anthology, ix. 50, under the 

heading Muuvéppov; whence Bergk and others assign 793—6 

to Mimnermus. Welcker however, by a strange departure 

from his principles, keeps them among the poems of Theognis, 

and admits? that Theognis incorporated the couplet of 

partisan and the exile than the soldier. Thus he would naturally tend to rob 
Tyrtaeus’ lines of their soldierly spirit ; but their language he would be likely to 
strengthen, being certainly the better poet of the two. 

Geotor Pfros Oedrimos in 881 is clearly modelled on Tyrtaeus 5. 1: Oeotor 
dirty Oeorébury. 

1 In 1020 Bergk’s éAvyoxpéxos is read by only one manuscript of Theognis, the 
second best, and it is probably a would-be correction. 

2 P. 130. 
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Mimnermus in a poem of his own. That is an interesting 

concession from the leader of 01 ywpifovres. 

585—90: 
a ?+- 4 > o w# Qs @ mwaciv tov xivduvos ém’ Epypaciy, ovdé Tis oldev 
TH TXHTEW pA, THPIYWATOS apyxop-évou: 

GAX’ o peév evdonxipety Treipwpevos ov Tpovonaas 
> U 4 A ww 

ets peyarnyv arnv cal yarerny érecer, 

T@ S€ Karas trocedvts Deeds wept tmravra riOnow 
cuvtuxinu ayabny, Exrvaw adppoovyns. 

Welcker ascribes this poem to Solon. In the thirteenth 
fragment of Solon are the following lines (65—70): | 

a 7 , > > wv 2Q/ 

mac. S€ Tot Kivduvos ém Epypacwy, ovdé Tiy oldev 
} pédrrer oxNoEv, ypnuatos apyopévov' 

GX’ o pev ed Epdey TrEetpwpevos ov Tpovoncas 
eis preyaAny arny Kal yarernv érecev, 

a \ lo) td XN \ U 4 te 5é xaxds Epdovte Oeos mepi mavta Sidwou - 
cuvtuyinv ayabnv, Exrtvow adpoovvns. 

While xaxas is well supported and certainly right in Solon, 

all the manuscripts of Theognis have xadas, and Stobaeus 

and two others who quote these lines from Theognis have 

xadov; and while caxas might become «adds by error, no 
ordinary error could turn ed Epdew into evdoxipety. If these 

changes are not due to accident, with what purpose were 

they made? It is to be observed that o evdoxipety rretpmpevos, 
“he who tries to be of good repute,” means neither the same 

nor nearly the same as o ev &pdewv mretpwpevos, “he who tries 

to act aright.” The words 6 evdoxipeiv tretpmpevos naturally 
describe him who assumes virtue, not him who has it; and 

conversely the words 7@ cards Epdovrs, in contrast with o 
evdoxtuety tmetpmpevos, describe the man who does right with- 
out aiming at public recognition of his virtue. Thus here 

again Theognis contradicts an older poet, and marks the 

contradiction by keeping the general cast of the language 

unchanged. Solon had said that the gods were unjust: 

Theognis replies that the truly good man is not without 

his reward. It is beyond the power of man to foretell the 
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future; but if a man does right instead of seeming to do 
right, even his blunders come to a good end. “In all works 

‘is danger, and no man knoweth where he shall stop when a 

matter is at its beginning; but while he that seeketh after 
good repute falleth into great and grievous mischief that he 
foresaw not, for him that doth right heaven putteth a good 

issue on all things, a release from his folly.” 
Lines 227—-32 again are similar to the conclusion of the 

same poem of Solon (13. 71—6): 

mrovtTou 5 ovdey téppa ehacpévoy avdpact Keirat!® 
ot yap viv hyéwv mreloroy Eyovat Bior, 

durdaciws omevdovor tis dv Kopéoevey Grravtas; 
xépdea tot Ovntrois w@mracav abavarot, 

arn 8 é& avtav avadaivetat, nv omoray Zevs 
wen Ticouevny aANoTE GAXOS EXEL. 

Here again the last three lines of the Theognidean version 

depart so far from Solon that the poems are two and not one. 
Probably here also Theognis has remodelled older lines. 
Some of his changes are small, being due perhaps merely to 
a desire for just so much differentiation as would give his 

adaptation an air of novelty?; but in the last three lines he 

distinctly improves on his original. In Solon the change 

from a@dvarot to Zevs, where one of the two ought to have 
been used in both places, is certainly a fault, and just such 
a fault as a reviser would remove. Very likely Theognis 

intended his revised version to be a continuation of 221—6, 

not an independent poem’. 

1 This line is quoted by Aristotle (Polstics, p. 1256 b), Plutarch (de cuepiditate 

divitiarum, 4) and Basil. Aristotle and Basil give d»3pdox xetrac with Stobaeus ; 

Plutarch gives dy@puroo. with the Theognidean version. 

2 repouévas in 232 is unsatisfactory. As F. Cauer says, ‘‘nicht Bedrangten 

schickt Zeus das Unheil, sondern durch das von Zeus gesandte Unheil gerathen 
die Menschen in Bedringnis.” Perhaps retpoyévas is a corruption of ricopévay 
caused in part by a survival of the old spelling rewcouérny. 

3 Is the thirteenth fragment of Solon really a single poem? Surely an end 

should be made at line 64. The addition of 65—7o and 71—76 in Stobaeus may 

be due to amalgamation of three passages into one after the lemmata of the second 
and third had been lost. 
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With 315—8 are almost identical the following lines of 

Solon (fragment 15), quoted as Solon’s by Plutarch’: 

WodXoi yap mAouTevat Kaxoi ayaboi Sé trévovTat: 
GAX’ nets avtois ov diaper woueda 

TS aperns Tov wWAovTOY, érrel TO wey Eurredov éoriy, 

xpnjpata § avOpwrrwv adrote GAXos exer. 

Theognis has roe instead of yap, rovros instead of autos; 
and in the third line aéei instead of éoriv, with Basil and one 

manuscript of Plutarch. The only important difference is 
between yap and roc. The latter is appropriate, the former 
inappropriate, at the beginning of an independent gnome. 

Perhaps Theognis took the lines bodily from Solon, with just 

this change to make them stand alone, and others for the 
sake of differentiation; and put them at the head of another 

poem, lines 319—22, in which he looks at the same subject 

from a somewhat different point of view. 
Lines 719—28 are closely related to the twenty-fourth 

fragment of Solon, this also preserved in Plutarch’s Solon, 
where we read: 

lady Tot mOVTOVCLY OT@ ToAUS apyupes éoTLY 
Kal xpucds Kai ys mupopopou media 

irirot O° nyiovoi te, cal @ pova tavta tTapeottn, 

yaotpi Te xal mAevpy Kai Tocivy aBpa wabeiy, 
maods T OE yuvatxos, érrny Kai radT’ adixnrat 

7Bns (or 7Bn), cov 8 wpn yiverat appovia. 

If we look at these lines apart from the lines of Theognis 
their meaning is satisfactory, and no alteration of the text is 
required, except perhaps arAeupys for wAevpy. “ Equal is the 
wealth of him who hath much gold and silver and fields of 
wheat-bearing land and horses and mules, and of him who 
hath only enough for the comfort of his belly and sides and 
feet—and of his child’s and wife’s, when he cometh to years 
ripe for marriage—, together with Music the companion of 

Youth.” In the Hymn to the Pythian Apollo are these 

words (16—18): 

1 Solon, ch. 3. 
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avrap évAcKxapor Xapstes nal évdpoves “NOpac 
‘Appovin & "HBn te Atos Ovydrnp 7 ’Adpodirn 
opxevvT adAnAwY Eri KapT@ yelpas Eyovaat. 

It can hardly be a freak of chance that "H8y, “OQpn and 

‘Appovia recur so close together in Solon. Most probably 

Solon was consciously echoing the words of the hymn. 
More literally his lines mean: “(him who has enough for 
comfort) and who has Music together with Youth.” ‘Op7 is 
the prime of manhood; Music is the necessary minimum of 
refined enjoyment. If dpn were not personified here, ovv 
apy would be a strange combination. The genitives macdos 
v 70€ yuvateos are governed by yaorpi te nat mrevpys Kai 
mooiy understood: an irregular construction which seems 
quite possible in a poet. Whether we read 78ns or #8n is 

immaterial. In the third line «at may stand, and the change 

to «ata, though slight, is unnecessary. For ‘Appovia in the 
sense of “ Music” compare Aeschylus, Supplices 1041: S€d0Tae 
5 ‘Appovia poip’ *"Adpoditas. The last two lines have been 
variously emended?, but never well. Bergk reads appodca, 
“and proper things in their season,” which would be vague 
even if ovv dpn could mean “at the right time.” No change 
is necessary if we leave Theognis out of the question. 

The way in which Theognis deals with this poem in 

719—28 is characteristic of his semi-quotations. Solon had 

spoken of the needs of a pure and virtuous life: Theognis, 
by slightly changing the language, changes the picture from 

virtue to vice. Solon gives his poor man a wife and a child, 
Theognis gives him a zrasdcaa and a mistress. He so re- 
arranges the latter part of the fifth line that the words wacdos 

7 dé yuvaceos must be followed by a strong stop, the effect 
of which is not only to lay greater stress upon them (for 

when the first words of a hexameter go with the preceding 
couplet, they are almost always emphatic), but also to make 
it necessary to take them as depending on apa rradew"*. By 

1 See Bergk’s note and Madvig’s Adversaria Critica, i. p. 570. 
2? Compare 1009: Trav avrod xredvwy eb wracxéuern. Mr H. Richards, in the 

Journal of Philology, xxv. p. 87, calls this genitive after ed wacxéue an 
impossible construction, and he points out that in the only other example quoted 
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interchanging #8 and apy and by altering a single letter in 
the last word of the pentameter—dppovia to dppodta—, he 
cuts out all mention of music, and produces instead another 
clause to complete the sense of the preceding words. By the 
change of construction in the fifth line he has prepared the 
way for the addition of four more lines. These four lines are 

nowhere quoted as Solon’s, and the passage of Solon as 

quoted by Plutarch is complete both in syntax and in sense ; 
it is therefore reasonable to suppose that they were not 
written by Solon but added by Theognis. Some of the 

readings are uncertain in the Theognidean version. In 
721 the Mutinensis has ra Aéoyvra by the common con- 
fusion of A and A, while Stobaeus, who quotes these lines 

from Theognis, has rade wdvra'. In 723 one manuscript of 

Stobaeus has édinntat, which may be right—very likely the 
true reading is dtav 5é€ xe trav édixnrar dps, “ubi autem 
horum flore potitus est”; compare the variants 78n and 78ns 
in Solon. But these are small matters. The whole poem 
may be translated thus: “ Equal is the wealth of those who 
have much gold and silver and fields of wheat-bearing land 
and horses and mules, and of him who hath enough where- 
with to give pleasure to belly and sides and feet, and to 
take his pleasure of a boy or a woman. When the time for 

these things is come, and manhood withal to fit them, shat? is 

wealth to mortal men. For all his exceeding riches no man 

taketh with him to the grave, and no money can buy ransom 

from death or heavy sicknesses or the oncoming of evil eld.” 

by Liddell and Scott, in Pindar’s first Nemean ode, the genitive is a genitive 

absolute. He therefore reads ra» av’rod 'x xredywy, comparing §77, where '« is 
omitted before a kappa in O. The change is slight but not necessary; and such 

a use of é« needs illustration. The genitive both with ad8pd waGei» and with ed 

waoxéyer is amply justified by the analogy of drodadw and yetopat, of épay, and of 
other verbs, as well as by the nature of the genitive case. Compare for instance 

1000: ravrolwy dyabay yaorpl xapfduevor. 

1 E. von Geyso (Studia Theognidea, p. 56, n. 29) remarks that Horace 
imitates: the Theognidean version, with @ rd Séovra wdpeorw, in Epésties i. 
13. 4—6: 

pauper enim non est, cui rerum suppelit usus; 

si ventri bene, si laterist pedibusque tuis, nil 

divitiae poterunt regales addere maius. 
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Thus in the hands of Theognis the poem has quite changed 
its character. The new form may be called a parody of the 

old, if the word be understood to imply no ridicule of the 
original. Similarly Lewis Carroll’s adage, “‘Take care of the 
sense and the sounds will take care of themselves,” parodies 

an older proverb but in no way ridicules it. Solon’s poem 
being present to the minds of the hearers or readers 

of Theognis, the purpose of his changes could hardly be 
missed; but taken by itself the later poem is not very clear, 

and we need not wonder that Athenaeus did not use it in 

support of the charge which he brings against Theognis in 
his seventh book—even if it had been his object there to 

collect all the evidence of the poet’s immorality, which it 
was not. 

Lines 1253—4 resemble the twenty-third fragment of 

Solon. These are Solon’s lines, with Bergk’s ‘note: 

“OrBios © waidés re Piroe nai povuyes tarot 
Kat Kuves aypevtai wai Eévos adXodaTros. 

“Plato Lys. 212E: adda Wevde 0 rrounrys bs Edn: “OABtos 
«.T.X. Solonis esse docet Hermias in Phaedr. p. 78 ed. Ast.: 
Kai év rots toijpaciw ws Karov Tod épav pvnuovevesc (Solon) 

rAéyov: “OrABiot @ «.7.rA. Cf. Luc. Amor. c. 48: 880s yap as 
GAnOas KaTa THY TAY copav arropaciy, w Traidés TE véot Kat 
povuyes trot. Eadem in Theogn. 1253—4, ubi Onpevrai re 
xuves Kat Eévot adXobaTroi.” 

The passage of the Lyszs is as follows :—ovS’ dpa hidsurzoi 
eiow ods Av of immo. pr) avtTiptra@owr, ovde didoptuyes, ovd’ ad 
didonuvés ye nat irowor cal diroyupvactai cal dirocogor, 
dy un 9) copia avtovs avtigidryn. 7 htrovor pev TadOl’ Exacta, 
ov pévtot didra dvta, adda Yevde o troinrns bs Edn 

"OrABios @ aides te Pirdoe Kat povuyes trot 

Kai xuves aypeutat cai Eévos adXodarros. 

Heindorf and others have seen that Plato is here mis- 

interpreting Solon, since iAoe goes only with waiSes and not 
with (arirot, xuves, Eéevor. This is quite true, though E. Hiller 

thinks that we are bound to accept Plato’s interpretation’. 

' Neue Jahritcher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 470, 0. 37. 
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That would be to put too blind a trust in Plato. Heindorf 
notices a similar perversity in the Second Alcibiades’, “antiqui 
certe auctoris, licet non Platonis, libro,” the author of which 

takes the well known line from the Margites to mean 7roAXa 
pev niriotato épya, Kaxov 5é Hv érictacOa a’t@ Tavta TadTa. 
But to return to the couplet of Solon. ¢idAoz in Solon is not 

predicative but strictly adjectival; and this is confirmed in a 
sort of way by Lucian, who for ¢iAou has véot, which cannot 
be predicative. Note however that Lucian seems to be 
quoting from memory, as véo. and the vague expression «ata 

THY TOY copay aropacw suggest. In Homer ¢éXos is a fixed 
epithet of ais as of dXoyos, rarnp, Oupuos, watpis yata; and 
Solon adopts the Homeric combination maiées diros as he 
adopts pewvuyes fro. Thus the natural meaning of Solon’s 
lines is: “ Happy the man who hath dear children and horses 

of solid hoof and hunting dogs and a friend in a foreign land.” 
This couplet Theognis has borrowed and altered for his own 
purposes, In the pentameter he has made two changes, both 

for the better. aypeuvrns does not occur in Homer, and 
a@ypevtai xuves seems to be found only in the line of Solon. 
Theognis therefore substitutes the Homeric expression O@npev- 
tat xuves*, which makes a fourth with maides Piro, pwovuyes 
lrmrot, Févot adXAodaTroi’. 

These points of language, however, do not affect the sense 
of the couplet. Has Theognis made any change in the sense? 

A complete change. As many quotations from Shakespeare— 

“To be or not to be, that is the question,” for instance—are 

often made to bear a false meaning by a wrong application, 

so Theognis alters the meaning of Solon’s couplet by putting 
it in a new context. Standing as it does in the Modca 

matétayn, there can be no doubt that it was meant to be 
understood in the spirit of the neighbouring poems. The 
context, in fact, forces us to take didou predicatively ; and to 
make this doubly sure, in the next couplet Theognis repeats 
the sentiment in a somewhat stronger form, and by the use of 

1 P, 147 D. 

2 Thad xi. 325. 

3 Odyssey xvii. 485. 
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an active verb leaves no doubt about the sense in which he 

would have ¢éAo: understood :— 
a A ag a \ ’ Satis n Tatdas Te direl Kai povuyas larrous 

Kai Kuvas, ovTroTEe of Oupos ev evppoovvn. 

By the simple device of putting Solon’s couplet in a false 

context Theognis has given it on purpose the meaning which 

Plato gave it out of perversity or by mistake’. 

We find then that in no case are lines found in the text of 
Theognis exactly the same as lines elsewhere ascribed to 

other poets. Welcker is content to print the suspicious 
passages under the names of Tyrtaeus, Solon, Mimnermus ; 

but while he sees, as everyone can see, their resemblances to 

the lines of the older poets, he does not explain how they 
came to differ so much. A review of these differences has 

shewn that sometimes Theognis merely appropriates the 

lines of other poets, with only slight changes*?; sometimes 

he incorporates them in his own work*; sometimes he gives 

them a new application by putting them in a new context‘: 

sometimes he makes a vital change’. 
With regard to one passage already discussed Welcker 

abandons his principles; we now come to a second. He 
prints as the work of Theognis a line which Clement of 

Alexandria‘ mentions as an imitation of a line of Solon’s: 

Dorwvos S2 touncavros 
tixtes yap xopos bBpw sr’ av rrodrvs SXBos Ernrat, 

dvtixpus’ 0 Qéoyuts ypadpes 
rixtes Tot Kopos BBpw sr av xax@ SrABos &rrnrtar. 

1E. Hiller, M. Jock. f. Philol., 1881, p. 470, speaking of the couplet 

1253—4: ‘‘dieses aber hat der dichter nur mitgeteilt, um es alsdann in dem 
darauf folgenden distichon mit negativem ausdruck zu variieren.” Would that 
have been worth doing? Hiller takes Plato’s view of the couplet, and thinks the 
Movdoa radix} not by Theognis. 

® 315—8. 3 1020—2, 795-6. 

* 935—8, 1253—4- ® 1003—6, 585—90, 227—33, 719—24. 
6 Lrpwuareis vi. 2 § 8, p. 740. 

7 Ayrixpus seems to mean ‘‘straight out,” ‘‘unblushingly,” as in sections 5, 24 

and 25 of the same chapter. 
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The context wherein the line occurred in Solon has 
recently come to light, for in the twelfth chapter of the 

"AOnvaiwy TloXstreta the following four lines of Solon are 
quoted : 

Sjpos 8 3S ay dptota ody Hyemoverow ErotTo, 
pnre Viav avebels pnte Brafopevos. 

tixtes yap xopos bBpi Grav torus GABos Eernrat 
avOpa@moiw Soot pn voos apTios 7. 

Thus the second pentameter as well as the second hexa- 

meter was imitated by Theognis from Solon, and the couplet 
followed another already known to us, Bergk’s sixth frag- 

ment. 

Lines 153—4 of Theognis are as follows’: 

Tixtes Tot Kopos UBpuv, Stav Kax@ SASos Exnras 
avOpwr@, Kal OTw £4 VOOS apTLOS 7. 

With this couplet no fault can be found. It is complete 
in itself. Solon’s connecting yap has been removed, and rot, 
appropriate to an independent aphorism, put in its place. 

By changing zroAvs to xax@m Theognis doubtless meant to 
remind his readers of the xax@ of 151, and to lay stress on 
the fact that it is not the quantity of the good fortune but 
the quality of the recipient’s mind which determines his fate. 
The changes in the pentameter necessarily followed, since the 

plural xaxois did not fit the hexameter and was not in itself 
so good as the singular. Thus once again Theognis has 
borrowed and amended a couplet of another poet’s in order 
to reinforce one of his own. 

The passage of Clement is a valuable piece of evidence. 

Cauer’ sees in it no more than a proof that as early as 
Clement's time foreign matter had found its way into the 
text of Theognis. That alone would be an important fact. 
Welcker imagines our collection to have been compiled at 
Constantinople: from Clement it appears that in his time, a 
century before the foundation of Constantinople, the poems 

1 AO read d»Opérwv, but the dv@pwry of the inferior manuscripts is no 
doubt right. 

2 Philologus iii. 1890, p. 667 and p. 668. 

H. 8 
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of Theognis contained a line which Welcker was bound by 

his own principles to banish from the text. But the real 

significance of the passage is this, that a writer who flourished 
about A.D. 200 saw and accepted without surprise as the work 

of Theognis an amendment to an older aphorism, similar to 

the amendments which have been reviewed above. It does 

not matter for this purpose how the Theognidean line was 
actually produced—whether Theognis wrote it himself, or a 
distorted form of Solon’s line was inserted in his poem by 
some one else. The fact remains that Clement knew both 
forms of the line, and regarded the one not as an accidental 
but as a deliberate differentiation of the other; that he 

believed Theognis capable of borrowing a line from Solon 
with only a change so small that modern scholars have 

thought it due to accidental corruption; by the change, in 

fact, of only one word, and that a word not emphatic by 
position. But for the passage of Clement no doubt 153—4 

would be ascribed at once to Solon; and indeed Hartung 

actually does ascribe them to Solon in spite of the passage of 

Clement. 
It is worth while to notice that these lines occur in the 

part of our collection which most scholars admit to be 
wholly or nearly free from foreign matter, and to represent 
best the original form of Theognis'. 

It may be added at this point that in one case Phocylides 

and Theognis adopted a proverb in the same words. Aristotle’* 

quotes the proverb év 6€ Stcacocvvn ovrArnBinv mao’ apern 
‘oTw, and we know from the commentators on that passage 
that this line appeared not only in Theognis (147) but also in 

Phocylides. Bergk in his note on 153 suspects that something 
like this has happened also in 153—4, since Diogenianus 

gives a proverb tixres Tot Kopos D8piy Gray xax@ avbdpi tapein, 
which might account both for 153 and for Solon’s line. But 

1 J. Heinemann (Hermes xxxiv. p. 595): ‘‘ Unbestrittener Maassen ist in den 

ersten 250 Versen weit mehr theognideisches Gut enthalten als in den folgenden 
1000.” 

2 Nicomachean Ethics v. 3. See the scholia published by Professor Bywater in 
Hermes v. p. 356. 
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even if this proverb existed before Solon, Solon did not 
merely borrow it, for he introduces é\Sos ; and in this he was 

followed by Theognis. If the proverb is to be derived from 

either poet, it is more probably a popular misquotation of 

Theognis’ line, to which it bears a greater resemblance than 

to Solon’s. , 
255—6 are practically identical with a couplet which was 

known in the time of Aristotle! as ro AnAtaxdy ériypaypa. At 
the beginning of the Eudemian Ethics it is ascribed to o éy 
Anr@ THv abtod yrouny arropnvapevos él to mpomTUAaov TOD 
Antq@ov...toijaas KadXtorov «.7.4. There is nothing against 
the supposition that Theognis both wrote the lines and 
inscribed them at Delos. 

Let us now turn to an obscure expression in the middle of 

the book. In 769—72 Theognis says that the poet must not 
hide his light from the world : 

xp% Movoady Oeparovra Kai dyyedov, ef Te mepiaoov 
eldein, copins un POovepov reréGery, 

ara Ta pev pacha, Ta Sé Secavivar, Gdra Fé rroveiv: 
Tt odty yYpnontat movvos erioTapEvos ; 

Since zrovety seems at first sight to cover a// that the poet 
could publish, this triple division of his work demands an 
explanation. Now common as zroseiy is in the special meaning 
“to write poetry,” it is infinitely commoner in the general 

meaning “ make.” Among all that a poet writes, what does 

he most wholly make? Clearly those poems in which he 
owes least to other men’s work. If then he divides his 
writings into three classes; gives to each a verb for label ; 

and chooses for the third of his labels the word “make,” 

which expresses the simplest and strongest title of authorship: 

it is clear that the other two verbs must assert weaker claims. 
Tennyson, for example, has the best title that man can have 
to the full ownership of Locksley Hall; his title to the /dylls 

of the King is not so good; and his title to the Specimen of a 

1 Micomachean Ethics i. p. 1099 a. See T. Preger, Jnscriptiones Graecae 
Metricae, no. 209. 

8—2 
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Translation of the Iliad in Blank Verse is slighter still. These 
are refinements, it is true: but unless he is talking at random 

Theognis also refines. By zrocetv then he would seem to mean 
those poems in which he borrowed little or nothing from older 
writers; and consequently by paobar and Secevuvas he must 
mean those poems in which he had made use of earlier 

writing or of thoughts which he could not honestly call his 
own. The words “seek, shew, make” are not full descriptions; 
each is a mere touch; expansion alone can make their meaning 
clear. sa@oOat, which denotes desire, seeking after a thing, 

coveting it, suggests appropriation'; Sevuvac suggests illus- 

tration®. The former suits our poet’s treatment of the lines 
of Mimnermus in 793—6 and 1017—22; the latter applies to 

his interpretation or misinterpretation of Solon’s thought in 
319—22 and 1255—6. Thus in 771 it seems reasonable to 

see an avowal of such a mixture of wholly and partly original 

work as we have found by examining the poems themselves. 

Under the heading T'v@pas adéorroros Welcker prints three 
passages, 467—74, 667—70, 903—30. 

Lines 467—74 are taken from what most scholars have 

thought a complete elegy, 467—96. Aristotle, Metaphysics 

iv. 5, has these words: 7d ydp Biatov avayxaiov Néyertat, 5:0 
kat AvInpov, worep cal Kinvos gdnow’ Tlav ydp avayxaiov 
wpayu aviapov pv; and the line is quoted again with 
Euenus’ name in the Eudemian Ethics, ii. 7, and without 

his name in the Rheforic, i. 11. Plutarch too ascribes it, 

1 Plato, Cratylus, 406 A: ras 8¢ Movoas re xal Sdws rh» povouhy awd rod 

Bacba, ws Foixer, cal ris (yrhoews re kal dirocodlas 7d byoua TovTo éwumdpacey. 

It is unlikely that Theognis is thinking of any such connexion between Movodp 
and ywdoda here. The determined etymologist will often find resemblance where 
the ordinary man sees none. 

2 The three words together suggest something perhaps not unlike what the 

Preacher expresses thus: ‘‘ Yea, he pondered, and sought out, and set in order 
many proverbs” (Zcclestastes, xii. 9). On this passage Professor R. G. Moulton 

makes the following comment: ‘‘‘Pondered’ suggests original composition, and 

it is unnecessary to remark that a large part of this work bears the impress of a 

highly individual thinker. ‘Sought out’ may well mean borrowing from others.’ 
(The Modern Reader’s Bible. Ecclesiastes and The Wisdom of Solomon, p. viii.) 
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with avinpov, to Euenus'. Now in Theognis, 472, we read: 

wav yap avayKxatov yphy avinpov épv. To those who regard 
our text as an anthology compiled from various poets this 

is proof positive that Euenus is the author of 467—74. But 

which Euenus? The sophist who outlived Socrates’, or the 

older poet? Bergk® is for the latter, since “is, qui hanc 

syllogen concinnavit, veterum tantum poetarum monumenta 

adhibuit, noviciis poetis, qui circa Peloponnesii belli tempora 
floruerunt, procul habitis.” Of the older Euenus we know 
little more than that he is mentioned in company with 

Callinus and Mimnermus, and that in the time of Eratos- 

thenes he was only a name‘. There are those, indeed, who 

do not believe in him. Bergk thinks that Aristotle would 

not have quoted from so recent a poet as the younger 

Euenus: “neque enim verisimile est, philosophum usum esse 

admodum recentis poetae auctoritate, cuius saeculo eiusmodi 

sententiae, quas Aristoteles Eueni nomine adhibet, iam erant 
pervagatae: potius consentaneum est, huius poetae aetatem 
a primordiis artis haud ita procul abesse.” This is assertion 

without proof. About the evidence of the poem itself Bergk 

says not a word. M. Croiset® suggests a good reason why 

Aristotle may have chosen to quote from the younger 

Euenus: “Avec ces qualités, Evénos devait se faire ume 
sorte d’autorité de moraliste mondain. C’est ce qui explique 
pourquoi Aristote le cite 4 plusieurs reprises et pourquoi il 

lui emprunte méme des choses que d'autres avaient dites 
avant lui. En les redisant aprés eux, Evénos se les était 

appropriées.” 
Let us assume, however, that the line comes from the 

1 Non posse suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum,c.21. There is some reason 
to believe that Plutarch often gets his quotations not direct from the poets but 
through Aristotle and others; and this may be an instance. 

2 Plato, Phaedo 61 B. 
3 P, L.G.*ii. p. 371 ff. and p. 160. 
‘ Harpocration, sub verbo Ednvos: Sto dvaypdpovew Evjvous édeyelwv wornrds 

épewvtpous ddAfros, caddwep "Eparocbdwns ev» ry wepl xpovcypagdiwy, auporépous 

Aéyww Ilaplous elvat, yrwplfecOar 86 pyar roy vewrepow pdbvow’ péuynrar b¢ Oarépov 

atrow xal Tdrur. 
5 Litt. Gr. iii p. 663 with note 1. 
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elder Euenus, and that he lived before Theognis. In the 

absence of any other trace of Euenus’ hand in 467—96 
this one line does not make good his claim to the whole 
poem. Euenus wrote mpayyu’ or mpiypu’: in Theognis we 
find yp’. This suggests that if the Euenus whom Aristotle 
quotes is the elder Euenus, here again Theognis has in- 

corporated a line with a slight change for the sake of 
differentiation. As for the internal evidence, 467—74 are 

addressed to a Simonides, who may or may not be one 
of the two poets of that name. Simonides of Ceos was 
born about the fifty-sixth Olympiad, while Theognis accord- 
ing to Suidas and others flourished or was born in the 
fifty-ninth, so that the two poets may have known each 

other. The same cannot safely be said of Simonides of 
Amorgos and the elder Euenus. Thus the evidence of the 

name Simonides, so far as it goes, favours the claims of 
Theognis to this poem. 

If on the other hand the line belongs to the younger 

Euenus, he may have been borrowing or adapting from 
Theognis, just as in the first fragment he quotes the “old 

saying” gol péev tratta Soxovvr éotw eyo 5é€ tade; as in 
the second Baxyou pérpov dpioroy is based upon the maxim 
of Cleobulus, zérpoy dpiorov, which Phocylides (fragment 12) 
and Theognis (335) had already used ; as in the third op0a¢ 
yryvdoxey olos Exaoctos avynp has a clear connexion with 312 
and 898 of Theognis. 

Thus the ascription of this poem to Euenus breaks down. 
Welcker ascribes to him also lines 667—70, but for no better 

reason than that they too are addressed to Simonides. To 

Simonides are addressed also lines 1345—50, which belong to 
the Movca madixn; but these Welcker prints under the 
head of wrap@édiaz. 

Lines 903—30 are addressed to one Democles. Bergk 

would ascribe them to some poet “who is not to be put ona 
level with the old masters of elegy, but was perhaps divided 

by no very long interval of time from the late poets whom 

the author of our collection set aside.” The poem is certainly 
remarkably bad, and it may be a late effusion which has got 
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in by accident or by deliberate insertion. But this one may 
admit without following Welcker in his other excisions, for 

the poem is unique, and the charges which can be brought 

against it are such as can be brought against no other poem 
in the book?. 

Following Welcker so far, recent writers have gone on 

to ascribe other poems to other poets. In 877—-8 and 939— 

42 Bergk sees the hand of Mimnermus. Hartung would give 
603—4 to Callinus, 605—6 to Solon. “Lines 879—85,” says 

Bergk, “are perhaps taken from the elegies of Tyrtaeus, 

though others may think of Polymnestus. Hartung assigns 
them to Chilon.” 1211—6 Bergk gave first to Thaletas and 
afterwards to Anacreon, while “von Leutsch ascribes them 

to Epimenides, whether in jest or in earnest I do not know.” 
These conjectures rest on no evidence but that of style, or 

at best on geographical references, which must be treated 

with especial caution in the case of Theognis, who travelled 
much and made his home in many lands. Ascriptions of 

this kind have little value apart from the assumption that 
our collection is drawn from many poets, and they are not 
reasons for this assumption but consequences of it. The 

following are three good examples. 
H. Flach’ gives to Solon 947—8. “These lines,” he says, 

“are without doubt Solonian.” This for no better reason 
than that Solon held such a position as the lines describe, 

and that they do not agree with Flach’s view of the political 
circumstances of Theognis, whose poems he regards as written 
all under a democracy. Herwerden too’ ascribes the couplet 

to Solon because Aurapos was a common epithet of Athens : 
“est adiwy tiy illa, quam salse ridet Aristophanes‘.” But 

common as dsrapai ‘AOjvas is in later writers, it does not 
appear before Pindar, and Pindar calls many cities Acrapos 
besides Athens. 

1 For a further discussion of this poem see Appendix III. 
2 Geschichte der griechischen Lyrik, p. 398, n. 2. 
3 Animadversiones Philologicae ad Theognidem, p. 37. 

4 Acharnians, 639—40. 
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In 1043—4 Sitzler reads "Actumadns as a by-form of 

"Aotumanains, and adds: “si Astypalaeam Coam intelligis, 
Philetas, si Samiam, Anacreon horum versuum auctor esse 

potest.” There seems to be no authority whatever for this 
by-form, and ’Aoruzradys is only an improbable conjecture. 

603—4 refer to the fall of Magnesia, 1103—4 to the fall 

of Magnesia, Colophon and Smyrna. It is generally supposed 

that the second of these couplets could have been written 
only when the fall of Smyrna, which was destroyed by 

Sadyattes or his son Alyattes in the beginning of the sixth 
century, was fresh in men’s minds; and only by a poet of 

Asia Minor’. This is neither proved nor probable. Colophon 
was taken by Gyges probably in the beginning of the seventh 
century, Magnesia by the Cimmerians not long after. Thus 

no poet could have seen all three events. And if the writer 

of lines 1103—4 took one or two of his examples from ancient 

history, who shall say that he did not take all three? 
Probably he borrowed them from earlier elegiac or iambic 

poetry% 

IT. 

The second kind of alien matter which Welcker finds 

in our text is “parodiae, quas, ut furcillis expellantur, de- 

signasse sufficit, quamvis quaedam huc traxi, de quibus 

diversae fortasse erunt doctorum virorum sententiae.” 
He devotes pages LXXX to xcCv of his Prolegomena to an 

examination of the remains of parody in Greek literature, 
with special reference to Bion of Borysthenes. He has 

no difficulty in finding much evidence that Theognis was 
often parodied. 215—6 were thus travestied with reference 

to the Philostratus who lived at the court of the great 

Cleopatra?: 

mavaogpou opynyv trye Piroorpartov, ds Kreorratpa 

viv Mpoctopirnoas Toios idety épavn. 

1 Reitzenstein, p. 66: ‘‘das gehort einem ionischen Dichter, ist aber durch 

Zufiigung des Wortes Kupye nachtriglich zum theognideischen umgearbeitet.”’ 
2 The fate of Magnesia is mentioned by Archilochus, fragment 20. 
3 Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists, i. §. 
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This kind of parody is to be distinguished from what we 

find in Plutarch, Tlept crarxcdy évavtiwpatwr, 1039 F, where 

Plutarch says of Chrysippus: aoré 5€ rov @éoyuy érravop- 
Oovpevos, ovx edet, dnoiv, eimretvy, ypn tTeviny devyovta, uan- 

ov b€ 

xp?) Kaxiav devyovta nai és Babuenrea trovrov 
purrety xat wetpar, Kupve, nat’ ndutBatov’. 

This is not a parody but a correction ; it resembles Solon’s 

answer to Mimnermus, or Theognis’ treatment of lines from 
Tyrtaeus, with this difference, that while Solon and Theognis 
gave their corrections a place in their poetry, Chrysippus 
made his in conversation or in a prose treatise, not intending 

the poem as amended to have an independent existence. 

Bion again made a reductio ad absurdum of 177—8"*: yaptev 

d€ xai ro Tod Biwvos wpos Tov Oéoyuev A€yovTa 

was yap avnp mwevin Sedunpévos ove te eltrety 
oO Ep—ar Suvata:, yAaooa S€é oi 5é5erar— 

TwsS ovv av mévns wv drvapels Toca’ta Kal Kxatabdorecyeis 
nuov; Many such criticisms of Theognis were made by the 

Stoics, Bion and others. But these are not parodies, nor 

were they likely to lead to parodies. What we are entitled 

to demand from Welcker is proof that parodies or satirical 
comments have ever attached themselves to the works of 

the author at whom they were aimed, or taken the place 
of genuine lines. His only example is this?: “ Bacchylidis 

versus‘ @varoios py hivar dhépiotov pnt’ aeriov mpocidety 
geyyos Ursinus in codice Stobaei®> ita in contrarium im- 
mutatos invenit: Ovarots péev diva: déprorov Kai 8 aediov 
aos Epos mpoodetv.” But this is merely the eccentricity 
of one unimportant manuscript. There may be a few things 

of this kind in Greek and Latin literature*; but is there a 

1 See Theognis 175—6. 

2 Plutarch, Iws de? rdv vdov wornudrwy axovew, 22 A. 

3 Pp. Ixxxiv. ‘ v. 160—2, Kenyon. 5 xcviii. 27. 
* In Lucretius Lachmann, Munro and others strike out iii. 743 as a sarcastic 

gloss. 
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single case in which parodies have been systematically and 

of set purpose woven into an author's work? 

With regard to Theognis we know as a matter of fact 
of one other parody besides that of 215—6. Hesychius 

sub verbo Wlodutraiéns' trap@dyntas éx tav Beoyvidos BouBov 
érrawnow, “ubi,” says Bergk, “scribendum videtur BodASoy 

erratvnow, LloXvmaidn, quod sive comici sive parodi alicuius 
velut Cratetis est.’ But this of course does not appear in 

our manuscripts. 

There is then no evidence to prove it likely or possible 

that poems written in ridicule of Theognis should have been 
incorporated in any considerable number with his genuine 
poems. The thing is in itself not much more probable than 

that one of J. K. Stephen’s or Owen Seaman's parodies 
should be included in the poems of Swinburne or Browning. 
Of course a few such sarcasms may have been written in the 

margin and later given a place by accident in the text. 

But what Welcker sees is a deliberate system of insertion, 

and for this he can give neither parallel nor proof. 
It remains to examine one by one the passages which 

he prints under the heading Ilapwdéau. 
The first is 1161—2, which he thinks a parody of 409—10. 

In 409—10 A and O read: 

ovdeva Onoavupov traci KataOnoe dpeivw 
aidovs 7 1 ayabots avdpact, Kupy’, érerat. 

In 1161—2 A reads: 

ovdéva Onoavpoy tatcivy KaraOnoew apevor, 
aitovow & ayabots avdpact, Kupve, di80u— 

where the other manuscripts have xcata@ncew masciv. Such 

a use of the future infinitive is impossible. Since’A is by 
far the best manuscript it is fair to assume that caraOnoew 

matoly is due to a transposition made for the metre’s sake, 
and that maiciv cataOynoceyv is nearer the truth. The obvious 

emendation is xata@noer, whereby 1161 becomes identical 

with 409. The couplet thus produced would mean: “ Thou 

wilt do better to lay by no treasure for thy children; but 

give to good men, Cyrnus, when they ask.” But xcataénoe 
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decvoy in the sense dyewov éorat cot catabenévy is doubtful, 

and the change from the future to the imperative is awkward. 
The question is complicated by the fact that Stobaeus, 

Xxxi. 16, has 

ovdéva Oncavpov xatabncea Evdov apeivw 

aidods ify ayabois avdpaci, Kupve, didas— 

“thou wilt store up in thine house no better treasure than 
the mercy (or reverence) that thou shewest to good men’”— 
which agrees with neither version. From all this it is prob- 
able that the corruption of our manuscripts is deep seated. 

But even if we accept with Welcker the reading of the 

inferior manuscripts, we have not a parody properly so 

called, but a variation of the language accompanied by a 

change of meaning. Theognis thus varies lines of Solon, 

Tyrtaeus and others ; and if he deals thus with others’ poems, 
why could he not do the same with his own? 

Welcker’s next parody is 1353—6, over which he prints 

301—2. They are neither a parody of 301—2 nor a variation 

upon their theme, but an entirely different sentiment couched 

in language which resembles them only in one line. expos 
Kal yAUKUS Kal aptradéos Kai amnyns expresses “ bitter-sweet ” 

(the “dulcis-amarus” of Virgil’s third Eclogue) as well as 
it could be expressed, and so Theognis uses these words 

as a sort of formula, just as e¢ un éuny yoounv éEatratadt 

Oeot is used both in 540 and in 554; just as omrocous nédLos 
xaopa of 850 resembles nédvos xafopa of 616. The same 
is true of wavtwy tovT avinpotarov, with which compare 
wavTwy TovT avinpotaroy in 124 and tay addX\wY TavTwV 
avinporatov in 812. To speak of parody in such a connexion 

is to misuse the word}. 

The same is true of the resemblance between lines 1238 

1 It is comforting to find this explanation of 301 and 1353 given by a recent 
writer, F. Cauer (PArlologus n.f. iv. 1891, p. §30, n. 1): ‘ Es ist durchaus denkbar, 

dass Theognis dieselben Antithesen (bitter und siiss, liebenswiirdig und grausam) 

fiir zwei verschiedene Gedanken verwandt hat, das eine Mal, um das richtige 

Verhalten gegen Dienstboten und Nachbarn zu bezeichnen, das andere Mal, um 

die Qualen und Geniisse des Eros zu schildern.” 
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and 1086. A formula appears in both, but they are not 
otherwise related. 

Over 1365—6 Welcker prints 1049—50. The lines may 

be allowed to speak for themselves. 

237—54 form a complete poem. “I have given thee 

wings, Cyrnus, wherewith thou shalt fly over sea and land...; 

thou shalt be a theme for song while earth and sun remain. 
And yet thou shewest me no respect, but beguilest me with 
words as if I were a little child.” Here, as in a well-written 

epigram, the sting of the poem is in its tail. . The description 

of the fame which Theognis has given to Cyrnus only leads 

up to the complaint of the last couplet. This couplet 

Welcker regards as a sarcastic addition, and prints apart 

among the parodies. By this proceeding he makes the poem 

lame and impotent. To what does coi pév éyw of 237 answer 

if not to a’rap éyw mapa ced of 253? But the best argument 

against Welcker is to read the poem’. 

Over 1105—6 Welcker prints 415—8. The only resem- 
blance is that the metaphor of gold and lead and the 

touchstone appears in both poems expressed in similar and 
yet different language. 

Welcker does not say from what his three next passages, 

371I—2, 503—8, 1345—50, are parodied. The first he rejects 

presumably because it is more in keeping with the Moica 
matdicn than with the gnomes among which it stands; the 
second because it is a confession of drunkenness unworthy 

of Theognis; the third for no apparent reason, unless it be 

that it is addressed to Simonides. 

Over 577—8 Welcker prints 845—6. In 577 Schneider’s 

pnoy is probably right ; but whether we read pndcov or pyzov, 
the two poems are not connected in thought. In 577 xaxov 

and éo@Aov are presumably masculine; only when the couplet 

1 The arguments advanced by certain scholars against the unity of this poem 

could convince nobody who did not approach the question prejudiced by the 
belief (which will be considered later) that our text is a medley of fragments. 

Reitzenstein (p. 269, note) dismisses their refinements with a warming of the 

danger of applying to the Megarian poet ‘‘die Grundsatze der Bentley’schen 
Horazkritik.” 
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is put immediately after 845—6 does it become natural to 

take them as neuter. 577—8 mean: “It is easy to make 

a good man bad or a bad man good ”—or “it is easier to 
make a good man bad than a bad man good "—; “teach me 

not; I am not of years to learn.” 845—6 mean: “It is a 

light matter to turn a man’s good fortune into bad ”—or, 

if we read ayvdpl, “it is a light matter for a man to turn 
good fortune into bad”—, “but a hard to turn bad 
fortune into good.” ed xeipevoy avdpa, a man well situated, 
Or ev xeipevov, a thing that is well situated, is very different 

from éc@Xov or Kaxov, a man of good or bad character. Thus 
pn pe Sidacn’ cannot refer to 845—6'. 

Over 1037—8 Welcker prints 1219—20. Here again 

there is no connexion of thought. The one couplet says, 

“It is hard to beguile a foe, easy to beguile a friend”; the 
other, “It is hardest to beguile a good man, as I have long 

been convinced.” By being put together they get a spurious 
resemblance to one another; but our text does not put them 
together. | 

Over 1041—2 Welcker prints 1217—8. Here we certainly 
have a contradiction. But 1041—2 refer to a particular case, 

while 1217—8 are general. If a later writer had wished to 

parody 1217—8 he would have kept much nearer to their 

language, thus: 

Seipo mapa KNalovta xabeComevor yeAacwper, 

xndeot tos xeivouv, Kupy’, éruteprropevor. 

It would be more plausible to take 1217—8 as a correction 

of 1041—2, made in the spirit of Chrysippus or Bion. But 
Theognis must be permitted to be inconsistent. He is not 
a cold-blooded moralist, drawing up a complete and ordered 
scheme of wisdom, but a man of affairs and a man of feeling 
who says what comes to his mind. 

Over 1181—2 Welcker prints 823—4. A careful examina- 
tion of these two aphorisms will shew that they are not 

1 The antithesis of e8 and xax@s in 846 makes xaxds almost certain in 845. 
A, however, has xad@s, which gives a plausible oxymoron. With xadds there 

would be even less connexion between 845—6 and 577—-8 than with xaxds. 
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contradictory but complementary to each other. 823—4 

mean: “Neither further a tyrant’s cause in hope of gain, 
nor slay him if thou art bound by pledge”; in other words, 

do not make common cause with a tyrant, but, on the other 

hand, if you are pledged to him, do not break your oath. 

Geav Spxta ovvbéuevos must be conditional or it is mean- 
ingless—a _ consideration which Welcker seems to have 
overlooked. 1181 begins with a 6é, so that it is natural 

to join this couplet, if possible, with what precedes. 1179—82 
will then mean: “Honour and fear the gods, Cyrnus, for 
that keepeth a man from doing or saying things unholy; 

but to lay low as thou wilt a people-eating tyrant is no sin 

towards the gods.” If 823—4 are looked at in the light 
of these lines it becomes doubly clear that what 824 con- 

demns is not the murder of a tyrant but the breaking of 

an oath sworn in the name of the gods. Thus here again 

we have a particular and a general counsel. 823—4 are for 

the benefit of those who are pledged by oath to a bad 
cause, 1181—2 of those who are bound only by the common 
principles of godliness. 

III. 

The third kind of foreign matter which Welcker banishes 

from the text is “epigrammata, quae quod certas quasdam 

personas, locos, casus, tempora spectant, a gnomis necessario 

ablegantur.” He remarks that except for six lines cited by 

Athenaeus, two of which do not appear in our manuscripts, 

none of these poems is anywhere quoted. He notices, how- 

ever, an exception to this rule. : 

Tipayopa, roAA@y opyny airdtepOev oparTt 
ylv@oKey yarerrov, Kaitrep covtTe sop@’ 

ol pév yap KaxoTnTa KataxpiWaytes Exoucs 
TroUT@, Tol 5 apEeTHY ovAOMEVN TeEVin. 

Of this poem, 1059—62, the second couplet appears in 

Stobaeus, xcvii. 9, under the lemma @eoyvidos. Why does 
not Stobaeus quote the first couplet also? Because it was 
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not to his purpose, for his ninety-seventh chapter is headed 

Ilevias yoyos. Welcker says of the second couplet: “sen- 

tentia Theognidi a Stobaeo adscripta loco fortasse non suo 
annexa est. Certe epigrammatarius non apte illa (ut Theognis 

ipse 209 Mimnermi aliqua, incertus 1155—-60 Tyrtaei quibus- 

dam*) usus foret; quum xaxorns et dapety ad genus et 
conditionem pertineant, opyj autem animum  significet.” 
Around the meaning of xaxorns, dpetn, Setr0s, éoOAos and 
the like in Theognis has raged a controversy into which it 

is not necessary to enter here. Suffice it to say tHat these 
words have not lost their moral significance in Theognis. 

It is a mistake to treat them as denoting no more than 

political or social distinctions. When Theognis applies 

a@ya8os, apetn and the like to men of high birth, like a true 

aristocrat he credits his class with superior moral worth. If 

aya§oi is to be taken as the mame of a class, then 111—2 for 

instance are a play upon words, and one which Theognis repeats 

an intolerable number of times. In countless cases it is clear 

that these words have a purely moral significance, for instance 

in 579 and in 435—8. On Welcker’s theory 435—8 should 

mean: “If wisdom could be made and inserted in a man, 

no nobleman would ever have a commoner for his son; but 

no teaching will turn a commoner into a nobleman.” 

Thus Welcker’s objection to 1059—62 falls to the ground. 

The first couplet might stand by itself, but it would be very 

weak; while the addition of the second makes a complete 
poem quite in the manner of Theognis. There is then no 

reason for breaking up this poem. It follows that Stobaeus 

had one of Welcker’s “epigrammata” in his text. The fact 

that Stobaeus quotes from only one of these personal poems, 

and then omits the couplet which contains the address, 

suggests to Welcker’s mind that they were absent from his 
text of Theognis. But the reason why Stobaeus quotes only 
this couplet is simple: it is the only couplet of the “ epi- 

1 P. 130, note on 1033 (1061 in the ordinary numeration). 

2 209=795 Bekker, 1155—60=933—8 Bekker. As I have said already, 

the sentence between the brackets is a strange admission for Welcker to make. 
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grammata” which was suited to his purpose, as may be seen 

by reading them as they stand on pages 56—g9 of Welcker’s 
edition. We must not expect the author of a gnomic 
anthology to make use of a mpomeumricoy like 691—2, of 
a challenge to a contest like 993—6, of abusive or reproachful 

poems like 453—6 or 599—602, of allegories or riddles like 

257—60, 861—4, 949—54, 1229—30. In 1160, it is true, we 

have the gnome é« xayetaipins axa yiverat; but it is spoilt 
for the purpose of Stobaeus by the personal reproach con- 

tained in the following words: 

ev b€ xal avros 
yvoon, ere peyadous HArAtTes GOavarous. 

As with Stobaeus, so with the other authors who quote 

Theognis. It is the gnomic poems with which they are con- 

cerned. This is far from surprising when we remember, first, 
that the non-gnomic poems are few, however much more 

interesting than the rest they may be to us; and secondly, 

that many of those who quote from him—Plato, the Stoics, 
Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom—had themselves a moral and 

didactic purpose in view. The authors who looked at 
Theognis from any other standpoint, as Eratosthenes from 

the historian’s, Athenaeus from the curiosity-hunter’s, quote 

from him allusions to persons and places; but since such 

authors are rare in Theognis’ case, the quotations from his 

allusive poems are few. 

The only remaining reason for rejecting the “epigram- 

mata” is that Theognis is generally spoken of as a gnomic 

poet, and that [vywporoyia and ‘Trrofjxas are given as titles 
for his poems. But the predominant character of his poetry 

is gnomic, and it cannot be proved that he was ever regarded 

as gnomic throughout, uniformly and unchangingly. As for 

the titles, they have no authority. Our manuscripts do not 

recognize them. A has simply Oeoyucdos eXeyetwy a, O has 
apxn aviv Oe@ tod Deoyvidos Os Sta otiywv jpwedreyeiwy ; one 
of the inferior manuscripts has Oeoyudos yuopat: paddov 
Geoyvidos yvwporoyia mpos KUpvoy TroAuTraidny Tov épwpevor, 
and the rest have equally arbitrary titles. In Suidas and 
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Eudocia yvwporoyia and vro6jKae are used in a way which 
suggests descriptions rather than titles. Plato in the Meno, 

when he wants to locate a quotation, uses only a distinction 

dependent on metre. In fact, titles are generally to be 
treated with suspicion in the case of early Greek writers, 

especially where several titles compete with one another as 

in Thucydides. Theognis cannot have felt much need fora 
title; and when titles were first given to his poetry, they were 
naturally chosen in accordance with the character of the 

majority of the poems. 
The internal evidence against these poems is mostly 

geographical. We know too little about Theognis to say 

where he cannot have been, but we know at least that he 

wandered far and saw the towns of many men. 

IV. 

Welcker’s fourth class is “convivalia carmina, vel juvenilem 

hilaritatem spirantia vel licentiosa, quorum indoles a gnomicis 
omnino abhorret”; and he prints a hundred and ten lines 
under the heading Svpurotixa. In some of them, he says, as 

in 567, 877, 977—8, the poet speaks as a young man; in 1122 

as a rich man—but here Welcker is wrong, for 1119—22 are 

a prayer, and the verbs are in the optative throughout. In 
no poem does Theognis speak as a rich man; and though he 
speaks to Cyrnus as a father to a son (1049), and as one to 

whom years have brought the philosophic mind, he nowhere 
appears as an o/d man; for even in 1009—10, 1020—2, and 

other similar passages (none of which Welcker recognizes as 

the work of Theognis), it is the prospect rather than the 

presence of old age that distresses him. And it is un- 

reasonable to confine the literary activity of Theognis to any 
one period of his life. Even if it be admitted that some of 
the Suprorica necessarily belong to a young man or a man 

in the prime of life, that is no reason for banishing them from 

Theognis. Nor must it be supposed that the poems of his 

youth would stand at the head of the volume, as Tennyson’s 

Juventlia do; for whatever the principle on which our 

H. 9 
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collection was arranged, it was certainly not by chronological 
order throughout. 

A passage of Eustathius quoted by Welcker shews how 

the gnomic and erotic and abusive poems of Theognis are 
connected—by their use at banquets. Speaking of cxodra 
he says! that they are ra pév oxwmrixd, ta 5€é mpos Epwra, 
qoAAa 5€ Kal otrovoaia. If we add praise or blame of wine, 
this is a fairly accurate description of the poems of Theognis. 
The poems addressed to Cyrnus were used at banquets, as 
Theognis himself tells us in 239—43. Similarly poems of 
Bias, Chilon, Solon and others were used as oxona. If 

Theognis wrote one class of oxodra, may he not have written 
others ? 

V. 

Welcker distinguishes Kupvos from T[loAvuzaiéns, and 
accordingly supposes that Theognis wrote two bodies of 

gnomic poetry. This has no bearing on the question of 
foreign matter in the text, but it will be convenient to discuss 
it here. 

Welcker’s reason for regarding Kvpvos and I[loAvzaidns 
as different persons is that IIoAuvmaién always stands alone 
and is never combined with Kupve, and that patronymics are 
not so used: “sed utrumque nomen semper, quantum scio, et 

in deorum invocationibus et in hominum alloquiis, conjunctum 
invenitur, ut [Aadne Aerrivew rat, Epacpovidn Xapirae apud 

Archilochum, [Aadn’ ’Emixvdeid6n apud Herodotum, XrpoiBou 
jai, To) @yadpa, Aewxpates apud Anacreontem,” and so on. 

Yet Solon addresses Mimnermus as Aryuaortady, which is 

clearly a patronymic?; and Pindar, in Pythian v. 45, has 

"Are£Biada, though the personal name ‘Apxecira has not 
occurred since line 5 and does not occur again till line 103%. 

1 Ad Odyss. vii. p. 1574. 14. 

3 Suidas says that Mimnermus’ father was Acyupriadys, but that is probably a 

corruption. Suidas’ explanation of Acyvaordéys is childish. 
> Compare Jiiad i. 17, 59, 122, 277, iv. 204, xiii. 307, etc.; Hesiod, 

Works and Days 54; Theognis 377; Pindar, Olympian vi. 80, xii. 13, xiii. 67; 

Pythian ii. 18, ix. 30; Nemean i. 29; Isthmian vii. 31. 
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This is enough to prove Welcker’s principle false. Few 

scholars follow him in this matter to-day’. But besides the 

advantage of settling the question once and for all, this 

investigation will reveal another trace of reasonable arrange- 
ment in our text. 

TloAvrratén occurs first in line 25. Lines 1—18 are four 

poems addressed to gods: the first two to Phoebus, the third 

to Artemis, the fourth to the Muses and Graces. These may 
be regarded as a sort of preface. Just as the //zad and the 
Odyssey begin-with addresses to the Muse, Lucretius with an 

address to Venus, and Aratus with Zeus, so Theognis begins 

with the patron of gnomic poetry, with his sister Artemis, the 

chief deity of Megara, and with the Muses and Graces, the 
givers of poetic charm. Then his very next word, Kupve, gives 

the name of the friend to whom a large part of his poetry is 

addressed ; and, as if for completeness’ sake, in the same 

poem he calls him also IIoAvraién, just as the first line of the 

lliad gives both the personal name and the patronymic of 

the chief character. Thus the poet seems to take the first 
opportunity of establishing the identity of Cyrnus and the 

son of Polypaus. After calling him simply Kupve in the next 

few poems, he repeats the double address in 53—60. In the 

next poem we have I[IoAuzalén only, and it stands alone 

several times after this, though Kupve, the shorter and there- 

fore the more generally convenient form, is far the commoner. 

Only once again, in 183—92, do the two occur in the same 
poem. 

This argument of course assumes the unity of three sets 
of lines, 1g—26, §53—60, 183—92. If any one of these sets 

will not admit of division, then Kupvos and IloAuvzaténs are 
the same?, Welcker, rather than identify Kuvpvos and Todv- 
maténs, breaks up these poems, giving 25—6, 57—60, I91—2 

1E. Hiller in Bursian liv. p. 140: “ Ubrigens zweifelt, soviel mir 

bekannt, an der Identitat von Kupyos und IloAvratdns gegenwirtig sonst” (zc. 
except Sitzler) ‘‘niemand mehr.” 

2 Graefenhan (7heognis Theognideus, p. 35) does not regard this as a necessary 

consequence. But the poet could not possibly have turned from the one to the 

other in the course of a short poem. Such a change would be absurd. 

g-—2 
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as separate fragments. But 25—6 by themselves can only 

mean: “Nothing is wonderful, Polypaides, for Zeus himself 

never sends weather which pleases all alike.” Differences of 
opinion concerning the weather are not so raré that all other 

marvels seem small beside them. If 57—6o are taken apart, 

the question arises: Who are now good? The first sentence is 
meaningless without what precedes it in our text. In 191—2, 

again, obrw has no meaning apart from what precedes’, unless 

indeed Welcker would take it closely with @avuafe—“ do not 
thus wonder ’—which is both unlikely in itself and against 

the order of the words. None of these passages presents 
any difficulty if it is taken with what precedes it in the 

manuscripts*. Let us examine one at greater length. 

If with Welcker we break off 25—6 from what precedes, 

the end of the poem 19—24 may be translated thus: 

“,,and thus shall each man say: ‘Theognis wrote these 

lines, Theognis of Megara.’ But renowned though I am 
among all mankind, never yet have I contrived to please all 
my fellow-townsmen.” Such an ending is weak in English 

and perhaps even weaker in the Greek. 23—4 are very 

similar to 367—8: “I cannot understand my fellow-townsmen’s 

mind, for I please them neither by my good things nor by 

my bad.” He does not leave off with this confession, but 
proudly goes on—“ but though many inveigh against me, bad 
and good alike, none of the unwise can imitate me.” So in 

19—26 he does not end with a confession of failure, but 

justifies himself by a proud comparison with Zeus. “But 
renowned though I am among all mankind, never yet have 

I contrived to please all my fellow-townsmen. No wonder, 

Polypaides ; for not Zeus himself pleaseth all either with his 

1 There is an exactly similar use of ofrw ph Oavpage in 1349. 

2 In the case of 191—2, those who ascribe the whole of the passage in 
Stobaeus to Xenophon must infer that in Xenophon’s text 191—2 were joined with 
183—90; for though the actual quotation only goes down to 190, the words «gra 
ylyverOar 1d yévos Tw avOpirwy Kaxcoy ael peyvipevov 7d xelpoy TY Berriom 

are clearly a paraphrase of yévos...acrwy pavpotobar* ody yap ployerac éoOda 
xaxois. But it has been shewn above that the end of the passage is probably 

a late production—perhaps later than the latest date to which the supposed 

compiler of our collection has been assigned. 
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rain or with his sunshine.” The poem is complete and could 

not be better turned. By cutting off the last couplet, here as 

in 237—54, Welcker robs the epigram of its sting. 
Lines 19—26 then go together. It follows that Cyrnus 

and Polypaides are one, and that Welcker is wrong in dis- 
tinguishing two bodies of gnomic poetry addressed to two 
different persons’. 

VI. 

Lastly, Welcker sets aside the Musa Puerilts. This part 

of our text is in many ways distinct from the rest. It is 

found only in one manuscript. Almost all of it deals with 

a subject which is not prominent in the first book. The name 
IloAvzraléns never occurs in it; Kupyos once only, and then in 
a poem which is out of place. Not a single line of the Movca 
qatdixy is quoted in any Greek writer, and to all appearances 
it was unknown from the time of Plato to the time of Suidas?. 
Those who think that the first book is arranged by catchwords 

do not extend them to the second. Altogether this question 
is so different from the other problems in Theognis that for 
the present it had better be postponed. 

And so much (as 7rtstram Shandy saith) for tearing out 
of chapters. : 

1 Welcker and Sitzler make vain attempts to find a meaning for Kupvos as a 

common noun. <A hero Kupvos is mentioned in Herodotus i. 167. Herwerden 

(A/nemosyne, n.s. xii. 1884, p. 294) thinks Kupvos a fictitious name: “ nimis 
fortuitum videtur, eundem hominem nobilem simul dominum et divitis filium 
appellatum in suo paternoque nomine duplex omen coniunxisse.” The coincidence 
would not be very remarkable, even if it were an established fact that «vpvos 

meant ‘‘dominus,”’ which it is not; on the contrary Photius tells us that xupyo 
was a name given in Macedonia to of oxério, that is of Aabpa yerynOévres Twr 
youdwy Tijs Kopns. . 

K. Milller asks how it comes, if Kyrnos and Polypaides are one and the same, 

that Theognis does not use IIoAuvratdy in poems where Kipye or Kup’ occurs 
twice or thrice. The poems in which both Kipye and TloAvwatén occur are a 

sufficient answer to this question; but it should not be forgotten that a word of 

five syllables was a less convenient stopgap than a word of two or one. 
3 There may be a reference to 1362 in Aristophanes, Wasps 1342—3. 



CHAPTER ITI. 

WELCKER’S THEORY OF THE GENESIS OF THE TEXT. 

HAVING removed so much, Welcker goes on to consider 

what is left. Sylburg and Heyne had thought it a selection 
from the full form of Theognis ; but Welcker accepts Heyne’s 
later judgment, with Wassenbergh and Epkema, and holds 
that after the complete Theognis had vanished somebody 
gathered together as many remnants of it as he could find 

in later authors and anthologies, and so produced a collection 

which was afterwards expanded into our text. In support of 

this opinion he appeals to the witness of Xenophon and of the 
Meno, to lines 19—24, to the repetitions, and to the traces of 
patchwork in the order of the poems. We have done with 
Xenophon and Plato, but the rest of his evidence must now 

be examined. 

Sx. Lines 19—24. 

Of lines 19—24 Welcker says: “qui vero clausulae impo- 
nendae unice apti sunt versus, eos, qui Theognideum librum 
reconcinnare studuit, ut operi ab ipso condito quodammodo 

pro lemmate essent, in fronte posuit statim post epigrammata, 
quibus invocationem deorum in epica poesi sollennem imitari 

voluisse videtur’.” To this opinion he was led by the use of 
the word odpryis in 19. About the meaning of odpnyis 
scholars have contended, and the case is still in court; but 

of that hereafter. As for Welcker, has he not been misled by 

1 P. ciii. 
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the modern use of the seal at the end of documents? But 

this use is only a conservative survival. The original purpose 

of the seal was to fasten up (say a letter) on the outside, and 

SO odpayis, cppayitw, opparyicpa are regularly used in Greek. 
If one wished to insist on this point one might argue that 

though the seal comes last to the writer of a letter, to the 
reader it comes first, and that Theognis says not odpnyid’ 
ertOnaw but odpnyis émrixeicOw, where the passive naturally 
suggests the point of view of the reader. But this would be 
hypercritical. All that need be insisted on is that from the 
use of odpnyis in a metaphor no inference so precise as 
Welcker’s can be drawn. And we have already seen a reason 

why Theognis may have chosen to put this poem at the head 

of his volume, in that it contains both his own name and the 

two names under which he addresses Cyrnus; and also, it 

may be added, an indication, in codifouévm, of the pre- 

dominant character of the book. Moreover, even if 19—26 

were uniquely fit to end the volume, 19—24 are uniquely 

unfit, since they are a confession of failure. But even if 19— 

26 are taken together, as they must be, the militant spirit 

of the last lines is not what we look for at the end of a 

book. 

§2. The Repetitions. 

“ Tot intextae sunt gnomarum Theognidearum repetitiones 

paulum variatae, tot etiam aliorum poetarum elegiacorum 

versus, ut multo minus probabile sit, haec omnia paulatim 
ab aliis appicta, quam primitus a librario undecunque coacta 

et corrasa esse.” 
The verses which appear to belong to other poets have 

been considered above. The passages in which Theognis 

seems to repeat himself fall into two classes: first, those 
which shew some variation of language; second, those that 

shew no variation or very little. A good instance of the first 
class is in 115—6 and 643—4. 115—6: “ Many are a man’s 

companions in meat and drink, but fewer in a matter of 
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moment.” 643—4: “Many become dear companions over 

their cups, but fewer in a matter of moment.” There is a 
clear difference of meaning between the two couplets. The 

first comes just after poems describing the baseness and 

ingratitude of the deAoé or «axoi, and is followed by poems 
which complain of the difficulty of knowing men’s hearts. 

107—8: “Sow the sea, and thou wilt reap no rich crop; 
do good to bad men, and thou wilt get no good in return.” 
117—8: “Nothing is harder or worth more heed! than to 
discover a counterfeit man.” In this context 115—6 naturally 
mean that many are willing to make what they can out of a 

man who will desert him in his hour of need. They clinch 

the accusation of ingratitude which the preceding lines have 
brought against the decAot. 643—4 on the other hand come 
after lines which enjoin the necessity of careful judgment in 
important affairs. 631—6: “Let not temper prevail over 

reason. Think twice and thrice, for the tempestuous man 
comes to harm. Judgment and mercy belong to good men, 

but good men are few nowadays.” 639—40: “Often the 
works of men go well against thought and hope, and of 
counsels is no fulfilment.” 641—2:.“ Thou canst not tell 

friend from foe until thou meetest with a grave matter.” 
Following this, lines 643—4 mean that in the excitement 

of wine men make hasty pledges of friendship of which 
they repent when an important matter is on hand. Thus 

the two couplets in question seem to mean the same only 

when they are looked at together and apart from their 
contexts. It is the context which gives a new meaning to 
old words, here as in 1253—4. 

It is worth notice that neither 115—6 nor 643—4 are 

anywhere quoted, though 115 is imitated in line 92 of the 

Pseudophocylidea. 
A similar explanation may be given for each of the other 

semi-repetitions. 

1 003" eddaBins éort wepl wXéovos, which has been much emended, is com- 

pletely justified by the analogy of repli roddod etc. Bergk thinks wepi superfluous, 

and quotes from Euenus i. 6 Agorys elol d:dacxadlas: but there the genitive does 
not denote value. 
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39-—42: 

Kupve, xvee torus nde, SéS0exa 5é un téxn dvdpa 

evOuvtnpa xaxns DBpros nuerépns?. 
Md \ ‘ bY ’o? y , e , \ aorol pev yap €6° ode caddpoves, rryepoves Sé 

TeTpahatat TroAAnY €S KAKOTNTA TreECELD. 

In 1081—1082 6 we have the same poem with the change 
of 20° ofS to éace and the following line in place of the first 
pentameter : 

uBpiotny, YarerAs HyE“ova sTaActos. 

The difference of wording answers to a difference of meaning. 

The first poem refers to the fear of a tyrant, the second to the 
fear of a violent party-leader. Theognis doubtless intended 

by the partial repetition to recall the first poem to the minds 
of the readers of the second, and the implied meaning 1s: 

“As once I warned this city of the danger of a tyrant, so now, 

under more or less similar circumstances, I warn it of the 

danger of a violent party-leader.” 
57—60 are in part the same as 1109—14; but the second 

version differs from the first by as many changes as could be 

made without altering the general cast of the language, and 
the thought is expanded by the insertion of a new couplet. 

It is this new couplet which justifies the semi-repetition. In 
the first case Theognis complains of the ill effects of the 
admission of serfs to the citizenship; in the second he 
complains of no change so violent, but only of the rotten- 
ness of society and the overthrow of social conventions 

and distinctions’. 

1 In 40 A alone has juerépns, the other manuscripts duerdépys. A’s reading 

must be preferred, since no reason for the change of iperépns to nuerépns suggests 

itself, while the opposite change may have been caused either by assimilation 
with the first letter of 68pios or by a desire to rid Theognis of the self-condem- 
nation which 68pcos nuerépns seems to imply. Moreover A is the best and oldest 

manuscript. 
? Note in passing that whatever may be the case with xaxoi, the comparative 

xaxtous (in 1111) cannot be the name of a class, any more than one could speak of 
‘*the more Tory party” in contrast to the Whigs. 

For the construction pynorevea: éx xaxod éoOA\ds dyjp compare 189: é« Kaxod 

écOrds Eynuev cai xaxds €& dyadod. 
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211—2 (a maxim about wine) are almost identical with 

509—10. But while the former couplet stands among others 

of a very miscellaneous character, the latter ends a set of at 

least four poems all referring to wine; it is the envoy, so to 

speak, of the descriptive poem 503—8. 
Naturally enough, more than two forms of the gnome are 

quoted in later writers, parts of the one couplet being com- 

bined with parts of the other. 
Note that 211—2 should not be translated as if xaxov and 

aya0ov, neuters, stood in the pentameter. “To drink much 
wine is bad; but if a man drinks it wisely it is not a bad wine 

but a good.” That seems to be the meaning, though the Greek, 

having genders to its adjectives, expresses it more neatly. It 
is not strictly logical ; but probably Theognis was illogical of 

set purpose, meaning to suggest that it matters more how 

much a man drinks than what sort of wine. It is much as if 

Cyrnus had asked Theognis to recommend him a good wine, 
and Theognis had answered “ Half a bottle.” 

In 213—8 Theognis counsels his heart? to adapt itself to 
. its company; to imitate the polypus, which changes its colour 

to match the rock whereon it lies. To the first and third 
couplets 1071—4 bear a close resemblance: but the second 

version is addressed, not to the poet’s heart, but to Cyrnus; 

the polypus has vanished, “mood” appears in place of “colour” 
and “man” in place of “rock.” The chief change, however, 
is in the last words, the most emphatic position of all. In the 

last line of the first passage Theognis says that “wisdom,” 

that is to say worldly wisdom, is better than uncompromising 

1 The possibility that Theognis may have tsfended to be illogical has escaped 

F. Cauer (Phslologus n. f. iv. 1891, p. §32). A simpler explanation, as Professor 

Jebb points out to me, is to suppose that xaxés means ‘ bad in its effects’: ‘it is 
not a foe, but a friend.’ 

2. In 213 A alone has Oupé, the other manuscripts Kupve: in 1071 all have 

Kupve. To read Kupve in both places, as the editors do, is to disregard a 

fundamental principle of textual criticism. If Kudpye was original, no reason for 

its corruption to 6vué appears; while the opposite change is due to a very 
natural assimilation of the two versions, in which the common address to Cyrnus 

prevailed. We shall find other evidence of the action of a second version upon 
a first. 
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inflexibility (atpozrins); in the last line of the second, with an 
increase of cynicism, he says that it is better even than con- 

spicuous merit (cal peyadns aperjs). Doubtless he had the 
first version in his mind and was consciously amending it 
when he wrote the second. That explains why he shortened 

the poem and abandoned the metaphor of the polypus. He 
says in effect: “I told you once before that it is well to adapt 
yourself to your company, and that codin is better than 
atpotin”—it was not necessary that he should add: “I illus- 
trated this by the metaphor of the polypus.”—“I wish now 

to repeat the advice. codin is better even than apern.”* 
The graphic ungrammaticalness of 1072 is a merit and 

not a fault. 

409—I0: 
9 4 \ A 4 b] 4 

ovdéva Onaoavpoy traci Kxatabnoe auevw 
aidouvs, 7 T ayabois avSpact, Kupy’, &rerat. 

1161—2: 

ovdéva Onoaupov tracly xataOnoew dapecvov, 

airotow § ayabois avdpdo, Kupve, didov. 

This is the hardest problem among all these semi-repetitions ; 
though whatever the second couplet meant originally it did 

not mean the same as the first. 
The readings given are those of A. In 1161 A alone has 

mawiy xataOncev, all the other manuscripts xataénoev 
mato. Kxatabnoev cannot stand, whatever view we take 
of the couplet; for neither Theognis nor any editor of his 

1 This explanation of the dropping of the metaphor will perhaps appear 

fanciful; but to my mind the omission is characteristic of these amendments, as 

I have called them. Similarly in 1003—1012, where Theognis amends some lines 
of Tyrtaeus, he borrows only so much as is necessary for his purpose, neglecting 

the amplifications which follow év rpoudxow: péry. 
J. Heinemann (in Hermes xxxiv. p. §93) sees in wovAdwov a pun upon 

Ilokvwraténs. But if the poet premeditated this pun, he might at least have put 
Tlodvratén in place of Kuépye, and wodtrov in place of wovdtwov. Again, 

Heinemann thinks that the polypus was cut out by the maker of the shorter 
version in order to give the poem a less personal and more general turn. But 
Kupve survives in the vulgarised version ; the metaphor has its value apart from 

the pun; and it is rash to assume that knowledge of the polypus and its ways was 

confined to Cyrnus, or Megara, or the age of Theognis. 
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works or fragments who lived before the decadence of Greek 

could have written the future infinitive in a prolative sense 

after aywecvov', or ovdéva for zndéeva in an infinitive clause such 

as this. xata@noev being certainly corrupt it is better, other 

things equal, not to extend the seat of the corruption; and 

this, together with the general superiority of A, makes it 

probable that xara@ncew wraciv is nothing but an inversion 
made with the object of patching up the metre. Moreover, 
if we assume that xatra@nocew is a mistake for caraOnoe, the 

addition of wz may have been due to assimilation with the 

ending of vrasoiv; and this assimilation would more easily 

take place if wra:civ preceded than if it followed cata@noer. 
Regarded apart, 409—1I10 give a perfectly satisfactory 

sense. “No treasure wilt thou lay by for thy children, 

Cyrnus, better than respect, which cometh to good men.” 
The relative with re is used just as in Homer. 

In 1161—2 some of the commentators see a corruption of 

419—20. If so, the corruption is neither natural nor small’*. 

Others suppose deliberate distortion: but who can have cared 

to foist upon Theognis a recommendation to Cyrnus to 
bequeath nothing to his children, but to spend all his 
substance in charity ; and who can have imagined that this 

advice was expressed grammatically by the couplet which 

appears in our text? The question is complicated by a 
couplet in Stobaeus, xxxi. 16, which has something in common 

both with 409—1I0 and with 1161—2: 
? , .' c Mw” 9 e 

ovdéva Onaoavpov xataOnoear Evdov apeivw 
9 A A 9 a 9 , 4 , 

aidovs, nv ayabois avdpact, Kupve, didas. 

Hence Bergk suggests, with much ingenuity, that AIAOT or 

AIMQOS may have come from AIAOT or AIAQ® at the end 

of the following hexameter. But there is of course no 
evidence to shew that either of these words did stand at 

the end of the hexameter which followed 1162 in any form 

1 For the limits of the prolate future infinitive see Kiihner-Gerth, Aus/ihrliche 
Grammatsk, § 389, § b; Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, § 113. 

2 Besides the common confusion of the homophones 7» and «, the supposed 

changes are 6 to r, r to 6, and Kup» Erera: to Kupre dldov. 
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of Theognis ; and the chance of any given word occurring in 

any given place is very slight. 
But the best reason for defending 1162 is the excellent 

connexion which it gives with what follows, 1162 a—f the 
“repetition” of 441—6. Where these lines first occur the 

yap with which they begin may quite well refer to what 
precedes, 439—40. Can it equally well refer to 1161—2? 

Yes, if we keep the reading of the manuscripts in 1162. 
“,.,.But give to good men, Cyrnus, when they ask. For no 
man is fortunate in all things; but....” If, on the other 

hand, we read aidois, Av dyabois avdpacs, Kupve, 88¢s with | 
Bergk and Cauer, the case is different. Bergk and Cauer 
supply some such words as # aoe &ferae before jv, and take 

the couplet to mean: “ No treasure wilt thou lay up for thy 

children, Cyrnus, better than the respect which thou wilt win 

if thou givest to good men.” But are they justified in supply- 
ing so much? The words naturally mean: “Thou wilt lay 
up for thy children no better treasure than respect, Cyrnus, if 

thou givest to good men.” This Theognis cannot have meant. 
What would be wanted for such a sentiment is “if thou givest 

to all comers.” If we accept the reading of Stobaeus, aidovs 
nv ayabots avdpact, Kupve, 5idws, the case is not much better. 

We must suppose that the poet was looking to the “lively 

expectation of favours to come” from the respect paid to 

good men; and if that was his meaning, one can only say 

that he has expressed it very ill. But neither Stobaeus’ 

reading nor Bergk’s gives any excuse for yap. If yap is to be 
explained—and it will be shewn hereafter that very few 

poems, if any, are introduced by particles which cannot be 

explained—no reading can stand in 1162 but that of the 
manuscripts. 

But if 1162 is right, 1161 must be wrong. A genitive is 

wanted, The only word with which the line can dispense is 

mato. If the genuine word had fallen out, waccly would 

naturally be supplied from 409; and from 7zracciy written over 
xaraOnoes might come both the corruption xataOjcew and 
the two positions of zraioiv. Cutting out vaciy as an 
interpolation, what are we to put in its place? sdovrov 
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might serve. Of course @ncavpoyv would be a silly word to 
use with zrAoutou if this couplet stood alone; but if 1161—2 

are regarded as an amendment of 409—10, the combination 
of @ncavpoy and mdovTov would give a good mapa mpoc- 
Soxiay. 409: “ The best treasure to lay up is respect.” 1161: 
“ The best treasure to lay up is—money.”? 

Bergk, Cauer and others attach importance to the couplet 
which appears in Stobaeus. But it is not likely that Theognis 

spoke of laying up as a treasure the respect which a man 

pays to others—such an idea could hardly have preceded 

Christianity—even if “to pay respect” could be expressed by 
aida Su8ovas, which is more than doubtful. If with Bergk we 
emend to jy...6s6es, we have to read in too much, as we saw 

above. Perhaps the couplet of Stobaeus was produced from 
409—10 partly by a conscious or unconscious reminiscence 

of 1161—2, partly by the ordinary processes of corruption. 

Thus the similarity between 409—10 and 1161—2 reduces 

itself to a mere verbal echo such as we find elsewhere in 
Theognis*. 

597 is all but identical with 1243, but 598 is very different 

from 1244. 597—8 are addressed to a personal enemy, the 

“fellow” of 595%; 1243—4 to the subject of the Mowtca 

! Another possible substitute for ral» is rovrow. The text is unusually 
corrupt in this part. In 1160a@ two lines have coalesced. 1157—8 are wanting 

in the manuscripts; but Stobaeus quotes 1157—60 together, and the first couplet 
is required both by the general sense of the second and in particular by ws 3’ 
adrws. (The protasis of the analogy between wealth and wisdom is expressed 
briefly, but fully enough for a protasis. With the correspondence between odre 
and ws &’ afrws compare odre...o¥d¢ and odre...d¢ in Herodotus.) If we suppose 

that further confusion has taken place, and that 1161 originally followed at once 

after 1160, rodrow, referring to rAovros xal godin, would have much in its favour. 

When rotrow was left meaningless by the loss of 1157—8, waciy might have 
been substituted from 409, and dyuelyw might have been changed to duewor at the 

same time in order to produce some sort of sense. dl30v, which would be scarcely 

appropnate to wisdom alone, is appropriate enough to wisdom and wealth 
together. For the idea of sharing one’s wisdom with others compare 769—72. 

For the singular duaxuraroy with wAotros cal cogln compare 1267: wais re xai 

trwos dpotoy Exec ydbov. 

2 This ‘‘ repetition ” is discussed by Bergk in his note on 1161—2, by Cauer in 
Philologus n. f. iv. pp. §37—8. 

3 dyOpwr’ ; compare drOpwr’ in 453. 
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qatoixyn. The hexameter is a set form of words, founded, 

it may be, on a colloquial idiom with which we are not 
acquainted’. In the same way convenient expressions are 

common to 168 and 850, 301 and 1353, 366 and 1030, 417 

and 1105, 540 and 554, 593 and 657, 1152 and 1262. 

We now come to the lines which were omitted by the 

editors before Hiller as identical repetitions of lines which 
precede them in the text? 

41—2 are repeated after 1082 with the change of &6° ofde 
to éacu. The question of these lines is the same as the 

question of 39—40 and 1081—2, which was discussed above. 

87—92 are a complete poem standing in the middle of a 

series of poems, 69—128, which advise a careful choice of 

friends. In 1082 c—1084 (that is, after the repetition of 

39—42) A and O and seven other manuscripts repeat 87—90, 

with a new couplet in place of g1—2. O's readings are the 

same in the repetition as in 87—90, but A has a@AAas for adAy 
in 1082 ¢, adda for 7} we in 1082 ¢, éudavéws for audabdiny in 

1082 f- In neither case can the third couplet reasonably be 

separated from the other two, for then there would be nothing 

to which é€ in 91 and otrw in 1083 could refer. Thus we 

have two poems of three couplets each, the first and second 

being the same in both cases but for a few slight changes 

made for differentiation’s sake, the third of the one quite 

different from the third of the other. This difference in the 

third couplet it is which justifies the semi-repetition. As to 

A’s variants, there can be no doubt that A is right through- 

1 Bergk quotes the proverb r&é\Aa xal giAwueda, and Phrynichus’ explanation 
of it: waporula éwl ray dv uev rots GAXas cuvyxwpodyrwy, & Bovdrovral rues, dvi 3é 

riot enxére’ onualves 5¢ olov’ radAd\a Piro wuev, xara bé TolTo diadepwyueda. 

The force of xai and the difference between drap r’ and érer’ might be 

represented thus. With drapr’: ‘‘Let us be acquaintances—friends, if you prefer 
the word—for as long as you please ; om/y, let us be friends at a distance.’’ With 
&rer’ : ‘*Second clause in the bargain, let us be friends at a distance.” 

2 Ziegler gives them in an appendix. In Hiller’s text and mine they are all 
restored to their proper places. Bekker made several mistakes in this matter, 

and later editors followed his lead. Thus it is not true that AO repeat 93—4 
after 1082; and after 332 A repeats 209—10, not 211—2. See for example 

H. Schneidewin, de syllogis Theognideis, p. 9, notes 1 and 2. 
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out. Firstly, it is the oldest and by far the best manuscript. 

Secondly, if its readings are wrong they must be so by design 

and not by accident; for it is not likely that three such 
changes should have been made by accident in four lines. 

Thirdly, memory of 87—90 may have caused the scribe of O 

or an ancestor of O to emend the second passage accordingly. 

Corruption in O by assimilation is much more probable than 

corruption—at least such corruption as this—in A by differ- 
entiation. 

Here then we have clearly a case in which some of the 

manuscripts have made two similar passages identical. This 

suggests that elsewhere in a// the manuscripts the action of 

one poem on another may have produced greater similarity 

than Theognis designed. 
All the variant readings are good in themselves. adAn 

does as well as dAAas, eudavéws as audhadinv; and though 

ava at the beginning of the third line is perhaps an 
improvement, the asyndeton of the first version is not in 

itself a fault. Bergk by an eclectic process adopts some of 

A’s later readings in the first version, the only one which 

appears in his text; but this is unscientific, since he does not 

attempt to explain the variation. 

97—100: 

GXX' ein ToLtobtos euol diros, ds Tov étaipov 
yivicKwv dpynv cat Bapvv Svta déper 

avtl Kacvyyntov. av &€ pot, dire, TadT évi Oupe@ 
dpateo, Kai mroTé pov pyncea eEorricw. 

These lines should certainly be joined with what precedes, as 
adda Suggests. 93—6 are a caution against those who speak 

ill of a friend behind his back. Hartung would join the two 

passages, but supposes that a couplet has fallen out between. 

Surely this supposition is unnecessary. The contrast between 

the false friend who praises with his lips and condemns in his 
heart—és « elarn yAWoon A@a, dpov7n & Erepa—, and the true 
friend who overlooks even real faults, is sufficiently clear and 

good. 

After 1164 AO and seven other manuscripts repeat these 
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lines with the following changes: in the first line totodros Tou? 

adynp éotw didos, in the third rodr’ for rad7’. Both these 
changes are appropriate to the new context. “A man of 

sense,” say 1163—4, “will see and say and hear and think 

only what his heart bids him.” After this follows naturally 
the sentiment: “A friend to be desired is he who bears with 
his comrade’s faults of temper”; for he is just the man who 
must have eyes and tongue and ears and reason under control 

of his heart. Not that these two sentiments form one poem— 

1163—4 have all the look of a complete aphorism, and the 

next line does not begin with a connecting particle; but they 

are akin in thought and supplementary the one to the other. 

This explains the removal of adda, which would have been 
out of place. tavr’ may have been changed to rodro because 
the plural was appropriate in the first place, where both a 
warning and a recommendation are given, the singular in the 

second, where the recommendation stands alone. 

Thus here too Theognis has taken part of an old poem 
and adapted it by slight changes to a new context. 

209—I0: 

ovdets Toe pevyovte diros Kat mores éraipos: 
Tis 5€ guyns éotiy Tour avinporepoy. 

This stands in a set of miscellaneous gnomes, between a poem 

on avarice and a poem on wine. After 332 A alone gives the 

following couplet (332 24): 

oux éote hevyovte piros Kat motos éraipos: 
mms Se huyns dor TovT avinporatov. 

Has A inserted, or have the other manuscripts omitted ? 

Certainly the latter. Probably the common ancestor of the 
other manuscripts omitted the couplet by a lipography easy 

to explain, since devyorre of the hexameter would be directly 

above gevyovr’ of 333. 333—4 look at friendship with an 
exile from the friend’s point of view, 332 a6 from the exile’s. 
Thus 209—10 are repeated in order to contrast the two sides 

of the matter by juxtaposition. There is no reason to make 

1 CO omits vor. 
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the two versions identical. ovdeis ros is as good as oun Eotey; 
and while no fault can be found with avnpératoy', the com- 
parative gives a different and somewhat finer sense: “and 

this friendlessness is more bitter than banishment itself.” 
Bergk, Sitzler and others change 209—10 into identity with 

the second version. Clement of Alexandria’, it is important 

to notice, quotes the hexameter in its second form. 

367—70: 

ov Suvayat yvavar voov aotay, bv Tw Exyovow’ 
oute yap ev Epdwy dvdavw ovTE KaKws. 

popervrar Sé pe TOAXOL, O“wsS KaKOL Oe Kal éoOroi, 
pipetcOac & ovdeis twv acodwv Svvarat. 

So the manuscripts. Bergk reads aotay 8 ov Svvapyas yvovar 
voov from the second version, giving no reason for his 

conduct; but Ziegler, Studemund, H. Schneidewin and Cauer 

agree with him on the ground that a spondee is not found in 

Theognis before the bucolic diaeresis, and that therefore the 
form ov dvvapat yvovat vooy aoray cannot be original. What 
are the facts? This rhythm is fairly common in Homer*. 

In the old elegists the following examples of it appear: 
Tyrtaeus 

4.7: puOeicOar Sé ta Kara wai Epdeww tmavra Sixaca 

Xenophanes 

1.13: py 5é€ mpw@rov péev Oeov iuveiv edppovas avdpas 
I. 21: ovte payas Scérree Ternvwy ovdé Teyavroy 

I. 23:  ordovas odedavas: tots ovdey ypnotoy éveotiy 

Theognis 

147: éy 5€ Sexacoovvn curArAnBonv mac’ apern ’ote* 

445: wavtotat Oyntoiow émrépyovt> addr emcToApay 
695: ov Svvapai cor, Oupé, wapacyxeiy appeva travra 
753: Tavta pabwy, pir’ éraipe, Sexaiws ypypata trovod 

1 Cauer, however, thinks that the superlative gives a trivial sense. (As 

above, p. 531.) 
2 Trpwuareis vi. § 8. 

3 Jliad i. 384, ii. 363, 500, etc. 
4 This line, which is the same as Phocylides 17, is accepted as genuine by all 

the editors. 
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949: veBpov vee eXadoto Aédwv WS aArxKL TeTroLOus 
963: un tot érawnons tpiv av eidins avipa cadnvas 
1193: aomarabo. S€ Tarnow opotov atpepa Oavorte. 

These are about all the instances to be found in the early 

elegists, but they are quite enough to shew that Theognis 

could use this rhythm when he wished. The ear does not 

condemn ov Svvapae yvavat voovy actawy dy tw Exovowy'; and 
though the diaeresis there coincides with the beginning of a 
relative clause, yet the pause is very slight, much slighter 

than the pause in 445. Moreover, if ov dvvayar yvdvar voor 
aat@y was the original form, Theognis when he wanted to 

add an adversative particle was bound to write actayv S ov 
Suvayar yvw@vat voov: whereas if the latter had been the 
original form, the d¢€ could have been retained or removed 
without change in the order of the words. 

The couplet is repeated after 1184 with aoray & ov 
Svvayat. Brunck was no doubt right in thinking that it 
should be joined to 1183—¥4, as 6-suggests. “There is no 

man under the sun over whose head censure does not hang; but 

I cannot understand my fellow-townsmen’s mind, for neither 

my good things nor my bad please them.” Some men are 

too good or too bad, too wise or too foolish for their fellows: 
how is it that Theognis cannot please, being both good and 

bad, both wise and foolish? The next two lines, 1185—6, 

supplement this poem, though they are not a part of it, by 
suggesting that he is not after all the happy mean but a rare 
combination of clear head and ready tongue. 

Thus here again Theognis has fitted part of an old poem 
into a new setting. 

415—8: 

ovdéy’ opotoy euol Suvapyar Sifnpevos evpeiv 

TiaTov étaipov, tw py Tes Everts Soros" 
és Bdcavov § é\Owy rapatpiBopar wore porjiBdSp 

Xpuaos, UTreptepins 5 ayy everte AOyos. 

The last word is Aoyos in A only, voos in the rest. After 

1 Its rhythm is very like that of Xenophanes i. 13. 

10o—2 
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1163—4 AO and seven other manuscripts “repeat” 97—100 ; 
and after that AO “repeat” 415—8 in this form (1164 e—h): 

ovriv’ opotoy euol Suvapar Silnpevos evpeiv 
Tugtoy éTaipoyv, tw py Tis Everts Sodos° 

és Bacavoy 8 av maparpiBopueves te poriBd@ 
Npuaos, UIrEepTEepins Aaupiw Everts Roryos. 

O has voos as in the first place’. Since O and the inferior 

manuscripts all go back to one manuscript probably not 
earlier than A*, Acyos has at least equal authority with voos. 

Perhaps Aéyos originally stood in one version, voos in the 

other ; and by assimilation the one reading prevailed in A, 
the other in O and the rest. 

With the language of 417—8 and 1164 g must be com- 
pared 1105—6: 

eis Bacavov & éd\Owy tapatpiBopeves te poriBdm 
xpucos aepOos éwy Kados atracw éon*. 

If 415—-8 mean something like this: “ All my search can find 

no faithful comrade like unto myself; when I come to the 

test I am as gold rubbed on lead, and in me is superior 
wit”: the difference between Adyos and vdos does not 

materially affect the meaning. The poet is the gold and 

the men whom he deems unworthy of his friendship the lead. 
Turning now to 1164 ¢—A we meet with great difficulty. 
The context does not seem to help us, for the preceding 
lines, 1164 a—d, characterize the friend to be desired but do 

not suggest that such a friend is hard to find. Thus there is 

only a general similarity of subject to justify the repetition. 

The justification must therefore come from the lines them- 

selves. out’ for ovdéy’ is an insignificant change, but the 

1 K, a copy of O, has 1164 ¢fonly, omitting the second couplet by lipography 

due to the similarity of &veors 5éd0s and veo: védos. 

2 See Nietzsche, Rheinisches Museum xxii. p. 166. 
? There is a similar expression in Simonides 64. Plutarch, discriminatio 

amict et adulatoris, Cc. 24: Toy 8é kpelrrova rpéuer cal Sédorxev, oF ua Ala wapa 

Addiov appa wefds olxyvedwy, d\AA wapda xpvody EPOby, ws Gyo Tiuwrldns, dxtparor 

obde ubA\uBdor Exwv, where Bergk reads ovdopudAuBdos dw, ‘pure lead.” 
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variation in the second couplet is considerable and important. 
The first person has disappeared, and zraparpiBopevos goes 
with Adyos (or voos). Aovos (or vdos) is the gold: what is the 
lead? It can be nothing but S0dr0s. Note that dors and 
Adyos are at the end of the pentameters, a very emphatic 
place. “All my search can find no faithful comrade like 
unto myself, in whom is no gusle; but my wf that is in me, 

being brought to the test and rubbed as gold on lead, is better 
(than other men’s guile).” The change in the wording has 

thrown a strong emphasis on Aoyos, and corresponds to a 

considerable change in the thought. It is then impossible to 

treat the second version as a repetition of the first; that 

would be to misuse the term. This explanation does not 

pretend to be entirely satisfactory; but it is perhaps better 

than to explain nothing and to treat two thoughts as one. 

Possibly a partial assimilation has taken place, and the two 

passages came from Theognis with greater differences than 

they now present. 

If any one should argue that the differences may be due to 

careless quotation, and that our compiler has incorporated a 

sound and a corrupt or two divergently corrupt forms of the 
same poem, it may be answered: that neither form is quoted 
anywhere in Greek literature; that it is hard to see what 

material either form could have provided for the criticisms of 
the Stoics or Bion the Borysthenite ; that when Theognis is 
quoted in Plato, Plutarch and others, their wording, though it 

often differs from our text, is generally such as to give a good 

enough meaning in itself?, whereas 1164 e—A are obscure, to 

say the least. 

The real difficulty lies in the interpretation of dreprepins 
Novos, which, if both versions are to stand, must mean ‘ wit of 
a superior quality, as was assumed above. But until some 
justification for such a use of the genitive is found, it will be 
more natural to suppose that Aeyos means ratio, ‘claim’ or 
‘ground.’ This would condemn the variant voos in either 

1 Thus in 175 meyaxhrea is often given for Baduxhrea, in 176 xpnusdy for 

werpéwy ; but these changes do not spoil the sense. 
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version, and in the second, unless we are to suppose a violent 

anacoluthon, it would condemn raparp:Sopevos ; that is to say, 
it would condemn everything wherein the second differs from 
the first. Thus the question of this repetition reduces itself 
to the alternative of partial differentiation or partial assimila- 
tion, and must be left unsolved. 

441 begins in A with ovdets yap wavr’ éoti wavodSros'. 
O omits yap; the interpolated manuscripts have tos, which is 
clearly a stopgap. Either ydp is right, or the common 
ancestor of A and O had simply ovdeis away’; but the 
character of A is so good that it should not be suspected of 

interpolation if a meaning can be found for yap. It is natural 

to suppose that yap joins 441—6 with the preceding couplet. 
Is this impossible? Most scholars seem to think so. But 

surely a connexion can be discerned. “He is a fool who 

keeps my mind in ward and thinks not of his own; for none 

is faultless in all things ; but while a good heart to bear evil 
makes it less manifest, the poor heart cannot temper itself 
either to good or to evil. Divers are the gods’ gifts to men ; 
but needs must we bear what heaven bestows, whatsoever it be.” 

“You see the mote in my eye,” says the poet, “but have you 

no beam in your own? For none of us is perfect, though the 
better our character the less show do our faults make.” He 

leaves us to infer that he himself is in distress, while the 

person (perhaps merely hypothetical) whom he addresses 1s 

enjoying prosperity which he does not know how to use. 

439—44 go well together: it is with a@avdrwy 5¢ in 444 that 

we get a somewhat awkward transition, and that is quite as 

awkward if we separate the six lines from the two. 

After 1162 these six lines are repeated by AO® (1162 

a—/f), with yap in the first line, éwiéSnAov for éridnros in the 

second, Oupoyv opas plovyerw for Oupov Exo pipvey in the 
fourth. The changes are slight and do not affect the sense. 
Ovpov opws pioye is an improvement on the difficult ex- 

1 Bergk and others find fault with wdyra rard\fios; but it is grammatically 

quite possible, and the pleonasm is good in point of style. 
* Apparently by all the manuscripts. 
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pression Oupov éywr piuvey. If yap is to have any meaning 

it must connect these lines with what precedes, 1161—2. It 

was decided above that 1162 is sound. The connexion of 

thought is therefore this: “...but give to good men, Cyrnus, 
when they ask ; for none is fortunate in all things, though a 

good character will lessen evil....”. 1162 a—f explain how 

it is that good men may be in need. Good character does 

not avert evil, though it may lessen its weight. 

Thus here again Theognis has set the most part of an old 

poem in a new context. In the first place the lines justify an 

unfortunate man’s disdain of his more fortunate neighbour’s 

criticism ; in the second they give a reason for helping good 
men in their distress. 

555—6 are repeated in AO (1178 a 4) after 1178, with a 

few changes*. Probably here again Theognis has used an old 

couplet, slightly changed, to begin a new poem or rather a 

new set of couplets. It has been shewn already that the four 

lines which follow, 1179—82, are closely allied. 1178a@6 are 

connected with these lines by @eovs of 1179, which is an echo 

of Oewy in 1178 4, and serves instead of a copula. “A man 

must be brave in grievous trouble, keeping up his heart, and 
pray to the deathless gods for release. Honour and fear the 

gods, Cyrnus, for that keepeth a man from doing or saying 

things unholy; but to bring low as thou wilt a people-eating 

tyrant is no sin towards the gods.” The first two couplets 
urge the need of patience and the fear of the gods, the third 

gives an exception. 

571—2: 

Sofa pev avOpwroiot xaxov péya, teipa § apiorov’ 
TWoAXoi atretpnto. Sofav Exyova’ ayabuv. 

A alone has dzreipnro.; the other manuscripts have dzreipnrop. 
These lines are repeated after 1104, where both A and O have 

1 For the construction compare Euripides, Orestes 921 xwpety dudce rots Adyos, 
and the common use of zlo-yw with the dative. 

2 In 556 AO have mwpés re Gedy; in 11784 A has wpds 8¢ Gedy, O has wpds re 

GeGw 38’. O's blunder is perhaps yet another trace of the reaction of a first version 

on a second. 
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atretonro. A has aya@oi, “non male” says Bergk, though it 
may be due to assimilation with ameipnros. The variation is 
unimportant. The lines which follow this repetition, 1105—6, 

are these: 

eis Bacavoyv 8 édOav rrapatpiBdpevos te porArBd@ 
xpuacs drepOos ewv xadods aracw Eon. 

The two couplets should certainly be joined. Bergk in his 
note on IIO5 says: “commode quidem hae eclogae, cum 

elusdem sint argumenti, componuntur, neque vero _licet 

utrumque distichon coniungere.” Way it is not allowed he 
does not explain. Perhaps he felt the need of a ov to point 
the antithesis with zroAXot. But the real antithesis is between 
the second couplet and the hexameter, not the pentameter, of 
the first. Cyrnus could not be contrasted with the zroAAoi, 
for the use of the future éon suggests that he too was 
areipnros. If this fact is understood, the lack of ov is not 
felt; nor is it in any case a serious fault. “Seeming is bad, 

trial is best (many men have a seeming of merit though 

untried); but being put to the test thou wilt be found pure 

gold fair to the view.” In Cyrnus’ case, says Theognis, wetpa 
will corroborate Sofa. Here then Theognis has repeated a 
general statement in order to add a particular supplement. 

AO and three other manuscripts repeat 619—20 with 
slight change in 11144 6". The reason for the repetition 

may be gathered from what precedes and what follows. 
1109—14 complain of an upheaval of society. “The good are 

now bad, the bad good. The noble seek in marriage of the 

base. They smile on one another with deceit in their hearts.” 

“ And,” the poet proceeds, “I am sore troubled for want, since 

I have not outrun the beginning of poverty.” The general 

disorder leads up to a complaint of his own troubles, and 
that in its turn to a retort on an enemy, 1115—6: “ Being 

1 The change from wéAX' é dunxavlyor in 619 to rodAd & aunxariyo: in 11142 
is appropriate, since 1114.4 are to be connected with 1109—14. apxhy yap 

wevins in 1114a@ may be a mistake for dxpyy; but apxhy is appropriate in view of 

what follows, since ra uéw por €ort implies something short of pennilessness. 

In 620 Bergk, without just cause, changes Gxpny yap wevlnv to dxpyny yap wevlys. 
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rich thou hast taunted me with poverty; but something I 

have, and more with heaven’s help I will make.” Thus 
Theognis repeats an old couplet with slight variations, to 

form a link in a chain of short poems. 111446 should 
not be actually joined to 1109—14; but here as elsewhere a 

poem is half attached to its neighbours. 

853—4: 
noea pev xal mwpcabeyv atap Todv Awa 87 viv 

Touvexa’ trois Secdois ovdeut’ earl yapes. 

The preceding lines are a curse on false friends: 

Zevs advdp’ éEoréoecev ‘Orvdpreos, bs Tov étaipov 
parOaxa xwtirrwy ekatratav éBérer. 

The two couplets probably supplement each other, if they 

are not to be actually joined. Bergk suggests ¢6éAoc or €0éAy 
for €OéXer; but the indicative may be used because Theognis 
is really thinking of a particular case of deceit; and this is 

corroborated by 853. ‘Though I knew it before, I know it 

much better now” is forcible-feeble unless it refers to some- 

thing which has just happened to give striking proof of what 
Theognis had previously supposed to be true. “A curse on 

the man who by soft coaxing seeks to beguile his comrade. 

I knew before, but I know far better now, that the vile heart 

knows no gratitude.” 

In 1038 @ 4 all the manuscripts repeat 853—4 thus: 

noea wey Kal mpoobev, arap TroAv AaLov 76n, 
odvexa® Trois Setdois ovdepi’ dori yaprs. 

If these lines are to be connected with 1037—8, they cannot 

1 So the inferior manuscripts; in A the 7 is erased; O has odvexa. In 853 
Auua, the reading of A, can hardly be right. The evidence for Awos as a 

comparative form is very weak: see Kthner-Blass, Ausfihrliche Grammatik, 
§ 155, and U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff on Euripides, Herakles, 196. I keep 
Ada in the text because the other manuscripts also are at fault, and because I wish. 

to leave these ‘ repetitions’ free from all but the most obvious emendations. 
Mr A. B. Cook suggests to me that Theognis may have been led to use Awa 

as a comparative by a mistaken reminiscence of wodd Adov in J/ad i. 229 and 
Hesiod, Works and Day's, 433: ‘‘it would not be by any means the only example 

of a legitimate epic phrase misunderstood by a later hexametrist.” 
2 O has odvexa as in 854. 
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have the meaning of 853—4; but perhaps another is possible. 
otvexa and rovvexa are ambiguous. They may mean either 
“since”!, or, after verbs of knowing, thinking, saying, “that”* 

In 854 odvexca must have the second meaning; in 1038 8 it 

must have the first. “’Tis hardest to beguile a good man— 

that has long been settled in my mind, Cyrnus; I knew it 

before, but I know it far better by now—since vile hearts bear 

no gratitude.” It is their knowledge of the thanklessness of 

the de:Aoi that makes the aya@oi hard to deceive. 1038a@ isa 
supplement to the preceding pentameter, while 1038 4 explains 

the preceding hexameter. Thus Theognis has given an old 
couplet a new application by going back to the original 

meaning of ofvexa, which long survived beside the later. 
The context makes this change of meaning natural’. 

877—8: 

Ba mo, pire Supe: tay’ ad tives arrow Eoovtat 

dvdpes, éym 5€ Gavav yaia pédXaw’ Ecomac*. 

Notice the parallelism of the last two clauses, and the 
emphatic position of avépes. “Be young, my heart! Soon 

others will be men while I am clay.” 

Nobody seems to have noticed an all but certain proof 

that this couplet is to be joined with what follows, 879—8q: 

wiv’ olvov, Tov éuot Kopudys aro Tnuyéroto 

Gpmedo. Hveyxav, tas éputevo’ o yépwv 
ovpeos ev Bnoanot Oeoios hiros Beoripos, 

éx TlXatavocrobvtos yuypoy ddwp émaywr' 
Tov Tivwv amo pev yadrerras oxedaces pededwvas, 

Owpny Geis 8 Ecear mrodrAcv éXadporepos. 

What is the meaning of édagpotepos? Used metaphorically 
é\adpes means either “light-minded ”® or “gentle,” “ mild.” ® 

1 Jliad iii. 403, Pindar, Mem. ix. 36, Aeschylus, Supplices 632, etc. 
2 Odyssey vii. 300, v. 216, Sophocles, PAsloctetes 232, etc. 
8 This is, I think, a possible explanation of the facts of the text ; but I suspect 

that the text is wrong. 
+ For differences of reading see my critical note. 

8 Polybius vi. 56. 11: éXagpdy xal wijpes éxOupudy wapayduwy, dpyis addyou, 

Oupod Pralov. Compare Euripides, Bacchae 851: &Aappay Avooay. 
© Perhaps in the 13th Platonic epistle, p. 360 C, where a certain person is 
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Neither of these uses nor any other use of the word fits 

the passage of Theognis, where lightness is produced by 

driving care away. If 879—84 are addressed to a person, the 

last line can only mean: “when thou art warmed with wine 
thou wilt be much more light-minded ”—not a very courteous 
invitation. But if Theognis addresses these lines, like the 

preceding couplet, to his heart, édadpdrtepos has a very appro- 
priate meaning: “drinking thereof thou wilt drive off thy 

grievous cares, and warmed therewith thou wilt be much 
lighter.” In Greek as in English it is natural to speak of a 

man’s heart as light, but not of the man himself. Similarly 

Bapv@upos means “ heavy at heart,” though Bapus is not used 
of a person in the meaning “sad.” In support of the ordinary 

view of this passage it would be necessary to quote passages 
where azrocxedavvupt, without @uzod or dpevay or some such 
word, means to divest oneself of a trouble—a meaning which 

neither drooxedavvups nor oxedavvupe ever seems to have— 
and passages where édXadpos means “cheerful,” applied to 
a person—a meaning which it never has. For the view here 

taken, on the other hand, compare Odyssey viii. 149, oxédacov 

5’ do «ndea Ouyov, which may have suggested this use of 
arroaxedacets to Theognis, who dispenses with the genitive 
by making the heart itself drive off its cares. Compare 
however line 1323: 

Kuzpoyévn, tratdoov pe mover, oxédacov Sé pepipvas 

OupoBopous. 

Thus the poet, by a pardonable extravagance, invites his 

heart to drink, as English poets have invited their hearts 

to sing, or as Tyndarus in the Captzvz’ invites his heart 
to hang itself. 

877—-8 are accordingly not a poem by themselves but 

only the first couplet of a poem. 
In 1070 a 6 the manuscripts repeat 877—8 with répzreo 

thus described: ore dyapls dorw dyruxeiy ore xaxofOer lower, adda paddoy 

éradpes (‘facile’?) xal evhOns Sédtecew Av elvar. In Isocrates 239 B éAagdpordrous 

means ‘ light to bear,’ answering to pgdlws péporyras in the preceding clause. 

1 636. 
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instead of 78a. 107046 follow 1069—70 naturally and 
well. “Fools and blind are men, who mourn for the dead 

but not for the fading of the flower of youth. Be merry, my 

heart! Soon others will be men while I am clay.” épzreo, 
which Bergk supposes to come from a gloss, is just such a 

change as a poet of taste would have made, for #8ns of 1070 

would naturally have given 78a its most literal meaning". 
If this explanation is right, 877—-84 were probably written 

before 1069—70; for while the poet’s reason for changing 
7Ba to téprreo has been shewn, none appears why he should 

have changed répzreo to 78a. 
1095—0: 

4 \ a bo Ps ? , \ 4 > 7 
oxémrreo On viv GdXov* emote ye pev ovTIS avayKy 

Toud’ épdeww’ tTwv pot mpocbe yap rideco. 

1095—6 are a good sequel to 1091I—4, and 1097—1100 to 

1095—6. 1160a@ 46 are as follows: 
, * e “A Ld 9 la Q Ww 9 , 

@ véot’ of viv avdpes euot ye pév ovTis avayKn 
Tav0’ Epdery> tay por mpocbe yapw TiOEco. 

This part of the text has suffered much at the hands of 

scribes. Most editors regard @ véoe’ ot viv dvdpes as the 
remains of a lost poem. Heimsoeth thinks that they come 
from a gloss véos of viv avdpes, which is not very likely, to say 
the least?. If we put these words aside, the rest of the couplet 
is nothing more than the repetition of a convenient form of 

words, with the slight change of tov® to rad’. Other ex- 
pressions thus twice used have been mentioned above. 

1 Here then Theognis has changed a word to avoid an echo which he did not 

desire. Conversely Euripides, when in the Afedea he repeats an old poem, 

changes a line in order to produce an echo which he did desire. The Adestis 
and three other plays end with the same five lines, woAAal popgal rdv Sa:porlwy 
xrd.; but in the Afcdea for the first line of these five is substituted woA\Ge 

raulas Zevs év 'OAtuww, because an invocation of Zeus precedes. 

2 Hiller (in Bursian’s Jahresbericht, xxvi. p. 116) suggests that w véoe ol vip 

Gydpes is a scribe’s attempt to fill in ...... €0...¥0¥ G...... , all that was legible of 
oxéwreo 3h viv dddoy in his archetype. But this expansion would have been bad 

both in sense and in length; and the scribe could easily have filled the gaps 
from 1095. 
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110I—4: 

SoTis got Bovrevoev cued trépt, Kat ao éxédevoev 
oixer Oar mporrev?’ nuetépny perinv 

UBpis wai Mayvntras atrw@dece xal Kortodpava 
cai Lpupynv> mavtws, Kuipve, xal dup’ azrorei. 

I10I—2 are not connected grammatically with 1097—1100, 

but they clearly refer to the same subject. How are they 
connected with what follows? They are generally regarded 
as a fragment, the sentence which contained the correlative of 

dotts being lost. But it seems possible to take them with 
1103—4. ‘“ Whoever counselled thee concerning me and 

bade thee quit my friendship and go—wantonness destroyed 
the Magnesians and Colophon and Smyrna, of a surety it 

shall destroy you twain.” The irregularity is twofold. First, 

the construction is interrupted by the sentence dps... 2zupynv. 

For this it would probably not be hard to find parallels’. If 
instead of parataxis Theognis had used hypotaxis and said 

wotrep UBpis Mayvntas atwdecer, obtw cal tup’ arrodei, the 
construction would have been regular. Secondly, éotis has 

no proper correlative ; but if for duu its equivalent xetyov nal 
oé were written, this irregularity also would vanish. Compare 
Virgil’s “uestras, Eure, domos” and “uos, o Calliope, precor, 

aspirate canenti.” 
In 1278 a—d A, there our only manuscript, repeats 

110I1—2 without change and 949—50? with no change except 

1 Somewhat similarly in Latin ‘‘ propera et’ may intervene between another 

imperative and the case which it governs, as in Plautus, Au/sdaria 270: uascula 

intus pure propera et elue. Compare Manilius, iv. §34: se quisque et uiuit et 

effert. For these two references I am indebted to Dr Postgate. More like the 
parataxis of our passage is the common Greek idiom whereby a main clause and a 

subordinate clause concessive or illustrative in thought are put side by side and 
linked by some such means as a péy and a 8¢. The following are two examples 
from Pindar. Olympian i. 3—7: el 8 deOX\a yaptew EXdeat, Plrow Hrop, unxéd’ 

dAlov oxdwes GAXo Oadwvdrepor ey dudpg paevydy dorpow épyuas 3d’ alPépos, und” 
"Oduprlas ayava éprepow avddoouer. Olympian ix. 47—9: bye’ dréwy op 
oluoy Avyuy, alver 3é warardy pew olvoy, dvfea 3’ Suswy vewrépwy: where the old 

wine has no connexion, except by contrast, either with the trail of verses or with 

the blooms of songs. In the passage of Theognis the interposed clause expresses 
likeness, not contrast: but the principle is the same. 

2 Ziegler says nothing of the repetition of 949—50. 
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vmeEadoto, a mere blunder, and xaraypapyas, which may be 

right in both places. 

Sorts aor Bovrevoev eped trépt, nai o éxédXevoev 

olyerOar mrpodkitov® Hyeréony diriny 

veBpov breE éXadoto Aéwy ws adxl Treroas 
jmocol KaTaimap was aipatos ove éErrov. 

Of these two couplets the first is ungrammatical by itself, 
and cannot go with what precedes; the second is obscure by 

itself, and cannot go with what follows. This suggests that 

the two couplets form one poem. The second thus supplies 
an apodosis to the first; the first lights up the obscurity of 

the second. On this assumption there are two possibilities, 
that the text is right, or that émov is a corruption of évev 
due either to the common confusion of uncial € and o or to 
assimilation with 950. With émov: “Whoever counselled 
thee concerning me and bade thee quit my friendship and go, 

I seized upon him as a lusty lion seizeth a fawn from a deer, 

but drank not of his blood.” The poet has triumphed over a 
rival, but he has shewn him mercy. This would agree with 
1279—82, in which the poet says that he will not punish his 

xanos mais, since Tay Kad@v Traidwy ov Tiots ovd adixwy. But 

there are several objections. The rival is the fawn, but no 

counterpart of the hind appears; dates should be ds or Sc7rep; 
and the want of a pronoun in the second hexameter is felt. 

It seems better then to read érev, when all becomes clear. 

“Whoever counselled thee concerning me and bade thee quit 
my friendship and go, like a lusty lion he snatched a fawn 
from under a hind but drank not of its blood.” The poet's 
rival succeeded in alienating the boy’s affections from him for 

a time, but failed to secure them for himself. The boy is the 

fawn, the poet is the hind, the rival who wasted his trouble is 
the lion who seizes his prey but loses it again. The following 

lines, 1279—-82, express the reconciliation of the boy and the 

poet. Here then the poet has joined parts of two old poems, 

reproducing their language word for word. The second 

couplet has a new meaning in its new context, since 
949—50 probably refer to politics, and in 950 aipatos 
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ovx émtov means that, the lion spared his prey, not that he 

lost it. 

The first couplet of the poem 1238 a, 4, 1239, 1240 is 

repeated from 1151—2. Bergk’s note says all that is necessary 

to defend A, the only manuscript here: “I give these four 

lines as they stand in A. Bekker struck out the first couplet, 
since it is read above in 1151—2; but it is manifest that these 

two couplets are closely bound together, for Aéfouoe must be 
referred to Seskovs avOpwrrovs.” If Bergk had made bold to 
break with Bekker more often, he would have left fewer of the 

“repetitions” in his notes and restored more of them to the 

text. The end of his note is not so satisfactory: “And so, 

since the poem is here preserved entire, it is in its right place, 

whence some busybody inserted the first couplet in the first 

book.” But 1151—2 are quite good as they stand. There 
the second person singular is general, and the couplet refers 

to friendship; here it refers to the same subject as the rest of 
the Modaa zracécxn, and the second person is addressed to the 
poet’s xadgJds trais. 

1318 a 6, which are all but identical’ with 1107—8, are 

quite appropriate in their place, following a complaint of the 
faithlessness of the «adds traits. Theognis has used the same 

expression of chagrin in connexion with two different mis- 

fortunes. 

The results of this review of the repetitions may now be 
summed up. In many cases we have found not repetitions 

but variations, and a sufficient motive for the variation has 

generally appeared. Where there is no change, or change 
too slight to affect the sense, the context of the second version 
has generally provided an excuse or rather a reason for the 

repetition. In no case have the variations appeared to be 
such as an editor might have produced who desired by 
doubling some of his material to add to its bulk; even if it 

were in itself likely that any man should have put himself to 

such pains with so little to gain. As for the view that our 

1 A, the only manuscript, shews slight variations. roto: pias 3¢ is as good 

as rots bé ldo, Gos as olpor, Sewd as Seda. 
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text is a collection of scraps gathered from the works of other 

authors, and that the doublets are due to misquotation, many 

of the variations are by no means such as could thus have 

been produced. It is moreover very unlucky for those who 

hold this opinion that with regard to these repeated lines 

there is a conspicuous lack of external authority. If we 
exclude Stobaeus, who certainly knew no form of Theognis 

but ours, the only lines among them that are quoted by other 

authors are 209—10, 213—8, 509—1I0, II15I—2; and in no case 

are both versions quoted. With respect to 209—10 and 509— 

10, Clement of Alexandria combines parts of one version with 

parts of the other. 213—8 again are quoted in a different 

form from that of our text, but a form different also from the 

repetition, 1071—4. In quoting 509—10 Clement has a 
reading, avt@ ypnras, which appears in neither of our versions. 

And moreover, if any of these doublets is quoted by nobody 

in either form, we may presume that it was not such as would 

often be found convenient to quote. The descriptive poems 
of Theognis are seldom quoted because they were not suitable 

for quotation ; and so with these doublets, for many of them 
are poems of a personal nature. Again, several passages 

which appear only once in our text are quoted in widely 

different forms : how is it that this fluctuation has not caused 
repetition of these passages? 

But if we take the view that all these repetitions come 

from Theognis himself, all or nearly all becomes clear; and 
since in several places the manuscripts shew signs of the 
reaction of one version upon the other, it may be that the 

difficulties which remain are in large part due to assimilation 

which we can no longer trace’. 

Such repetition of himself, it must be remembered, is by 
no means an isolated phenomenon in Theognis. We have 

seen that many poems in our book shew resemblances to 

poems of older writers together with important differences. 

We have also seen that when Theognis has expressed a 

1 I would not exclude the possibility of larger corruptions, especially omissions ; 

but here my aim is to shew how seldom such corruptions need be assumed. 
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thought neatly and well, he does not choose to change its 
wording when he needs it again, but prefers to reproduce it 

in the same or almost the same form. Not even the most 

thorough purger of Theognis would call 1353—6 a repetttion 

of 301—2 because they have in common the words arexpos xat 
yAuKUS Kai aptranéos Kai amrnyns). 

To the poet who writes epigram the love of compactness 
and incisiveness is tempered only by the demands of metre 

and style. He is never flaccid. Every word has its place 

and its force. This intensity of language makes it easy to 

express wide differences of thought in words to the casual 

view not very unlike. The poet himself feels all the import 
of these differences ; and if something is lost to his readers, 

that is only because they do not keep their minds at a high 

enough pitch. So it has been with Theognis. The nature of 
our collection has been examined in the light of external 

facts. A few pieces of evidence have been misinterpreted, 

and these mistakes have given a false colour to all the rest. 
When the unity of the text was denied, consistency between 

its parts was no longer expected ; and critics have devoted 

themselves not to explaining but to discovering discrepancies, 

so that some have been magnified and some imagined. 

§ 3. Traces of a Compilers Hand. 

Much that has been said already will be of service in 

considering Welcker’s other reasons? for his view of the 
composition of our text. 

“Plurium sententiarum argumentum eas in genuina gno- 

mologia multas alias, quae nunc pone sequuntur, longe 
antecessisse arguit. Omnino nexus inter plurima eorum, 

quorum jam denuo, reliquis expulsis, census habendus est, 

1 Compare van der Mey, Stuadta Theognidea, p. 19: ‘‘ Est Theognidis farraginis 
proprium, ut in ea permulti versus legantur, qui toti aut partim, prorsus iisdem 
aut fere simillimis verbis, bis vel saepius repetantur. Verisimillimum est hanc 
crebram repetitionem inde ortam esse, quod et Theognis et quicunque alii poetae 
ex indigesta mole protrahuntur, vocem et sententiam aliquam a se excogitatam 

adeo adamaverint, ut identidem uterentur.” 

2 P. ciii. 

H. II 
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adeo non tantum est solutus, sed continuatio sententiarum in 

plerisque prorsus nulla, imo tanta indigestae molis confusio, 

tam ei, qui singula penitus perspecta habet, ingrata et in- 
tolerabilis ferme, ut hinc etiam colligere debeamus libri nostri 

auctorem non poematis alicujus contextum excerpendo 

secutum, sed e variis scriptoribus collecta fragmenta vel 

temere coacervasse, vel pessima plurima ratione junxisse.” 

“Contra loci sunt haud pauci, ubi litteratum agit anony- 

mus noster, quae luxata et lacerata viderentur internectere et 

integritati restituere conatur, in fragmenta quantivis pretii 

grassatus libere.” 
These two reasons may be considered together. The one 

asserts that our collection is for the most part a chaos, the 

other that some one has made violent but generally vain 

efforts to bring about some sort of order in it. With the 

former Welcker gives no examples, leaving the text to speak 

for itself; with the latter he gives some which it will be well 

to examine first. 
The three poems 19—26, 5§3—60, 183—92 have been 

considered above. In each of them the first line contains 
Kupve and the last hexameter or the last but one [loAuzraién. 
Believing Cyrnus and Polypaides to be different persons, 
Welcker is obliged to regard the conclusion in each case as 

a mistaken addition to the rest of the poem. Thus he leaves 
three poems unfinished and forlorn, and produces three 

fragments which are clearly not poems but ends of poems. 

But it has been shewn above that Cyrnus and Polypaides are 

one ; almost all recent critics agree in this ; and nothing can 

be more certain. It follows that the combinations which 
Welcker considered patchwork are due to Theognis. It may 
be added in support of the unity of these poems that 
Theognis uses the address just as it should be used. It is 
a common practice of poets to give an address near the 
beginning of the poem and another, often different in form, 
not far from the end. With this custom these three poems 

1 The following are examples. Tennyson, Zo Virgil: ‘‘ Roman Virgil” comes 

in the first line, ‘‘ Mantovano ” in the first line of the last stanza, the tenth. . 

Tennyson, Zo £. Fitzgerald: ‘“‘Old Fitz” begins the poem, ‘‘ My Fitz’? comes 
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of Theognis agree. The first line in each has Kupve, and 
near the end of each comes [loAuraldn. ) 

These three examples then prove just the opposite of 

what Welcker infers from them. His next is 93—100, where 

he thinks the compiler has put two contradictory statements 

together: “gnomas commisit, quarum illa amicum recusat, 

qui alia ore jactet, alia tecta in animo gerat, haec vero eum 
probat sodalem, qui amici veri iracundiam etiam aequo animo 

ferat.” But it has been shewn above that there is a good 

antithesis between the friend who maligns a man behind his 

back and the friend who overlooks even real faults. 

His next example is 173—-82, where he thinks that 
different pronouncements about poverty have been joined, 

“quamvis sententia illic expressa est, necem paupertati prae- 

ferendam, hic, paupertatis remedium quomodocunque com- 

parandum esse.” The first two couplets! describe the horrors 
of poverty by enumerating evils that are to be preferred— 

old age, ague, suicide; the next two describe the disabilities 
that result from poverty ; and the last sums up the whole by 

repeating that death is better than poverty. For the meaning 

of 179—80 seems to have been missed. The question of 

poverty cannot be solved by walking. Travel for travel’s 

sake brings no alleviation of poverty as it might of sorrow or 

over-work. To get release from poverty a man must go over 

sea and land indeed, but with the purpose of making money’. 
179—80 explain 177—8: the poor man can say and do 

near the beginning of the last sentence, in the s1st line out of 56. Catullus viii., 
xiii., xxiii., xxxi., xxxvi. Horace, £pétstles i. 8 and 10. 

1 See the text. My punctuation, which is new, is meant to shew the connexion 

of thought. 

2 The true meaning was perhaps seen by Horace, Zpisties i. 1. 42—6: 
vides, quae maxima credis 

esse mala, exiguum censum turpemque repulsam, 

quanto devites animi capitisque labore ; 
impiger extremos curris mercator ad Indos, 

per mare pauperiem fugiens, per saxa, per ignes. 
The scholiast says that Horace here imitates 175—-6: but what the lines owe to 

Theognis they owe to 179—80. The thought however occurs elsewhere, as in 

Solon 13. 43 ff. 

II—2 
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nothing, but his tongue is tied (that is to say, he is politically 

and socially of no account), because all his time is spent in 

earning his bread. ypy in 179 means “it is necessary,” in 175 

“it is desirable.” Thus Theognis is absolved from the charge 

of putting the weaker measure after the stronger,-travel after 
suicide. 

The only evidence which favours Welcker is that 175—6 

are quoted by Stobaeus, Clement, Plutarch, in various scholia, 

and elsewhere, and in every case ypx wevinv appears for jv 5 
xp7. This suggests that the latter was a change made in 
order to tack this couplet on to 173—4. The contrary change 

is perhaps almost as likely, for any one who wanted to quote 

17§5—6 would naturally be tempted to remove the relative 

and substitute the noun to which it refers’. This may have 

been done by several authors independently, since yp7 aevinv 
was the only possible substitution. But notice that Stobaeus 

also has yp aevinv. Stobaeus, or the older anthology from 
which he drew, certainly used no form of Theognis but ours ; 

and he cannot have had much reason for changing jv 8% yp, 
since he could easily have quoted 173—4 as well. This 
suggests that the change to jy 8) ypy was not made in 

Stobaeus’ time, and therefore that it came comparatively late 
in the manuscript tradition of Theognis, long after the book 

took its present form. Some editor may have fought shy of 

the frequent repetition of zrevin in these lines, and so have 

substituted a relative for it in the only place where this could 

be done. Perhaps yp7 zevinv should be restored to the text. 
In that case 173—82 would be perhaps a succession of short 
poems, designedly put in their present order by Theognis, 

rather than one poem. This might seem to be confirmed by 

the frequency of Kupve, but for that compare 69—72?. 

1 Similarly a certain line of Shakespeare is sometimes quoted ‘‘To take up 
arms against a sea of troubles,” because the ‘‘or” is not wanted in quotation. 
Possibly single gnomes of Theognis were cut out of their context for use in 

schools. 

2 Against Welcker, but not against Bergk for instance, may be used an 

argument drawn from Lucian, rept rdv éxt pucOy cwwdyrwr, ch. 5, who quotes 177 

and shortly afterwards refers to 175—6. Nothing can be gathered from Stobaeus 
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599—602 Welcker supposes to have been put after 595—8 

“ob formae et argumenti quandam similitudinem.” But in 

595—8 Theognis charges the unknown whom he calls dv@pw7’ 
with nothing worse than a disposition uncongenial to his own ; 
while 599—602 have no av@pw7’, and bring a definite charge 
of treachery. Much more probably the juxtaposition is due 

to Theognis himself. There is no reason at all why 595—602 

should not be one poem, or at any rate a series of poems 

complementary to one another. 
“Formae et argumenti quaedam similitudo,” says Welcker, 

has brought together also the gnome 1167—8 and the epigram 

1169—70. The only resemblance between the two couplets 

is that one contains xaxdv, the other «ayetapins and Kaka : 
and seeing how many of the poems contain xaxos or some 
kindred word, this resemblance cannot have sufficed to bring 

them together. But if we look also at 1165—6 we see that 
the three couplets are logically connected. The first warns 

against evil company; the second illustrates the first with a 
reason; the third repeats the injunction and at the same 

time gives it a personal turn. 

“Prava commissura” has put 753—6 just after 743—52. 

The conjunction is certainly bad if we look only at the words 
and not at the sense of 731—52 (which are certainly one 

poem ; the division at 742 is between two periods, not two 

poems) ; for that poem ends by saying that the unrighteous 
are rich and the righteous poor. But these twenty-two lines 
are an expostulation with Zeus, a protest against the remiss- 

ness of divine justice, whereby the sins of the fathers are 

visited upon the children, and the wicked prosper while the 

virtuous starve; and they are followed not inappropriately by 

753—6 if tavra padoy be not interpreted with logical exact- 
ness. “Learn this lesson (that the prosperity of the wicked 

is a reproach to'the justice of heaven), and make money 

xcvi. 14 and 15, for the fourteenth extract under the lemma Oedy»dos has 649—52 

followed without break by 177—8, the fifteenth under Qedyndos has 155—8 

followed without break by 179—8o, the sixteenth under Oedyndos has 175—6; 
whence it is probable that five extracts have been reduced by amalgamation 

to three. 
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justly without trespass; and in the end thou wilt thank me 

for my advice.” 

“The old couplet 931—2 gives very different advice con- 
cerning household economy from the unknown author of 

903—30, whose elegy it follows.” 903—30 are probably a 

late addition—the only poem in the book of which this can 

safely be said—, and it was doubtless the word qeiSecOar of 
931 which caused them to be inserted here rather than 

anywhere else. In this case therefore Welcker is right ; but 

be it remembered that it is an exceptional case. If the poem 
were genuine, the juxtaposition of 903 —30 and 931—2 would 

be easy to explain. In the gnome a short pronouncement is 
made which settles the question debated in the elegy; 

Theognis acts as the chopper of his own arguments. A 

similar effect of antithesis is produced in 1153—6, where 

everything, from ovd’ evyouaz to the repetition of wndev Eeyore 

xaxov, Shews that the second couplet was meant as a direct 
answer to the first, and that the juxtaposition is necessary to 

give them their full value. So in 579—82, where a woman 

upbraids a man and the man retorts upon the woman. 
“After 1153—6, two couplets which give different opinions 

concerning wealth, follow four lines concerning wealth and 
wisdom. But in these wealth is only. mentioned for com- 

parison’s sake, and wisdom is the subject of the poem.” 

These lines have been discussed above. The transition from 

1153—6 to 1157—60 is not from a poem containing the word 

awXouteiv to another containing mdovTtos, but from a poem that 
discusses wealth to another wherein a fact about wealth is 

used to introduce an analogous fact about wisdom ; and there 

is not the slightest reason why this transition should not have 
been made by Theognis himself. Welcker moreover is incon- 

sistent here. He thinks Stobaeus’ quotations independent of 
our text. Therefore 1157—8, which are lost in the manu- 

scripts and restored from Stobaeus, have no right to any 
particular place in our text, which Welcker thinks a mass 

1 In this von Leutsch rightly sees ‘‘eine art dialogischer form” (PAslologus 

XXX. Pp. 209). 
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of fragments. Between 1153—6 and 1159—60 there is no 

apparent connexion. Hence it follows that Welcker accuses 
the compiler of combining two fragments on the strength of 

a resemblance which presumably did not exist for him. 

“Magis dubium est malum artificium” in 261—6. The 

poem has never yet been explained satisfactorily. The 
following explanation, which is new, accounts for everything 

if one postulate be granted, namely that it was the practice 

in Greece to drink confusion to an enemy in cold water, 
not wine. Such a custom is natural enough in a wine- 

drinking country; but there seems to be no evidence for it 

in Greek!, This postulate granted, the poem is to be 

translated thus :—“ It is not wine that is drunk to me when a 

man much worse than I is stablished by my fair lady’s side. 

Cold water her parents drink to me before her, so that she 
both draws it for them and weeps for me as she brings it— 
in the house where once I threw my arm round her waist and 

kissed her neck, while she made a tender sound with her lips.” 

The fourth line describes the unhappy fate of the girl, who 

has to draw the water in which her parents are to drink 

confusion to the lover whose absence she mourns. All this is 
contingent on the postulate; but until a better explanation is 

offered the postulate must be taken for granted. Bergk gives 

the poem up in despair, and a glance at his note will shew 

that other scholars have been more successful only by means 

of sweeping emendations, the last infirmity of exegesis*. 

1 At least I know of none. 
2 In 265 Hermann’s conjecture Baddw for \aSwy of the manuscripts is certainly 

right. This common corruption occurs again in 304. 
The use of déperar in 489 suggests that perhaps épecw red may have meant 

‘*to pledge a person.” The meaning of xal pe yowoa pépe would then be: 

‘*drinks the toast of my confusion with tears in her eyes.” 
Another meaning might be given to of po mwiverat olvos: ‘‘my wine is 

untouched.’” The poet sits at home with wine before him, but cannot drink for 

sorrow at his rival’s triumph. Sorrow would generally have the opposite effect. 
On my interpretation yuxodr Ddwp would have given a better contrast with olvos 

than yuxpéy alone: but even if Udpeve did not follow, yuxpéy could only mean 

water. Compare wuxpororeiy, Yuxporérns, yuxporocla in later ‘Greek. See 
Welcker, p. 150. 

This poem is discussed by E. F. M. Benecke, Antimachus of Colophon and 
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But whatever the nature of this poem, there is not the 

least likelihood that it is the patchwork of an editor. 
In 299, Welcker’s last example, the reading of O and the 

inferior manuscripts might have been due to a desire to 

connect 299—300 with 295—8; but not so the reading of A. 

The latter is corrupt, but it points to a certain emendation 

which has been made by Sauppe and Bergk. This is another 

indication that many phenomena ascribed by Welcker and 

others to a compiler are really due to the ordinary processes 
of interpolation and corruption, and belong to a comparatively 

late period in the tradition of the text. 

§ 4. Catchwords. 

It remains to notice Welcker’s theory of catchwords, and 
then to consider his reconstruction of the text. 

“In hujus assertionis fidem elenchum dabo locorum, quos 

sciolus ob inanem aliquam speciem, verbum aliquod aut 

formulam dicendi, vel in fine unius sententiae et initio 

alterius, vel in binorum initio communem copulasse videtur.” 

Welcker was the first to discover traces of this principle in 
the arrangement of our text. Later German scholars have 

applied this Stichwortsprincip to the whole series of poems 

throughout. It has been carried farthest by K. Miiller, and 

his presentation of it must be chosen for examination rather 

than Welcker’s, who suggested this form of research but did 
comparatively little in it himself. 

Let us notice here only one point. Among his catchwords 

Welcker gives the following : 

“1223 ovdév, Kupv’, opyns aduawtepov. 1225 ovdév, Kupr’, 

ayabs yAuKepwrepov. 
1226 paptus éyw, ov & enol yiryvou ddnGoovrns. 1227 

arnbein 5€ tapéotm coi Kai épot.” 

the Position of Women in Greek Poetry, pp. 199—200. He supposes a party 

consisting of the two rivals, the lady, and her parents; and with the help of 

emendation he makes the poet kiss the lady's elbow. 
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Now 1221—30 are not found in the manuscripts, but 
added from Stobaeus and Athenaeus. Thus the order in 

which these couplets follow one another is quite arbitrary, 

and due to no older authority than modern editors'. It is 

not likely that our manuscripts are deficient by just these ten 
lines, for 1229—30 are clearly only a part, probably the end, 
of a lost poem. Thus there is no reason to suppose that any 

one of these couplets came very close to any other in the 
complete text. Moreover 1227—8 were inserted only by a 
mistake of Hugo Grotius, for they are given by Stobaeus 
under the lemma Mevdydpou Navvois, which should of course 
be Mipvépyov Navvovs. Thus Welcker finds a catchword 
connecting two couplets from different chapters of Stobaeus, 

and another connecting a couplet of Theognis with a couplet 

of Mimnermus. Catchwords must be as plenty as black- 

berries if they exist between lines thus thrown together 

hap-hazard in modern times; and this may well arouse 
suspicion of other catchwords in other places where the 

arrangement is of older date. 

§ 5. Welchkers Reconstruction. 

So much for the reasons for which Welcker held that our 

text was produced by collecting fragments quoted in other 

authors. Into his reconstitution of the text it is scarcely 

necessary to enter, since, be that as unsatisfactory as it may, 

it by no means follows that he was wrong in condemning the 

arrangement given by the manuscripts. We have seen that 

by the mistake of distinguishing Cyrnus from Polypaides he 

broke up complete and perfect poems into fragments; but 

apart from this it is not fair to condemn his arrangement 
merely because it gives us a string of fragments, since in 

his opinion all or most of our pieces are in fact fragments 

and nothing else; and he was well aware that no recon- 

struction can hope to be final. 

1 They were added first by Elias Vinetus in 1543. 
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He declines to fix the date of the compilation beyond 
saying that it was probably made at Constantinople. The 
compiler did not use Stobaeus, he thinks, since Stobaeus 

differs from our manuscripts in many points of wording 

and order, and gives to Theognis lines which do not appear 

in our text. Rather he drew upon earlier chrestomathies, 

“per longum eclogariorum, epitomatorum et compilatorum 
aevum ex Theognide excerptas.” It is not likely that he 
ransacked Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch and others one by one, 

for a very large number of the pieces are quoted in no extant 
work; “quamvis haud magis praefracte negare, quam cupide 

affirmare libet, potuisse sententias omnes, quae conservatae 

sunt, sparsim haberi in libris, qui Constantinopoli demum 

perierint, maximeque in Stoicorum aliorumque philosophorum 

libris, et iis praesertim, qui wept apetijs nai xaxias conscripti 
essent.” Unfortunately this will not account for the survival 

of the more descriptive and personal poems, which are seldom 

quoted, and which few writers can have wanted to quote, at 
least in full’. 

1 A few inconsistencies in his reconstruction may be noticed here. 

He retains in the gnomology 11—14, which refer to a temple of Artemis at 

Megara. But if this poem could stand in the gnomology, why could not 1—10 

and 15—18 also? They are exactly similar to r1—15 except that nothing but the 

testimony of the manuscripts proves them to be the work of Theognis. 

Why are occasional poems such as 549—54, 671—82, 773—82, 825—30, 

1123—8 allowed to remain in the gnomology? How does their case differ from 

that of 891—4, §11—22 and other poems? 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE THEORY OF CATCHWORDS. 

THE many scholars who have written on Theognis since 

Welcker have almost all walked in the paths which he opened 

up. Their conclusions have often differed from his, but they 

all find our text a collection of poems by various hands. 

There is no need to review all that has been written, since 

much of it adds no new fact or theory concerning the nature 

of our text as a whole. It will suffice to examine a few of the 

most important contributions. 

§1. Bergk. 

In the Rheintsches Museum of 1845 Theodor Bergk set 

forth the principles on which he had dealt with Theognis in 
his edition of the Greek Lyric Poets. On the main question 
he agrees with Welcker. “We have before us not a well- 

ordered und connected work, but nothing more than scraps 

and paltry remnants which belong not to one poet but to 

several. We have to do with a chaotic mass of fragments, 

which belong to one elegist and another from Tyrtaeus to 

Euenus or maybe even later; which have been torn out of 

all continuity, given often an entirely new reference, and 

compounded with quite foreign ingredients.” He proceeds 

to discuss passages such as 1003—6, 933—8, 585—-90, 227—32, 

all of which have already been explained. His chief novelty 
is the introduction of the epitomator. “ I call them fragments,” 

he goes on, “for scraps and pieces they are throughout, only 
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more or less disfigured; a complete elegy is nowhere found.” 
The hand of the epitomator or rather epitomators he sees also 

in the doublets. Thus he takes 213—8 and 1071—4 to be 

different abridgments of the same poem. But their resem- 
blances and their differences have been explained above: 

Bergk accounts only for their resemblances. Again, he 

regards 119—28 as the beginning and 963—7o0 as the end 
of the same elegy. But each of these passages is complete 

in itself, the first ending well and the second beginning well. 
A poem on this subject could not be very long; it could 
hardly be long enough to justify the tautology which Bergk’s 

combination would produce; whereas the gnomic poet who 

writes in short poems needs no excuse for expressing similar 

ideas in different forms separated by an interval of over eight 
hundred lines. 

1197—8 again he takes to be the beginning of a poem. 

But they cannot be separated from 1199—1202, and 1197— 

1202 together form a poem both good and complete. 1055—8 

he thinks the end of a poem. So they are, but the end of 

the poem or series 1047—58. 

783—6 he regards as the beginning and 787—-8 as the end 

of a longer poem. But 783—8 are an appendix to 773—82. 

A prayer to Phoebus on behalf of Megara is followed by a 

sort of palinode wherein the poet confesses a preference for 
his own city over all others; and this idea is expressed with 

all necessary fulness in 783—8. 

On 879 he says that Theognis was no occasional poet, 
“ Gelegenheitsdichter,” who should write poems in the person 

of a friend. This assumes that iv’ olvov is spoken by a 
Lacedaemonian. But in spite of Bergk' we have found good 
reason to believe that Theognis himself is speaking, and 

addressing his own heart. 
In the second part of his article? Bergk combats the view 

of Welcker, Schneidewin and others that Stobaeus knew a 

more original form of Theognis than ours. He shews that 

1 «Es ist unmoglich, dass hier Theognis redet, selbst wenn er sich eine 
Zeitlang in Sparta sollte aufgehalten haben.’’ (P. 226.) 

2 Pp. 396 ff. 
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where Stobaeus differs from our text the differences are 

neither important nor such as to suggest that he used any 

other edition than ours. How is it, he asks, that Stobaeus 

quotes as from Theognis pieces which really belong to other 
poets? How is it that the fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth and 

seventeenth pieces of Stobaeus’ eighteenth chapter follow one 

another in the same order as in our text? In this matter 

Bergk is certainly right. Stobaeus or the earlier anthologist 

or anthologists from whom he drew knew only our form of 

Theognis, though it then contained some lines which have 

since been lost. 

Bergk places the compilation of our text in the first or the 

beginning of the second century of our era, but thinks that 

the complete Theognis may have survived for a time after the 

selection was made. He confesses, however, that certainty 

becomes impossible on many points if unity of authorship be 
denied. 

§ 2. Mitetzsche. 

In the Rheinisches Museum for 1867 Friedrich Nietzsche 

discussed the question at length. He seems to have been the 

first scholar to attempt a thorough explanation of the repe- 
titions. After giving a list of them he says’: “etwas Neues 

waren aber diese Verse trotz der Verdnderungen nicht.” It 

has been shewn above that some of them are new by internal 

changes, some by virtue of a new context. 

This question leads him to a fuller developement of the 

theory of Stichwortordnung; but the fullest scheme of catch- 

words, K. Miiller’s, is the only one that need be examined. 
It is worth while, however, to correct Nietzsche in one point. 

He attaches importance to the fact that A has most repe- 
titions, O rather fewer, K fewer than O, and so on; whence 

he infers that elimination went steadily on during the whole 

of the period covered by the manuscripts, and that therefore 

the presumption is that it began before the time of A. After 

a list of the repetitions he adds by way of summary: “A has 

1 P. 169. 
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44 lines more than our editions'!, O 38, K 30, MN 26, 

DBFH 24, L 20, E18, G12, C 10.” His calculation suffers 

from mistakes of the editors, from flaws in his arithmetic, and 

perhaps from misprints too% Moreover half the difference 
between A and O is due to the fact that A alone preserves 
the second book’. As regards the first book the truth of the 

matter is this, that O repeats only two lines less than A, 

K only two lines less than O. The reason why 332 a6 have 

vanished from all but A is not far to seek. Lipography 
may have been produced by either of two causes, or by both: 
for devyovte in 332 @ is directly over devyorr’ in the following 
hexameter, 333; and if in a common ancestor of O and the 

inferior manuscripts 332 6 ended with aynporepov‘, this and 

the preceding pentameter, 332, had the similar endings -orepov 

and érépwy. Lipography again explains best why the scribe 

of K in copying O omitted 1164 ¢4; for in O 1164 f and 
1164 # have the similar endings éveots S0rA0s and eveors 

voos’. Thus the difference between A and O and K is 
slight and easily accounted for. Their agreement in this 

respect is remarkably close, in view of the shortness of the 

poems and the constant recurrence of the same names and 

1 E.g. Bekker’s. Bergk was the first to restore some of the repetitions to the 
text, Hiller the first to restore them all. 

2 His totals do not agree with his items. Moreover Bekker seems to be 

wrong in saying that K lacks 11044 4, the repetition of 571—2; their presence 

in K is attested both by Ziegler’s first edition and by Sitzler (not by Ziegler's 

second or Bergk’s fourth, since both of these neglect K’s readings throughout). 

Bekker’s assertion that ‘‘post 1082...iterum ponunt...AO...93—4” is disproved 
by the silence of Bergk’s fourth edition and Ziegler, and expressly contradicted by 

Jordan in Hermes xv. p. 525. 

3 A has really eight lines more than Bekker's text in the second book, but 

Nietzsche ignores 1278 cd and 1318a@6. Ziegler’s first edition ignores 1278 ¢d, 

but his second corrects this mistake. 

* In 3324 A has dvtnpédraroy; but in its archetype 210 all the manuscripts have 

a&unpérepoy, and O and the inferior manuscripts are fond of assimilating a second 
version to a first. 

6 In the same way A’s omission of 985—6 may be due to the fact that 984 and 

986 end with -épy and -épy, and 985 and 987 begin with al- and al-. 317 and 

319 both end with é&umedov alel, and this caused the scribe of O to write 320 
immediately after 317; but seeing his mistake he went on with 318 and 319, and 

then wrote 320 again in its proper place. 
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words and expressions. It matters little how much the 

inferior manuscripts omit, since they are certainly inter- 

polated. Nietzsche himself derives them all from a “durch 
und durch interpolirter Codex.” What more likely form of 
interpolation than to cut out these repetitions, as they have 

been cut out by modern editors? 
Thus Nietzsche is mistaken in inferring that the process 

of elimination goes back beyond the date of A. This is an 
important point, for Fritzsche would eke out a scheme of 
catchwords with repetitions of his own. 

Nietzsche rightly refutes the opinion that our collection 

was intended for use in schools}. If we put aside the Movca 
qma.oixyn, Much remains that can never have been thought fit 
for a school-book: poems in praise of wine and revelry, of 

sensual pleasures*; poems of doubtful morality’; a love- 

poem‘; and many others’; to say nothing of the poems 

which preach worldly wisdom®. These are so many in all 

that they make the book as a whole quite unfit for boys’. It 
is strange that even Welcker’s purged gnomology should 

ever have been thought suitable for schools, and that modern 

scholars, with a better chance of knowledge, should have 

repeated the mistake of Cyril. 

Having reviewed the external evidence afforded by Plato, 

Xenophon, Athenaeus, Cyril and others, Nietzsche decides 

that our collection was made between the time of Cyril 
and the time of Stobaeus, that is to say in the fifth century 

after Christ. 
As for the poems that seem to be by Solon, Tyrtaeus, 

Mimnermus and others, Nietzsche supposes that those of 

Mimnermus which laud the sensual pleasures were inserted 

by the compiler out of enmity to Theognis; those of Solon 

and others, he thinks, may have been inserted earlier by 

mistake. To Mimnermus he ascribes almost all the Moitoa 
madixn, thinking that the names Kupve and 2tpwvidn were 

deliberately substituted for others by the malice of the editor. 

1 Pp. 17747. 2 1017 etc. 3 1097 etc. 

4 261. 5 581, 861, 257. © 61, 129, etc. 

7 See Herwerden, p. vii. 
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§ 3. Fritesche. 

In 1870 Ernst von Leutsch reviewed the Theognidean 

question in the Phzlologus. He treats the subject from every 

standpoint, but rather in a critical than in a positive spirit ; 

and he declines the task of writing a full history of our text. 

In fact the most part of his work, useful as it is on numberless 

points, throws only sidelights on the main question. 
He incorporates in his own essay a discussion of “the 

catchword as a principle in the arrangement of the Theog- 

nidean fragments” by Th. Fritzsche’, who starts from 
Welcker's and Nietzsche’s theory, expands it, and by 
introducing repetitions not found in the manuscripts applies 

it to the whole of the text, including the second book. The 

result of this may be shewn by quoting a part of his scheme. 

“Fragment 73, ll. 309-12 catchword éy péy (first words) 

74 313-4 év pev (first words)...av- 

Opurrrav 
75 315-8 avOpwrwv...éumedov ait 
76 319-22 Eurredov aiei...eds 
77° =: 3323-28 Geoi 
78 329-30 Geav 

Gap, to be filled by 283-6 aQavatev...roba 
79 ~=—- 3331-2 Toootv...€Tépav 

Gap, to be filled by 93-6 Erepov...piros 
The MSS. insert 209-10 piros...pevyovTs 

80 333-4 dhevyovt’... Kupve 
81 335-6 Kup’ 

82 337-40 Kupve...Zevs (rictv) 

83 341-50 Zed (ricw)...avdpav 

84 351-4 GVO” ...s00ee. ” 

For all this Fritzsche does not claim any absolute value. 
He draws up his system only to give the utmost possible 

strength to Nietzsche’s theory. He then proceeds to demolish 

his own erection. 

1 Philologus xxix. pp. §26-—46. 
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One fatal objection to his method he does not perceive. 

It has been stated above in criticism of Nietzsche. The 

difference in number between the forty-four lines repeated 
in A, written in the tenth century, and the ten repeated in the 

manuscript C, written at the end of the fifteenth, is of no 

consequence. The important fact is that in the matter of 

repetitions the best and earliest manuscripts are virtually at 

one, shewing only so much difference as was natural or even 
inevitable in such a collection of short poems; and that the 
process of omission cannot be traced back beyond the common 

ancestor of the inferior manuscripts, which is known to have 

represented an interpolated text. Therefore the device whereby 
Nietzsche and Fritzsche bridge over the gaps in their schemes 

is without warrant. 

Moreover, nothing like the text which would result from 

Fritzsche’s method could ever have existed. In a total of 

about 385 fragments he inserts 105 repetitions not authorised 

by the manuscripts. In 49 of these 105 cases he inserts 

verses from a later part of the text—for instance 1129—32 

between 270 and 271. Now if the text which he produces 
had ever existed, an editor who desired to remove a repetition 

would naturally have struck out the second version, not the 

first. In many places moreover Fritzsche makes verses 

occur twice at a distance of very few lines. He inserts 

585—90 after 556, 789—92 after 772, 887—92 after 852, 

1133—4 after 1108, 1197—1202 after 1134, 1295—8 after 

1246 and again after 1248 and again after 1274, 1279—82 

after 1262, 1249—52 after 1266, 1319—22 after 1278, 1263—6 

after 1310, 1319—22 after 1366, 1337—40 after 1374, and so 

on. The text of Theognis could never have been such a 
medley as this. 

The objections which he himself brings against his method 

are only less serious than these. Verbs and nouns of the 
same root may answer to one another; so may words which 

recur time after time in Theognis, such as aya0os, dpern, 
adppov, Saipwv, Sixaos, éoOr0s; words of similar meaning, 
such as 6ynrot and avOpwrro, aBavaroe and Oeot; words which 

have the same ending, as eSdwpmev and mivwyev. Catchword- 

H. I2 
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responsion may be shewn equally well between the first 

fragment and the third, the second and the fourth, and so on. 
Between fragments which bear really striking resemblances to 

one another, others sometimes intervene. From all this he 

concludes that the principle, though right in the main, has 

been carried too far. One of the earlier collections from 

which ours was compiled may have been arranged, he thinks, 
on this principle, but certainly not all. 

Thus, though the fact has been lost upon some later 

scholars, Fritzsche was well aware that he was after all only 
playing a sort of game. It is not a good game. 

§ 4. Miller. 

In 1877 appeared a dissertation by Karl Miiller entitled 

De Scriptis Theognidets. Miiller favours Welcker’s view that 

Cyrnus and Polypaides are to be distinguished. He observes 

that in two places, 25 and 191, where a couplet containing 

TloAvmaién ends a poem, “eo disticho quasi respondetur 
poetae ab altero ad ea, quae ante dixit.” Yes, such an 

answer as the second line gives to the first in the 
epigram : 

‘““Treason doth never prosper. What’s the reason? 

Why, when it prospers, none dare call it treason.” 

Proceeding to the question of catchwords Miiller rightly 

discards Nietzsche’s and Fritzsche’s method of bridging over 
gaps in the responsion by repetitions not found in the manu- 

scripts. He then gives a list of all the responsions that are 

to be found in lines I1—1220, that is to say in all-the first 

book less the lines added at the end from Stobaeus and 
Athenaeus. He explains his principles thus!: “I have made 
it my business to note down all the places where words 
identical, or similar, or sometimes similar only in sound, or 

equivalent in meaning, occur in neighbouring fragments.” 

Later on he reviews his results*: “Thus, having divided up 

ae ee oF 2 P. 30. 
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the 1220 lines in question into 345 poems, we find that 186 

are linked with what precedes, nearly all by identical, a few 

by similar words; that of the 48 poems which have no link 
with what precedes, 29 are connected with what follows, 

while in 19 all verbal copulation is lacking. As for the 

remaining III poems, they are joined to preceding poems 

with the intervention generally of one, less often of two, 

sometimes of several poems; while in quite a few cases the 

mere name Polypaides or Cyrnus must be taken as link. 
Often a weak verbal link is strengthened by similarity of 
thought. Finally there are places that have no lack of parallel 

words, but they are divided by unusually long intervals; where 

it must be supposed that the original order has been destroyed 
and verses shifted, yet not removed very far from their proper 

positions, so that quite evident traces of their old neighbour- 
ship remain.” 

On this it will be well to say here that the intervention of 
one fragment is enough to destroy responsion, much more the 

intervention of two or three or more. True, the supposed 
compiler’s methods were very lax, if Miiller represents him 
fairly, and he was satisfied with very little. But the very 
weakness of many of his responsions makes it quite incredible 

that he should have put fragment (+ + 1) after fragment x in 

virtue of its resemblance to fragment (+—1) or (@—2) or 

(«— 3); for if all that he demanded was that two adjoining 

fragments should begin with the same letter, or contain two 

not necessarily important or emphatic words of the same or 
similar meaning, or have the same syllable recurring in the 

same position, responsions would never have failed him, and 

he could never have been driven back to the last fragment 

but one or two or three. 

Against the upholders of the catchword Bergk remarks’: 
“It was to likeness of thought, not of words, that the Greeks 
looked. My countrymen Welcker, Lehrs and the rest have 

gone far astray. Nietzsche has lately raised the ghost of the 
catchword theory, fancying that by this means he has restored 

1 PLL. G4 ii. p. 235, n. 4- 

I2—2 
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the Theognidean poems to their original order. It is a pity 
that he won the ear of Fritzsche, who tries in vain to use the 

same methods anew.” It is from this standpoint, the stand- 
point of one who believes the arrangement of our text to 

depend not on words but on thoughts, that Miiller’s results 

will here be examined in detail. It will be important to shew 

that resemblances of wording are often due to resemblances 

of thought, and that often where the continuity of the thought 
is broken Miiller’s responsions fail’. 

The first four poems, lines 1—4, 5—10, 1I—1I4, 15—18, 

are addresses to Phoebus, to Artemis, to the Muses and 

Graces. They resemble one another only so much as their 

character demands. Avs réxos, Ovyatep Atos, xovpae Atos 
are necessary to ceremonial address, and «Av@ to prayer. 

With what motives these poems were originally written we 

need not discuss; but the compiler of our collection, Theognis 

himself or whoever it was, naturally put them first in order to 

begin the book after the manner of epic. The other invoca- 

tions of gods in Theognis? were not put here because they 
refer to special circumstances. Miiller separates 15—16 from 

17—18: but the second couplet is essential to the first, and 

Bergk rightly joins them*. 

19—26 naturally follow because they serve almost as a 

title-page, introducing both the author’s name and the two 
names by which he addresses Cyrnus. The only verbal link 

with the preceding poem is é7ros in 18 and ézreowy in 20. 

27—38 should probably be joined, else taita pev odtws 
io@t in 31 has nothing to which it can refer. This poem 
follows the last as being a sort of preliminary enunciation of 

Theognis’ teaching, and it is the last of the introductory 

poems. Miiller gives as verbal links Kupve in 19 and Kupy’ 

1 T have chosen for fuller examination the first two hundred and the last two 

hundred lines as fair specimens of closer and looser arrangement. 

* 731—56, 757—68, 77382. 
? R. Kiillenberg (p. 26) includes rpoxoedéc Nuvy in line 7 among Theognis’ 

new combinations of epithet and noun. But 7 Tpoxoedys Aluvyn was the name of 

the Delian lake. See Herodotus, ii. 170: Aluvy...9 €v A*Aw H rpoxoerdhs xadeo- 

pévyn. Callimachus calls the same lake rpoyéeooa and repinyys. 
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in 28, adety in 24 and aydave in 26 and avéave in 34. But 

the first Kupve is far from the second, and [loAvzraidy 
intervenes ; avdave is far on in the poem and not a promi- 
nent word. 

39—42 open a new subject, and have no verbal link with 

the preceding poem except Kupy’ in 28 and Kupve in 39. 
Hereafter these recurrences of Kupve will be ignored, since 
the frequency of its repetition makes it absolutely worthless 
as a link. The only rational purpose of catchwords is to aid 
the memory in remembering the order of the poems. Kupve 
occurs so often that it cannot have helped the memory in the 

least. 

39—68 are four poems dealing with one subject, the rotten 

state of society and the badness of the new citizens. The 
poems follow one another in a good order, yet shew no verbal 
similarities except such as are due to the subject of which 

they treat—7ronis nde, dotot olde; xaxos; bBpis, vBpifecy ; 

dixat; avratav, amratat. The last of these poems warns Cyrnus 
not to trust any of these new citizens in any matter of moment. 

69—72 follow well, giving the same thought a more general 

turn, and putting it in a stronger and better form. The 
connexion of thought causes and is at the same time marked 

by the only verbal link with the preceding poem, ypjya 
a rovoaiov in 64—5 and oovéaiov mpiyu in 70. 

From 69 to 128 the poems follow one another in a good 

and obvious sequence of thought. 69—72: “Trust not matters 

of moment to a bad man, but go far to find a good.” 73—4: 
‘Communicate a business not even to all thy friends; few 

among many are trustworthy.” 75—6: “Put thy trust in few 
when thou hast great deeds on hand, lest thou come to incurable 
mischief.” 77—-8: “A trusty man ts worth more than gold and 
silver in grievous dispute.” 79—82: “ Few comrades wilt thou 
find in grievous matters.” 83—6: “One ship would hold all 
on whose lips and eyes is shame, whom gain does not seduce” 
—and so on. One poem supplementing another in this way, 

it is natural that words should recur which are essential to the 

subject—such words as motos, wicuvos; tradpot, ov Toacous; 

mpnkts, mpnyua, Epya; avnp, éraipos, diros; Oupos, voos; éc Aros, 
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Sevdos, eaxds. But in no case is there verbal responsion that 
does not correspond to an affinity of thought’. 

With 128 this string of poems ends, and we find no verbal 

link with 129—30 except avdpos in 125 and avépi in 130; but 
while in 125 avdpos and yuvaixos are in contrast with v7ro- 
Cuyiov, in 130 avdpi is quite without emphasis; and moreover 

avnp, which meets us at every turn in Theognis, is as weak a 
link as Kupve. 

13I—2 have no connexion of thought with what precedes. 
Miiller’s only verbal link is TloAuvzratén in 129 and Kupve in 

132; he might have added avyépi in 130 and avOpeoet in 
131, and that both couplets end with -7. With what follows 

they have no connexion of thought, and no verbal link except 

that 131—2, 133—42 and 143—4 begin with ovdev, ovdeis, 
ovdets. 

These two isolated couplets, 129—30 and 131—2, serve to 

mark the division between two groups of poems, 39—128 and 
133—172. The first group inculcates lessons of worldly 

wisdom with no reference to the gods; the second looks at 

various matters of life in their connexion with the higher 

powers, and its burden is the vanity of human designs. 

The series opens appropriately with a general enunciation 

of the fact that men propose but the gods dispose (133—42). 

Then follow gnomes on particular aspects of this subject. 

143—4: “Deceit of a guest or a suppliant escapes not the 

eye of the gods.” 145—8: “Choose righteousness with 

poverty rather than ill-gotten wealth; in justice is every 

excellence, and every just man is noble.” 149—5so: ‘“ Fortune 

gives money to evil men as well, but excellence is found in 

few.” 151—4: ““Tpes is the first gift of the gods to him 

1 In xiBdhdrouv dvdpss of 117 and KiB3nAo» 700s of g65 the metaphor must be 

given its full force, and xi88ndos should be translated ‘‘counterfeit.” If these are 
really the first appearances in Greek of a metaphor which to us is commonplace, 

we have yet another trace of method in the arrangement of the poems ; for the 
use of «(Bdndos in its proper sense in 119 was probably meant to palliate the 

metaphorical use in 117. 
In 965 Epkema and Bergk read woNAol ror xlBdndro. éxlxdowov 700s Exovres 

xpiwrove’, for x{85nov of the manuscripts. But it may be doubted if an adjective 
used metaphorically in this way could stand thus alone, without &vdpes. 
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whom they purpose to destroy; “TS8pss is the offspring of 
Kopos.” 155—8: “Never in wrath reproach a man with 

poverty, for Zeus inclines the scale now this way, now that.” 
159—60: “Boast not, for no man knows what the morrow 

may bring.” Andsoon. The series ends well with a couplet 

which expresses tersely much the same thought as the opening 

poem: “Pray to the gods; the power is the gods’; without 
the gods cometh to men nor good nor ill.” 143—8 should 

probably go together, as 8 in 145 suggests. I51—4 are 

either one poem or two poems intimately allied in thought. 

167—70 should certainly be joined, as the dé of 169 suggests. 
At the beginning and end of this group there is no verbal 

responsion but the most casual. 133—42, the preceding poem, 
and the following poem begin with ovdév, ovdeis, ovdeis: but so 
do at least sixteen other poems in the first book, including 

165—6, which the compiler could scarcely have failed to put 

here if he had been using these words for his link. The only 
other link with what precedes is éy avOpwroice in 131, avOpa- 
mov in 135 and 139, and a@vOpw7o in 141. But avnp and 

dvO@pwros occur in almost every poem of Theognis, and no 

more importance is to be attached to their recurrence than 
to that of wév or 5€ or te. The only link between this group 
and what follows is av@pw7ros...aya0’ in 172 and dvdp’ 
ayaOov in 173. Inside the group the links are only such 
as are due to the sequence of thought. Thus Ges, aOavarou, 
Saipwv, Zevs are common. The fact that 143—8 lead up to 
and are supplemented by 149—50 is marked by the repetition 

of ypnpata. 155—8 and 159—60 both begin with pnrrote, 
but that serves only to mark their connexion of thought. 

There follows a series of poems all dealing with poverty 
and money-making (173—208). ‘The inner connexion of 
173—-82 has been explained above. They speak of the evils 
of poverty; the following poems (183—92 and 193—6) 

speak of the evils of marriages made with the purpose of 
escaping from poverty. Then follows not inappropriately a 
comparison between well-gotten and ill-gotten wealth (197— 

208). Inside the series the links are only such as are due 

to the subject. With what follows there is no responsion 
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except dirorow in 205 and didXos in 209. But both words 
are quite unemphatic; ¢idrovoww is some way from the end 
of its poem; and ¢iAocry macciv is different from Pfdos wat 
WiaTos ETaipos. 

Thus in the first two hundred lines the principle of catch- 
words is neither proved nor probable. The verbal responsions, 

where they do not depend on the commonest words in the 

poet’s vocabulary, are far better explained by the connexion 
of thought. The last two hundred lines will give a like 
result. 

1003—6 have no link with what precedes; with 1007—12 

they are linked by &uydy, the significance of which was shewn 

above. 1013—6 follow appropriately, with the link @avarou 
in 1010 and ’AiSew in 1014. After exhorting his fellow men 
to enjoy themselves while youth lasts, the poet goes on thus: 

‘“‘O blessed and fortunate and happy is he who goeth down to 

the black house of Death without knowledge of troubles, and 

ere he hath feared or overcome his foes of necessity® or tried 

the hearts of his friends.” 1013—6 are not linked with what 

follows. 
1017—22 and 1023—4 have the link xefadrjs in 1022 and 

xapn in 1024, which is evidence for Miiller. 

1023—4 are not linked with what follows’. 1025—6 and 

1027—-8 are a pair of gnomes resembling each other ‘in 

structure, and each giving a contrast between good and bad. 

This accounts for their juxtaposition and for the responsions 

trav 8 ayab@v and rod & ayabod, rpnkies and mpheus. 1029—36 

1 J. Heinemann in Hermes xxxiv. p. 595: ‘‘ Die Ordnung der ersten 200 

Verse...ist die denkbar beste.”’ 
2 twepBiva (which has been much emended) looks at first sight as if it meant 

“trespass,” ‘‘sin”’: but then wep has no meaning. wep makes it necessary to 
give UrepBiva the meaning ‘‘overcome.” The poet is praising the sequestered life, 
which he prefers to the excitement of fear or even of triumph. It is not so good to 
have fought and won as never to have fought at all. dydyxy goes with both verbs. 

8 Similar to this couplet in structure is one in the second book, 1357—8. 

This resemblance caused Ahrens to propose dvc\ogoyr in 1358 instead of dvepopoy. 

But the expression fvydy dvcpopoy is natural enough, and évcpopow occupies the 
place which it always has in Homer, the beginning of a line. The similarity of 
these two couplets is a link between the first book and the second. 
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are connected in thought with the second couplet of this pair 
and have reminiscences of the language of the first. In 1028 

Theognis says that a good deed is hard to accomplish; in 

1029—36 he consoles his heart after failure in some good 

deed. The connexion of thought between 1027—8 and what 
precedes and follows justifies the responsion of SetAof in 1025 

with deA@y in 1030, and the use of the comparatives paraco- 
Tepot in 1025 and o€vrepy in 1030. With the second of these 
comparatives those with whom the decAot are compared are 

not expressed but left to be inferred from what precedes. 
1037-8 are to be joined with 1038 @ 4, as we saw above. 

By this combination is produced a link between these four 

lines and 1029—36: deAwy in 1030 and deAois in 1038 4. 

But the connexion between the two poems is more probably 
one of thought than of words, for here again the good and the 

bad are contrasted. 

1039—40 have no link with what precedes. 

1039—40, 104I—2, 1043—4, 1045—6, 1047—8 are all 

convivial, and their common purpose connects them. Yet the 

only responsion is edéwpev in 1043 and eddes in 1045, which is 

due to the antithesis between the two couplets. One party is 

for sleep, the other for waking the sleepers. 
The connexion between 1047—8, 1049—54 and 1055—8 

seems to have been missed. The whole is clearly a drinking- 

song which includes a few lines of moralizing. sada Aéyovres 
of 1047 points forward to 1049—54, and aAAa@ Aoyoy pév 
tovroy of 1055 refers back to the same. The whole is a sort 

of preface to another song accompanied by the flute: avrap 

éuol cv avre Kal Movowy pvncopel’ dudotepot (1055). Hence 

such verbal responsion as there is: ada Aéyortes and wv7r0b7- 
gopat éoOrd. Miiller divides 1049—50 from 1051—4; but 

this leaves ratra of 1050 meaningless. 1055—8 have no link 

with what follows. 

1059—62 are linked with 1063—8 by zrAovT@ in 1062 and 
mdovutos in 1067, of which the latter is five lines from the 

beginning of its poem. These are followed appropriately by 
1069—70, and these by 1070@ 6. The responsion of 78y 
and 78ns is due to the connexion of thought. 
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1070 a 6 are linked with 1071—4 by dAdo in 887 and 
a@XXotos in 1073, but neither word is emphatic or prominent, 

and dAXoios is not near the beginning of its poem. 
After 1074 Nietzsche proposes to repeat 873—6, and 

Miller accepts this with one other (after 1100) of his proposed 

repetitions. ‘“873—6 hier sehr wahrscheinlich zu erganzen,” 
says Nietzsche; but in what respect this insertion is more 

probable than any other of the many that he suggests he 
does not explain. It is true that there would be responsion 

between 873—6 and 1071—4; but there would be none 

between 873—6 and 1075—8'. Moreover the subject of 

873—6 has no bearing either upon 1071—4 or upon 1075—8. 

Thus Miiller was no more justified here than elsewhere in 

forsaking his principles for Nietzsche’s proposals. 

If we trust the manuscripts responsion fails between 
107I—4, 1075—8, 1079—80, 108I—1082 4, 1082 c—1084, 

1085—6, 1087—90. yenova of 1082 and nyeuoves of 1082 @ 
are in the same poem’. So with voov éye of 1082¢ and vonua 
éyew of 1083—4; for 1082 c—/ must be joined with 1083—4, 

else ofrw in 1083 has no meaning. 

1087—90 are a prayer to Castor and Polydeuces*. “If 

ever I plot aught of harm against a friend, may I myself get 

it; but if he aught against me, may he get twice as much.” 

This is followed appropriately by 109g1—1104, four poems 

which condemn the treachery of Cyrnus, who has been led 

away by another. Hence the responsion of $ir@, derornTos, 
gireiv, pidros, Pirciv, Pedorntos, Pirinv. Other responsion 
there is none. 

Responsion fails between 1101I—4, 1104 a—1106 (which 
go together), 1107—8, 1109—14, 1114 a & This last couplet 

begins a series of poems referring to poverty, not in a general 

way, but with reference to some particular distress that befell 

1 Nietzsche joins 1075—8 and 1079—8o, but this is manifestly wrong; the two 

poems are on quite different subjects. 
3 See above, and Bergk’s note. 

3 See the text. This poem has been ascribed to a Laconian poet. But any 

Greek might pray to Castor and Polydeuces; and any Greek who had been 
kindly entertained at Sparta (see 785) would tend to mention the chief seat of 

their worship. 
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the poet and to the taunts of some person unknown. They 

shew only such responsion as is due to their common subject: 

mevins, xpypata, IIdNobre, wAOUTH, KaKav. 
Again there is no responsion between 1129—32, 1133—4, 

1135—50, 115I—2, 1153—4. 

11§3—4 and 1155—6 are two contrary prayers similar in 

_ subject and structure; hence their responsion. Wealth 

suggests an analogy between wealth and wisdom, 1157—60, 
whence the repetition of dodTos. 

Responsion fails between 1157—@o, 1160@ 6, 1161—2, 

1162 a—f, 1163—4, 1164 a—d, 1164 e—h, 1165—6. The 

groups 1160 a—1162 f and 1163—1164 4 were considered 

above. The latter is followed appropriately by 1165—70, 

three warnings against evil companions. Their only re- 

sponsions are due to their subject}. 

1171—6 follow naturally after 1170. Though they do not 

actually say that Cyrnus has been led by xopos into xaxorns, 
their position suggests that they are directed against Cyrnus 

as well as addressed to him. This connexion of thought 
accounts for the responsions a@avarous in 1170 and 6eoi in 
1171, wepata in 1172 and qetpay in 1178; but in any case 

a@avaro. and Oeot are among the commonest words in 
Theognis, and the slight outward resemblance of qeipara 
and qretpay could form a link only if the positions of the 
words were more prominent. 

After this a mistake of Bekker’s provides Miller with two 

responsions. In the true order of the poems responsions 
completely fail between 1178 and 1187. 

The next two poems, 1187—90 and 1191—4, both begin 

with ov-, and Odvaroy of 1187 answers to Oavovrs of 1193. 
The former link might have some value if Bekker’s order 
were right, for then ¢hree consecutive poems would begin 
with ov-, but in the light of the true order it is worthless ; the 

latter is due to connexion of thought, for mention of the 

impossibility of escape from death is followed appropriately 
by mention of burial. 

1 The mistake of supposing that the manuscripts repeat 95—6 here as well as 
97—I100 gives Miiller responsions between 1163—¥4 and the next two poems. 
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The last eight poems of the first book (as it appears in 
the manuscripts) shew the following responsions :—xexrAnoerat 
in 1203 and waXotpev in 1207; amepvxouey in 1207 and 
a7repuxopevos in 1210; woAuw in 1209 and rons in 1215; 

1211—6 and 1217—8 both begin with py. The third of 

these is worthless, since zroAus is in the fifth line of its poem ; 

the fourth is of little value; but the first and second must be 

put down to Miiller’s account. | 
The rest of the first book, lines 211—1002, may be 

considered in brief. 
Many poems interrupt the sequence of catchwords, having , 

no link with their neighbours :—211—2, 219—20, 235—6}, 

the six poems 293—308, 33I—2, 335—6, 351—4, 37I—2, 

527—8, the three poems 541—8, the eight or nine poems 

557—78, the three poems 583—94, 607—10, the four poems 

647—56, 693—4, 769—72, 805—10, the four poems 817—24, 

the four poems 845—54, 885—6, the five poems 889—902, 

933—8, the two poems 959—70. Further, very many poems 

are linked only with what precedes, or only with what follows. 

Between many others the responsion is too weak to serve 

any useful purpose. Thus the fourth line of the poem 
227—-32 ends with ddpocuvn, the first line of the next 
contains xeveoppow. But in the former poem folly is not of 
the first importance, for it is mentioned only as the middle 

term between wealth and dtn; while the language of the 
latter must have compelled such a compiler as Miiller imagines, 
if he had the whole of the first book at his disposal, to put 
233—4 next to 773 or to 847. In 257, again, «ad is too 

weak a word to serve as link, and xaxiorov avdpa dépw has 
little in common with the words av7p, xaxiwy, dépes, scattered 
over three lines of the next poem. éy@p7 is 270 is forgotten 
long before éy@aipovar is reached in 277, the seventh line of 

its poem. 277 and 281 end with the same syllables, -éc6az, 
but three lines intervene. The resemblance between é€x 
yaoTpos...yeyovn of 300 and é« yaotpos yeyovacey of 305, in 

1 In 236, to give responsion with what follows, Miiller reads adds, a bad 
conjecture made and afterwards abandoned by Bergk. 
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the next poem but two, is only superficial, and the interval is 

too great for a verbal echo. Against 401—6 Miller prints 

“dpetny xépdos .16. evpapéws .15.”—that is to say, he thinks 
that the common juxtaposition of aperny and xépdos and the 
use of the common word evdpapéws have something to do with 
the use of evpapéws fifteen poems later, in 463, and the juxta- 
position of dpernj and xépdos sixteen poems later, in 465—6. 
This reduces his method to an absurdity. dap of 446 and 
-Swp of 448 are not prominent in themselves or by position, 

and they differ in accent, place in the line, and metrical stress. 

Links as good as this might be found between any poem and 

every other. Equally null is the responsion between cadpwr 
of 454 and cuudopoy of 457. But enough. 

The following list contains perhaps all the catchwords in 
lines 211—1002 which can be granted to Miiller without 

demur. rodos in 282 and mééa in 283 (this Miiller does not 
notice). vow in 365 and voov in 367. gdvas in 425 and didcar 
in 429 (the most striking of all). The two hexameters of 

5§35—8 begin with ot wore and ovte, 539—40 with odros. 
611—4, 615—6 and 617—8 begin with ov-; 619—20, 621—2, 

623—4 with a- ; 625—6 and 627—8 with a-'. reXécaz in 690 

answers to teAéceras in 691 (another striking responsion). 

783—8 and 789—92 are linked by rép is in 787 and reprroiunv 

in 791. 825—30, 831—2 and 833—6 begin with 7z-, and 

aTro\Aupevoy in 830 answers to dAeooa in 831. 
Far more and clearer are the resemblances of language 

which depend upon the kinship of subject between neigh- 
bouring poems, and serve at the same time to set it in a 

stronger light. Since these provide many clues to the 
principles on which the poems are arranged, it: will not be 
waste of time to examine them at length. 

That 213—8 are one poem is as certain as any matter of 

taste can be? Even if 213—4 are separate, the second poem 

1 Those who hold that one of the resemblances by which the compiler 

arranged his fragments was identity of their first letter appeal more especially to 

this part of the text. Yet two of the three ov- poems, two of the three - poems, 

and the two a- poems are connected by other than verbal links. 

4 See J. Heinemann, Hermes xxxiv. 1899, p. 593, note. 
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supplements the first; and this accounts for the similarities 

of language. 

227—-32 are probably a part or a corollary of the pre- 

ceding poem, as the 5 of 227 suggests; they catch up 
xaxoxepdinotv. But even if they are a separate poem, the 
verbal responsion is very weak. Neither ddpey of 223 nor 

agdpoovvn of 230 is in a prominent position. mdAovrou, the 
first word of 227, is the keynote of its poem, and the compiler 
could hardly have neglected it in his search for catchwords. 

253—4 positively must go with 237—52, but Miller cuts 

them off, thereby making another gap in his system. 

283—92 are best taken together. In 288 A has wsdero- 

coca, O has ws S€ to oacat of. Bergk follows O, leaving 

hiatus between oé and zroAAoi ; but zroAXo? is what is wanted, 

not of 7roAXoil, “the multitude.” This, and the need of an 

object to sweat, point to ws d€ Tt o@o" alei roAXO! avoABorTeEpor, 
which differs from A’s reading only by one letter. The 

connexion between 287—-8 and the neighbouring couplets 

then appears. In 283—6 the poet says that none of the 
townsfolk is to be trusted even on his oath. In 287—92 he 

gives his reasons: “For in a city so critical naught finds 
favour; and while many are always less lucky than one in 

keeping a secret, now good men’s bad things are noble to 
bad men; they follow strange customs; for shame hath 

perished, and shamelessness and insolence have conquered 
right and reign throughout the land.” Keep your own 

counsel; for, firstly, you will find little sympathy here; 

secondly, it is always hard for many to keep a secret, but 
never harder than now when shame is dead. viy &é in 289 
answers to aiei in 288; the general rule is followed by a 
particular instance’. If with Bergk and Miiller we make 
three poems ending at 286, 288 and 292, the only verbal 
responsion is dora@y of 283 and zrodes of 287. 

1 In 287 xaxoyoyy, which occurs nowhere else, has been much emended. 

Probably Theognis invented the word for the occasion. It naturally means ‘ fond 
of blaming what is bad,” ‘‘ stern in criticism of faults”; and of course it is here 

ironical (as with us ‘‘critical” often means “ hypercritical”’). Thus interpreted 
it is far better than anything that has been put in its place. 
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309—12 and 313—4 are a pair of poems illustrating the 
wisdom of adapting oneself to one’s company. This is the 

reason for their juxtaposition, and the poet marks their 

connexion of thought by beginning both poems with év perv. 
They have no link of language or meaning with what precedes 

or with what follows. The same is true of the next two 

poems, 315—8 and 319—22, another pair. 315—8 belong, as 

some say, to Solon; but it has been shewn above that they 

are borrowed from Solon by Theognis, who uses them for a 
purpose of his own, and adds 319—22 to fix the meaning 
which he would give them. dper7, which endures for ever, is 

better than wealth, which comes and goes, because the good 

man’s moral strength endures for ever, and neither good nor 
ill fortune can undo him; while the bad man’s riches only 

lead him into folly. The connexion between the two poems 

is marked by the use in both of ayaOos and xaxos and mdoitrTos, 
and by the repetition of @uzredov aiet, which in both places 
ends a hexameter. How dpety is Euedov aies is just the 
point which the second poem explains. Solon meant that 

apetn without wealth is better than wealth without aper7: 
Theognis by his second poem shews that apern is as necessary 

with wealth as without it, since the «axos for lack of apern is 
spoilt by wealth. Thus these two poems are important both 

as shewing how Theognis deals with borrowed poems, and as 

a strong piece of evidence in support of the view that the text 
is arranged in accordance with real relationships of thought, 

not empty resemblances of words. 

323—8, which follow, are a difficult poem, and in the last 

lines various emendations have been made which remove the 

responsion of Oeot in 328 with eo» in 330. But if we keep 

the reading of the manuscripts, the meaning must be: “men 
must not judge one another too severely, though the gods are 
loth to pardon sin.” 329—30 will then follow naturally: 

“the slow man can overtake and destroy the swift if the 

justice of heaven goes with him.” 
The next couplet has no verbal links. Then follows 

another pair of poems, 332 @ 4 and 333—4, which look at 

friendship with an exile from two points of view. qevyovte 
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and gevryorr’, didos and PtAjons are necessary to this subject. 
335—6 have no links. 337—40 and 341—50 probably go 

together’, as the dAAa of 341 suggests*; and in any case the 

responsion of Zevs jot...d0in with Zev...d0s...00 and tice 
with riots is due to connexion of subject. After another 
isolated poem come 355—8 and 359—60, which should be 
joined, as the pndé of 359 suggests. Even if they are two 
poems the second supplements the first; and the first is 

necessary to the second, else érigauve in 359 has nothing to 

govern. Thus the repetition of xaxov is t#zside a poem or 
pair of poems which has no link with its neighbours. The 
larger group 355—6, if it is not one poem, is at any rate a 

series of poems on the same subject. Cyrnus is in distress, 

and in 355—60 Theognis bids him bear and hide his mis- 

fortunes. 361—6 advise him of the best way to avenge 
himself on an enemy, perhaps the enemy who caused his 

troubles. Certainly 361—2 and 363—4 are connected; whence 

the responsion of amorwupévov with ticas. The responsion 
of xpadin puvvOer in 361 with rerAéOec xapdin in 366 is not 
strong, and is destroyed if 363—4 are separated from 365—6; 

while if 361—6 are joined it is zmside a poem. 
After two short poems come 373—400, which present 

many difficulties, To begin with the end, Bergk’s reading 

in 399— 400 is very far from A; the reading of the other 

manuscripts is evidently a poor attempt to mend the passage. 
If we follow A, évrpd7reX’ must conceal a proper name, and 
399—400 must go with what precedes‘, This is quite possible 

grammatically, and it is favoured by the de of 399. But an 
address at the end of a poem is unusual unless there is one at 

1 I do not mean that the fourteen lines must necessarily be printed continuously. 
Perhaps it is better to treat them as forming together a poem of two stanzas. 

2 d\A\d, however, is not adversative but hortative here, as in GAN’ dye, ddA" 

{0c; compare 551, and Pindar O/. vi. 22 w Plyris, adda feiEov Hd mor oOévos 

+yudvwv, where is no contrast. 341—50 give fresh strength to the wish of 337—40: 

‘Come, Zeus, grant me my prayer, and give me vengeance on my foes.” 
3 Zed pide in 373 is perhaps unique in serious poetry; but it is quite in 

keeping with the flippant earnestness of this poem. ‘‘ My dear Zeus, I am surprised 

at you.” 
4 bros évrpdwredov is the reading of the manuscripts in Pindar, Pythian iv. 105. 
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the beginning also. Now 391—2 are quite impossible as they 

stand. «axov dé of oddéy Eotxev Cannot be given any satisfactory 
meaning; 7 yap, referring back to vrevimy in 384, is intolerably 

awkward, for ypnyoovvyn has intervened; and rixrer dunyavinu 
is nothing but a feeble repetition of pnrép’ aunyavins. All 

these difficulties vanish if we suppose the end of one poem 

and the beginning of another to have fallen out after 391. 
xaxov b€ of ovdév Eotxev, which cannot stand alone, may have 
been the beginning of a sentence. The lost beginning of the 
second poem would contain the word zrevin, to which 7 yap 
must refer ; and 393 continues the poem. What then is the 

relation between the two poems? 383—91 speak of the 

results of poverty, but they do not distinguish between its . 

effect on the good man and on the bad; they take quite a 

general view. The poem to which 392—400 belong contained 

a distinction between the effects of poverty on men of different 

moral worth. Thus the second poem was supplementary to 

the first, and this connexion was marked by the words ti«res 

apnyavinyv, which echo pntép’ apunyavins. The relation of 
373—80 to 381—2 and 383—91 is doubtful. Some have 

thought that 380 should be followed at once by 383, 381—2 
being wrongly inserted in the middle of the poem. But 
381—2 are evidently on the same subject as 377—-80. Perhaps 

something has fallen out after 382. But even if 373—82 and 
383—-gI are not one poem, they are sufficiently related in 

thought to justify their juxtaposition. As Bergk and Miiller 

divide the lines, 373—80 have no link with what precedes or 

with what immediately follows; 381—2 are quite isolated ; 

383—-92 have no link with what precedes—the responsion of 

ToApa in 377 with roAyua in 388 is in any case very weak, and 

it is quite destroyed by the intervention of 381—2. The 
verbal resemblances of 383—92 and 393—98 are due to the 

similarity of subject. 399—400 have no link with what 

precedes. 

After an isolated poem of six lines follow four interesting 
poems, 407—14. They have no link with what precedes or 

follows, but they have a certain amount of responsion with 

one another. 407—8 are linked with 409—10 by aya6jjc and 

H. 13 
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ayaQots (a link which Miiller has missed), 409—10 with 
411—2 by a close resemblance of structure; 413—4 have no 

link with 411—2. Taken by themselves 413—4 are not very 

satisfactory, and 6 is superfluous. But if we regard these 

eight lines as a series of couplets connected so closely as to 

form one poem in all but structure, we see the purpose of 

their verbal resemblances, and 413—4 are explained. “ The 

fault was all your own,” says Theognis in 407—8, referring to 

something that had happened to Cyrnus. In the next two 
couplets he says that aidas, respect felt for others, or felt by 
others for oneself, is as good a legacy as a man can bequeath 

to his children; and that judgment and ability are things to 
be desired in a comrade. “ But,’ he goes on, “even in my 

cups I will never bring a grievous charge against you.” This 

is a common figure of speech. Instead of an accusation is 

expressed a refusal to make the accusation. Theognis means 
us of course to understand that aides, yuwn and dvvauss are 
the very qualities in which Cyrnus has fallen short. 415—8 

follow appropriately. Having said that certain qualities are 

desirable in a comrade, and hinted that Cyrnus has them not, 

the poet goes on to say that he can find nobody worthy to be 

his comrade. This poem has no verbal link with the preceding, 
for ézros in 414 and Aoyos in 418 form a weak responsion at 

best, and moreover this may be one of the few cases where A, 

the only authority for Aoyos, is at fault. Like 409 and 411, 
415 begins with ovdev-: but then on Miiller’s view a poem has 
intervened. The responsion of éraipos in 411 with ératpov in 
416 is open to the same objection; it is really due to the 
connexion of thought. 

419—20 and 421—¥4 both begin with zroAd-, and cauye of 

420 answers to yAwoon Oupat oven érixewtat of 421. But the 

two poems are on the same subject, the wisdom of bridling 
one’s tongue, and they gain by being put together. The first 

says, “I know when to be silent”; the second, “many men 
do not.” Theognis marks this connexion by zoAdois, an 
echo of moAdXa. 

441—6 should perhaps go with what precedes, as yap 
suggests; but if they are to be kept separate, this is another 
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gap in Miiller’s system, for they have no verbal responsion 

with 439—40. Next comes an isolated poem of six lines, and 

then 461—2 and 463—4, a pair: “do not aim at impossible 

things, but do not be content with easy things.” Hence the 
responsion of ypnuace with ypjya. Another isolated couplet 
is followed by a set of poems concerning wine; and here we 

come for the first time upon a poem which departs so far 

from the gnomic character as to describe a scene. Three 
such poems come close together. It is surely no accident 
that each of these is followed by a short gnome appropriate 

to it. We can even discern a proportion between the descrip- 

tive poems and the gnomes; for the first, of thirty lines, is 

followed by six lines, the third, of twelve, by four, the second, 

of six, by two. It is as if the poet had felt some compunction 
at introducing poems of this character into a collection which 

had hitherto been strictly gnomic, and had added to each a 

gnomic appendix by way of justification. The word olvos is 
of course common in 467—510, but they shew no further 
verbal responsion. 467—96 are certainly one poem, as in 

Bergk’s text. The poet tells Simonides to let each man 

of the company do as he pleases, yo or stay, sleep or wake ; 

but, for his own part, he will go home while he is still sober, 

and he warns Simonides too to be moderate; and he ends 
with a farewell, a wish that the party may continue to enjoy 

themselves in his absence. Thus the repetitions Saves and 
imrvov, wétpov and pétpov, uvOeiras and pubeioBe are inside 

the poem, and need no excuse. Miiller sees responsion 

between vixdtw of 466 and dvixntos in 491, but this is 
worthless since avixntos is twenty-four lines from the begin- 

ning of its poem. 497—502 should probably go together. 

After the first couplet the poet introduces a simile of gold 
and silver, and then reverts to the thought of the first couplet; 

whence the recurrence of uzrep pétpov and olvos. 509—10 end 
the series. Then comes the difficult poem 511—22. The 

only link with what precedes is the triple mv 5é tes of 509, 515 
and 519. It is true that my dé tus occurs in the same place in 

the verse in 509 and 515; but the phrase itself is such an 

ordinary and insignificant combination of small words that 

13—2 
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no importance can be attached to this accident. This poem 
confesses the poet’s poverty, and it is appropriately followed 
by 523—6, which complain that wealth and virtue do not go 

together. If 523—-4 mean anything they must be ironical. 

“Wealth, with good cause do men honour thee, for verily 

with ease dost thou bear with badness.” In 525—6 the irony 

is dropped: “for it is fitting that good men should have 
wealth also, but poverty is a burden meet for a bad man to 

bear.” The second couplet interprets the first; hence the 

verbal echoes. 

§31—2 should certainly be joined with 533—4, and 535—-6 

with 537—8, as the & of 533 and the yap of 537 suggest’. 
Thus $0eyyouevwr, edpOoyyov, avAd@y and avAnripos are all 
inside one poem, dSovAein and dovAns both inside another. 

535—8: “Never is a slave's head straight-grown, but always 

crooked, with neck askew; for neither from a squill do roses 

grow or hyacinths, nor from a slave mother a free-spirited 

child.” 
579—80 and 581—2 are a kind of dialogue, as von Leutsch 

pointed out ; hence the repetition of éy@aipw and the contrast 
between avédpa and yuvaixa. It does not seem to have been 
noticed that 583—4 have a clear connexion with this dialogue. 

The first two couplets represent the two sides of a quarrel, the 

third the reconciliation. Compare Horace, Odes iii. 9, where 
in lines I1—16 the man and the woman tell each other that 
their love is past, while in 17—-22 they are reconciled. Why 

the fact that 579—80 gives a woman’s complaint and 581—2 

the man’s counter complaint should be taken as proof that 

the two couplets are by different hands, it is hard to see. A 
poet must be allowed to change from one character to another 

when it pleases him. On similar grounds the several parts of 

The Ring and the Book might be ascribed to different writers, 

and Tennyson’s poem Adl Things Will Die regarded as 
another poet’s counterblast to Nothing Will Die. 

Reitzenstein regards 597—8 as an answer to 595—6, just 

1 531—4 are joined by Bekker and Welcker, 535—8 by Bekker, Welcker 

and Ziegler. 
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as §581—2 are the answer to 579—80. One man says: “let 

us be comrades, but at a distance”; the other replies: “nay, 

let us be friends, and for long, only keep thou company with 

others.” He supposes the two couplets to be the work of two 

different poets, of whom the second supplied an answer to the 
first. But such an answer—little better than a tu guogue—is 

very feeble, especially as «ai is out of place, since iroe 

certainly does not imply a greater degree of friendship 

between one man and another than éraipo.. Much more 
probably the second couplet vetnforces the first. ‘“ Fellow, 

let us be comrades from afar...; let us e’en be friends for as 

long as thou wilt—only keep thou company with others who 

know thy mind better than I.” Then in 599—602 the poet 

goes on to bring a charge of treachery against the friend 

whom he is renouncing. Thus 595—602 are one poem ora 

group. Reitzenstein’s view explains only the connexion 

between 595—6 and 597—8, not the connexion between 

these and 599—602. It might be suggested that 599—600 
and 601—2 also are charge and countercharge; but in that 

case the second repartee would be even weaker than the first. 

595—602 have no verbal responsion with what precedes or 
follows. 

603—4 and 605—6 are linked by am@decev and wrecev. 

But the two couplets are certainly connected in thought. In 

605 Asuov and xopos are of course metaphorical, and it is 

xopos and its offspring dRpes that destroyed Magnesia and 
will destroy Megara. Thus the second couplet supplements 

the first. Hence the verbal link. 

The connexion between 611—4 and 615—6 is of the 

utmost importance for the present purpose. 

ov xarerov Wékat Tov mAnotioy, ovdé pev avTov 
aivnoa’ Setrois avdpac. tavta pérec: 

auvyav & ovx €Bédovet Kaxol Kaxd AeoyxalovTes: 

ot 8 ayabou mdvrwy pétpov icacw éxewv. 
> 4 4 9 \ 4 ww 

ovdéva trautndony ayabov cal pétptov avdpa 
tov viv avOpwrwy nédtos xadopa. 

Before Theognis the word pérpsos seems to occur once only, 
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in Hesiod, Works and Days, 306: cot § épya gin éorw pétpia 
kogpeiv. It is never found in Pindar or Bacchylides, once 

only in Aeschylus, twice in Sophocles; in Euripides many 

times. Applied to persons it is very rare. In Herodotus, 

ii. 32, we find dvdpas puxpods, petrpiwy édXaacovas avdpar, 
“dwarfish men, smaller than men of ordinary size,” which 

is just like the use of wérpcos in i. 178, 0 5€ BacrAntos mHYXUS 
TOU peTpLov EaTi THXEOS péelwy TpLct SaxTUAOLCL, “the ordinary 
cubit.” In fact the word most commonly refers to séze in the 

fifth century. Nothing like Theognis’ use of the word seems 

to occur before the last play of Aristophanes, the Plutus, 

where, in line 245, werptov aydpos is the happy mean between 
the miser and the spendthrift. So in Xenophon, Plato and 
others it means temperate in desires. In Demosthenes, 

de Corona § 10, ray perpiwy means “respectable people.” 
Thus Theognis’ use of the word—he has it only here—is 

far in advance of his age. How is this to be explained ? 

Once more we have a proof that neighbouring but gramma- 

tically independent poems are to be interpreted in the light 

of one another. The last line of the preceding poem is oi 3 

aya0oi Twavtwy pétpov icacw Exe, “the good know how to 
keep measure in all things.” Theognis then goes on to 

another poem, a corollary of this last: “on none doth the 
sun look down who is altogether good and measure-keeping of 

the men of to-day.” The ayaOos xai pétptos, the man who 
wivrwy uwéetpov oldev évetv, is hard to find. The reference to 
the preceding line is beyond all doubt. The word pérpcos 

existed already, but not in this sense. Theognis does not 

coin a new word, but stamps a new character on an old word 

for the occasion. érpsov in fact means exactly adavtewy 

pétpov eidora éxyew. Without the preceding line it would 
have been barely intelligible: it is only the preceding line 
which justifies and explains the novel use. On the other 
hand, how does the matter stand if our collection is a 

patchwork of fragments arranged by catchwords? The 

chances are very strongly against the supposition that here 

the arbitrary method of the compiler has restored by accident 

an original combination which was due to Theognis himself. 
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If it was the compiler who put 615 after 614, the one cannot 

safely be used in the interpretation of the other, and wérprov 
must stand on its own merits. The question then is this: 1s 
it more likely that Theognis, in the only place where he uses 

the word, gave it a new meaning without any palliation from 

the context, and that chance has placed it immediately after 
a line which completely justifies it; or that this justification 

was due to Theognis himself? Surely the latter is much 
more probable. Here then is a strong proof of the soundness 

of the principle on which these criticisms of Miiller’s system 

rest. In this one case at least our text puts a poem im- 

mediately after another without which it cannot be fully 

understood. 615—6 are a pessimistic corollary to 611—4. 

Compare 635—6, where the corollary is bound up both by 

syntax and by metre with the proposition : 

avipaot Tois ayabois Ererar yv@pun Te Kai aidas: 
of voy éy qodXols atpexéws orJLyor'. 

Hence we see that such a combination of general aphorism 
and particular afterthought may be given by our poet either 

within the compass of a couplet and in sentences grammatic- 

ally connected, or in two poems each in syntax and metre 

self-sufficient. How much follows from this fact it is needless 

to point out. 

619—20 and 621—z2 are two of three consecutive poems 

beginning with a-, and they are linked by aevins and 
meviypov; but then they are both about poverty. 

The likeness of 625—6 to 627—8 is rather structural than 

verbal. The hexameters are similar in rhythm, and the first 

half of each pentameter is made up of long syllables. More- 

over each couplet contains an antithesis. This suggests that 

the two couplets are a pair; that one was modelled on the 

other and put next to it by the poet himself? 

1 of, which has the authority of Stobaeus, is a certain correction of od. 

3 Note by the way that in 627 vidoor petva:, which is read by Bergk and 

Sitzler, is only a conjecture made by von Leutsch, though van der Mey claims for 

it the authority of A: see my critical note. etva: introduces a bad antithesis 

which might pass if it had any authority; but to foist it upon Theognis in 
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There follow, in 629—36, three gnomes on @uzos and 
voos and a fourth akin to them. Beyond @upés and voos, 
which are necessary to their subject, they have no link with 

one another; with their neighbours they have no link worthy 

of the name. Then come two couplets on hope, and three on 

friends in need, with verbal responsions due to these subjects. 

Between 649 and 666 responsion fails. 649—52, 653—4, 

655—6 have no connexion of subject; but 657—8 are a fit 

prelude to 659—66, which begin with ovd’, and no doubt 
Sitzler is right in printing 657—66 as one poem. “Be not 
too much cast down in hardships nor puffed up in success, for 

to bear all things is the temper for a good man. And ‘tis not 

wise to swear, ‘This thing shall never be’; for the gods are 
wroth, with whom is consummation. Yet ’tis wise to act}. 

Good may come from bad and bad from good; poor men 
have got wealth on a sudden, and he who possessed much 

hath lost his all in a night; the prudent man may err, and 

renown hath often waited on a fool, and even a bad man may 

come to honour.” smpa@ypa of 659 and wpa of 661 are in 

the same poem. 667—82 again are certainly one poem, as 

in the texts of Bekker, Bergk, Ziegler, Sitzler and Hiller. 

With what precedes they have no responsion worthy of the 

name. After an isolated poem come 687—-8 and 689—90, 

two couplets more alike in structure and purport than in 

language ; so that the similar beginnings ov« gore and ov ypn 
of the hexameters and ovdé and oud’ of the pentameters were 

probably meant to mark the fact that the two couplets are a 

pair. 

697—8 are a prelude to 699—718; perhaps 697—718 are 

one poem, as the 8 of 699 suggests. There is no verbal link. 

The responsion of mXodtTos in 718 with wAourover in 719g is 

due to subject. 699—718 give the popular estimate of wealth, 
719—28 the poet’s own. The two poems, like 1153—4 and 

defiance of the manuscripts and Stobaeus is not wise. Moreover eivac is really 
inappropriate in the hexameter, since it is the drunken man’s misfortune that he 
is no longer the steward (to speak after the manner of Theognis) of his own 

movements, either for staying or for going home. 

1 ‘* yph ex v. 659 iterandum,” Bergk. 
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1155—6, are put together for the sake of contrast. 729—30 

is an isolated couplet (the prettiest in the book). 731—42 

and 743—52 are one poem or a pair of poems, a protest or 
two protests against the injustices of the gods’ administration 

of the world. This accounts for the responsion of aracOaviat 
with atac@andos, and the repetition of uy tw’ vrepBacinv. 
The first period or poem asks why the sins of the fathers are 

visited upon the children; the second, beginning with «at 

tout , d0avatwy Baorded, ras ore Sixacov..., asks why the just 

man is without his reward. 753—6 are a sort of illogical 

(perhaps ironical) epilogue to 731—52, to which radta pabav 

and rwvd' éréwy must refer; hence the echoes atracOandins 

and @Oupov éywv. 

In the following lines, 757—68, is the first mention of the 

Medes, who reappear in the next poem but one. It is strong 

evidence against the theory of catchwords that in spite of this 
striking resemblance these two poems are separated by four 

lines with which they have no affinity of language or thought. 
If to the man who used catchwords is due the present 

arrangement of the text, why did he resist the claims of 
these two poems to be put next to each other? If his 
arrangement has since been disturbed by the insertion of 

fragments with which he had nothing to do, what purpose 

can have led anybody to thrust an alien poem between poems 

so closely related as these? On the other hand Theognis 

himself (unless 4e was guided by catchwords) had no reason 

to put the second poem immediately after the first; but near 

the first he may have placed it because he composed it soon 
after the first. The Persian peril was not hanging over 

Theognis throughout his career, but only at one period ; and 

the fact that his two notices of it are so near each other is 

a trace of chronological order which must not be overlooked. 
Not that the order is chronological throughout the book ; 
but the chronological order may have been kept when there 
was no motive for disturbing it. 783—8 should certainly be 

joined with what precedes, as the yap of 783 suggests. After 
praying Phoebus to guard Megara from the Medes, Theognis 

adds a confession of preference for his own city over all 
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others ; for though he had visited many lands, and received 
a welcome there, he had found that after all nothing was 

dearer to him than his fatherland’. These visits may have 
been due to banishment, or to dislike of the governing power 

at home; they lessened his right to be the spokesman of his 
city in a time of danger; and he thought, no doubt, that 

these absences, and perhaps some unpatriotic poems, de- 

manded a palinode*. Thus the responsion of repzropevoe in 

778 with répyis in 787, whatever its value, is inside a poem. 

The occurrence of repzroiuny in 791 is in Miiller’s favour, as 

was admitted above. After these comes tépzre in 795, but 

that is a reference to tepzroiznv which depends solely on the 

relation between 789—92 and 793—46, another pair of poems. 

789—92 express a wish, with optatives in the first person ; 
792—6 give advice, with imperatives in the second. Each 
poem begins with a negative clause; in each the second half 

of the second line contains adda and a present participle ; 

and the third lines begin with tepzoipny and tiv cavrod 
dpéva réptre. The first poem desires the pleasures of virtue 
and culture, the second recommends pleasure accompanied 
by righteousness; and the similarity of structure marks this 

relation of subject. The second poem is complete and not 

complete. “Harm neither foreigner nor native with deeds of 
mischief, but being righteous do thine own heart’s pleasure ; 

of thy fellows one will speak ill of thee, another well.” A 
mixture of praise and blame is not in itself an attractive 
reward, but only by comparison with oblivion; and that 

comparison is given in the following couplet: “Good men 
one praises, another blames; but of bad men is no memory 

at all.” The idea of the hexameter is carried a stage 

further in the next couplet, which is introduced by 8: “ No 

1 ‘*T travelled among unknown men, 

In lands beyond the sea; 

Nor, England! did I know till then 
What love I bore to thee.”—WoRDSWORTH. 

2 In 785 Theognis calls the Eurotas Sovaxorpégos, an adjective applied by 

Corinna to the Ladon. As he had visited Sparta, he did not choose the word at 
random. Euripides, who calls the Eurotas dovaxorpégos, SovaxdxAoos, Sovaxdes, 
xad\d6vat, may have owed to Theognis his knowledge of the river’s reeds. 
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man on earth is free from blame, but the fewer a man annoys 

the better’. Every good man gets blame as well as praise, 

but the best man gets most praise and least blame. The 

following poem sums up the matter, adding nothing new but 

an effective comparison between men and Zeus, which recalls 

the poet’s answer to his critics in 25—26. Thus 789—804 
are a group of poems carefully arranged. - 789—92 and 
793—6 form a pair; 797—8 and 799—8o00 form a pair (or 

perhaps a single poem); these two pairs form a pair; and 
801—4 serve as epilogue to the whole’. 

837—-40 and 841—4 are another pair of poems, linked by 

words essential to their subject. In the first the poet says 

that he will steer his course midway between thirst and 

drunkenness; in the second he says that if wine brings him 

into conflict with an enemy, he will get the better of him and 

then go home at once. 843—4 must go with 841—2, else 
yévnras has no subject. 

861—4 have never been satisfactorily explained. They 
have the look of a riddle, and many solutions have been 

proposed,—*“ a courtesan” or “night,” for instance—but none 

which accounts for avdpav gatvopévwy in 862. If avdpar is 
right®, the poem must refer to some non-human companion of 

man—a domestic pet. ‘My friends forsake me and will not 
feed me when visitors come in. Very well: I will go my own 

way, leaving the house at evening and coming in at dawn 

1 In 800 the text is uncertain. For the meaning of wéA\o compare Odyssey v. 
6, etc. ; Theognis 1320 (as it stands in A), 1376, and perhaps 296. 

2 819—20 have given trouble. In the Homeric poems mro\vapyros means 
‘“much desired.” The word has been variously emended in our passage. Bergk 

thinks xaxdy corrupt, ‘‘nisi statuas poetam égusdpov figura usum esse.” wodv- 
apynrov is probably right, and the poet does use oxymoron, though perhaps not of 

the kind which Bergk supposed. Theognis and Cyrnus have fallen into some 
difficulty whence there is no escape but death, and they are in the mood to 
welcome death. Aafo is optative of wish. ‘* We are come into a mischief where 

I would most lief that death should take us both together.” What the situation 
was it is idle to guess. For the oxymoron compare Sophocles, 7rachiniae 1039, 
Ajax 394, etc. 

* Two manuscripts have in the margin the gloss #youy xard riv xatpdv rijs 

huépas, and accordingly dorpw» has been suggested in place of d»dpa». But 
doubtless the gloss was meant as an explanation of ép@ply and the following line. 
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when the cocks awake and crow.” A connexion then appears 
between this poem and the last. In 857—60 the poet com- 

plains that his friends are fair-weather friends; in 861—4 he 

compares himself to a pet which is petted only when its 

masters have nothing better to do. This connexion is marked 

by the similar beginnings of the two poems, ray dé€ dikwy and 
Ot we piror. 

873—6 and 877—84 are allied in thought. Having said. 

that wine is open both to praise and to blame the poet 
chooses his part and bids his heart make merry with the wine 

of Taygetus while it may. Hence the responsion of oive in 

873 with olvoy in 878. The following lines have connexion 

of subject without verbal links. 887—8 must be taken with 

885—6, as zndée suggests. “ Peace and wealth to the city, 

that I may revel with my fellows; I love not a bad war. And 

prick not up thine ear too much at the loud cry of the herald, 

for ‘tis not for our fatherland that we strive.” To this 

889—90 reply on the other side: “ Yet it is shame not to be 

there and mount swift steeds and look upon sorrowful war.” 

These lines have no verbal responsion with 891—4; the 
relation of subject will be explained hereafter. 

The unity of 903—30 is beyond dispute. This poem and 
931—2 were considered above. If 903—30 are an interpola- 

tion, it was probably their subject, not the words deiderOar 

and épeidero, that caused them to be put next to 931—2. 
939—44 have given unnecessary trouble. The scene is at 

a xpos. The speaker at first declines to sing, but finally 
consents to join in a chorus’. It is not hard to fill up the 

gaps in the dialogue, of which we have only one side. “ Will 
you sing us something?” “I am afraid I am out of voice; 
I was at a party last night.” “The accompanyist perhaps 

does not satisfy you?” “I could not wish for a better. You 

should have a duet, only my friend, the knave, has left me in 

the lurch. But if you like I will lead off Auld Lang Syne.” 
Between the next two poems the connexion of thought 1s 

1 d0avdros Oeotow éxevyduevos. This would be a chorus, not asolo. I owe 

this explanation to Dr Jackson. 
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very strong, the verbal responsion weak. When he wrote 

945—8 the poet was evidently in some such position as that 

of an aicuuyyrns, entrusted for a time with an “elective 

tyranny,” as Aristotle calls it, in order to scttle party feuds. 

In 949—54, written doubtless after he had finished his duties, 

he prides himself on not having used his power, as we know 
that some aicusuvntas did, to make himself tyrant’. Thus 

there is the best of reasons why 949—54 should stand where 

they do; and the responsion between zrecOopevos of 948 and 
metrotdws of 949, which are used in different senses, must 
strengthen our suspicions of the value of other such respon- 

sions, for it shews how easily verbal resemblances may exist 

between poems which stand together for other and better 
reasons. 

The next two poems are connected in thought. 955—6: 

“ The baser sort bear no gratitude for kindness.” 957—8: “If 

thou art not grateful to me for my help, mayst thou have 

cause to come to my door again in thy need.” Hence the 
responsion of ydipis with yapev. 

97 3-—90 are a series of poems of a convivial nature, such 

as might be sung at banquets, and they shew responsion due 

to their common purpose but no more. Thus the first has 

A.wvicov Sep’, the second trapa xpyripu, the third dv Oarinar, 
the fourth viv’. 

991—-2 have no resemblance of thought or language to 

989—90, with which they are joined by Sitzler. 9 989—90 

conclude a series of poems about wine and revelry, and the 

isolated couplet 991—2 marks the transition to a longer poem 

on another theme. 

From this review of Miiller’s table of responsions certain 

general results may now be drawn. By far the greater part 

of his links have been shewn to depend not on superficial 
resemblances of wording but on connexion of thought. Many 

poems have been found to contain within themselves verbal 

1 Though many of the metaphors of this poem are used with erotic meanings 

by later poets (Auth. Pal. v. 50, 119, 293, xii. 146, etc.), it is not necessary to 

suppose an erotic meaning here. 
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echoes which appear perhaps considerable when they are 

printed in splendid isolation on Miiller’s pages, but are really 
so slight as to escape the reader’s notice unless he is carefully 

watching for them. As an aid to memory the bulk of Miiller’s 

catchwords would have been of no use. On the other hand 

many poems separated by greater or lesser intervals present 

really striking resemblances which the compiler who is sup- 

posed to have worked on the principle of the catchword could 

scarcely have missed. Surely he cannot have set these aside, 
preferring to arrange the poems in accordance with repetitions 

of Kupve, [loAvmatSn, xados, xaxos, ayabos, éOXos, SeAds, avnp, 
avOpwrros, miatos, wlavvos, Bot, aBavarot, voos, Oupos, acrot, 

mons, piros, éraipos, amatn, DBpis, mAovtos, tevin, olvos. 

It would be easy to draw up a not very long list of words as 

common as these, of which at least one should occur in every 

poem. 
There remain, however, some passages where a stronger 

responsion between one poem and the next is not due to 

connexion of thought. Are they more than may reasonably 

be attributed to chance? It will not profit much to count up 
these cases, the total number of poems, and so on,,and to 

proceed by arithmetic, for such statistics are seldom convincing. 

A better plan will be to apply Miiller’s methods to some other 

body of poems, and compare the results with his. In order 
to give a fair test we must choose poems of limited range. 

Let us take Martial’s so-called Liber Spectaculorum. This 

book is in the elegiac metre throughout, and its poems are all 
due to somewhat similar occasions’; but their range of subjects 

is much wider than the range of Theognis. The frequent 

but not regular address to “Caesar” or mention of the 

“ princeps” may serve as counterpart to the frequent Kupve 
or TloAvzaldn. On the other hand Martial shews nothing 
like Theognis’ love of a number of common words. Adopting 
Miiller’s way of presenting the responsions to the eye, we get 

the following results. After the number of each poem is given 

in brackets the number of lines in the poem, and to each 

1 See Friedliander’s preface. 
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catchword is added the number of the line in which it 
occurs’. 

Xxxill. 1s wrongly added from the Scholia to Juvenal; yet 

its responsion with xxxii. would have satisfied Miller’s com- 

piler, since dzsplic-uisse and plac-uisse occur in xxxii. I—2, 

hab-uisse in xxxiii. 2. Sometimes the same subject is treated 

in consecutive poems. xii., xii. b, xiii, xiv. are all de sue quae 
ex uolnere peperit; xxiv., xxv., xxv. b, xxvi. seem to be all 

occasioned by the same display, a zaumachia. But the poems 

in praise of Carpophorus are far apart, and one of them, xxvii., 
comes between two poems on naval displays. Moreover a 

large number of the responsions are independent of any 

connexion of thought; and some of them are as striking as 
any in Theognis. Thus Miiller could scarcely deny that the 
Liber Spectaculorum is arranged by catchwords, for every poem 

except xxvii. has links both with what precedes and with what 
follows, and a much longer list might be drawn up if it were 

thought worth while to include, as Miller does, responsions 

between poems separated by a considerable interval. 

The first book of Martial yields the following responsions 
at the first glance:—i. nosses; ii. notus, libellis, requiris ; 

iii. libellos, quaeris; iv. liber, dominae, domini; v. libellos, 

dominum; vi. libro; vii. aquila; viii. columba, passerem, 

Catulli; ix. Catonis, uelis, uolo; x. Cotta, uis, bellus; 

xi. pulchra, quid? xii. quare? calda; xiii. fumat aquis; 

xiv. casta, si qua fides; xv. Caesar; xvi. Tuli, si quid longa 

fides, casta; xvii. fit; xviii. facit; xix. fecere—and so on. 

Here is a first harvest of responsions from the fourth 

book of F. T. Palgrave’s Golden Treasury of Songs and 

Lyrics — 

ccviii. bards (dast stanza), Heaven, earth, regions, 

melodious. 

CCI. bards (first word), earth, heaven, regions, melo- 

dious; bards (/ast line but three), passion (do.). 

1 I follow the editions of Gilbert and Friedlander. They sometimes divide 

what others join; but it is fair for my purpose to break up a poem when either 
division or conjunction is possible, since Miiller does the same in Theognis. 
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CCX. bards (fourth line). 
ccxi. passions (first line); love (last Line but two). 

cexii. love (/ast dine); garlands. 

cexili. garlands (¢htrd line and last but one); summer 

dlast line). 

ccxiv. summer's (/ast line); sweet, midnight, asleep. 

ccxv. sweet sleep of night (second line). 

cexvi. night (first line); she (first word). 

ccxvii. she (first word), bright...light (last rhyme). 

ccxvill. she (first word), bright...light (third rhyme); 

maidens (last dene). 

ccxix. maiden (first line). 
ccxx. she (first word), maid (third Line); unknown, Lucy, 

love. 

ccxxi. unknown, Lucy, love— 

and so on. 
Thus verbal responsion has been shewn to run throughout 

a set of poems of a range no narrower than the range of 

Theognis ; and manifest traces of it have been found in two 

other sets of much wider range. Yet it is not to be imagined 
that Martial or F. T. Palgrave arranged his collections by 

catchwords. What is the explanation? Simply this, that 

the vocabulary of any language is limited, and words and 
phrases necessarily recur. Theognis, with his unusually small 

vocabulary, and with his insistence on a small number of 
subjects, naturally presents more of these repetitions than the 

average’. 

1 Reitzenstein (p. 79) sums up the question thus :—‘‘So verkehrt und un- 
gliicklich die Ausdehnung war, welche Nietzsche der ‘ Stichworttheorie’ gegeben 
hat—dass einzelne Gruppen von Spriichen wegen des ahnlichen Inhalts vereinigt 

sind, hat niemand bestritten, und dass off ein besonders wichtiges und ent- 

scheidendes Wort die Ankntipfung der nichsten Sentenz erklart, und wieder die 
in dieser stark betonten Ausdriicke in der folgenden wiederkehren u.s. f. ist fiir 

mich unbestreitbar. Dies erklart sich leicht, wenn wir an die Vortragsart der 

Lieder beim Gelage und an die Schilderung in den Wespen des Aristophanes 

denken; der Zweck des Buches hat seine Anlage beeinflusst. Ein klassiches 

Beispiel auch hierfiir bieten die ‘attischen’ Skolien” (Athenaeus xv. p. 694). 

But what neither Reitzenstein nor any one else has shewn is that Theognis 
himself cannot have been guided consciously or unconsciously by these principles 
in the arrangement of his poems. 

H. 14 
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Thus, though Miiller’s system of catchwords is far more 

formidable than those of his predecessors, a review of it has 
led to concurrence in Bergk’s verdict: “sensorum, non ver- 

borum respexerunt Graeci similitudinem ; graviter errant nostri 
homines, velut Welcker... Nietzsche... Fritzsche.” Whether 

the Greek who looked to resemblances of meaning was 
Theognis himself or not is another question’. 

1 It may be thought that I have spent too much time over this business— 
‘“‘utitur in re non dubia argumentis non necessariis.” But the doctrines of 

Nietzsche and Miiller have not yet vanished from Theognidean research. The 

Stichwortsprincip has often been reviled, but it has never been killed or even 

scotched; and its trail is over Hesiod and Catullus. 



CHAPTER V. 

ARE THE POEMS FRAGMENTS? 

IN the preceding pages it has often been maintained that 

pieces commonly divided from one another by the editors are 

in reality so closely related that juxtaposition alone gives their 
meaning in full. Von Leutsch puts the matter thus?: “ More- 

over several gnomes, each complete in itself, may stand 

together in an inner connexion, mutually explaining, defining, 
supplementing one another, always without prejudice to their 

independence; and precisely in this combination of indepen- 

dence and dependence lay the gnomic poet’s art.” But all 

this is incompatible with the common opinion that our text is 
a collection of fragments. “One need only give a glance,” 

says A. Croiset’, “at either of the two redactions of this 

collection to recognize at once two evident facts. The first 
is, that we have no longer the actual elegies of Theognis but 

only a series of fragments, a heap of elegiac verses, so to 

speak, thrown together without order.” The first glance 

certainly gives that impression. The many poems which 

begin with adversative particles, as 1105—6, 1063—8, 997— 

1002, naturally have the appearance of fragments. But in 

many cases these particles connect their poems with what 
precedes ; in many more they are justified by the analogy of 

oracles. Of the twenty-eight oracles given by Herodotus, 

eight begin with 8é, four with adda, one with «ai. The reason 
of this is, to quote von Leutsch once more’, “weil der wahr- 

1 Philologus xxx. p. 208. 2 ii.? p. 134. 
3 As before, p. 208. 

14—2 
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sagende oder der tpodyrns gegen einen ihm vorschwebenden, 

dem betreffenden publikum bekannten, meist also allgemeinen 

gedanken sich richtet und somit einen sachgemassen, zugleich 

aber auch begeisterten ton anschlagt, unwillen, verwunderung 

oder einen sonstigen affect verrath.” 

A further justification of these connecting particles is put 

forward by Reitzenstein. He maintains that from its origin 

until its temporary cessation in the fourth century the elegy 

was intended for use at the symposion. To this rule there are 

probably more exceptions than he would admit. He is too 

ready to be convinced that a poem was destined for this 

purpose’. But though he has carried his theory too far, no 

doubt he is right in the main. With regard to Theognis 

himself, lines 239—40 suffice to shew that Theognis foresaw 

that his poems would be used at banquets, even if he did not 
intend them all in the first place for that use, as he certainly 

did intend many of them—the poems in praise of wine, in 
939—42 the excuses of a guest who is asked to sing, and many 

others. A valuable confirmation of this view has come to light 
in recent years, for a drinking-bowl] from Tanagra has been 

found on which is pourtrayed a man reclining at dinner and 

singing some words from Theognis; but of that more here- 

after. 

It would be strange, under these circumstances, if the poems 

of Theognis presented no resemblances to the characteristics 

of the skolion. The most striking of these was the practice 
of “taking up” the song—édéyerOar ta oxodta—which is 
familiar from passages of Aristophanes. This accounts for 
much in the elegies which have come down to us. The tenth 

fragment of Tyrtaeus and the first of Xenophanes have all 

1 Thus in the first line of the first fragment of Callinus he seems to want to 
give xardxeoOe the sense of ‘‘recline,” not observing that this is incompatible 

with #oa: in line 4, since those to whom Callinus addresses himself cannot have 

been both reclining and sitting; so that certainly one of the two words and 

probably both are used metaphorically. Again, his reasons for regarding the 

ninth fragment of Archilochus as meant for a banquet are weak, and there is no 
authority for taking the thirteenth fragment as part of the same poem as the ninth, 

2 Reitzenstein, p. 24. Aristophanes, Wasfs 12164 ff. 
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the look of complete poems, yet each begins with yap. The 

sixth fragment of Xenophanes is the line 

vov aut GdXov Ereypt AOyov, Sei—Ew S5é KéXevVPov— 

and we know from Diogenes Laertius, viii. 36, that this was 
the beginning of an elegy’. Dionysius o yadxois, in the 
middle of the fifth century, went so far as to begin his 
elegies with pentameters. Hence it appears that elegies 

written for use at banquets long lacked full independence; 

that means were taken to make easy the transition from one 

poem to a second, supplementary or antithetic to the first. 
This, together with the practice of oracles, may account for 

some of the particles, otherwise strange, with which many of 

the poems of Theognis begin. 

On the other hand by far the greater number of the poems 
have no such particle at their head. 301—2, for instance, do 

not look like a fragment from a longer elegy ; the couplet is 

complete in itself. 367—70 are an epigram whole and perfect 

in the compass of four lines? Let us go through the book 

once more, this time in quest of fragments. We may pass 

over pairs and groups of poems whose connexion has already 

been explained, and every piece, complete in sense, which no 

particle tacks on to what precedes. Notice that in the review 

of Miiller’s theory the presence of such particles was never 

appealed to as proof of connexion, but only as corroborative 

evidence. Notice also that in the best manuscripts the poems 

follow one another without break; the divisions are due to the 

interpolated manuscripts or to modern scholars. 

5—I10 are complete in themselves. The pév of line 5 is 
confirmative®; it does not point forward to a 8é 

' With this Reitzenstein (p. 50) compares 1055—6 of Theognis: dAAd Adyor 

pev rovroy daconev, abrap euol od aide, nal Movody prnodbued” duddrepa. But 
there Adyor rovroy evidently means the preceding lines, 1049—54. 

2 E. Hiller, Meue Jahrbucher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 478: ‘‘ Manches erweist 
sich allerdings durch die anfangsworte als fragmentarisch ; ihrer mehrzahl nach 
aber sind diese kleinen gedichte, auch solche die nur aus einzelnen distichen bestehen, 

nach form und inhalt durchaus abgeschlossen und lassen nichts vermissen.”’ 

3 See Kiihner’s Ausfihriiche Grammatik, § 503. The combination of 1—4 

with s—ro is possible but quite unnecessary; it is rejected by von Leutsch, 
Philologus xiii. p. 227. 
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79—86 have been much debated’. In 83 A has rovrous 
ovy edpats, O rovrous ovy evpnoess, the rest Tous 8 ovy evpnoess. 
Bergk reads rogaous & ov dyes. The rare word dyes might 
have been replaced by a gloss evpyoets, but scarcely by evdposs. 
Perhaps the inferior manuscripts have returned to the true 
reading by a good conjecture, though &’ is clearly an insertion. 

Thus O’s unmetrical reading is nearest to the original, while 
A and the inferior manuscripts have two different emendations 
made for metre’s sake, of which the latter has hit upon the 

truth. If we read Tous ov>y evpyoecs, it does not matter much 
whether 79—82 and 83—6 be joined or not, since in any case 

juxtaposition alone gives them their whole value. Perhaps it 

is rather better to treat them as independent but complemen- 

tary. The important point is that they are either one poem 

or two poems not connected grammatically or even by a 
connecting particle. 

There is no reason whatever to break up 119—28. Ziegler 

thinks 125—8 a non-Theognidean addition. The poem might 

end with 124, but 125—-8 are a quite appropriate continuation. 
Probably the reason why they have been suspected is the 

difficulty of és dprov; but that is just the same whoever their 
author was’. 

169—70 begin with 6é, and at first sight have no connexion 
with what precedes. This is a very difficult couplet, and drastic 
remedies have been applied. A reads: 

bv 5é Beol tinaow 8 cal powpedpevos aivei, 
avépos 5é a1roudy yiverat ovdepia. 

O has dv @eol. K has tizdo’ bv, which is evidently a con- 
jecture, and Bergk adopts it as such. The objection to the 
demonstrative $y is that it throws great stress on the object of 

tua@o’, whereas the antithesis is clearly between the sudject of 
that verb, @eoi, and avépos of the pentameter. To 6 xai 

1 On this poem see R. Peppmiiller, Meue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, 1893, 

PP- 395—6. 
2 Professor Robinson Ellis thinks it a corruption or a by-form of és adprov. 

The unity of 119—28 is defended by E. Hiller, Neue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, 
1881, p. 449. 
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pwevevos Welcker thinks the position of «ai a fatal objection 
But it gives quite a good sense: “he that even blames.” The 

mistake is to translate it as if it were xal 0 pwpevpevos, as 
Vinetus and Neander did. 06 xai popevpevos aivet was very 
likely a proverbial phrase, applicable to a Themistocles or a 

Caesar, to whom even his bitterest enemies must allow merit. 

Or perhaps the meaning is something like this. Certain 
insignificant persons soon drop out of history, and even their 

vices are forgotten. On the other hand a great man’s memory 

lives for ever, and there are always those who will discuss 

anew their vices as well as their virtues ; but praise and blame 
both help to keep their glory alive. Thus the worthlessness 

of Lord Sandwich has long ceased to find denouncers, but of 

Napoleon it might be said that him 0 cai popmevpevos acvet!. 
If this view be accepted, it seems possible to connect 169—70 

with the two preceding couplets. 165—6: “No man is 

prosperous or poor, bad or good, without the will of heaven.” 

167—8: “To each man his own fault, and none is exactly 

happy of all on whom the sun looks.” 169—70: “ But whom 

the gods honour, to him praise and blame alike bring fame; 

a man’s goodwill is nothing worth.” In other words, the 
favourite of the gods, an Odysseus or an Aeneas, may have 

his faults, but the goodwill of heaven enables him to dispense 
with human aid. 

193—6 begin with autos toe tavtnv, which at first sight 
seems to imply previous mention of a man and a woman. 

But this is by no means necessary. tavrnv is used as in 

a different style the Greeks used o Seiva and we use “ So-and- 
so.”? The same is true of trov@ in 1096: it does not matter 

what the service was that the poet had been asked to perform. 

Compare ra8' in 833. 

1 **Nay, sir, do not complain. It is advantageous to an authour, that his 

book should be attacked as well as praised. Fame is a shuttlecock. If it be 

struck only at one end of the room, it will soon fall to the ground. To keep it up, 

it must be struck at both ends.’””—Samuel Johnson, LL.D. 

2 avrés has been suspected without good reason; it goes closely with elds. 
Bergk thought that his ubiquitous édreviator has removed two proper names. 

Hartung, less cautious, proposed Adrox\jjs Atyny. 
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197—-208 begin with &, and there is no real antithesis 

with 193—6. But 193—6 speak of men who marry bad 

wives for money, so that there is a certain contrast between 

193—6 and the beginning of 197—208: “But a possession 
which cometh to a man from above, and with righteousness, 

and cleanly, endureth for ever.” There is some difference of 
reading in 197, and A’s ypjua & o pev and O’s ypyjyal’ & may 

both come from XPHMATOMEN wrongly written ypnpar’ 8 
bev. 

If 511—22, 543—6 and 557—6o are not three complete 

poems, that is no doubt the fault of the manuscript tradition, 

not of Bergk’s abridger. None of the three begins with a 

connecting particle. The imperfect syntax of 541—2 is not 

due to loss but to brachylogy: see Bergk’s note. In 593—4 

the text is corrupt', but an easy restoration makes 59I—4 a 

perfect poem. 
691—2 are complete, but they might be thought a part of 

a longer poem. Probably however they are just a formula for 

“good-bye” to a friend who is setting out on a voyage by 
sea. 

In 821 the inferior manuscripts read of &, but of «’ is the 
only reading which a scientific appreciation of the evidence 
can admit’. 

857—60 begin with ray d€ dirAwy, they have no connexion 
with the preceding poem, their personal tone precludes com- 

parison with oracles, and their bitterness makes them hardly 

fit for convivial use. Thus here at last we might seem to have 

a d€ which cannot be justified. The remedy is simple. Read 

* The inferior manuscripts shew a poor attempt to emend. In 594 reppOys 

might stand, but the change from the participial to the finite construction would 

be harsh. It might be (perhaps has been) suggested that 593—4 shew a half- 
hearted attempt to combine two independent couplets. If so, it was very stupid 

of the compiler to leave rep@97s. On the other hand the corruption of reppOévr’ to 

reppOns may have been due to assimilation with the end of the following word, 

étamxlyns; and A’s 3’ may have been added by some foolish person who wished to 

bring the passage back to sense, and took pir’ dyadote. with what precedes. 

2 See my critical note. Bergk suggested but did not print of «’...driudiwoc, 
Hiller read of xaraynpdoxorras driudtover, Crusius reads of x’ dwroynpacxorras 

aripdfwor. 
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tévde didwy and much is gained. “These precious friends of 

mine.” For the contemptuous use of 65¢€ compare 61 and 
283. 

897—900 are corrupt beyond hope. 897 is meaningless in 

A, unmetrical in the other manuscripts. Perhaps something 

has fallen out, or two pieces have coalesced ; but the Kupve of 

897 shews that the poem or the first of the two poems had no 

connecting particle. 

In 983 it seems possible to find a meaning for &. The 
preceding couplet speaks of the false friends who practise 

their arts of soft speech at a feast: 983—4 counsel frank 

enjoyment of pleasures while youth remains. “Some men ply 

their guile over wine, but let us sate our hearts with revelry 
while yet they can bear the lovely works of joy.” In 981—2 

the text is doubtful; but if OéAyous is right it is no more 

personal than ein in 979, so that the “we” of 983 is only 

apparently incompatible with the “thou.” 

997—1002 are a hard problem. tiuos does not seem to be 

used as a relative elsewhere ; a relative tos would not take 

the optative here; and zapayyéAXou can hardly be due to 

attraction into the mood of Arpyoimev, since Anyotmwev comes 

after it, not before. maparyyéAXoe must therefore be an op- 
tative of wish. Further, what is the force of uév, and what 

the meaning of wapayyéAXor? In line § is an example of the 
confirmative use of yév with a conjunction, but it cannot be 

used thus either with a participle as in line 19 or with a noun’ 
as here. The apodosis to zéyv must therefore be sought either 

in 999 or in 1001. In wapayyédAor all the editors seem to 
acquiesce, or else they change it to mapayyéAXe or trapay- 
yéAXwv. But the fault lies in its meaning, not in its mood. 

Liddell and Scott render it “to encourage, cheer on,” neglect- 
ing the first member of the compound and mistranslating the 
second. mapayyéAAw has three meanings in good Greek— 

first, its proper meaning, “to hand on a message,” especially a 

watchword or command’; second, with a weakening of the 
force of mapa, “to order,” governing a dative and an 

1 As in Aeschylus, Agamemnon 289 and 294, in the description of the beacons. 
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accusative or a dative and an infinitive; third, “to summon to 

one’s aid.” These meanings (and no other) appear also in the 

nouns tapayyedia, jwapayyeduwa, twapayyero.s. But mapay- 

yéXAae in 998 comes under none of these heads. No meaning 

can be given it which neither neglects the preposition nor does 

violence to the verb. This objection condemns not only 

mapayyéAAo. but other conjectures which keep any form of 

mwapayyeAdAw. Bergk for example suggests pwvuyas imrmous 
apt Twapayyéd\rNe wécoatoy juap édwv, governing imous by 

éA@y, it is to be presumed, and nyuap by mapayyedrer. But 
TapayyéAX\w never means merely “to announce,” “to give 

tidings,” like the simple verb; and to speak of the sun as 
“handing on the tidings of noon” is absurd. Moreover 

Bergk’s conjecture leaves the words in a very clumsy order. 

mapayyéAAoe then cannot be right. Emperius proposed zrapa- 
oréAXo1, a large change. There is room for another conjecture. 

Assuming that the mistake came from uncial script, let us 

make the minimum of change and read IIAPAMEAAOI for 

TIIAPATTEAAOI. The confusion of mz with double gamma, 

of alpha with /améda, needs no illustration’. pevuyas trirous 

dptt wap dp édaoe is a natural enough description of the sun 
at noon. The next word to examine is yepui8Ba. The Greek 
practice was to wash the hands both before and after a meal’. 
But yépviyr does not appear to be used of the second washing. 
Very early in Greek yeépvey and the cognate words became 

ritual words, used of ceremonial washing dJefore a sacrifice or 

meal. After a meal the hands were washed not for religious 

reasons but for the sake of cleanliness and comfort. In 

Homer the yépuew regularly precedes the meal*. Between the 

1 This conjecture of course assumes that the word had already been corrupted 

to IIAPAITEAAOI in some ancestor of A and O and the text which Athenaeus 

used ; whence the nearest common ancestor of A and O had IMAPAITEAOI by 

haplography. For examples of the uncontracted forms of éAdw, see Veitch's 

Greek Verbs Irregular and Defective. 

2 Compare Aristophanes, Wasps, 1216—7 : 

Bdwp xara xepbs* ras rpawdfas eladéper’ 

Samrvotuer* droveriuued'* dn owdvdouer. 

3 E.g. in Odyssey i. 136. 
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Odyssey and Theognis yépyef does not seem to occur. In 
the tragic poets it is used only in connexion with sacrifice. 

Thus in our passage either the yépyey is preliminary to the 
meal, or we must suppose that the yépyey used before the 
meal was left in the room until the eating was over, and then 

used again, when it was no longer yépyey properly so-called 
but merely water. The latter view agrees with the mention 

of orehavwpata, for we know from Athenaeus, Plutarch and 
others that garlands were not put on until the dinner proper 
was finished and the ovpzroctoy began. 

In 999 67rov is impossible. Probably nowhere is‘ zrov or 
S7rouv used of time; and such a vague word would be incom- 

patible with the precise indication of time given in 997—8, 

whatever reading is there to be adopted. déaov, which has the 
authority of Athenaeus, is certainly right. The genitive is 

not due to attraction but to an infinitive supplied from Anyor- 
pev or whatever is to be substituted for Anyoepev. 

If Anryoeuer is right, the present participle yapsfopevoe can 
scarcely be kept; wherefore Bergk would read yapcFapevor. 
But since the hexameter is unmetrical as it appears in AO 
which have Sdecavou d€ Anyousev, it is more likely that the 
fault lies in the hexameter. Many conjectures have been 

proposed, the best of them Meineke’s Seiarvou b47T aréyouper ; 
but S47 is out of place. Perhaps an improvement would 

be ed ddréyousev, which differs very little in uncial script 
from A and O—AEIMNINOTAETAAETOIMEN in place of 
AEITINOTAEAHTOIMEN. The hiatus between ed and 
aréyouwev needs no defence. ddréyw is generally used with 
a negative, but compare //ad ix. 502: 

kai ydp te Atrai erot Atos xotpat peyanoro... 
ai pa Te kai petromiacd “Arns adéyouvat xtovaas. 

With the reading Sefavov & ev adréyousey the requisite anti- 
thesis to the pev of 997 is supplied. 

In 993 AO read et Oeins 'Axadnyue épjuepov duvoy aciderv, 

which has been variously emended. For @eins compare Oetvae 
ayeva in Herodotus, and in Pindar, Olympian iii. 21, nat 

Heyarwy uéOAXwv ayvav xpiow Kat mevtaetnpid apa Onxe 
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Cabéors él xpnuvots ’AdXdeod ; and for the infinitive compare 
Odyssey viii. 465 : 

ottw viv Zevs Oeln épiySovrros mroats ”Hpns, 
olxadé T €XOépevar Kai vootipoyv jyap idécOar. 

But the hiatus between 'AxadSnue and édnpyepoy is doubtful. 
Turnebus proposed ¢if etn o° ‘Axadnye. Possibly et6" ely 
"Axadnpué ao’ should be read. ’Axadnyuos is from the root fexa-, 

and it is found with the a@zgamma in inscriptions. 
The editors alter épypepov to éfipepov, which is perhaps 

slightly better; but the change is by no means necessary. In 

995 A has S&npiodvrwr, O Sypnodvtwr ; but Sypecdyrow is a 
slight change and probably right. In 996 y’ seems necessary 

instead of 7’. 
993—1002 may therefore be restored conjecturally thus :— 

el0” ein ’“Anadnpé o° éedpnpepov byvoy aeidev, 
dOXov tr év péoow ais xadov avOos Eyov 

cou T ein nal enol codins mrépe Snpiodvroy’ 995 

yvoins x Socov Gvwy Kpéoooves Hucovor. 
Thpos 5 néAtos pev ev aiBépe pwvuyas iirous 

aptTt wap du éddot wécoaToy huap éxwr, 
Setrrvou 8 ed aréyousey Soou tiva Oupos avaryot, 

Twavroiwy ayabav yaotpl xaptCopevoe: 1000 
xépyiBa § alia Oipate pépor crepavwpata § elow 

everdys padwys yepot Adxatva Kopn. 

“Would that thou mightest sing a day-long song, and between 

us stood a boy with the bloom of beauty upon him, to be a 

prize for thee and me in our rivalry of poesy; thou wouldst 

learn the differences between asses and—mules. When that 

is over, may the sun in heaven be driving his whole-hoofed 

horses just past us in his midday course, and let us pay good 
heed to our dinner for so long as the heart shall bid, and let 

the lustral water forthwith be taken out and garlands brought 
in by the shapely hands of some fair Laconian maid.” 

By thus connecting 993—6 and 997—1002 we find the 

explanation of #yiovo.. Contrast Virgil’s “argutos inter 

strepere anser olores.” As a goose is to a swan, so is an 

ass to a horse; but what sane man, even while he wrote his. 
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enemy down an ass, would write himself down a mule?? No, 
lines 993—6 must be written in a friendly spirit. Theognis, 

the poet of world-wide renown’, claims superiority over a 

friendly rival, but softens his claim by the playfulness of his 

tone. épnpepoy is of course a humorous exaggeration. The 

contest may go on all day if necessary, but Theognis predicts 

that it will be over in time for dinner at noon. Thus the 
poem is a friendly challenge accompanied by an invitation to 

dinner. Whether Theognis invites his friend to dine with 

him, or himself to dine with his friend, we cannot say. 

Probably the latter, for it is not likely that Theognis had a 

Laconian girl to wait on him, while he certainly had friends 

in Laconia*. 

The unity of the poem 993—1002 may explain why 

Athenaeus, having quoted 997—1002, goes out of his way 

to quote also 993—6. Probably Athenaeus knew Theognis 

only in excerpts. If 993—-1002 are one poem they would 

naturally appear together in an excerpt. Thus Athenaeus, 

using 997—1002 to shew that Theognis was not averse to 

good living, may have used the rest of the excerpt as well 

in order not to waste any part of the material which he had 

at hand. 
1203—6 begin abruptly, but there is no reason to think 

the poem incomplete‘. 1227—8 have no business in the text 
of Theognis. 1229—30, which are added from Athenaeus, 

begin with ydp, and we cannot gather from the words of 

1 Pindar is sometimes driven to glorify mules by the needs of his trade, but see 

Aristotle’s Rhetoric, iii. 2, p. 1405 B: Kalo Zipwwldnys, Sre pev edlSov pcBor dAL-yor 

alry 6 mexhoas rots dpevorw, obx FOede worety ws dvoxepalywy els hyudvous waeiy, éwrel 

5 lxavdy fSwxer, érolnce 

xalper’ derowbdwr Otyarpes trrwy’ 

xalro. xal raw Sywy Ovyarépes Hoar. 
4 Line 23. 3 Lines 783—6, 879—84. 

* In 1219 the manuscripts have dvoyer7n. Bergk, Sitzler, Ziegler, Hiller and 

Crusius read ducyevet, which makes «al not only superfluous but harmful. ‘‘ To 

deceive an enemy is hard even for an ill-wisher.” But the éyOpés is éx6pés only 

with respect to the dvcuevys. xal might have been used if for éx@pov Theognis 

had written d»dpa; or éxOpov...éxOpy or éxOpor...3voperve? (compare Plrov... ply 
in 1220) might stand, but not éOpdv...xal Sucpevei. 

-_ 
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Athenaeus whether he thought this couplet a whole poem or 

part of a poem; but it is certainly the latter, for riddles do 

not begin with “for.” Thus the one piece in our collection 

which appears to be nothing more than a riddle of the vulgar 

kind is only a fragment. “(But here I must cease,) for the 

bell calls me home.”? 
To pass on to the second book, 1249—52 are probably the 

remains of a complete poem whence something has fallen out 
by accident. 

1257—8 are corrupt, and the remedy is doubtful. Some 

editors make such changes that the couplet stands by itself. 
Bergk reads @ mai bs ixtivotos and didéat, producing a 
relative clause without a main verb. With Bergk’s reading, 

or any other which substitutes éxrivocoe for xiwdvvorcr, 

1257—8 should probably be combined with 1259—62; the 

repetition of & mai does not interrupt the syntax ; and with 
ixtivov in 1261 the poem returns upon itself—a favourite 
trick of Catullus*. With xcaprepos ayvopwr orépavos, ‘a stout 
headband of unreason,” where the second adjective is essential 

to the metaphor, compare Pindar’s Avéiay pitpay xavayada 
qemotxtApévav?, where the adverb and the participle are 

essential to the metaphor. 
1275—8 begin with wpaios xal “Epws; but the «ai is due 

to the comparison of “Epes with the earth, just as in 1345—50 
each side of the comparison has its «ad. 

1345—50, which begin with 6€, should be joined or 
connected with 1341—4. The poet mentions a particular 

compensation for the troubles of his wa:depactia, and adds a 
general defence of the habit. 

1359—60 begin with yap; but the only reason for separat- 
ing this and the preceding couplet is that their metaphors are 

different, and that is no more surprising in Theognis than in 

Pindar or Aeschylus. 

1 Athenaeus gives the solution xéxAos, a shell used as a trumpet; compare 

Euripides, /phigenia in Tauris 303: xbxdous re guodw ourdéyuww 1 éyxwplovus. 

A Lettish riddle very like this is quoted by K. Ohlert, Zur antiken Rathselpoesie, 

in Philologus n. f. xi. p. 598: ‘* When I still belonged to life I could give forth no 
voice ; when my life was at an end my voice begin to sound.” 

2 xvi., xxxvi., lii., lvii. 3 Nemean viii. 15. 
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In 1382—3 two pentameters seem to have been reduced 
to one; but that is the fault of the manuscript tradition, and 

when the second book was first compiled the poem, or each 

of the two poems, was doubtless complete. 

Of the poems which have at first sight the look of incom- 
pleteness all have now been explained except five, lines 

563—6, 857—60, 895—6, 971—-2 and 1063—8. In 857—60 

a slight alteration was proposed which improves the poem 

and makes it self-sufficient. In the other four poems the 

introductory 6€ is comparable to the connecting particles 

which are found introducing oracles and oxodAsa. The force 
of this analogy can hardly be denied; but seeing how often a 

poem self-sufficient in all but its connecting particle is put by 

Theognis in connexion or antithesis with another, one may 

suspect that the four exceptions are due to corruption or loss. 

To loss by accidental omission the text of Theognis must 

have been peculiarly subject, and certain instances are not 

wanting'; so that each of these four poems may have been 

the second half of an antithesis of which the first has fallen 

out. Again, in several places a d¢€ or a te is found in O or the 
inferior manuscripts but not in A®; and in 563 and 895 the & 
might be removed with ease. But, be this as it may, the 

received opinion that our text is a collection of fragments 

must be abandoned once and for all. 

The first poem of the first book contains some obscure 

words on which light may now be thrown. 

"CQ, ava, Antods uié, Atos téxos, ovtroTe ceto 

Ajcopar apxopevos od arroTravopevos, 
9 9 ’ “A ‘ 3 a y , 

GAX atel mpwtoyv te® Kal dotaroy év TE pécotowy 
aeiaw* ov Sé poe KADOL Kal eoOra Sidouv. 

1 All the manuscripts omit 1157—8 ; A omits 985—6; etc. 

2 See 83, 105, 529, 821, 955, 969 (perhaps the clearest case of insertion). 

On the other hand O omits 2 in 117 (perhaps rightly) and in 1012. Before the 

divisions between the poems were marked, the temptation must have been stronger 
to insert a dé than to cut one out. 

8 Bergk and Ziegler change 7e to oé: but the accusative can be supplied from 

the genitive ceto. 
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Having said “at the beginning and at the end,” why does the 

poet add “first and last and in the middle”? mpatov and 

dotratov mean no more than apyopuevos and azrotravomevos ; 

but éy wécorory has no counterpart in the second line, it is out 
of the logical order, and it is in a prominent place. What 

does it mean? The usual and natural places for invocations 

of the gods were the beginning and the end’. In the second 

book, for example, Eros is addressed at the beginning, 
Aphrodite at the end. But in these lines of the first book 

the poet promises to sing of Apollo in three places, the 

beginning, the end and the middle. This casts a doubt on 

the opinion of those who think the poem a mere skolion’. 
There exists in the fifteenth book of Athenaeus a collection 

of Attic skolia, of which the first four are addressed to gods ; 

but they are quite unlike the first poem of Theognis. “ First 
and last” might have become a meaningless form of words, 

but hardly “first and last and in the middle.” Probably 

therefore Theognis wrote these lines with a view: to an 

already completed or designed arrangement of his poems, 

which contained invocations of Apollo in three places, the 

beginning, the middle and the end. Doubtless he foresaw 

their use as a skolion (else he would not have written aieé), 

and thought with reason that the few words which distinguish 

them from commonplace invocations of the gods would not 
greatly diminish their general usefulness. 

The first address consists of this opening poem itself and 

the next, lines 5—10. After this Apollo is mentioned only 
thrice, in 757—68, 773—88 and 1119—22. The third of 

these passages is a prayer for a long lease of vigorous 

1 Theognis 1146: "Edwidc re xpiry xal wupdry Ovérw. Homeric Hymn xxi. 

3—4: o€ 8 dordos Exwr pipmyya Nyeary jdverhs wpwrdy re xal boraror alév delde. 

xxxiv. 17—8: ol 8€ & dodol gdouer dpxduevar Atpyowrés 7’. Pindar, fragment 89: 
rl xdddXov dpxopévors 7 KaTawavopevaciy 4 Badif{wrsy re Aarw xal Sod» tray 

@\drecpay detour ; Theocritus xvii. 1: é« Arcos dpxwuecba xal és Ala Arpyere, Motoar. 

In Milton’s Paradise Lost, Vv. 164—5 :— 

‘join all ye creatures to extol 

Him first, Him last, Him midst, and without end ’— 

the addition and the position of the third clause are justified by the fourth. 
2 E.g. von Leutsch, Philologus xxx. p. 217. 
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manhood, and Phoebus and Zeus are mentioned by the way ; 
if Theognis had intended this to redeem a third of his 

promise he would not have joined Apollo with Zeus. But 
in the other two passages, poems of some length separated 

by only four lines, Apollo plays a much larger part. 759—68 

were written when fear of Persia was in the air. “Ever may 

Zeus who dwelleth in the sky hold his right hand over this 
our city that it come to no harm, he and the other immortals, 

the blessed gods; but Apollo give skill to my tongue and 
wit. Let the harp also and the pipe utter an holy strain; 

and let us, after an acceptable drink-offering to the gods, 

drink and have graceful speech with one another, fearing not 

a whit the war with the Medes....” Here also Zeus is coupled 

with Apollo; but in 773—88 Apollo alone appears. “Lord 

Phoebus, thyself didst wall our citadel for love of Alcathous, 

son of Pelops: thyself ward off the wanton host of the Medes 

from this city, that at the coming of spring the folk in 
gladness may send thee glorious sacrifice, rejoicing thine 

heart with the lute in the lovely feast and with the chants 

and clamours of the dance about thine altar. For verily I 

am afraid when I look upon the folly of the Greeks and their 
discord, destroyer of peoples. But vouchsafe thou, Phoebus, 

to guard this our city....” It must be to this, if to any 
passage in the book, that év pécorowy refers. Now if we omit 
lines 1221—30, which are not in the manuscripts, we find 

that 774 lines precede 773—88 and 466 follow them. But 

the text is not complete as we have it, for Stobaeus and 
Athenaeus quote eight lines not found in the manuscripts’, 

and such a poem as I1219—20 could never have stood at the 

1 Some scholars have ascribed to Theognis a line quoted with 35—6 by 

Xenophon, Memoradilia, i. 3. 20: but Xenophon makes it quite clear that he is 

quoting from two different poets: rar womray 5 re héywr...xal 6 Aéywr....Recently 
H. Beschorner (Phelologisch-historische Beitrage Curt Wachsmuth sum sechsigsten 

Geburtstag uberretcht, pp. 192 ff.) claimed to have fashioned two couplets of 

Theognis out of the prose of Plato, Laws, i, 630 B, and Aristotle, Micomachean 
Ethics, ii. p. 1177 B 31. But in the passage of Plato the words ws gna Oéoyms 

must refer to the couplet quoted in 630 A (just as the next sentence refers to the 

lines of Tyrtaeus with which that couplet is contrasted), and in mtorérns & rots 

Sewois, Hy Tis Stxatoctwny ay redday dvoudoerey the speaker merely describes its 

H. 15 
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end of such a collection as this. When the book was intact, 

773—88 may have been not very far from the middle. It is 
safe to assume that the last poem was addressed to Apollo, 
for that would be the most convenient way of bringing the 
volume to an end. Apollo, it may be remarked, is not chosen 

at random ; he is the patron of Megara and of poetry, and in 

particular the gnomic element of Greek thought and literature 
is intimately connected with Delphi. 

If the inference here drawn from line 3 is sound, it is 

worth while to notice that the invocations of gods in the 

second book are arranged on the same plan. They too are 

three in number. The first poem of the collection is ad- 

dressed to Eros, the last to Aphrodite under her name 

Kumpoyeves Ku€épeca; while in 1323—6 she is invoked as 
Kumpoyevn. One hundred lines of the book precede 1323, 

and sixty-four follow 1326; but the latter number was once 
larger, for in 1382—3 something, either much or little, has 

fallen out. Thus, like the god of gnomic poetry in the first 

book, in the second a deity of love is thrice invoked, at the 

beginning and near the middle and at the end. 

purport. On the passage of Aristotle, ob xph 6€ xard rods rapatvoivras dvOpw3ua 

dpoveiy dvOpwrov Syra ovde Ovyra Tov Ovyrdy x.7.., Michael Ephesius gives the 

note: rivés pew Gedyrnidds pac elvar Thy yrupnv Tavrny, ol 8¢ LéAwvos: which is 

vague; and Theognis is not likely to have used the word d»@punrwos. 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE POET’S PREFACE, 

OUR way to the second book lies through the poem which 
begins at line 19 and ends—where? Its length, its origin, 
its purpose are matters of dispute. 

The ground may be cleared a little if we consider some 

minor questions first. 

In codifopév@ some scholars see a mark of Attic influence 
and therefore of recent date. But the verb is found in Hesiod}, 

and godiotys is common before the Attic age. In Pindar 
copes, copia, aodiotys, cogioua denote especially wisdom 
mated with the power of expressing it well*, Thus in the 
fifth Isthmian ode, 26—9: 

Kal yap Npwwv ayabol trodepoTat 
Aoryov éxépdavay’ Kr€ovTat 
év te hoppiyyecow év avrA@v Te Taudaovots opoKdrais 

ptupiov ypovov: perétav S€ cogictais 
Avs &xati mpocBarov ceBifopevor. 

1 Works and Days 649 ore rt vauritlys cecodicpévos obre Tt wnwy, where its 

meaning is defined by the genitive. Lines 650—62 were suspected of old, and 

many editors bracket 649—62. Rzach however keeps 649. It is true that these 
lines confess ignorance of the subject which 663—g1 discuss, but the poet explains 

in 661--2: GANG kal ds épéw...Motoa ydp uw’ édldatav. cecodipévos occurs again 
in 130 of the Pseudophocylidea; but that poem cannot be used as evidence here, 

though the line is worthy of Phocylides, and may have been borrowed from him 

by the compiler. 

2 godds in O/. i. 9, Pyth. iv. 217; copla in Pyth. i. 12, iv. 248, vi. 49 (compare 

Euripides, Afedea 1084). 

15—2 
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Aeschylus has cogiorns nada traparaiwy yéduvv'. In 924 

of the Rhesus Thamyris is called Seve cogioTH Opyxi. 
Herodotus commonly uses coguorys of the Seven Sages and 

others such ; in i. 29 cogsotai includes among others Solon, 
with whom Theognis has very much in common. These uses 

of the noun presuppose the verb cogifoua: in a kindred 
sense, “to act like a codgos,” just as for instance yupvacrys 
presupposes yupvalopar. Thus in Theognis co¢sfopevm means 

“when I write like an inspired teacher,” “when I play the 

sage,’ and it does not prove that the poem cannot be his. 

In 19—20 éwor is a true dative, évreow a locatival dative 
going closely with émixetcOw. The two datives need no 

excuse, since the one is not on the same footing as the other ; 

but they are fully justified by 421, woAXois avOpwrav yAwory 

Ovpat ovn érixewvTac* 

The language of 21 is probably proverbial. Nobody will 
reject a book of guaranteed merit in favour of more doubtful 

work. Reitzenstein? thinks «xd«coy predicative: “niemand 

wird sie 4ndernd schlechter machen wollen”: imagining that 

the odpnyis, the mention of the poet’s name, would keep 
the poems free from interpolation. This it could not do. 
Moreover, if the object of adAdEe: is én, as Reitzenstein’s 
translation assumes, xd«tov should be xaxiova; if to eo@Aop, 
then the construction is clumsy and scarcely grammatical. 

Immisch regards mds tes in 22 as a mark of late origin. 
He refers to a passage in H. Usener’s Adtgriechischer Versbaus, 
where Usener discusses 621—2 : 

n U , , Was Tu WAovotoy avdpa Ties, aties SE Trevexpov- 
a 

, . 

wacw & avOpwrros autos éveote voos. 

1 Fragment 308 (Dindorf). Elsewhere Aeschylus has coguor}js and obdkopa 
only in the Prometheus in the sense ‘‘inventor,” ‘‘ invention,” applied to Prometheus 

by himself or tauntingly by others. 
2 Quoted by Hiller (Mewe Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 473), who adds 

Isocrates ad Demonicum 8: ols 7 Trav trpbwwv aperh rnrKxovrov evdotlas xapaxrijpa 

Tots Epyas éwéBadev, and Euripides, Herakles 401: Ovarots yadavelas ridels 

éperpois (but @varois perhaps qualifies ¢perpois). 

3 P. 265. 

* P. 52. 
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In these lines he sees some such proverb as ries mas 
mrovctov avdpa, tastelessly expanded into a couplet for the 

use of Athenian schools in the fourth century before Christ. 
His chief quarrel is with the form aries, which violates a 
principle of Greek word-structure. The form is exceptional, 
no doubt, but not more so than arifw, which occurs in 

Homer; or than atizaw, which must come directly from 

Tiwaw, since atin is not found and drios must have 
produced dtipéw if it had not produced atiudw and aripalo. 
Thus the case against the hexameter breaks down’. Theognis 

doubtless used aries for the sake of clearer contrast with riez, 

just as in English for purposes of antithesis we sometimes 
coin verbs beginning with w#-*%1 The pentameter, which 

Usener calls a stopgap, gives a good sense: “ Each and all 
honour a rich man and dishonour a poor, but within all men 

is naught save the mind”: that is to say, the differences 
according to which men are honoured or dishonoured are 

merely the differences of outward show*. The couplet must 
be acquitted without a stain on its character. “I do not 
know,” adds Usener, “whether it has ever been observed that 

the addition of tis and its derivatives to adjectives or to other 

pronouns by way of limitation occurs first in the Attic poets.” 
His manner of dealing with earlier instances of mas tis has 

the charm of simplicity. mds tes is found in a poem of Solon’s*: 

Usener agrees with Ahrens® in thinking this poem not the 
work of Solon, in spite of the strong evidence for its 

authenticity which may be seen in Bergk’s note. ads tis is 

found also in one of Pindar’s odes*: Usener answers that the 

ode cannot be dated, but he does not shew why it should be 

assigned to the end of Pindar’s life (he died not later than 

1 See Lobeck’s Phrynichus, p. 500 ff.; W. Clemm in G. Curtius’ Studsen 

sur griechischen und lateintschen Grammattk, viii. p. 6. 

* To this desire for contrast are due the few appearances of the rare adjective 

&oopos in Greek. See Appendix V. 

3 For the meaning of avros compare 959 fore per abros Exwor dwo xpivns..., 

Ikiad viii. 99, and Liddell and Scott. With Brunck’s wurds or Usener’s airds the 

meaning would be: “but in all men is the same mind,” ‘‘there is a mind in all 

alike.” 

aor | Peer 5 Philologus iii. p. 227. 6 Jsthm. i. 49. 
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441), or why at any age Pindar should have borrowed this 
combination from Attic. It is found in line 22 of Theognis: 

Usener accepts the conjecture of I. Bruns, was épéee. It is 
found also in Herodotus, who was not an Attic writer; in 

Aeschylus, whose diction is not the mature form of Attic?. 

Even mds alone, in the meaning “everybody,” Usener is 

inclined to deny to Theognis; but it is found in Homer’, 
in Pindar?, and commonly in later Greek. Thus was tres is 

amply justified both in 22 and in 621. 
In 23—4 the reading is uncertain. AOK have ovopacros, 

one manuscript has dvoyacrous, the rest have ovopacrod ; 
A’s first hand and OK have dotoict § ova, A’s second hand 

and the inferior manuscripts have aoroiow 8 owt It may 

be taken as certain that ovoyactod is a conjecture made for 
grammar’s sake after the pentameter was corrupted; while 

ovoyacrtovs is most likely due to assimilation with the case 
and number of wavras avO@pwrovs. In 24 von Leutsch 

proposed aotois ovd obtw, Bergk reads aorots totcd ove. 
Now aotos or zrodirns, when it means “ fellow-townsman,” 
naturally stands alone, or takes a genitive or an adjective 
equivalent to a genitive. When Theognis adds 6d to aortas, 
as in 41 and 61, he dissociates himself from his fellows, and 

looks at them from a foreigner’s standpoint. But in 24 the 
contrast between aotots and wavtas avOpwrouvs makes this 
dissociation unlikely, for to give the contrast its full value 

Theognis myst speak as a Megarian. Thus there is a slight 

objection to Bergk’s emendation. Moreover haplography 

would naturally have reduced Bergk’s reading to aorois 5 
ov mw, von Leutsch’s to acrois ovTw, neither to adatoiat 8 ov7re. 

A simpler remedy is J. Dreykorn’s agroiciv y' otro. But 
this question scarcely affects the meaning of the poem. 

1 Sitzler compares els ris in /ézad i. 144, but els ms is rather different from 
was TOs. 

2 Jhiad xvi. 265, Odyssey xiii. 313. 

3 The masculine in O/. i. 100, Mem. i. 53, vi. 56; the neuter in PyZ2. ii. 34, 
Vv. 25, etc. 

‘ For A see Hiller, Meue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 452: ‘‘dorotot » 

von sec. m. iibergeschrieben.” © commonly omits final #z, and K is a copy of O. 
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Von Leutsch! is led by his interpretation of odpnyis and 
by other considerations to see in lines 19—26 an imitation of 

the structure of the Terpandrian voyos. 19—20 he takes as 
the évrapya, giving a general expression of the theme; 21 is 
the pérapya, repeating it in a rather more particular form; 

22 and the first words of 23 are the xatatpoma, containing 
the main idea of the poem; the rest of 23 and 24 are the 
petaxatatpora, defining it more closely ; the first three words 
of 25 are the odpnyis, giving a confirmation of what precedes ; 

and the rest of the poem is the ézidoyos. The oudaros is 
lacking, as in Pindar’s second Isthmian ode and elsewhere. 

These results give the symmetry 2+1:1+4+2:2. Von 
Leutsch foresaw and forestalled ridicule, but his analysis 
of the poem is open to serious criticism as well. Firstly, 

his division of the thought cannot be called good. Can the 

xatatpotra, the words woe 5€ ds tis épet> Bedyvidos ori Ern, 

be said to be more closely defined by rravras &¢ nat’ avOpwerovs 
6vopacTos agTois ovd ovTw Tac ddeiy Sivayas? Quite the 
contrary: the latter make a temporary objection to the former. 

The words rravtas 8€ cat’ avOpwrrous Gvouacros indeed reinforce 
the idea of the poet's fame, but they cannot be separated from 

the rest of the sentence, which detracts from that idea, without 

bringing von Leutsch’s divisions of thought into conflict with 

the grammatical divisions. Again, how can ovdév Oavpacrop, 
IloAvzratén, be called a confirmation (destatigung) of what 

precedes? They introduce the answer to what precedes. 

And indeed von Leutsch’s divisions presuppose in the poem 
unity of thought, whereas, if 1g—26 are one poem, the thought 

falls into two distinct parts, very skilfully joined, it is true, 

but none the less two and not one. Secondly, von Leutsch’s 
arithmetic is at fault. On his own shewing the division 
between the xatatpoma and the petaxaratpora comes after 
tov Meyapéws. The figures must therefore be not 2+1:1+2:2 
but 2:1: 1}: 12: 2, or, if we separate the odpnyis from the 
emihoyos, 2: 1: 14: 1f : #: 14; and in neither of these 

arrangements is symmetry easy to find. Thirdly, the omission 

1 Philologus xxix. pp. §12—3. 
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of the dudaros is surely a serious blemish. If his use of 
ofpnyis had suggested to Theognis the plan of reproducing 

the structure of the voywos in miniature, the thing was only 

to be done by a ‘four de force, and it would not have been 

worth the doing unless the miniature had been made a 

faithful copy of the voyos in all its parts. For these reasons 

von Leutsch’s theory cannot be accepted. As A. Croiset says’, 

“les sept parties du nome de Terpandre ont fait beaucoup 

déraisonner.” ? 
Yet another thing, the paronomasia of dvoyzacros and 

dotoiow, may be noticed before we consider the poem as a 

whole. The Greeks punned early and often’ A good 

example is the use of the word ddvccoua: in the Odyssey. 
In xix. 405—9 Autolycus bids Laertes and Anticleia call 

their child 'Oducevs : 

Wooo yap eywye Gduccadpevos TOS’ ixava. 

In fragment 408 of Sophocles the same word affords another 

etymology of the name: 

opOas & 'Oduaceds ein err@vupos Kaxois, 
ToANOL yap wducavTo SvaceBeis pot. 

The second passage is no doubt an echo of the first. Outside 
the Odyssey and Sophocles odvccoua:z occurs four times in the 

Iliad, once in Hesiod‘, in the sixth Homeric epigram, and 

once in the Anthology‘; and in all these passages the word 
has its normal meaning, with no reference to ’Odvaceds. 

But in the Odyssey the case is different. In the Odyssey it 

1 ii.? p. 97 n. 

? Reitzenstein (end of n. 2 to p. 46): ‘‘Verwahren moéchte ich mich nur gegen 

den Verdacht, als bestimme mich irgend eine Erinnerung an rein musikalische 

Gesetze, denen gerade die altere Elegie nicht entspricht, und fiir deren Einwirkung 
ich keinen Anlass sehe.” 

8 E.g. Hiad ii. 758 Wpd000s Oobs, Odyssey ix. 408—14 Odris...uh Tes...ufpres, 

Bacchylides vi. r—2 Adxwv...Adxe. In the Septem contra Thebas 819—ot dir’ 
6p0Gs car’ éxwvuulay xal woduvexeis Wort’ doeBet diavolg—Aeschylus puns on 
"Ereox\ys as well as on IloAupelxns, for dp0ds xar’ éwwvupulay clearly suggests 

éreox\e@s (not that the word exists); see Dr Verrall’s note. In Meineke’s 

Fragmenta Comicorum Graecorum, iii. p. 619, is a list of similar jingles from 

Herodotus, Thucydides, Aristophanes, Menander and others. 
4 Theogonia 617. 5 ix, 117. 
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is found five times, #2 every case with reference to "Odvaceus. 
xix. 407 has been quoted already. In i. 62 Athene, speaking 

of Odysseus, asks: ri vv of tocov wdvaao, Zed; In v. 340 

Leucothea asks Odysseus: tite tot dde Hocedawy evooiyOav 
@dvaat éxtraydws; In v. 423 Odysseus says: olda yap os 
phot OOwducTaL KAUTOS évyvoTdiyavos. In xix. 275 Odysseus, in 
disguise, tells how Odysseus lost his ship: ddvcavto yap 
avt@ Zevs te eal Hédxos'. The play upon words never palls 
on the poet (or poets). Similarly Pindar plays twice on 
modus and apduitrodeiv, in the twelfth Olympian and the 
fourth Pythian ode* Again in the sixth Olympian ode he 
accumulates words of similar sound, comAoxop, 1@, twv, in his 
story of the birth of “Iawos. There is a similar reinforcement 
of a pun in Aristophanes, in 977—82 of the Zhesmophort- 

QAZUSAE : 
“Eppnv te Nousov dvtopac 
xa [lava xai Nupdas diras 
emiyendoat mpobvpws 
Tais npeTepacot 
Yapévta yopeiass. 
&Earpe 69 mpodupws 
SurAny yap yopetas*. 

These repetitions and reinforcements of puns may help in the 

consideration of dvopacrtos. 
ovowatw means either “to mention or address by name” 

or “to name, call, give a name to.”® The verbal adjective 

dvozacros is naturally connected with the former meaning: 

“fit to be mentioned,” in Latin “fandus”; and that is what 

it means in early poetry. If we except the passage of 

1 Though the pun has been noticed in each of the five passages, nobody seems 

to have seen that dddccomar is never used without the pun in the Odyssey. 

2 Ol. xii. 2: ‘Ipudpay evpvcbevé’ dudiwérer, owrecpa Téxa. Pyth. iv. 271—2 
(he is speaking of the troubles of a c#ty, Cyrene): xp wadaxdy xépa mpooBd\dorra 
Tpwyav Edxeos dudiworely. padiow pev yap wédw ceioa Kal addauporépots... 

3 Compare also the earlier part of the ode. 
* Eight times in Homer (/¢ésad ix. 515, x. 68, xviii. 449, xxii. 415, Odyssey iv. 

278, 551, XiV. 145, xxiv. 339), once in Pindar (Py¢h. vii. 5). 

5 Never in Homer, but once in Hesiod (fragment 3. 3), and four times in 
Pindar (O/. ix. 46, Pyth. ii. 44, xi. 6, xii. 23). 
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Theognis and a passage of Pindar which will be considered 

shortly, the word does not mean “famous” before Thucydides, 

who uses it but once, and Herodotus, with whom it is com- 

mon; and even in these two writers the meaning lies between 

“worthy of mention” and “famous,” and nearer the former 

than the latter. The meaning “famous” is a slight per- 
version of the word, for dvoyzato never means “to make 

famous.”? 
ovonacrtos does not occur in the /éad. In the Odyssey it 

is found only with a negative, and only in one form of words 

which appears thrice? : 

"Odvaceds 
@yet errovopevos Kaxotdrov ovn dvopactny. 

Here it looks as if ovosactyjy were meant to bear the 

meaning “not to be named as a town,” “not to be called 
a town”; for KaxotAvos occurs only in these three places, 

and in each case the speaker is aware that Ilios has been 

destroyed, has ceased to be a town, and therefore he avoids 

the name of the town and invents a name for the ruin. The 

word ovoyzactos might imply this by a sort of pun. 
In Hesiod it occurs twice‘, in the hymn to Aphrodite 

once’; in each case with ov«, but in no case with reference 

to dotv. Probably the writers of these poems took ov« 
dvouacrtos straight from the Odyssey, and the hint of doru 

was lost on the way. The word is used once by Pindar, 
never by Bacchylides, Aeschylus or Sophocles ; by Euripides 

1 Thucydides i. 11. 6; Herodotus ii. 178, iv. 47, 58, vi. 114, 126, viii. 89, 

ix. 72. In all these places it may be translated “notable,” a word whose history 
resembles its own. It approaches nearest to ‘‘famous” in vi. 126. 

* The exceptions are only apparent. In Isocrates xara Aoxlrov 398 D the best 

manuscripts read dtwvopacpévwy, and the preposition makes a great difference. 

In Xenophon’s Agesilaus i. 2 (quoted by Liddell and Scott under the meaning 

‘*to make famous”) dvopafouévacs means simply “mentioned,” ‘‘ enumerated.” 

3 xix. 260, §97, Xxill. 19. 

4 Theogonia 148 peyddo Te xal 5Bpryor, ox évouacrol; fragment 33. 7 Sapa 

wavrot, ovx dévopacrd. 

5 254 oxéTALoy, ovx dvopacréy. In Aratus 385 ovx dvoyacrd means ‘‘ unnamed,” 

in contrast with dvopzacra yévovro, ‘‘got names,” in 381; and in 264 also dvopacral 
seems to mean “having names”’ rather than “famous.” 
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once only, in 509 of the Herak/es, where Amphitryon, whom 
Lykos is about to put to an ignominious death, says: 

opaté yw Somep 7 tepiBrerros BporTois, 
dvoxacta mpdocwy: Kai p adpeirel 7 TvYN 
@owep wrepov mpos aiGép’ Hpépa psa. 

There, though the meaning “ famous” suggests itself at once, 

mpacawy May very well have its passive sense, and the lines 

may mean, “ Behold me who was once conspicuous among 
men, of a nameable condition,” in contrast with the ovu« 

ovouacra which he is to suffer. 
Add the passage of Pindar and the passage of Theognis, 

and we have exhausted the uses of dvoyaoros in Greek 
poetry earlier than 400 B.C. The very rareness of the word 

calls special attention to the few places where it does occur. 
When we find that alike in the Odyssey, in Theognis, and 

in Pindar words in the immediate neighbourhood of dvopactos 
suggest dotu, it is hard to believe that the pun is due to 
chance. The Homeric use has been examined ; let us take 

Pindar’s next. 
The first Pythian ode was written in 470 in honour of 

Hieron of Aztna, for the tyrant of Syracuse had been pro- 
claimed as a citizen of the town which he had founded a few 

years before. From the mention of Zeus the poet passes 
to Typhos the foe of Zeus, thence to Mount Etna, thence to 

the new city: | 
w A ” e 4 

ein, Zev, tly ein davdavey, 

ds TouT épérress Spos, evaptroo yaias péTwTrov, TOU pev 
emrmvupiay 
\ ? A) > 4 , KrELVOS OLKLaTHP exvdavey TrOALY 

yetrova, Ilv@cdd0s & év Spouw xapv& avéeuré viv ayyédN@v 
‘lépwvos trép KadXuvixov 

er , >, 9 ’ ’ ‘ : 
appact. vavorpopntow 5 avdpace mpwta xapis 
és mioov dpyouévots troumaiov éAOeiv ovpov: eovxora yap 

Kat TedkevTa heptépov voorou Tuyew. oO 5é AoxyosS 
Tavtats émi ouvtvyias So€av déper 
Nourrov écoeaOar oTedavorci viv immois Te KNUTAY 
Kat ovv evdavois Oarlats ovupactay. 
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Then he makes a fresh start with a prayer to Apollo. 
Emphasis is thrown on évupacray both by its position at 
the end of the period and by the fact that «Auvray has come 
but a few words before. If dyupacrdy adds nothing to 
xduTay it does not deserve its prominent place. But before 

Theognis and Pindar dvoyacres always means “fit to be 
mentioned.” Hence it may be conjectured that in ovupacray 
more was meant than meets the ear of those who are familiar 
with the later use of the word; and comparison with Kaxof\zoy 
ovx dvopactyy makes it possible that Pindar wished to hint 

at a meaning “fit to be called a town,” probably from a 
conscious reminiscence of the line in the Odyssey. This 

might justify his choice of a word which would otherwise 

be strange}. 

In Theognis dotoiow is the next word after ovopacros, 
and @aupzacrov follows in the next line. We now see the 

reason for the position of tod Meyapéws, which has been a 
stumbling-block to many. Connected grammatically with the 
second half (and no more) of the preceding pentameter, and 

standing at the head of a hexameter, with a heavy stop 

immediately after them, these two words necessarily receive 

a strong emphasis. The effect of this is to lay stress on the 

fact that Theognis is a citizen of Megara; to remind the 
reader that all men, when they think of the eminent poet, 
will think of his city too; and so to prepare the mind for 
the hint in ovozacros, which suggests “bringing fame to my 
town.”? The following translation brings out the emphasis 

on tod Meyapéus ; fairly represents was, ravras, Tao adetp, 

1 A similar play upon words is perhaps to be seen in Pythian iii. 69—71: wap’ 
Alrvatoy tévov, 8s Zupaxdocao: véwer Bacireds, wpais dorois, ov POoréwy dyaois, 

Eelvacs 5¢ Oavpacros rarhp. The word Alrvaioy calls attention to Hieron as founder 

of Aitna, and this suggests that the pun dorols...davyaoros was designed to give 

Oavyacros the meaning ‘‘wonderful for his new city.” The first Pythian ode was 
written in 470; the third Schréder assigns to 474 or 470. 

2 Apparently it was left to von Leutsch (PAs/ologus xxix. p. §12) to discover 

the pun in évopacros doroiow, and even he did not observe that to make assurance 

doubly sure the poet adds @avyacrév. The effect of the position of roi Meyapéws 

has never been brought out; even Reitzenstein, who saw that rod Meyapéws is 

necessary as an antecedent to deroicw, failed to notice that Theognis lays stress on 

this relation by giving the antecedent a very prominent place. 
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jmavteco avoaver; and gives something like the effect of the 
pun, though of course the hint of dary in dvozacros vanishes 
in “renown.” 

‘““Cyrnus, on these poems, the fruit of my wisdom, be 

there a seal set, and never shall they be filched away by 
stealth, nor will any man take a worse thing when the better 
is at hand, but each and all will say: ‘These poems are by 

Theognis—Theognis of Megara.’ But though all the world 

knows my renown, in my town at least have I never yet 
contrived to find favour with all. Nothing astounding in 

that, son of Polypaus; for not Zeus himself finds favour with 

all either by rain or by sunshine.” 

One word in the poem has not yet been discussed. What 
is the meaning of wev? The general practice is to ignore 
this little word. Sitzler translates line 19 thus?: “‘Cyrne’ 

callido (vel potius callide agenti) mihi sigillum impressum 

esto hisce versibus.” év is not represented here; indeed 

Sitzler’s interpretation of cogsfopevm leaves no room for pev?. 
One of the few writers who have attempted to account for 
pev is Immisch, whose explanation, as the most revolutionary, 

will be examined first. 

Starting from the passage ascribed to Xenophon in 
Stobaeus, Immisch shews it to be very probable that 
Xenophon did in fact write a book about Theognis, and 
possible that he published it anonymously. These conclu- 
sions were considered above. He then proceeds to lines 

19—26. He observes with truth that two clauses, one 

causal to the other, cannot be connected by yey and 6é?, 

1 P. 26. 

2 Even apart from this his translation could not pass. ‘‘I will adopt the clever 

device of setting a seal on my lines” could hardly be expressed by cod:fépuevos 

oppryid’ éw:Ohow roid’ Ewecw, and certainly not by codigouérp euol odpryis 

éwxeloOw roigd Ereow; and though “‘callidus sigillum imprimam hisce versibus” 

is quite good Latin, it would be hard to find anything comparable with ‘‘callido 
mihi sigillum impressum esto hisce versibus” in the same sense. 

3 As an exception he quotes Aelian’s Varia Historia i. 2: xal 7 wey (the spider) 

dpxuwpel, wdvu opddpa arpenotoa, xal Eoxey dxurfry’ xal rd perv dvéwecer, Eri word 

€or: To éuwerdy, 7 Se Exe: Satra: but this parataxis of cause and effect he thinks 

possible only in speaking of an immediate effect, and ‘‘die rasch eintretende 

Gegenwirkung ist unserer Stelle fremd, schon darum, weil es sich um einem 
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Nor is the péev of 19 to be connected with ovdé of 21 or 
dé of 22, for the third clause of the poem merely expands 
the idea of the second, the fourth that of the second and 

third. It might be added that the dS of 23 is equally out 

of the question, since 23—6, from zraytas §€ onwards, are in 

contrast only with the indication of the poet’s world-wide 
renown given in 22—3. But Immisch does not take this 
last 5€ into account, for he holds that 23—6 are to be cut 

out. The thought culminates, he says, in the words @evyndos 
€otty émn; and all that follows only whittles away the force 
of the poem. He quotes a couplet of Eratosthenes, the last 
two lines of the epigram appended to his Letter to Ptolemy: 

\ e od 4 
Kal TA pev WS TEAEOLTO: Aéyor 5é Tis AvOepa AEvTT MY" 

tov Kupnvatou tovt’ ’EpatoaGéveos. 

He might have added Bacchylides’ prayer to Victory?: 

xoupa IlaAdXavtos toAvwvupe, toTua Nixa, 

mpoppwv Kpavaiday ipepoevta yopov 
dA 4 s > » Ls BU a atév éromrevos, todkéeas 8 évy abvppact Movody 
Knio audgitides Baxyvridn otepavors. 

Eratosthenes and Bacchylides mention their cities; and so 

do prose-writers such as Hecataeus, Herodotus, Thucydides. 
Immisch however prefers the practice of the old poets, Hesiod, 

Demodocus, Phocylides, Hipparchus. But it may be observed 
that though Hesiod adds to his name, as Immisch says, “kein 

officielles Ethnicum,” he gives a very satisfactory substitute ; 
that the poetry of Hipparchus does not seem to have gone 

beyond a few pentameters inscribed on the Hermae which he 

bildlichen Gebrauch und weil es sich um ein Verbum des dauernden Zustandes 

(Afoe:) handelt.” The immediateness of the effect does not matter; but Aelian, 

instead of subordinating the cause to the effect, gives a graphic contrast such as 
is inconceivable in the passage of Theognis. 

1 P, 130 of Hiller's edition. Note that these lines are only the end of a poem 
which has a subject of its own. They are, so to speak, a versified form of the 

signature at the bottom of an article. 
3 Fragment 71 (Kenyon), a poem which was extant when Immisch wrote. 

3 Theogonia 12—3: 

at vb wod’ ‘Halodov xadhy edidatay dod, 

Epvas wowmalvovd’ ‘EXixavos tro fabéno. 
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set up in Athens and Attica, where mention of the fact that 

he was an Athenian would have been superfluous, to say the 
least ; that in Demodocus and Phocylides the mention of the 

poet’s name occurs not in an elaborate introduction such as 

the poem of Theognis, but in a formula often recurring, which 

was naturally kept within the smallest possible compass ; 

and that one of them doubtless copied from the other, and 
had thus the best of reasons for giving to his formula the 
same number of syllables as his rival ; so that Immisch’s four 

examples are reduced to one or none. 
Next he criticises the language of 23—4. tod Meyapéws 

is languid after the full-toned pentameter: the expression of 
23—4 is ‘schief’; the contrast between wravras avOpwrous 
and aortois is illogical, since the one includes the other. In 

short 23—4 are by all means to be struck out; and if 

Stobaeus quotes the words @evyudos eotiy Ern Tod Meyapéws 
at the head of his excerpt, the fact is of no importance what- 
ever for his relation to the collection which bears the name 

of Theognis. 
In answer to these criticisms an attempt will be made 

hereafter to shew that 23—6 are excellently suited to what 

precedes, and more than this, that without them the poem 

comes to a lame and impotent conclusion. For the present 

however let Immisch’s reasoning speak for and against itself. 

He next asks how Stobaeus came to put the words 
Bevyvidcs éotw én at the head of Xenophon’s discussion of 
183—90. ‘‘Sie miissen in irgend einer Beziehung zu derselben 

stehen, und das nachste ist, dass sein Gewahrsmann sie an 

Ort und Stelle vorfand, d. h. dass sie (ohne trod Meyapéws) 
bei Xenophon standen, vor dem Anfange von dessen Schrift, 
welcher ja in der Ecloge erhalten ist.” Hence he concludes 

that 19—22 are not the work of Theognis. This is wild 
reasoning. Immisch does not explain the presence of tov 
Meyapéws in Stobaeus or in the anthology from which Sto- 
baeus borrowed. Presumably they must have been added 
from the vulgate of Theognis—but why and when? And 
are we to regard ovros 5€ 6 mrounrys as the very first words of 

1 See the last lines of p. 96. 
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Xenophon’s book, that is to say the words which followed 
immediately after 19—22, which served as preface? If so, 

Xenophon began his book in a very odd fashion. Again, 

is it impossible that Xenophon may have quoted 22 earlier 

in his work than 183—90, even if the latter preceded the 

former in his text of Theognis? And if the scholars are 
right who think 183—90 the first poem in the original form 
of Theognis, may they not be right in thinking 19—22 the 

last? At least Immisch has not shewn that they are wrong. 

Immisch’s indictment of was tis and codsloperm was 
answered above. To odpnyls he would give the meaning 
“seal of silence,” quoting many passages, but none at all like 
ours ; in each of them odpmyis is interpreted by neighbouring 
words', Thus he comes to his explanation of 19—22. “In 

short, I regard these lines as nothing but a preface to 

Xenophon’s anonymous book, a sort of compensation for the 
lack of title. Thus the fragment at the beginning of Stobaeus’ 
extract is explained. The commentator on Theognis might 
well address himself, as the poet does, to Kyrnos, who had 

become typical of this kind of poetry; and we can please 
ourselves whether we suppose that he is thinking of his son 

Gryllos or of his wasdcxa Kleinias. I will add that copifeo ac 
in the sense of commentari is in keeping with Xenophon’s use 
of the word (see Memorabilia, 1. 2. 46; Cynegeticus, 13. 6%), 

and proceed to translate the passage, in the hope that I have 

removed its difficulties. ‘Kyrnos, es soll zwar mir bei meiner 
Erodrterung das Siegel des Schweigens auf diesem Gedichte 

1 In Lucian’s epigram (Anthology x. 42)— 

adppiruy éxéwy ywooy odpayis éxixeloOw- 

kpeloowy yap w00wy n xreaywr pu\axh— 

the meaning is determined by dpphrwv éxéwr, yidooy, niOu~; in Sophocles, 

Oedipus Coloneus 1051, xpvoda xrys éwi yhoo BéBaxe, by éwi yiboog (and «Axgs 
is not the same as o¢pryis); in Nonnus xlvii. 218, xeldeot 3’ apObyyncw 

éxespprylocaro ovyiy, by xelkeow dpOdyyoow and ovyjv; in Christodorus, 

Ecphrasis 31, ddrd € réxyn xadxeins exédnoer bxd oppryida owwwis (a description 

of a lifelike statue), by oswais; in Solon’s saying o¢payliou rods wer Abyous oryy 

Thy 3¢ ovyhy Kapp by Aéyous and ovyy (and the meaning is quite different). 

3 These examples are ill chosen. In the former passage the word is used of 

the subtleties of the youthful mind, in the latter of the quackery of the worst kind 
of ‘‘sophist.” 
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liegen, heimlich bestohlen aber wird es niemals werden ’—this 

naturally refers to Antisthenes ; still more clearly the follow- 
ing words :—‘auch wird Niemand das Schlechtere eintauschen, 

wo das Bessere zu Gebote steht. So vielmehr wird ein jeder 

sprechen: von Theognis ist’s das Gedicht!’ te. this is 
Theognis undisfigured and rightly understood.” 

I wish he would explain his explanation, more especially 
the meaning of “das Gedicht” and of “es,” the twenty-first 
word of his translation. He leaves the antithesis of the pép 

clause and the 6¢ clause altogether unsatisfactory ; he has 

supplied Xenophon with no sufficient motive for this elaborate 

secrecy; he does not shew how Xenophon’s authorship came 

to be known to Stobaeus; and he does not so much as 

attempt to explain how 23—6 came to be united with 19—22 

in the vulgate. For one difficulty that he claims to remove 

he raises two. 

Immisch has shewn that unless we accept his view of the 

poem there is nothing in 19—26 which can answer to pév. 
Reitzenstein' however still maintains that the apodosis is to 
be found in 23—6, introduced by the 6é of 23. Since the 

character of his work is such as to lend authority to his 
opinions, it ‘will be well to prove that on this point at least 

he is mistaken. With the structure of this poem he compares 
that of 237—-54, where the ev of 237 is not answered till the 

autap of 253. But there the antithesis is clearly marked, 

not only by the train of thought but also by the repetition of 

the same pronouns’. Not so in 19—26. Even if the words 

of the first sentence had been arranged in the order Kupye, 

oppnyis pév codpilopevm pol érixeicOw toicd éreoauy, still 
there would have been no reason for such a use of pév and ée. 

Between the poet's assertion that he intends to set the seal 

of his name on his book, and his complaint that he is not 
honoured as he deserves in his own country, there is no 

contrast. A false antithesis is not to be thought of here, 

because of the distance which divides the pev from the 6; 

and moreover false antitheses are generally eked out by 

1 P. 268. 

2 237 col wey dyw wrép Edwxa, 253 abrap éyuww dAlyns rapa ced ob rvyxdvw aldovs. 

H. 16 
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resemblance of sound. And as the lines stand yey is attached 

not to odpryis, the chief word of the first sentence, but to 

cogiCopueve, in Reitzenstein’s view a word of quite secondary 

importance. Again, the dé of 23 has something much nearer 

to refer to: it contrasts the idea of the poet’s world-wide 
renown, implied in 22—-3 and emphasised by the prominent 

position of tot’ Meyapéws, with the complaint of Megara’s 
indifference which is to follow. It seems reasonable to sup- 

pose that one apodosis cannot answer to two wholly different 
and widely distant protases. 

Thus all attempts to find the required antithesis inside the 

poem have failed. We must therefore look outside. But 

before this can be done with any show of reason it must first 
be proved that 19—26 are a whole poem, not part of a poem 

or parts of two poems joined together ; else it might be held 

that the second half of the antithesis was contained in lines 
which are now lost. For this purpose it is not essential that 

the meaning of odpnyis should be settled; but since that 
word is of the utmost importance to the understanding of 
Theognis, and since it has not yet been discussed in this 
essay, it will be convenient to discuss it here. 

By most scholars ogpnyis has been taken to mean some 

mark or other of authenticity. Von Leutsch seems to be 

alone in departing from this view. In his opinion’ odpnyis 
is employed here with reference to its use as a technical term 
of Greek music, where ofpayis or émriodpayiots denotes “the 

first part of the end of the voyes, by which the truth and 
weight of what preceded was strengthened?”; it followed the 
éuparos and was followed by the éfodsoy*. “Es soll dem 

weises ausfiihrenden, der ich bin, zum schlusse ein seine 

weisheit bekraftigendes und bestatigendes kennzeichen auf- 

gelegt werden”; but how? roicd’ éeowv, “durch dieses 
gedicht hier”—a simple instrumental dative. In order to 

secure this object the poet mentions himself by name in 23, 

thus informing the reader for the first time that the poems 

} Philologus xxix. pp. §11—3 and 549—s0. 

2 P. 511. 3 P. 549. 
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which he has read are by the renowned Theognis. That 
then is the odpnyis; but how does this agree with Aynoes 5 
ovmotre KNertoueva? The subject of Ayjocec must be ra da’ 
éuov copiloueva, copiopara, as is shewn by péy and &é, which 
here contrast whole clauses. The poet says: “Kyrnos, dem 

weises vortragenden der ich bin soll zwar ein bekraftigendes 

kennzeichen aufgelegt werden durch dies gedicht, heimlich 

entfernt wird aber niemals diese weisheit aus dem volk”— 
Anoet KT. expresses self-confidence based on sure renown—; 

“auch wird nicht einer offen ein schlechteres eintauschen, da 

das bessere da ist”—an amplification of what precedes, cast 
in a proverbial form. “Und zwar dies alles deshalb, weil 

jeder jetzt sagen wird @evyvid0s xrX.”—everybody now sees 
that the preceding poems are by the great Theognis. This 

“seal” is not meant to guard against plagiarism, but to 

enhance the value and influence of the poems and to ensure 

them immortality. 

The worst fault of this explanation is the artificial sense 
which it gives to odpnyls. The seven parts of Terpander’s 

nome are an eternal subject of dispute. It is not even agreed 

whether the divisions corresponded to a change in rhythm or 
metre, or to a change in the character of the music. Attempts 
have been made to trace them in Pindar and in elegy, but 

with little success': The ordinary Greek saw no doubt a 

certain proportion and balance in Terpander’s nomes, but 

only a few composers can have had the power or taken the 

trouble to trace out the divisions whereon this proportion 

depended, so that everyday language felt no need of words to 

express these divisions, and their names accordingly did not 
emerge from the obscurity of technical terms; very much as 

one can read a sonnet without knowing the names of its parts. 
If ever such technicalities came to be used by way of metaphor 

in poetry, it would be in the artificialities and preciousnesses 

of a sophisticated age, in a Callimachus rather than a 

Theognis. And to what after all amounts this analogy which 
von Leutsch sees between the odpnyis of a nome and the 

1 See Professor Gildersleeve’s edition of the Olympians and Pythians, 

pp. xlvi—lvii. 

16—2 
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poem of Theognis? The writer of an ode, when he is drawing 

to a conclusion, dwells for a moment, naturally enough, on the 

essence of his theme, and then proceeds to finish off his task. 
In this elegy, if it was the last of his book, Theognis neither 

adds anything to his theme nor sums it up, but simply takes 

this means of writing his name and Fzmzs, so to speak, at 

the foot of the last page. From an analogy so remote how 
was the reader of Theognis to discover that odpryis was not 

the word with which he was familiar, the word of everyday 

language, but a technical term of an intricate art? 

Thus even on the assumption that this elegy was the last 

of the volume, von Leutsch’s view cannot be maintained ; 

still less when we remember that this assumption 1s made 

in defiance of the manuscripts, and on no other evidence 

than a subjective interpretation of odpmyis, the very word 
in dispute. 

Nor is von Leutsch’s explanation of yey more fortunate. 
Note, in his translation of 19—20, the words “zwar” and “aber.” 

If they mean anything, they imply that the second clause 
is in some way opposed to the first; that Anoe: «tA are the 

second thoughts of the poet, expressing a reflection which 
gives him pause. “I will set a odpmyis on my poems by 
these lines—and yet what need? They will never be filched 

away by stealth, and no man will prefer the worse when the 

better is at hand, but everyone will say, ‘These lines are by 

Theognis’.” From dAnoe to érn there is no break; each 
clause follows naturally upon the clause which precedes, not 

contradicting it but expanding it. How then does Theognis 

redeem his promise of a odpmyis, when all but the first 
sentence of the poem is in opposition to that promise? Von 

Leutsch’s explanation, in fact, is divided against itself. He 
never breaks quite away from the meaning commonly given 

to odpnyis. And even the obscure interpretation which 
he gives is only produced by overtranslating the antithesis 
of pév and & To justify “zwar” and “aber” something 

stronger than dé, something as strong as add’ dus, would 
be required in the second clause. 

Yet another objection to von Leutsch’s view will perhaps 
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lead to a right interpretation of the poem. To Ane: von 

Leutsch supplies as subject ra um éyuot coditopeva or 
copicpata, which he infers from cogifoueve. But the natural 
word to supply a subject from is éreowv, the word which im- 
mediately precedes it, and the only noun which precedes it 

except Kupve and odpnyis, which are out of the question. 

Therefore, unless good cause is shewn, the subject of Ayjoes 
must be rdée én ; and that is the subject which most critics 
supply. It follows that totod’ éreow are not lines 19—26 (or 
19—24 as Welcker would say, or 19g—22 as Sitzler and Immisch 

would say), but the whole collection of poems to which 19—26 

(or 19—24, or 19—22) served as preface or peroration as the 

case may be; and that this is so is proved beyond all doubt 

by line 22, where even von Leutsch takes é3rn to mean 
“poems.”! trotod’ éreowv must therefore be not dative of 

instrument, as von Leutsch supposes, but locatival dative, 

going closely with ériceca9w. The following may serve for 
the time being as a translation of the first clause: “ Cyrnus, 

be there a seal set on these poems of my wisdom.” What is 

this seal to be? Not the word Kvpve, as Sitzler imagines’, 
borrowing the idea from J. A. Hartung; for that would make 
the position of wey false and intolerable. Hartung saw this 
objection® (though Sitzler does not), and met or rather avoided 

it by emending the line thus: Kupve, codifopévo dvopa por— 
a conjecture which condemns itself. Nor must we think of 

cryptograms, the refinement of a recent age. No, the matter 

is much more simple. Theseal is merely the word @coyuid0s‘; 
or perhaps it would be more accurate to say, not any word in 

particular, but the whole tenour of the poem. It is the 

declaration of the author’s name which is the seal, the hall- 

1 He translates it by ‘‘der vorstehenden gedichte” (p. 512, first line). 
2 He prints Kupye between inverted commas. For his reasons see pp. 26—7 

of his prolegomena. 
* E. Hiller, Meme Jahrbicher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 472: ‘*Indessen war er 

(Hartung) einsichtig genug um zu erkennen, dasz bei dieser der wortlauf der 

iiberlieferung unméglich ware.” O. Crusius writes to the same effect in the 

Rheinisches Museum xiii. p. 623, n. i. 
+ This is the view of Welcker, Hiller, Crusius, Reitzenstein, to mention only a 

few names. 
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mark, the guarantee of merit, just as a great maker's name on 

a piano is a proof of good workmanship. Demodocus and 

Phocylides wove their names into single aphorisms, thus 
making the token of their authorship inseparable from each 
poem. Not so Theognis. His odpnyis was to come only 

once in a collection of his poems which he himself had 

made. He acted as his own editor for at least a part of his 
works!. Is this declaration of the author’s name to be com- 

pared with the title-page at the beginning of a modern book, 
or with the signature at the end of a modern article ? 

Let us assume for the moment that the poem ended at 22. 

Here we have four lines leading up to three words, @eoywedes 
é€oriy én. What a time it takes the poet to grow to a point, 

and what a tiny point he grows to at last! Surely there is a 

lack of proportion in this. The ear is offended by the jerkiness 

of the last line, clean cut into two halves. The fault cannot 

be proved by arithmetic; but notice that even Eratosthenes, 

in the single couplet which finishes off an argument, allows 
his signature the luxury of a whole line to itself. All this 

abruptness is removed if we are content to trust the manu- 

scripts, and to see in the union of 1g—22 with 23—6 not the 

patchwork of an interpolator but the master craft of the poet 
himself. By putting tod Meyapéws in an emphatic position 

Theognis makes easy the transition from his fame to his 

critics’, and so to the comparison with Zeus which brings the 

poem to anend. 19—26are a single poem, but a poem which 

begins with one subject and ends with another. The con- 
temptuous pride of the second half is not what we should 

expect at the end of a book; and for this reason if for no 
other we must abide by the testimony of the manuscripts, 
in which the poem serves not as epilogue but as preface. 

We must now return to pév. Nothing in 19—26 can 

1 Reitzenstein (p. 267) remarks that the opprryls of Theognis ‘‘bezeugt noch 
fiir uns das alteste nachweisbar vom Autor selbst edierte Buch””—in Greece it is to 
be presumed he means. 

* Neither the punning sense which I would give to évouacrés nor the more 
obvious pun dvopacros dorotsw is essential to this connexion. If in place of 
évopacros Theognis had written repexhecrés (a word of which Bacchylides is fond), 
the connexion of thought would be the same, but it would not be so well expressed. 
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supply the required antithesis; and if the & of 27 is adver- 
sative, it only contrasts the poet’s willingness to instruct 

Cyrnus with the contempt for his detractors which he shews 
in 23—26. The second half of the antithesis, then, is not 

expressed in words. But it must have been present in the 
poet’s mind. év is often thus used alone’. Here its effect is 
to lay stress on cogilouévw : “when I play the sage at least”; 

or the meaning may be given more neatly in English by 

a comparative: “in my wiser vein.” This explains why 
codilouévm was given its prominent place. When a participle 
begins a sentence thus and is followed by pé», it must be a 
word of the first importance. There is another suggestion of 

contrast in the first line of the next poem, 27—38, which 
completes the introduction so well by announcing the poet’s 

main theme that its position cannot be due to chance. The 

first couplet of the poem runs thus: 

cot & éyw ev ppovéwy broOncopat, old wep avros, 
Kupv’, avo tav ayabav trais ér éwv Euador. 

What is the meaning of ed dpovéwy? These two words might 
be thought to have no special significance but that they 

appear in the imitation of this passage in the Bzrds, where 

Peithetairos prefaces his advice to the IlatpaXoias with these 
words?: 

colt 8, @ veaviox, ov Kaxas vTrobncopat, 

GAN’ olatrep avtos EuaGov Ste trais 7. 

Dr Merry says: “ There is a litotes in ov xax@s. He means 

‘very good advice’.” But if od xaxds is simply equivalent to 

ev, the adversative dAAa is out of place. It would seem that 
to the mind of Aristophanes the words ed dpovéwy conveyed 

1 E.g. Iliad v. 893 rhy wév, ‘Sher at least”; Sophocles, Antigone 634, Oedipus 
Coloneus 995; Euripides, Orestes 8; Aristophanes, Birds 1220 ryde per yap ob, 
‘‘not this way at any rate.” Perhaps the same use of pé is to be seen in a 

trimeter mentioning our poet’s name which was proverbial already in the time of 
Lucilius. Plutarch, Moralia p. 395 D: 7 Tourl pér Joes mpl» Odoyrw yeyorévat, 

xara Tov koyuxdy; P. 777 C: Ewrdr don, kal bxwomerrérw ry Toul péy poe rpy 

Odoyrw yeyovévac. Aulus Gellius, I. iii. 19: hoc profecto nemo ignoravit et 
priusquam Theognis, quod Lucilius ait, nasceretur. 

2 1362—3. 
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the meaning that the attitude which Theognis took towards 

Cyrnus in the first book was not an attitude of which Cyrnus 

need be ashamed. It is thus quite possible that ed dpovéwy 

may have hinted at the meaning “with quite honourable 

intentions,” in contrast with some other poems in which the 
relation between Theognis and Cyrnus appeared in a less 

creditable light’. 

It has been shewn that 19—26 were intended as a preface 

to a volume; presumably to the first book only, since the 

second has prefaces of its own. We must therefore look 
outside the first book for the other body of poetry wherein 
Theognis does not play the sage. Those who take Kupve to 

be the odpryis may urge that by codilopéve pev Theognis 
wished to distinguish the truly gnomic poems from others in 

the first book. But in the first place, many of the gnomic 
poems of the first book contain neither Kupve nor NoAu7ratdy 
nor any other indication of their author ; for example 425—8, 

429—38, 301—2, 499—502. In the second place, if I9—26 

are a preface—and it is necessary to take them as such—they 

must be a preface to a collection of poems, and Theognis must 
claim as his own not only those poems in which Kupve or 
TloAv7aiSn occurs, but the whole collection. Moreover the 

first book contains very few passages which fall outside the 
limits of cod¢sfoxévm. Athenaeus fixed on only one, and the 
list cannot be far extended unless we choose to give dtrAéw, 

diros, derorns the worse of the two possible meanings in 
places where, prejudice apart, the better is quite admissible. 

For these reasons we must look for the unwiser poetry 
elsewhere. Another suggestion of something less creditable 

than the first book is to be found in 367—70. “I know not 
what to make of my fellow-townsmen’s mind, for neither my 

good things nor my bad find favour; but though many, bad 

and noble alike, find fault with me, none of the unwise can 

match my skill.”? To what does ore ed épdwy obTe xaxds 
refer? Hardly to politics, for Theognis is not likely, cynic 

1 Compare however Hesiod, Works and Days, 286 (quoted by Welcker) cot 8’ 
éyw dc OX4 vodwr épéw, and Odyssey v. 143 abrdp ol rpdgppwr vrobhoouat. 

2 367—8 appear again in 1184 ad. 
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though he is, to have confessed himself guilty of misconduct 
in affairs of state. The key to the problem is the very rare 

word acodwy, which implies that it was in the character of 
aodos or poet that Theognis had failed to please. In con- 

nexion with poetry “doing well or ill” must refer to different 
standards of morality: “neither in my virtuous nor in my 

vicious style.” If Theognis wrote poems such as we find in 

the second book, it must be of them that he speaks. 
A new light is now thrown on the last line of the second 

book. This collection of erotic poems ends with a short 

address to Aphrodite: “Cytherea, Cyprus-born, weaver of 
wiles, what is this signal gift that Zeus hath given thee to 

have and hold? Thou tamest the shrewd hearts of men, and 

none is strong or sage enough to escape.” By this word cogos 
the poet seems to echo the coguCouevw of line 19. He is a sage, 

and as such he has written a book of moral precepts: for his 

unwiser poems let no man reproach him, since none Is sage 

enough to escape Love. 

The second book then satisfies 19 and 368. But is the 

second book the work of Theognis? 



CHAPTER VII. 

THE SECOND BOOK. 

ALL the manuscripts but one end at line 1220; the 

Mutinensis alone has 1231—1389. Reitzenstein! remarks 

that while the Mutinensis gives @edyvidos eAeyetwv a as the 
heading of the first book, for the second it gives only éXeyecaor 

8’, with no poet’s name; and this suggests to his mind that 

the heading of the first book may be a combination of two 
titles, @edyvidos and eAeyecewv a. The inference is not war- 
ranted. No importance can be attached to the omission of 
@eoyvid0s before the second book. @edyudos is evidently 
common to both books, and it was omitted in the second 

only because it was superfluous. éAeyerwy also might have 

been omitted in the second case, but that the single letter 9’ 

would have been too insignificant a title by itself. 

This second book is in many ways very different from the 

first. It is all concerned with one unpleasant subject. We 

miss the constant repetition of Kupve and IloAvuiatén. In 
fact, beyond the names of gods and characters of legend, 

there are in the whole of the book only two proper names ; 

elsewhere the poems are addressed, with monotonous repeti- 

tion of such expressions as @ trai, @ Kade Trai, GBpipe traidwy, 
to a boy whose name does not appear. 

The general verdict is that the Modca aasésten does not 
belong to Theognis. Many reasons have helped to form this 
opinion: the presumption that Theognis’ poetry was purely 
gnomic; a reluctance to associate poems of such a kind with 

any name well-known and respected ; apparent discrepancies 

1 P. 55. 
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between the vocabularies of the first and second books; and 

soon. The question of language must come first. 

Attic forms are certainly commoner in the second \pook 

than in the first. But their number is of less impartance 
their character. If they are such as might he due to scri 

it matters little that they have been introduced with less 
scruple or excluded with greater care in the one book than 

in the other. Since the second book appears in only one 

manuscript, and the first is incomplete in all, we can safely 
assume that the two books were handed down for a time 

apart; and it may have been during this separation that the 

Atticisms crept in. As for style and language, H. van 

Herwerden' has brought certain brief but emphatic charges 
against the second book, and A. Couat? has added to the list. 
These accusations must be examined one by one. 

In 1235 arecO7, if it is sound, must be active in sense: 

“unpersuasive.” Everywhere else in good Greek the word 

seems to be passive, but edzresOns and many other such com- 
pounds are used for both voices. adzec@y active is more 

appropriate in 1235 than Meineke’s azrey@7. 
1241—2 are given thus by the manuscript : 

Yatpnoess TH poe traporxopéevn pidOTnTL, 
Ths 8€ Tapepyomevns ovKéeT Eon Tapins. 

THS Trapepxopuéevns probably means “that which is going by,” 
“ present,” not “future.” It means “future” only with regard 

to the speaker, since its time is determined for him by the 

tense of éon. It is needless to give other examples of a 
present participle used of action contemporaneous with the 

action of a main verb in the future or aorist tense. Thus 
we need not search for instances of qrapépyopas meaning the 
same as émrépxouat. Hiller went astray here, for he contents 
himself with denying (but not disproving) Couat’s assertion 

that before the time of Plutarch rrapépyopas is never equivalent 
to érépyopat. Some may prefer to think vapepyopévns a 

1 Animadversiones Philologicae ad Theognidem, pp. 14—16. 
* Le second livre @élégies attribué &2 Théognis, in the Annales de la Faculté des 

Lettres de Bordeaux, v. (1883) pp. 257—go. 
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mere mistake due to assimilation with zapotyopévy, and 
adopt Bergk’s conjecture THs yap érepyopévns; but this is 
unnecessary. With the wapovopacia of maporyouévn and 
wapepyopevns compare popedytrai—pipeicobat in 369—70, 

évopactos actoioww—Oavpaotoy in 23—5, pndev—Mndwy in 
764, dyyeXov GAXov iaddXos in 573. In tapins is a link with 

the first book that has escaped notice. Compare yvwpns 

ouxér éy@ Taping nyeTépns in 504, and 1185—6: 

vous aya0ov xai yAwooa: ta § éy tavpoice weduxev 
avdpacty, ot TovTwy augotépwy Tapiat. 

Homer calls Aeolus tapins avépwv', Pindar has olxoyv taptav 

otepavwy, and the word is often used of control over a city, 

wealth, the weather, and so on; it denotes administration in 

some large field. But with a singular noun denoting a single 

thing it is very rare. In 566 of the Clouds Poseidon is called 
Tptaivns tayiav: but the trident is the symbol of Poseidon’s 
sovereignty over the sea. Thucydides comes nearest to the 

Theognidean use when he says in vi. 78. 3: ov yap olov re 

apa THs Te éwtOupias Kal THS TUXNS TOY aUTOY opoiwWS Taplay 

yevéoOar. Three instances of this peculiar use in fourteen 
hundred lines are quite out of proportion ; and it is better, if 

possible, to assign all three to the same hand. 

1247—8: dpovticov ExOos epov nai vrépBaou, ios dé Oupe 
Os o éd adpaptwAn Ticopat ws dvvapat 

It looks at first sight as if onv must be supplied here with 

v7épBaow. Herwerden thinks this a fault,and so it would be 
in Theognis ; but would it be less so in any writer of good 
Greek? Even if all the charges that have been brought 

against the Moica zratduxyn could be upheld, at least its author 
or authors were familiar with good Greek and capable of 

writing it better than modern composers of Greek verse*; and 

1 On taplns dvéuwy depends an expression in Plato’s Zimacus, 84 D: 6 Taw 

wveupdrwy TY cwpare Tauias wAEvuWP. 

2 Hiller, Meue Jahrbucher fiir Philologic, 1881, p. 471: ‘diese aber” (the 

poems of the second book) ‘‘machen in der schlichten eleganz der darstellung, im 

stil wie im wortschatz, ebenso auch in der art der Homerischen nachahmungen, 

durchaus nicht den eindruck der alexandrinischen oder gar der rémischen zeit 

anzugehoren.”’ 
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what modern composer would commit such a fault as this? 

Surely éunv, not ony, is to be supplied. “Consider my hatred 
and my transgression, and be assured that I will punish thee 

for a fault as best I may.” “I have given you offence,” says 
the poet in effect, “and I confess it; but I warn you to weigh 

my offence against the power of my hatred and the vengeance 

which I shall take if you retaliate.” Here it is the poet who 

is in the wrong and unrepentant. otawépBacw for brepBactav 
does not appear elsewhere except in Hesychius: but every 

poet has his peculiarities. Hiller confesses that duaprwA7 is 
remarkable. What are the facts? The word occurs here, in 

1281, in 327 of the first book ; probably in 325 also, where 

A has duaptwaAjot, O duaptwdroto:; but nowhere else before 
Rhianus, at the end of the third century'. Now all agree 
that 323—8 are the work of Theognis. This suggests that 

1247—8 and 1279—82 were written either by Theognis 
himself or by an imitator acute enough to observe this rare 

word in Theognis and to introduce it into his forgery. If all 

that was known to posterity as the poetry of Theognis was 

certain parts of the first book, the easiest way of passing 

off imitations as his would have been to insert Kupve or 
TloAvzraién. Far more probably 1247—8 and 1279—82 came 

from Theognis himself. 

On éixevrat xaptepos ayvopov of Kxeharyn otédavos in 
1259—60 Herwerden says that the usage of the older writers 

requires repixectas or audixertac. This is mere mechanical 
criticism. epi and audé are no doubt more appropriate than 

émit to headgear considered as a garment; but none the less 
Homer has «parti & ém’ apdiparov xuvény Oéro and émi 
aotepavny Kedparnpw aeipas Onxaro, Euripides has éri & 
EVevTo Kucatvous otehavous*. If émutiGeoOar can be thus used, 
so can émxeiabar. 

1 In rist of the 7hesmophoriazusae Aristophanes puts these words of broken 

Greek into the mouth of the Scythian rogérns:; 

ov wapréy éorly G\N duaprwAr7 yépwr. 

There duaprwAy is usually regarded as an adjective, but it may equally well be a 

noun: ‘‘she is no maiden but a hoary piece of sin.” 

2 Iliad v. 743, x- 30; Euripides, Bacchae 702. 
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Couat thinks avéwuEas in 1273 a mark of late origin’. 
But the word is found in Homer, Hesiod and Euripides. 
avayyvyey was apparently a technical term of seamanship, 

meaning to give a boat a rest and let it get dry, in which 

sense it occurs in Herodotus* and Xenophon*. It is this 

special sense that the word bears in 1273; or at least this 

sense led to the nautical metaphor which follows: 

éx b€ Over. @v 
Ka y evwppicOny vuKtos éreuyopevos. 

Megara had a large sea-trade, and 1197—1202 suggest that 

Theognis engaged in it, with very ill success, at least once in 
his life. For other nautical metaphors see in the second book 
1361—2; in the first 84, 457—60, 856, 970, and the elaborate 

allegory in 671—80. In 970 vnis a& éxas dvéyw has been 
sorely emended, but very likely d:éyecy was a technical term 
meaning to give a thing a wide berth. 

Herwerden finds fault with the use of zracdetn for #8n in 

1305 and 1348. But in neither place would 78n suit the 

poet’s purpose. The limit of srasdepacria is fixed in 1327—30: 

@ Tai, Ews av Exns relay yévuv, ovToTE caivwv 
mavoopat, ovd et por poparpov eat Oaveiv: 

coi re Sidovr Ert xadov, Ewot tT ovK alaypoyv éepavre 
aitety*, 

“As long as thy chin is smooth”—that is, until #8n begins. 

#Bn does not mean “boyhood.” Though zadeta usually 
means “education,” it must have got that meaning from the 

other, which the formation of the word (compare wap@eveia, 

avépeia, épnBeia) requires. Nor are examples of the meaning 

“boyhood ” far to seek’. The two instances of this rare use 

1 He calls it an erotic word, and quotes examples from Meleager and Heliodorus. 

2 vii. 59. 3 Hellenica i. §. 10. 
4 The connexion between 1327—8 and 1329—332 is almost certain. é&re refers 

of course to éws ay x.7.X. Bergk’s dc:dodv Ere is a mere conjecture. 

5 Lysias pro Polystrato, 11: éx mwadelas didos. Plato, Laws vii. 808 RB 
wavdayuyos waidlas kal yynmidrnros xdpiy, 1x. 864 D 7 yhpa Ureppérpy Evvexdpevos 

7 waddle xpwpevos, Politicus 268 E Tw wlOw pou rpbcexe TOY voiv, Worep ol waides. 

wavrws ob woddd éxpevyes wacdlas Eryn. In the last passage, however, wa:dids 

should perhaps be read; and in each of the three passages of Plato the reading 
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of the word in the Motea ratésxy point to a single author; 
the evidence of zrasdetn supports that of duaprarn. 

In Oup@ yvovs...rovTo ovvels in 1305—6 and tovTou— 

Trovros in 1312—4, Herwerden sees “ingratissima, paucis 
interpositis, abundantia.” That is a matter of taste; but few 

will think the repetition of rovtors at least anything but good 
and effective. 

In 1307 the passive Ainoeas is strange, but then every 

writer has strange things. Compare Sophocles’ love of the 
middle voice. In the same line Herwerden thinks d8pipe 

matowy rather absurd. Here again one may be allowed to 

differ from the Dutch scholar. é8piye maidwy is of course 
mock-heroic, and it is modelled on such expressions as 82a 
YUVaLKOv. 

The &8 of domep eyo viv dS éri coi in 1309 is super- 

fluous, but then it is only a conjecture of Bekker’s. The 

manuscript has o:6’, and probably Bergk’s of8’ should be read. 
In 1311 the manuscript gives ov« éXaes KréWras, @ Tat: 

Kat yap oe Siwyat. Hermann, followed by Bergk, reads 
Si@ppat. —@ppuae does not seem to have an active or middle 
meaning elsewhere. 

In 1316 the manuscript has eyoto@a, which should probably 
be éyeic8a. This termination appears here and there in 
Greek'. It seems to be Aeolic. 

Instead of vous Epos ws yaXerrov yiveras avdpi dépey in 
1322 Herwerden’® thinks an old poet would have written 
yvous Epov ws yaXetros, and Bergk would emend accordingly ; 
without good cause. yaderos would have been more normal, 
no doubt, but a neuter is often thus substituted in poetry’; 

varies between wadid, wadla and wadela. G. Dindorf (in Stephanus-Dindorf 

s.v. watdla) would read wa:dins in Theognis, with long «. This may be right; 

compare wodudpinow in 703, dmiriy in 831, xaxerapins in 1169, etc. 

1 See Bergk on the twenty-second fragment of Sappho. efyo@a occurs in 715 

of the first book of Theognis, cxhoncGa or cxh#oecda in the Hymn to Demeter, 

366; plAno@a in Theocritus xxix. 4; there is some evidence for é0é\yo0a in Jitad 

1. 133. 

2 Pp. 14 and viii. 

3 Compare olvos mivépevos wovdvs xaxdéy in 509, yAuxu referring to Epws in 1355, 
Virgil’s ‘‘triste lupus stabulis,” ‘‘dulce satis umor,” etc. 
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and the poet may have written épos, which is quite gram- 
matical, in order to avoid repetition of the syllable —op. 

On peppnpas in 1325 Couat says: “le mot nest sans 
doute peu classique: il ne se trouve que dans la Théogonie 

d’Hésiode, dans le préambule qui est rempli d'interpolations.”? 
To this Hiller replies that line 55 of the Zheogony can be 

traced at least as far back as the fourth century. The latest 

criticism tends to shew that the Hesiodic poems took their 
present shape much earlier. In the same way dmeAd«tio’ in 

1337 is sufficiently supported by two instances of the word in 

Aeschylus?. 

Herwerden “does not know by what analogy to defend 

maidopiAnow in 1357, and thinks that the word should mean 

“quia pueris amatur,” not “puerorum amator.” ra:dopidns 
and yuvacxogpidrns, both active in sense, are quoted by Pollux 
from Teleclides and Polyzelus, two poets of the old comedy*. 

With the formation of the word compare awtoAcrropOns*. 
On zrepi rraiéa tovovpevon eis dtdoTyTa in 1359 Herwerden 

exclaims “eleganter scilicet et tersa graecitate!” wepi matéa 
qovoupevoy is excellent Greek. ets giAotTnra means “ with 
a view to love,” and resembles és aroAenov OwpnEouac; it is to 
the Homeric éy diAornte as desire to enjoyment. 

“Antiquis Graecis pronomen semel positum sufficit,” says 
Herwerden on ovdé pe treices ovdeis avOpwmwyv wate we yn oe 

gireiy in 1363—q4. It would have sufficed any man who 

could write such good Greek as the Modca vra:dixyn. Bergk 
suggests dor’ eve, that is un oe directv wate éuavTor’. 

In 1367—-8 Herwerden would emend away muoros in the 

meaning “cui quis fidelis est.” But yuvacel 5€ reoros éraipos 

1 It occurs also in an epigram ascribed by Kaibel to the second or third century 

of our era (G. Kaibel, Zpigrammata Graeca, no. 551). The verb pepunpltw is 
common in Homer; Aristophanes, Wasps 5, has dwopepynploa. 

2 Prometheus 651: od 3’, @ wat, wh dwodaxrloys Aéxos 7d Znvbs. Lumenides 

141: xdwodaxticac’ Omvov. 
8 See Meineke’s Fragmenta Comicorum Graecorum, ii. pp. 378 and 871. 
4 yuvaixopidns occurs also in Theocritus, wopyodidas in the Anthology. 

dorupiAys has been proposed in 1044 of Theognis. 

5 Perhaps ws o’ éué should be read: ‘‘no man shall persuade me not to love 
thee as someone has persuaded thee not to love me.” 
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ovdeis probably means: “none of her companions trusts a 
woman.” For the active use of wuoros compare 283 and 

perhaps 1246. 

1379—80: éyd 8 aéxwy THs ois pidoTyTOS apapTav 
a@ynunv Epdwv ola + édevOepos wv. 

Herwerden remarks: “ola re Graece poni solet pro ate, doe, 

i.e.quippe. Sed huius versiculi auctor potius voluisse videtur: 

épdwv ola dv épdoe éAevOepos, ita ut re turpiter abundet.” This 
is judging Theognis by an Attic standard. If we treat this 

as a Homeric use of olos rte, all is well. Compare //tad vii. 
208: cevat’ éreiO’ olos te medwptos Epyetas“Apns. “Though 

I lost thy love against my will I gained thereby, for now I do 

what a free man may.”” 
Thus the criticisms of Herwerden and Couat do not 

amount to much. An equally grave indictment of the first 

book or any part of it as long as the second might be made 

out with ease. Herwerden adds that these erotic poems are 

remarkable for nothing but the poverty of their ideas. This 

again is a matter of taste. The book as a whole has doubt- 
less few admirers, but it contains some pieces of merit. As 

for its morality, Herwerden refers to passages of Pindar, 
Mimnermus, Solon and Ibycus, which shew that its author 

sinned in very good company. Nevertheless most modern 

critics have rejected the claims of Theognis without a doubt. 

Welcker’s remarks are typical of his method*. “ This collec- 
tion of epigrams, into which only one alien poem‘ has found 

its way,...may have been added to the Theognidea by some 

scribe cither because he saw the name Cyrnus in it (in 

1353—6, a parody), or merely because of the title éAeyeiwy 
prefixed to both sections, which he referred to subject as well 

as form.... However this may be, one thing is manifest, that 

these erotic epigrams (which, it must be confessed, rank high 

in their filthy kind) might have been given a fitter place 

1 See Monro’s Homeric Grammar, § 266. 

? But the conglomeration of participles is intolerable, and with little hesitation 

I have printed in the text Dr Henry Jackson’s conjecture épldwy for Epdwy, 

-P: ‘cil. * 1351—2. 

H. 17 
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beside the similar anthology of Straton than at the end of 

Theognis. From the Theognidean medley I have added only 
eight couplets at their head’. Here belong also 253—4, 
which we wanted among the parodies.” 

1353—6 are not a parody, as we saw above; they have in 

common with 301—2 nothing but a set form of words; it is 

on other grounds that their right to appear in the Movca 

matoucn must be challenged. With regard to 1351—2, they are 
erotic only in their address; but it is not impossible that in the 

midst of erotic poems Theognis should have inserted such a 
warning to the object of his passion ; and a poem beginning 

with @& zat could never have stood in the first book. 253—4, 

be it said once again, are an indispensable part of the poem 

237—54- 
Of the passages which Welcker adds to the Movoa rasé:07 

from the first book, 959—62 are an allegory: 

GoTE ev AUTOS ETrLVOY amo KpnYNS peXavUdponu, 

nOU TL wor edoKEL Kal xaXov eiuev Ddwp: 

vov & 78n teOor\wrTat, Ddwp 8 avapioyetat Dre 
GAs 57 KpHVNS Tiopat H TroTapod. 

This is a poem which, like the polypus, would take its colour 
from its surroundings. By putting it in the Motoa radcnn 

Welcker gives it an erotic interpretation. But if it is erotic, 

the genders of the nouns in the last line have an obvious 
significance; the poem is gynaecerastic as well as paederastic, 

and more the former than the latter; and it is therefore unlike 

anything in the second book. But the lines which precede it 
where it stands charge somebody with ingratitude; those 

which follow regret a commendation too hastily uttered. 

Neither Kupve nor IIoAuvzaiéy occurs between 897 and 1028, 
so that we need not assume that either of these poems is 
addressed to Cyrnus; and whether 959—62 are connected 

with them or not, the allegory need not be interpreted in an 

erotic sense’. 

1 9s9—62, 1rogi—I102. 
2 Nevertheless an explanation which will account for the alternative xphens 7 

worapnov is to be preferred. Allegories do not give alternatives without cause. 
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The connexion which binds together the five poems 

1087—90, 109I—4, 1095—6, 1097—1100 and IIOI—4 was 

explained above’. They are characteristic of the relation 
between Theognis and Cyrnus, such at least as the poet 

chooses to make it appear in the first book; they speak of 

friendship rather than of passion. Moreover in 1098 Theognis 

speaks of Cyrnus as a man; the poet of the second book 
always calls him to whom he speaks a boy. It is true that in 

1352 the boy is spoken of as a young man, davdpi véw: but 

while the terms “young man” and “boy” overlap, “man” and 

“boy” do not. 

Thus Welcker, Herwerden and Couat have pleaded in 
vain. In the absence of further evidence against Theognis 
let it suffice to examine the verdict of the latest historian of 

the Greek lyric poets. 

“On a contesté aussi,” says A. Croiset’, “l’authenticité des 
vers érotiques. Mais les raisons invoquees ne sont pas 

décisives, ou du moins elles ne portent que sur une partie 

d’entre eux. L’absence de ces cent cinquante vers dans tous 

les manuscrits sauf un seul prouve uniquement qu'il y avait 

plusieurs rédactions du recueil. On comprend que la nature 

des vers en question les ait fait exclure en général, et que la 
rédaction qui ne les comprenait pas ait été la plus répandue: 

elle répondait mieux a lidée qu’on devait se faire d’un poéte 

moral.” 
More probably the two books existed long apart. The 

end of the first book is lost, and the end of a manuscript is 

one of the places most subject to loss. Atticisms are not so 

common in the first book as in the second, and this difference 

is accounted for if the second book was handed down apart 

1 In 1093 A has ywwonw, the rest ywwoxwy. 1093—4 might stand alone, but 
it is much better to join them with rogr—2. Final #x was easily omitted. For 
Bpéxov in 1099 Scaliger read Bpéxxov, a form preserved by Hesychius. But Bpéxov 

may be scanned as a trochee: compare ‘Iwmopuédovros and ¢atoxlrwves in Aeschylus, 

Acheruns in Latin, lax@ by the side of lax, laxx%, “Iaxxos. In 1098 van der Mey 
reads wrepiyeoow éwalpouat wore werewody éx AcBuns peydAns, ‘‘the bird from great 

Libya,” to wit the ostrich. If the ostrich rose up on wings in Theognis’ day, its 

habits have changed. 

2 11.2 pp. 139—40. 

17—2 
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from the first. If one of two current forms of the Theognidea 

had contained both books, either the second book must have 

left more traces on Greek literature, or the joint edition can 

have had very little vogue. But all the manuscripts save A 

zo back to an archetype, called x’ by Nietzsche, which can be 
proved to have differed from A so little that their relationship 
cannot be remote; Nietzsche in fact makes x’ and A both 

direct copies of a manuscript which he calls x. Did x contain 
the second book or not? If it did, then the joint edition is 
the only edition which we can trace back beyond the ninth 

century of our era or thereabouts, and it is very strange that 

Greek literature should ignore the second book as it does; 

if it did not, the conjunction of the two books must have 

been made for the first time by A or some near ancestor 

of A. 
“TI] ne faut d’ailleurs pas croire que les éloges des Platon! 

et des Isocrate* sur la noblesse des enseignements moraux 

de Théognis soit inconciliable avec l’existence d’un certain 

nombre d’élégies d’un caractére différent. Platon lui-méme 

est parfois bien étrange, et Pindare, malgré la hauteur ordinaire 

de son inspiration, avait écrit des poémes qui répondaient 
mal a l’idée qu’on se fait en général de sa gravité. Il en est 

de méme de Solon.” 
Plato has nothing which can be called an “éloge” of 

Theognis*. As for Isocrates, it was shewn above that his 

language is compatible with a knowledge of the first book as 
we have it. Would he have said what he did if he had known 

the second book also? We have seen reason to suppose that 
the second book existed for some time apart from the first. 
Quite possibly this separation dates from the time of Theognis 
himself; he may have published one collection before the 

other, and the two may never have been joined. Under the 

1 Lots i., p. 630 A. 
2 Nicocles, 12 (a mistake no doubt for ad Micoclem, 43). 

3 In the passage of the Zazws he merely prefers the sentiment of 77—8 to that 
of some lines of Tyrtaeus; and 77—8 imply in their author nothing better than 

worldly wisdom. Can it be that Croiset imagines rodrov 54 daper x.7.X. to refer 

to Theognis? Of course it refers to the man who is faithful in grievous dissension. 
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conditions of his age and the centuries that followed such a 

division would be likely to last, since after the author's first 

issue the production of further copies, in the absence of copy- 
right, was in the hands of 6 ruy#v'. Thus it may well be 
that in the time of Isocrates no manuscript contained both 
books. And no doubt the texts of the first book were much 

more numerous than those of the second; for the latter may 

have had only a small public, while the former’ possessed 
everything requisite for popularity, containing as it does much 
that is good and useful well expressed. Hence it is possible 

that in the fourth century the Modca vra:éicyn was extant and 

recognised as the work of Theognis, yet unknown to Isocrates, 

But even if he had known it, and known it as the work of 

Theognis, it does not follow that he would have taken a 
worse view of the value of the first book. The character of 

the second book is not repugnant to the spirit of its time, and 
the moralist did not feel himself bound to practise what he 
preached. Nor does Theognis ever take a lofty tone; his 

teaching has nothing ideal about it; it is the practical wisdom 

of the man of the world. Add that the Motoa zra:dixy is 
comparatively short, and we need not wonder that it did not 
much influence Isocrates’ opinion of Theognis. Probably 

it did not weigh with him more than Tennyson’s dramatic or 

Shakespeare's non-dramatic poetry weighs with us when we 

speak of Tennyson or Shakespeare in general terms. 
On the other hand it is hard to agree with Croiset in 

thinking that Isocrates would have overlooked the impro- 
prieties of Theognis if they had been bound up with the first 
book. Then none of the reasons suggested above would have 

been present to lessen their effect. Rather it would have 

been increased by contrast. 

Croiset proceeds: “Ce qui est évident, c’est que ce genre 
de vers, a l’origine, n’a nullement pu former un second livre 
distinct, comme le manuscrit le ferait croire: ils devaient étre 
répandus dans des élégies vari¢es; le collectionneur mal 

1 Though lines 19—26 do not prove it, I see no reason to doubt that Theognis 

published the first book—issued several or many copies of his own manuscript. 
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inspiré qui les a ainsi recueillis et rapprochés les a par la 

méme rendus plus choquants.” 

The negative proposition of the first sentence is hard to 
refute but harder to establish, and Croiset does not attempt 

to establish it. We have seen already that, except for acci- 

dental loss, the Motea vaiétxn may be divided throughout 
into whole poems, each complete in itself. In no case are we 

even required to suppose a use of connecting particles similar 

to their use in oracles and drinking-songs. Moreover the 
majority of the poems contain an address—o trai, @ xadé Trai, 

and the like. This is a strong reason for believing the poems 
to be complete and not fragmentary, since it cannot be sup- 

posed for a moment that in long elegies Theognis repeated 

the address with such intolerable frequency that short frag- 

ments chosen from them would contain the address more 
often than not. 

After recognizing the presence in the book of parodies 

and of lines by other poets, Croiset says in conclusion: “Mais 

il est probable que, dans cette partie du recueil, comme dans 

le reste, la plupart des vers sont de Théognis. D’ot viennent- 

ils, en effet, s’‘ils ne sont pas de lui, et pourquoi les a-t-on 

ainsi rattachés aux Sentences du potte de Mégare? On a 
proposé sur ce point toutes sortes d’hypothéses; mais ce 

qu’on ne peut nier, c’est que beaucoup d’entre eux, a ne 

considérer que le style et la versification, aient tout a fait 
air d’étre authentiques. Il faut donc supposer que le faus- 

saire (placé par les uns au vit siécle avant Jésus-Christ, par 

les autres dans la période Byzantine !) avait merveilleusement 

réussi, dans un grand nombre de cas, a imiter la maniére du 

poete auquel il voulait préter ses propres inventions, et qu’en 

outre il avait eu la bizarre idée d’attacher cette sorte d’ap- 

‘ pendice au recueil le moins fait pour l’appeler. II est plus 

simple d’admettre que Théognis, en morale comme 4a tous 

égards, était de son temps et de son pays, et que cet épilogue 

suspect présente a peu pres la méme proportion de vers 
authentiques que le reste du recueil. Ajoutons tout de suite, 

pour n’y plus revenir, que si le fond des choses y est ce 

qu’on sait, expression pourtant y reste plus mesurée et plus 
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chaste quelle ne l’est parfois chez les poétes grecs dont la 

réputation est le moins suspecte.” 

The supposed forger has been successful not only in a 

large number of cases but in all cases; at least it has still to 

be proved that any poem in the book is such as Theognis 

could not have written. Otherwise Croiset’s verdict is very 

like that to which our enquiry. points. 

An interesting proof of the antiquity of one couplet in the 
second book came to light less than twenty years ago’. It 

is contained in a red-figured drinking-bowl, “one of the 

treasures of pottery,” says U. Kohler?, “which the tombs of 

Tanagra have been yielding for years without cease.” On 
the inner base of the bowl is a picture of a man reclining as 

at a banquet. His head is thrown back, his mouth is wide 

open, and his eyes are fixed on the distance. In one hand 
he holds a xpotadov. From his mouth issues the legend o 
jaiowv cadrddotTe. “If I am not mistaken,” says Kohler, “the 
bowl bears the stamp of an Attic workshop.” As for its date, 

he would rather put it in the beginning than in the middle of 
the fifth century before Christ. 

@ taidwy xaddoTe, which must be the beginning of a 
hexameter, occurs nowhere in Greek poetry of suitable date 

save in line 1365 of the Movoa tracéuxn: 

@ Traibwy Kadd\LoTE Kal ipepoéoTtaTe TavTw)Y, 
o1760 avTov Kai pov watp émrdaxovaoy érn. 

As Kiillenberg has observed’, the application of the epithets 

KaANoTOS Kal iwepoéotatos to a beautiful boy is borrowed 
from the cyclic Ocdipody: 

arr’ ért kaddoTov Te Kal iepoéotatoy aANwy 
qaida dirtov Kpelovtos auvuovos Aipova Siov. 

1 Another point may be noticed in passing. 1347—50, which tell of the seizure 

of Ganymede by Zeus, do not mention the eagle of the later legend. J. Lucas 
(Studia Theognidea, p. 39) shews that the eagle does not appear before the fourth 

century, and that from that time onwards it is never absent from the story. This 
gives a presumption that 1347—50 belong to an earlier date. 

2 Mitthetlungen des deutschen archdologischen Institutes su Athen, ix. (1884), 

pp. 1—4-. From Kohler’s article and the plate attached to it my description of the 
bowl is taken. 

3 P. 23. 
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In 1117 of Theognis the same words are applied ironically 

to the god of wealth, who cuts a very different figure in 

Aristophanes : 

TIdodre, Gedy xaddote Kal ipepoéotate TavTey, 

avy col Kal Kaxos Ov yivetat éoOXos avnp. 

It is clear, as Reitzenstein says, that while the application of 

these epithets to Ploutos may come from their application to 
beautiful boys, the latter cannot come from the former. Thus 
we need not listen to those who call 1365 an imitation—some 

have even said a parody—of 1117. On the other hand it 

would be rash, in view of the line in the cyclic Oedipody, to 

say that 1117 presupposes the existence of 1365 ; the one has 

no necessary connexion with the other. 

The words @ taiéwy xdddtoTe are such as any erotic poet 
might have written, but the fact remains that to the best of 

our knowledge no poet did write them before the time of the 
bowl except the author of line 1365. There is thus a strong 
presumption that the song which the man Is singing is the 

same of which 1365—6 are the beginning and perhaps 

1365—72 the whole’. This fixes the date of 1365 as pro- 

bably not later than the beginning of the fifth century, just 

the time, as will be shewn later, when Theognis was alive 
and at work. 

The places too are instructive, though their significance 
seems to have been missed. The bowl was found at Tanagra; 

its workmanship resembles that of Athens, not much over 

twenty miles from Tanagra as the crow flies. In our collection 
are poems addressed to a Simonides and to an Onomacritus, 
perhaps the same as the poets who are known to have spent 

many years in Athens at the end of the sixth and the 

beginning of the fifth century ; and one of those which are 

addressed to Simonides seems to imply personal contact 
between him and the writer. Tanagra again lay on the way 

from Megara, and perhaps also from Athens, to Aulis, the 

_ 1 See Lucas, p. 41. Lucas thinks that the bowl may be as old as the end of 
the sixth century; and he argues that the position of the genitive before the vocative 

implies that what the man is singing is poetry, not prose. 
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best port for Euboea, and the only port for Chalcis; we 
know from 784 that Theognis visited Euboea, and it will be 

shewn below that there is very good reason to believe that 

he visited either Eretria or Chalcis. Moreover we are so 

fortunate as to have proof that a connexion existed between 

Megara and Tanagra not very long before the date of the 

bowl, for about the year 550 the two cities joined in founding 

Heraclea on the Pontus’. 
Though none of these facts amounts to much alone, taken 

together they make it quite possible that 1365 was written 

by Theognis. 

Inscriptions will yield another indication, this also hitherto 

unnoticed, of a connexion between Tanagra and Theognis. 
The persons whom Theognis mentions or addresses are 

Kyrnos son of Polypaos, Simonides, Onomakritos, Klearistos, 

Skythes, Theotimos, Demokles, Akademos, Timagoras, De- 

monax, Argyris. In this list are several rare names. Search 

for Akademos yielded only three examples: one from an Attic 
inscription? of the form ‘Axadnyos, one from an inscription of 
Larisa* of the form FexédSayos, and one from a tombstone of 
Tanagra‘ which has the legend empHexadamoeem. Klearistos 

again is far from common. The Corpus Inscriptionum 
Atticarum gives no example of the masculine name, 

1 Pausanias v. 26. 7: 7 5¢'Hpdxvaca wewbdcora pev éwi Evéelvy rovry, drwxloOn 

bé éx Meydpwv- perécxov 5é xal Bawrav Tavaypaio roi olxicuod. Justin (xvi. 3) 

has a different story. He says that the Boeotians, seeking relief from a plague, 
were instructed by the Delphic oracle to found in the region of Pontus a city sacred 
to Hercules. The distance deterred them; but being hard pressed by the Phocians 

in war they applied again to Delphi, and the god repeated his command. They 

then sent out a band of colonists and founded Heraclea. This account may perhaps 

be true as far as it goes. Megara had a large trade with the Pontic regions; the 

Boeotians on the other hand were no seafarers; and it is easy to see why they 

Joined forces with their seafaring neighbours in founding so distant a-colony. It 

is quite possible that for some reason or other Tanagra supplied the whole or the 
chief part of the Boeotian contingent. 

Strabo (xii. p. 542) makes the mistake of calling Heraclea Pontica a colony 

from Miletus. 

2 Corpus Inscriptionum Alticarum, ii. no. 329, Bockh’s Corpus /uscriptionum 

Graecarum, no. 11§. Bockh dates it after olympiad 123. 2. 

*-H. Collitz’s Sammlung der griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften, no. 344. 

* Dittenberger’s Jnscriptiones Graecae Megaridis Oropiae Boeotiae, no. 593; 

Collitz, no. 876. 
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though the feminine KXeapiorn occurs thrice between the 
archonship of Euclides and the time of Augustus, and twice 
in the Roman period. But an inscription from Chalcis* 
in a list of men’s names has KLEAP, which may be the 

beginning of KXedpioros. In the inscriptions of Boeotia and 
Oropus, again, KXeapeotos and KXeapiory are not rare. The 
feminine is found at Oropus?. The masculine appears in an 

inscription from Orchomenus of the end of the third century 
B.C.3, in a Theban inscription belonging perhaps to the second 

century of our era‘, and in two inscriptions from Tanagra®. 

The rareness of these two names gives importance to the 

fact that both are found at Tanagra and in its neighbourhood. 

Greek names tended to recur in the same families, so that it 

is possible that in the time of Theognis Tanagra contained 

both an Akademos and a Klearistos. 

The very rare name Argyris is found in an inscription 

from Oropus’, the date of which is about 200 B.C., as well as 
in an inscription from Thera’. 

1 Roehl’s /rscriptiones Graecae Antiqutssimae, no. 375. 

2 Dittenberger, no. 437. % Dittenberger, no. 3179. 

‘ Dittenberger, no. 2245. 

5 Dittenberger, nos. 1145 and 1552. The Corpus /nscriptionum Graecarum 

Peloponnesi et Insularum Vicinarum gives Kieaplora from Epidauris (fourth or 
third century), and KXedpicros, as the name of a Phliiasian, from Hermione (third 
century). 

© Roehl, no. 3498. 

7 Inscriptiones Graecae Insularum Maris Aegaei, fasc. iii. no. 837. There is 
no other example in this collection, in Roehl, in the /ascriptiones Gracciae 

Septentrionalts, or in the Corpus Iuscriptionum Alticarum down to the time of 
Augustus. 

The name 2«v6ns occurs in no. 1037 of the C./.4.; a post-Euclidean inscription, 

but I can find no conjecture of its date. On the other hand two persons of this 

name figure in the events of Theognis’ time. One is the father of the enlightened 

tyrant of Cos, the Cadmus who afterwards settled at Zancle in 494, and was 
despatched by Gelon to Delphi in 480 (Herodotus vii. 163—4; E. A. Freeman, 

History of Stcily, ii. pp. 110—1, 182—3); the other is the unfortunate king of 
Zancle who lost his city in 494 (Herodotus vi. 23, Freeman ii. p. 109 ff.). Of 

these the second at least can hardly be the man to whom Theognis writes, but it is 

interesting to find that the name was not very uncommon in his day. A Spartan 

named Z«v@ys is mentioned by Xenophon, //ellenica iii. 4. 20. Thus all the 

attempts which have been made to emend or explain away the name 2xd@a in 829 

are superfluous; they seem to rest on the assumption that Zxdé@ys is not a name 
which a Greek could have borne. 
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These facts are not without importance in view of 

1209—1I0: 

Aldwy peéev yévos eiui, Toru 8 evteitxyea @nByv 
OiKW, TaTpwas YS aTrepUKOLEVOS. 

Notice that "Apyups comes in the very next poem, in 1211. 
The subject of names leads us to consider the only two 

poems in the second book which address living men by 

mame. 1345—50 are a defence of araudepacria addressed to 

Simonides ; they are like the rest of the second book in all 
except their address. With 1353—6 the case is different: 

Wixpos Kat yAuKUsS €oTL Kal apTradéos Kai amrnvns, 
Sppa Tédevos én, Kupve, véorow Epas. 

hv pev yap Teréon, yrvKd yivetar: jv S€ SiwKwv 
pn TeXMon, TavtTwv Toit’ dvinpoTtarTov. 

véototy Epws cannot mean zraidepactia; it must mean the 
love that young men feel. Thus these lines are not strictly 

in keeping with the character of Mowtca tratducn. Perhaps 
they belong to the lost end of the first book; some scribe 

may have come across them quoted elsewhere, assumed from 

the word épws that they belonged to the second book, and so 
inserted them here. It is just possible, however, that Theognis 

wished by the inclusion of this poem to set his seal on the 

second book as by lines 19—26 he set it on the first. If his 

fame was not yet established when he gathered his amatory 

poems together, modesty, helped perhaps by some measure 

of shame, may have prevented him from thrusting his name 
and city on the reader's notice as he did in the preface of the 
first book; while some of his gnomic poems may have been 

well enough known to ensure that Kupve would be taken as a 
mark of his hand. The same purpose would be served by 

the address to Simonides in 1349, for to Simonides are 

addressed two long poems in the first book. Then 1351—2, 

which resemble the rest of the collection in address but not 
in spirit, may have been meant to pave the way for the 

gnomic poem addressed to Cyrnus. For 1353—6 are gnomic, 

not erotic ; and if Theognis chose for his o¢pnyis a gnome on 
love, it was because the collection is dedicated to the deities 

of love. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THEOGNIS. 

I. Zhe Birthplace of Theoguts. 

IN a passage of Plato’s Laws! Theognis is described as a 
citizen of Megara in Sicily, but Didymus and others made 

him a native of the Nisaean Megara. MHarpocration, after 

mentioning the Theognis who was one of the Thirty Tyrants, 

proceeds: tov 5€é rotnrod Qeoyvidos pynuovever ‘looxpatns éy 
tais mpos Nixoxdéa viroOnxats* ottos 8 hy Meyapevs amo Tey 
mpos 77 Artixn Meyapwy: avtos yap dyow o rowntns: 

NrAOov pev yap eywye cai és SexeAnv tote yatav. 
? \ 9 4 : 9 t vy? A 9 a , 0 

@ py émiotnoas Tdatwv ev a’ Nouov tav év TH Luxcedia tworirny 

EpacKev eis LineAtav. KatTnxoArAovOncay S€ re [lkatwv ovK 

ortiyou". Similarly the scholiast on the passage of the Laws: 

tept Beoyvidos xai ths Kat avtov iotopias audtBoria TroAXrXH 
éyiyveto Tots waXatois* Kai of pév hacw avtov é« Meyapéwy 
yeyernoba. tTHS “ATTexys* ottws o Aidupos, exipvopevos te 

TlAdtwve ws rrapiotopobyte* of Sé Gte éx YeKedias*, 
Modern scholars for the most part agree with Didymus, 

and there can be little doubt that they are right; but there 

should be equally little doubt that Welcker is wrong in sup- 

porting this opinion by the inference which he draws from the 

1 i, p. 630 A: woXirny Tay év LexeNa Meyapéwr. 
2 Could Harpocration have written wrodlryy Epackey thus with ellipse of an 

infinitive? No reason appears why the words els ZcxeNlay should have been 

inserted. More probably something has fallen out after &pacxey, Perhaps 
Harpocration suggested somehow what the Platonic scholiast suggests, that 

Theognis was bom in the Nisaean Megara but emigrated to the Sicilian; and of 
this the last words only, els ZineNlav, have survived. 

3 With Didymus agrees the epitome of Stephanus of Byzantium s.v. Méyapa. 
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passage of the Laws. “ Platonem enim,” he says!, “in Attica 
poetam natum novisse, ipsis Atheniensis, qui loquitur, verbis 

declaratur: zroutynv 8€ Kai npets paprupa éxyopev Béoyver.” 
A look at the context will shew that this inference is false. 
The Athenian had brought forward some lines of Tyrtaeus in 
which the poet praises a certain kind of courage ; and after 

some discussion, in which Clinias the Cretan accepts his 
views, he proceeds to compare with this kind of courage 

another kind which is praised by Theognis :—nyets 8€ ye 
aya0av dvtwy TovTwy Ett payev apetvous elvat Kal ToAD TOUS 
EV TO MEYLOTHD TOAEUM Yyeyvouevous apiatous Stahavas. Tounthny 
dé Kai nels paptupa Exopev, Béoyvw, woriTHnY Tav év Luxedia 
Meyapéwv. The words must be given their natural meaning : 

“we too have a poet for witness on our side, namely Theognis.”’ 
Welcker would give rodirnv tav év Zetia Meyapéwy a 

concessive force; but if Plato had meant what Welcker takes 

him to mean, he would certainly have said something like toy 

Meyapéwy pév trav ev Bredia toriTnv yevouevov hice Se 

"Attixov, the converse of his description of Tyrtaeus shortly 
before: rov dices pev ’ AOnvaiov ravde 5é (the Lacedaemonians) 
qoXiTny yevouevov. However, even after Welcker has forced 
Plato’s words into the meaning which suits his purpose, his 

argument is still worthless. The Megarid and Attica are not 
synonymous terms; and an Athenian would no more speak 

of a Megarian as a fellow-countryman in contrast with a man 

born in Attica who had become a citizen of Sparta, than a 

German would speak of a Frenchman as a fellow-countryman 

in contrast with a man German by birth who had become 

a subject of Spain®. 

But this is not to say that Theognis was not for a time 

a citizen of Megara Hyblaea. The words of Plato prove that 

he was. Nothing is more likely than that a native of the 

mother-city, having reason to quit it, should make himself a 

citizen of the colony*®. If he had done that, Theognis would 

1 Pp, xiv. 

2 Compare Hiller, Neue Jakrbicher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 459. 
3 Schol. ap. Geel. p. 226 on Plato p. 630: rf 5é éxwAvev abrov éx ravrns uey 

elvac ris Meyapldos, dwredObyra dé els TexeNlay, ws 7 loropla ya, yerécOar vou 
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have been called Meyapevs trav ev Xuxedia or qroAtTns THY év 
Leuxehia Meyapéwv. This accounts for the mistake of Plato, 
who tells not an untruth but only part of the truth. 

Recently however two scholars have departed from the 

view that Theognis came from the Nisaean Megara. G. F. 

Unger’ observes that the evidence which Harpocration and 
the Platonic scholiast give for the Nisaean Megara is only 

negative. Why, he asks, did they not argue from 773—82, 
where the poet calls the city of Alcathous nyerépny more ? 

He suggests that it may have been because not only citizens 

of the city but also resident aliens might have spoken thus, 

and none more readily than a travelling singer whose liveli- 

hood depended on the welfare of the rich and prominent 

citizens, his patrons. He thinks that Theognis has done the 

same thing in 39—40 also— 

Kupve, xveu rrodus de, Sédorxa S€ un Téxn avdpa 
evOuvTjpa Kaxns BBpros nyetréopns— 

wrongly inferring from 1103—4 (which were explained above) 
that Cyrnus was not of the same country as Theognis. 

Cyrnus, Simonides, Clearistus, Democles, Academus, Tima- 

goras, Demonax, he imagines, were the poet’s patrons, leading 

men in the cities which he visited. But could the language 

of the poems to Cyrnus, Simonides, Clearistus, Academus, 

Demonax have been addressed by a paid poet to his em- 

ployers? If so, his tone is passing strange. He quarrels 

with Cyrnus; he advises Simonides how to behave in com- 

pany; he speaks to Clearistus as one poor man to another; 

he makes light of Academus’ accomplishments; he insults 

Demonax. Contrast the language of Pindar and Bacchylides. 
The travelling poet must avoid controversy, as they do*; he 

is not the mouthpiece of bitter party-feeling, as Theognis is. 

Mevyapéa éxet, ws xal rov Tupraiov Aaxedaruéviov; Similarly Herodotus became a 

citizen of Thurii, and must have been described as such in some copies of his 
history, for Aristotle quotes the first words of it thus: ‘Hpodérov Gouplov 743° 
ioroplns dwddeckts. 

1 Die heimath des Theognis, in Philologus xlv. pp. 18—33- 

2 See how circumspect Pindar is in Pythian iv. 271, an exception which proves 
the rule. 
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Unger goes on to suggest that the proof that Theognis 

was not a citizen of the Nisaean Megara was something 

which stood in the form of Theognis that Plato knew, but not 

in the form that Didymus knew. For this there is no evidence. 

It is far more likely that Plato has made a mistake, perhaps 
due to his visits to Sicily, where Theognis was doubtless 

claimed as a fellow-citizen by the men of Megara Hyblaea, 

who may have explained 7AOov pév yap éywye Kai els Lexedry 
mote yaiav as referring to the land of the Sikels. Perhaps 

they appealed also to the “elegy on the Syracusans who 

were saved in the siege,” which Theognis wrote in Sicily, no 
doubt, whether he was a native of Sicily or not?. It is very 

probable that in Sicily Theognis was considered a native of 
Megara Hyblaea who spent part of his life in Megara Nisaea; 
in the Megarid of the Isthmus, a native of Megara Nisaea 
who spent part of his life in Megara Hyblaea. There was 

another such dispute between the two cities for the honour of 

having given birth tocomedy*. And though the argument of 

Didymus which has come down to us is negative, if we knew his 

discussion of the matter at first hand we should find perhaps 
that he supported this argument with others based on 11—12, 

764, 773—88, while at the same time he confessed that these 

lines might be the work of a native of the Hyblaean Megara 

resident in the Nisaean. At least he cannot have overlooked 

matpns in 788, which is not mentioned by Harpocration. 

Nevertheless, says Unger, Theognis cannot have been a 

Sikeliot, for the character of 783—8 shews that Zexernv 
yatay must refer to the Greek cities of Sicily and not to the 
parts of the Sikels, which he would never have put in the 

same class with Euboea and Sparta. We must therefore 

look for a third Megara. | 

Under the word Méyapa Stephanus of Byzantium men- 
tions the Nisaean Megara and proceeds thus: éort xai 

Méyapa’ év @ettaria. tpitn év Ilovtm. tetaprn év 'Trrvpib.. 

1 Reitzenstein (p. 272) goes so far as to suggest that this elegy was a forgery of 
the Sicilian Megarians, designed to establish their claim to Theognis. 

2 Aristotle, Poetics, chapter tii. 

3 p’ is an easy emendation of xal. B and « are often confused in minuscule script. 
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wéumrn ev Moroaaidrs. Exrn év Yuxedia. The Pontic Megara 

is probably the Bithynian place Meyapixcv. The three which 

remain are probably one and the same, for Stephanus often 

makes several places out of one place variously described, 
and the borders of Thessaly, Macedonia and Molossis were 

often confused or vague. Unger shews that this Megara ts 
the place which in the vear 317 belonged to Macedonia. It 

was probably in the territory of the Aithikes, whom a scholiast 

mentions among the Aeolian races ; their ancestor Aithix was 

the son of Ianos, who is called by Plutarch "EAAny éx 
Tleppa:Bias. In this Megara, according to Unger, Theognis 
was born. 

This enables him to offer an explanation of 1209—10: 

AiOwy pev yévos etut, modu & evteicxyea OnBnv 

Oka, TATPWAS YS amrEpuKopevos. 

yévos eiui is mostly used with a genitive. In Cramer's 
Anecdota, iv. 97, are the words: Al@es wat “Awves, eOvexa'. 

Unger reads Al@es and Alves, and thinks the latter a short 
form for Aiviaves, the former for Af@:ees. For the termination 

-exes he quotes @pyxes; Tpaixes compared with Graz ; 
Kidcxes, which the ancients connected with KiAra; Téppmcxes. 

He would therefore adopt Bergk’s conjecture A:@av or 
Al@éwy in 1209. 

He also explains 1213—6 in accordance with this theory:— 

nity 5 adrAa peév €ort, yUvat, Kana TOAD, errel ex VHS 

dhevyouev, apyarén 8 ove ere SovrAocvvn, 

ovd’ nuas wepvdot words ye wév eats Kal Hyiv 
carn, AnOaim Kxexrpuévn edie. 

Strabo mentions a river An@atos, 0 aept Tpixeny, ed @ o 
"AckAnos yevvnOfvar Néyerat. The Aithikes bordered on 
Trikka. “Thus,” says Unger, “the cradle of Theognis stood 
on consecrated ground, whence the cult of a Greek god had 
sprung.” 

To the Macedonian Megara he refers also the famous 
oracle: 

1 Both these €6:ad are mentioned by Suidas also. 
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yains pev traons To IleXacyixoy apyos ape.voy, 
tarmrot @pnixrar, Aaxedarpovias S€é yuvaixes, 

avépes 8 of mivovow tdwp Knarfis “ApePovons: 
GXXr’ ért kai TaVS’ eioiy apelvoves, of Te peonyv 

TipuvO0s vaiovor nal "Apxadins trodupnrov, | 
"Apyetoe Acvodw@pyKes, KévTpa mWTodpoL0. 
tpeis 8, @ Meyapijs, otre tpiro: obte Tétaptos 
ovte Sumdéxator ot’ ev AOyp ovT’ ev apLOug. 

Clement of Alexandria ascribes the last two lines to Theognis?, 

but everywhere else the poem is spoken of as an oracle. 

Perhaps Clement assigned them to our poet for no better 

reason than that they are addressed to the Megarians. 
But it seems possible to discern a reason for following 

Clement in this matter. In the last verse but one Aiycées 
often appears instead of Meyapis. These were Achaeans of 
Aigion, opposite the Ozolian Locrians. Unger maintains that 

the only occasion which could have produced an application 

from the men of Aigion to Delphi and this the god’s answer 

was in the time of the Achaean league, perhaps about 217 B.C., 

when the Achaeans defeated the Aetolians at sea*. But the 
lines are older than this, for they are clearly referred to by 
Theocritus’: 

apes 8 ovtE AGyw Tivos aELoL oT apLOunrot, 
Svatnvo. Meyapnes atiporarn évi poipy— 

and by Callimachus‘: 

THs 5é tadaivns 
vundns, ws Meyapéwy, ov Aoyos ovd’ aptOpos. 

The question then is this: was it an old oracle or a poem of 

1 LIrpwyareis, vii. § 110: vmets 3’, © Meyapets, pnoly b Odoyms, obre rplro: xr. 

3 In E. Miller’s Mélanges de Littérature Grecque, p. 361, is this note: Alyiées 
ore rplro otre réraprot’...dre yap rotras éxphobn xal ob Meyapeiow, xal “Iwy 

péuynrac év rw wpds TevOcddny eyxwyly. Unger thinks that the author of this 

otherwise unknown work was not the tragedian Ion of Chios but some later writer ; 

and in proof of this he observes that Photius and Suidas give Ion as their second 

authority only, Mnaseas as their first. There is no evidence for ascribing it to Ion 

of Chios. Reitzenstein however (p. 54, n- 2) thinks that Ion takes second place 

only because he merely mentioned the oracle, while Mnaseas discussed it. 

3 xiv. 48—9. ‘ Epigram 26. 

H. 18 
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Theognis that the authorities of Delphi remodelled in 217? 

All except Clement who mention the Megarian version 
regard it as an oracle, but that may be due to confusion with 

the other version. It has been shewn above that the passage 

of the Meno implies that Theognis used other metres besides 
the elegiac. If this poem in its original form was really 
written by Theognis, it is the only fragment of these non- 
elegiac poems that survives. If it was not written by Theognis, 

why should Clement have ascribed it to him? The reason 

suggested above, that he was led to do so merely by the word 

Meyapijs, is not at all satisfactory, for the careless observer 
would naturally assign such a poem to any one rather than 

a Megarian. No careful observer, however, would venture to 

assert that such contempt for his native city could not have 

been felt and uttered by Theognis at some period or other of 

his life’. 
Unger puts the date of the earlier version in the middle or 

the second half of the seventh century, since the prestige of 

Argos became inferior to that of Sparta soon after, and the 
men of Chalcis, “the men who drink the water of beautiful 

Arethusa,”? could not have been called bravest after the 

Athenian invasion of Euboea in 506. But the poem calls the 

men of Chalcis dest, not bravest; @ecvoyv and apeivoves must 

have their least particular meaning, for they are applied to 

land and horses and women as well as men. «évtpa mroAépor0 

does not mark the only quality, but one of the qualities, 
wherein the superiority of the men of Argos lay. On what 

grounds the god or the poet thus honoured Chalcis and 
Argos we do not know. 

To return to the question of the Megaras, Unger argues 

that the oracle must have intended this snub for the Mace- 

donian Megara, since in the seventh century the city on the 

1 Reitzenstein (p. 54, n. 2) ascribes the lines to Theognis, but thinks them a 

remodelling of the oracle, not the oracle of them. He thinks the metrical fault of 
Alyiées a mark of antiquity. But he does not suggest any occasion before Theognis’ 
time when the men of Aigion could have laid themselves open to such a rebuke. 

? In Sicily no doubt this was referred to the Syracusans, since Syracuse also 
had an Arethusa, the most famous of the fountains of that name. 
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Isthmus was flourishing, engaged in founding important 

colonies, and under Theagenes strong enough to hold its own 

against Athens ; and as late as the time of the Persian wars 

it sent the third largest contingent to Salamis and the fourth 

largest to Plataea. 

That is the case for the Macedonian Megara. To begin 

with the last point, the very importance of the city on the 
Isthmus and the utter insignificance of the village in Mace- 

donia make it certain that the former was the place against 
which the poem was aimed. It would have done the Mace- 
donian Megara too much honour even to mention it in the 

same breath with Chalcis or Sparta or Argos. In order to 

insult a small place one must compare it unfavourably with 

small places. The insult could not have been weaker if, say, 

Seriphos had been thus compared with Sicily; and Seriphos 

was at least a recognised member of the Hellenic world, the 

Macedonian Megara was apparently not. Proportion must 

be observed in abuse as in compliment. 

Unger’s other arguments have been answered briefly by 

J. Beloch?, who remarks that if Theognis had come from the 
Macedonian Megara he would have been known to Greece 

not as Meyapevs but as Tuyravos—not by a village-name 
(there were no cities in his time in the inland parts of 

Macedonia and Epiros) but by a tribe-name; that Macedonia, 

Epiros and inland Thessaly played no productive part in 

Greek literature during the sixth or even the fifth century ; 
that the old kingship of heroic times survived in Macedonia 
and Epiros until the third or second century, and even in 

Thessaly tyrants did not arise until the end of the fifth, 

whereas Theognis lived in a republic which was in danger of 

a tyrant; and that many poems shew Theognis playing a 

part in affairs which no péroexos or enfranchised alien could 
have played. To the inference which Unger draws from 
1103—4 Beloch replies that Theognis uses the second person, 

vppe, because he has no share in the &8pus which he denounces; 

but more probably, as we saw above, dupe is not a plural but 

1 Neue Jahrbiicher fir Philologie, 1888, pp. 729—33 (for the criticism of Unger 
see the first footnote); Rheinisches Museum, 1895, pp. 250—5. 

18—2 
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a dual, or at least a plural used of two persons only, Cyrnus 

and his new friend. 

Beloch, however, misses the chief strength of Unger's 

theory, the explanations of Af@wv and An@ai@ medio which it 

seems to supply. But this strength is rather apparent than 

real. The explanation of Ai@wy depends firstly on a con- 

jectural alteration of the text (a slight alteration, it is true), 

and secondly on a conjectural identification of Al@es and 
At@cxes ; and moreover the use of the genitive with -yévos in 

this way is perhaps doubtful’. The explanation of AnOaip 
accounts for a An@aios wotapos but not for a An@acov (or 

An@aiov) awediov. If the river was called An@aios, the name 

of a neighbouring plain would naturally be expressed by 

a genitive, or by an adjective formed from A7@atoes—by 

An@aiou rediov like Katorpou wediov, or by An@aixov mediov 

like wediov AndXavtiov. Nor is there any trace of a place 
called Thebe near this Lethaios. 

With Unger’s theory we discard perhaps the most plausible 

explanation of these two difficult passages. Probably they 

are of the nature of riddles, and it is hard to solve riddles at 

a distance of more than two thousand years. But there is 

still room for guesswork. 

If 1209—10 are a complete poem as they stand, they must 

surely mean more than appears on the surface. If they had 
been a plain and straightforward description of the poet’s 

circumstances, they would have had very little point. But 

Theognis lived in a riddling age, and there are other riddles 

among his poems. Some one has suggested that AZ@wyv may 

contain a reference to a passage of the Odyssey* where 

Odysseus, who is in disguise, gives himself this name in 
answer to Penelope’s questions: éuoi 5 dvoya xrvToY AlOwv. 

1 Unger says that the genitive is the commonest construction, and compares 

Bedy yévos elul in Homer, yévos pev elul rijs reptppvrov Zxvpou in Sophocles. But 

there no case save the genitive could have been used. Adjectives denoting 

nationality are commonly put in the nominative, with yévos in the accusative. 

So in Pisander’s epigram (Bergk, Poetae Lyrici Gracci ii. p. 24), Md-yvns yévos; 

Aeschylus, Supplices 274, ‘Apyeiar yévos éfevxduerda; Aristophanes, Btrd's 1700, 

BdpBapo 3° eloly yévos; Herodotus i. 6, Avdos peéev yévos; etc. 

® xix. 183. 
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It was the name of the grandfather of Mestra, the wife of 

Autolycus. If that is the place whence Theognis got the 
word, the meaning must have been something like this: 

“TI am an‘ Incognito by race, and I dwell in the well-walled 

city of Thebe, being banished from my fatherland.” The 

puzzle would then be to discover the author of the couplet, a 

puzzle which would be solved of course when it was included 
in the collected poems of Theognis’. This seems to be the 

best explanation if A’@wy is to be kept. But is it not possible 
that the first words of the hexameter contain a veiled allusion 
to the name @éoyuis, “ god-born”? al Gedy would give the 

required sense ; but ai seems to be used only in the double 

form aiai. To a @ewy there would be less objection. Perhaps 
Theognis wrote aienewn, forming from aiéy éovres a nomina- 
tive singular which had the look of a genitive plural. These 

suggestions are of course mere guesses, and any approach to 
certainty is beyond hope. 

In 1211—6 there is better chance of success. The fact 

that there was a river Lethaios on which stood Gortyn caused 

Bergk formerly to ascribe the poem to Thaletas of Gortyn ; 

while von Leutsch suggests ironically* that it may be by 
Epimenides, whose native town Phaistos stood on the same 
river. Bergk finally ascribed it to Anacreon, who spent some 
time in Magnesia, where was another Lethaios. But what 

we want is not a An@aios aotayos but a AnOaiov mediov. 

There is no trace of any plain but one which was so-called, 
and that was not in Magnesia or Crete or northern Greece, 

but in Hades. In the Frogs? Charon asks: 

tis eis avatravAas ex Kaxw@v Kal wpaypatwr; 
tis els TO AnOns aediov 4% *s Svou aoKas 
a ) ’s KepBepious 7} 5 xopaxas 7 ‘mi Tatvapoy; 

At the end of Plato’s Republic‘ the souls which are on their 

1 It is perhaps an accident that the first three words contain all the letters of 
Meyapeds, the last two all the letters of O¢oyms. 

2 Philologus xxx. p. 672. ‘‘Ludens an serio nescio,” says Bergk in his note on 
1211—6. Certainly ‘‘ ludens,” and at Bergk’s expense. 

3 185—7. 

4 x. p. 621 A. 
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way back to earth cross ro tis AnOns mediov, the Plain of 
Oblivion, and encamp zrapa tov ’ApéAnra wrotapoy, the River 
of Heedlessness, which seems to be the same as o tas AnOns 
qotanos Mentioned just after. Thus the Plain of Oblivion 
was adjacent to the River of Oblivion. What Theognis means 

is that the remedy for his citilessness is death’. 
Beloch goes back to the opinion that Theognis was a 

native of the Hyblaean Megara. He appeals to the circum- 
stances of the two Megaras in 480 B.C., for he holds that this 
is the only date to which the poems that mention the Medes 

can be assigned. The revolution in the Nisaean Megara, he 
says, was over in 480, and the tyrants of Corinth, Sicyon, 

Epidaurus, Megara had fallen long before. The Nisaean 

Megara could not have been in fear of a tyrant while Sparta 

held suzerainty over the Peloponnese. In Sicily on the other 

hand tyranny was at its height in the early part of the 

fifth century, and revolution began at Syracuse about 490. 

Moreover lines 549—54 imply that the Megara to which 

Theognis belonged had cavalry : 

ayyeros apOoyyos modeuov rrodvdaxpuy éyeipes, 
Kupy', amo tnXavyéos dhatvopevos oxomens. 

GNX trios EuBadr(€ TaxuTrrépvorct yadsvous’ 
dnwyv yap of avipayv avtiacey Soxéw. 

ov moAXov TO peonyu’ SvampynEouvot xéXevOor, 

El wn eunv yvouny éEatratac. Oeoi. 

Now neither Megara nor any other city of the Peloponnese 

had cavalry before the Persian wars. Simonides speaks thus 
of the Megarians who fell at Plataea’*: 

tot 5€ Kal év wediw Bowtie, oftwes érray 
xetpas ém’ avOpwrous immopaxous iévat. 

Nor does Thucydides? mention Megara among the cities 

which furnished horse to the Spartan army in the Pelopon- 

1 According to the scholiast Didymus supposed that Aristophanes invented his 
AhOns rediov :—ro 5é AfOns redlov, Alduuss dno, xwplow év Gdou rerowuxey. But 

since it appears in Plato also, probably both Aristophanes and Plato made use of a 
popular belief. 

2 Fragment 107. 3 ii. 9. 3. 
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nesian war: Tovrwy vauvrixoy wapetyovto KopivOtor, Meyapie, 
Lcxveveor, TerArAnvys, HreZor, "Apmrpaciatras, Aevxadzot, imiréas 

5¢ Bowwrot, Pwxns, Aoxpot* ai 5 adXat trodevs weloy trapetyov. 

But in Sicily cavalry was common about 500. 

It is true that the movements immediately connected with 

the reign of Theagenes were at an end in 480, and that 

Megara seems to have been quiet at the time of the Persian 
wars. But we know from Strabo that Megara “ underwent 

many changes,” and Theognis need not have degun to write 
in 480. Again, though Corinth, Sicyon and the rest were 

free from tyrants at the end of the sixth century, Athens at 

least was not. As for the influence of Sparta, Megara was 

on the very edge of Sparta’s control, and we cannot say how 

much her hegemony would have demanded in particular 

cases ; nor would she be able to prevent the possibility of a 

tyrant, which is all that Theognis implies. 

As for the matter of cavalry, a careful examination of 

lines 549—54 may dispel this objection. Both the antecedent 

of ode and the subject of d:aapnEoucr are to be supplied from 

tarmrots, and &:ampnfovo. «éXevOoyv can only mean “they will 
win through.” There is some race. What is the race, and 

what the situation? Warning of an enemy’s approach! has 

been given by signal from a distant watch-tower or peak, and 

it is the business of Cyrnus and his comrades (who are 

implied in (row éwBaddre, a combination of singular and 
plural with which compare “uestras, Eure, domos” and the 

rest) to carry this news on horseback to some persons and 

place unknown. In this task there is a danger that they 

may be intercepted. tayumrépvotcs is probably emphatic, 

axa is probably exhortatory as in 341. The poem may be 
translated thus: “A voiceless messenger arouses sorrowful 
war, Cyrnus, showing forth from a distant peak. Up then, 

thou and thy comrades, mount steeds, and see that they be 

swift, for methinks they will meet with foemen. Not long is 

the way between ; they will win through, if the gods lead not 

1 Hiller (Meue Jahrbucher fur Philologie, 1881, p. 455) does not explain the 

poem, but suggests that it may refer to the Persian invasion of the Megarid 

(Herodotus ix. 14). But that is of course conjectural. 
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my judgment astray.” In this translation the subject of 
dcaxpntoves is taken to be iwwos; but it may be the party of 
riders. In that case they must be supposed to have started 

after line 552, and in the last couplet Theognis describes the 

suspense of their friends left behind, who are watching their 

progress perhaps from the walls. It would be rash to assert 
that Megara could not have had despatch-riders even when it 

had no cavalry. 
For Beloch’s purpose it is necessary to cut out lines 

783—S, whose tone. he says. better fits a travelling singer 

than a political refugee. On the contrary, a travelling singer 

must flatter his patrons by si.ence if not by speech; he 

would be the last to speak thus We do not find Pindar 
or Bacchylides saying: ~I have visited Aegina, Comnnth, 
Syracuse, and al! cave me good welcome; but no pleasure 

came to my heart from them. so much cearer to me than all 

else was my tatherland” 

Nothing has yet been said of 11—14 Since the Last ime 
t quoted with Theognis name in the Eades Ethics’, and 

the second coupiet ts inseparabie from the frst. it i certam 

tha: the whole ovem is the work of Thecess: and even 
Welcker cid cot Danish :t from the text! New Pansanis’ 

toms among the temoaies of the Nisaean Megara “Agre- 

mutes iexy 6 Apascerey etancer rcs “ie Kulyasra 

exuwra ey Meyzcas & Tues éreccau. trecer. Thar the 

impertect Grle cat cenote the srygurzcams tor be expecigon 

meecs mo crocd Theos ti—r4 are Reweee ao coat a poem 

of the Nisaean Mewara*: amd Smee eaoit ores tater Taeognis 

caus himself a Meracac. we caturaly cceciuce that when he 

wrote LI—{4 Se was act only am mbatitact dct 2 Cttzen of 

the Nawwean Meesara: for fo +as we have seem reasoe to 

~ wd. sh i@ 

* chee Gewever qqews qu merce 50s Temmenr no = quem gives 

Peer 

: (eae qouCter Sime 22 Asems af Amarwactus mn E2ztwes see 
Q. Soommuers Sofa ed. 2. 835, Taymest -. w at So Saae shaw sige 

$i—e V2 ap Daowesn Jwet sre fy eet te ewatemes uf te Saeewoe 2 

£3 Wes WV Shem py ceter 2: —. 2 Se Eanes 2eme 
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believe) the arrangement of the poems is due to the poet 

himself, had be belonged to the Hyblaean Megara he would 

surely have avoided the inference which the neighbourhood 
of 11—14 and 19—26 suggests. | 

For these reasons Beloch’s arguments cannot be held to 

outweigh the evidence of 11—14, 773—4 and 783—8. 

II. Zhe Date of Theognis. 

Eusebius! and Cyril? put the a«un of Theognis in the 
fifty-eighth olympiad, Suidas? in the fifty-ninth, the Chronticon 

Paschale* in the fifty-seventh. How were these dates fixed ? 

We have seen how Didymus settled the question of birthplace. 
Against a casual remark of Plato’s he set the evidence of the 

poems themselves. But we hear of no such witness as Plato 

for the date. In fact, beyond that one sentence in the Laws, 

the Greek scholars would seem to have had no shred of 

evidence about Theognis except his poems and what his 

poems implied. But the fifty-eighth or fifty-ninth olympiad 

cannot have been chosen at random, and recently several 

writers have tried to discover the workings of the chron- 

ologists’ minds. 
Isocrates® couples Theognis with Phocylides; and if the 

two poets were regarded as contemporaries, the date of one 

1 Olympiad lviii. 1: Odoyns 6 rownrhs éyrwplfero: ‘‘was becoming known,” 
‘* floruit.” 

2 Adversus Julianum, i. p. 12: wevrnxocry cydby ddAuumidds Odoyns b xoenrhs 

avoudtero, vil. p. 225: mevrnxoory xal dy8by éAvumidds PwxvAldns cal Odoyns 
éyevéoOnpy. 

3 S.u. Odoyns: yeyorus ey ry vO dduumidd. S.v. Dwxvrldns: Medforos 

pirdbaogos, o vos Gedyucdos* Hy de éxdrepos peta xus’ Ern rdv Tpurxdy, yeyovbres 

dAuumidde vO’. On the meaning of yeyouwss and yéyore in Suidas see a paper by 

E. Rohde in the Rheinisches Museum, xxxiii. pp. 161 ff. (reprinted in his K7/eine 

Schriften, i. pp. 114 ff.).@ Rohde finds that out of 129 instances yéyove certainly 

denotes the dx in 88, probably in 17; certainly denotes the date of birth in 6, 

perhaps in 4; there is nothing against the meaning #xuafer in 9; decision is 
impossible in 5. He shews (p. 169, n. 6) that in Suidas’ note on Phocylides 7 
and -yeyovéres are parallel, so that yeyoréres must refer to the dxpuy. 

* Odoyms wrocnris éyrwpl{ero. 

5 Ad Nicoclem, 43. 
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may have fixed the date of the other. Hiller’ thinks that 

some poem of Phocylides may have referred to the conquest 

of Ionia by Harpagus in the fifty-ninth olympiad. But H. 
Flach? very justly observes that such a poem would certainly 
have survived. Much more probable is the view of Bergk’, 

who thinks that the Greek scholars referred lines 773—82 to 

the proceedings of Harpagus, the first occasion when Greeks 

were threatened by the power of the Medes. True enough, 

as Flach says, the reader's first thoughts assign the poem to 
the time of Darius or Xerxes. Certainly the modern reader's 

first thoughts do; yet Bergk and Flach assign it to the time of 
Harpagus; and a Didymus may have preferred his second 

thoughts as well as a Bergk. Moreover the Greek scholars 

loved to push back the dates of the old poets as far as they 
could‘. They may have had other reasons also, such as a 

desire to reconcile the date of Theognis with the date of the 
Cypselids, if indeed they had Kuyedcdéwy in their texts 
in 894. 

Flach is for another explanation, which seems to be his 

own. He thinks that the fifty-eighth or fifty-ninth olympiad 
was chosen as the middle of the period of ordows which began 
in Megara with the fall of Theagenes and.ended with the 

final restoration of the aristocracy shortly before the Persian 

wars. Theagenes was driven out perhaps in 600 or 590°; the 

democracy was finally overthrown perhaps about 500; the 

middle of the period is therefore about 550 or 545, the fifty- 

seventh or fifty-eighth olympiad. But since both beginning 

and end are vague, the middle also must be vague. Why should 

the chronologists have chosen so rough a method when it was 

open to them to argue from lines 773—82? For they must 

have referred these lines either to the conquest of Asia Minor 

or to one of the invasions of Greece. 

1 Neue Jahrbicher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 457. 
2 Geschichte der griechischen Lyrik, p. 390: ‘‘Wie oft wiirde ein auf jenes 

beklagenswerthe Ereigniss sich beziehender oder das rasende Unwetter ankiindi- 

gender und warnender Vers von den Alten citirt worden sein!” 

8 Griechische Litteraturgeschichte, i. p. 301. 
‘ The case of Thaletas is only one among many. 

® Flach, p. 396, n. 4. 
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On the whole therefore it seems best to suppose with 
Bergk that the dxun of Theognis was inferred from 773—82. 

What Theognis really had in his mind when he wrote 
those lines is another question. The Persians appear twice 

only in Theognis, in two neighbouring poems. The first has 

been discussed already from another point of view. At first 

sight line 764, wndév tov Mndwv Secdcotes rroXepov, seems to 
shew that when Theognis wrote this poem his city, or the 

. city wherein he was at the time, was in dread of the Persians. 
Flach however is of just the opposite opinion’. “The more 

observant reader must gather from 764, where Theognis 

acknowledges that he has no fear of the Persian war, that what 

is here meant is not the mighty and terrible expedition of 

Darius or Xerxes, but only the Persians’ attack on the Ionian 

cities of Asia Minor. When therefore Schomann? appeals to 

Herodotus’, and remarks that terror had spread in Greece 
since Darius’ demand for earth and water, he proves the con- 

verse of what he holds for true.” This view has a certain 
plausibility, since the war with Medes is mentioned casually, 

together with old age and death, as a trouble to be forgotten 
at a season of drinking, song and talk. But while old age 

and death are real troubles, and things with which the poet 

and his hearers had to reckon, the proceedings of Harpagus 

were in no sense a real trouble, still less a cause of fear, to 

a Megarian poet and his Megarian hearers; hardly more so 

' than the Boer forces before Ladysmith ‘were to Sydney’ at 

Christmas of 1899: The conquest of the Greeks of Asia 
Minor by Persia had no great interest for Megara or for any 

city of Greece proper, least of all for a Dorian city. Doubtless 

the Megarians sympathised with the Greeks and not with the 

Persians, but they sympathised only as onlookers. They 

cannot have felt surprise that Cyrus should take over the 
Greek subjects of the Lydian kings, and they had not the 
slightest reason to fear for their own safety. Even their 

sympathy was perhaps not very strong, for the panhellenic 

1 P. 392, n. 2. aus 2 Schediasma de Theognide, p. 15. 
vi. 122. 
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feeling hardly existed before the Persian wars. In_ short, 

Theognis writing in Megara could never have mentioned the 

fear of Harpagus as one of the cares which his hearers were 

to drown in wine. 
Flach therefore is wrong; and if this poem is by a poet of 

Greece proper, it must refer to one of the Persian invasions 
of Greece. With this the language of 764 agrees: wndév tov 
Mnydwv Sevdsores mrorepov. In the first place, the participle 
takes its mood from the imperatival subjunctive wivwyev ; it 
is equivalent to a subjunctive, not an indicative ; it implies an 

exhortation, not, as Flach imagines, a statement. Secondly, 

decdtores means “fearing,” not “lamenting” or “ disgusted at”; 

it is appropriate to fears for one’s own safety, not a friend’s. 

Thirdly, it is more than doubtful whether roy Mydwy arorAepnov 

could be used thus to denote war waged by the Medes against 

some third party not named. In English we do not speak 

of the war between the United States and Spain as the 

Spanish war or the American war unless America or Spain 
is mentioned or implied in the context. This is a very 

natural principle, common perhaps to all languages. So in 

Greek, when only one of the belligerent parties is mentioned, 

the other must be inferred from the context’; and the con- 

1 A few examples will shew how the Greeks use wéAeuos with a single genitive, 

or with an adjective equivalent to a single genitive, or with wpés and an accusative 
alone. /fiad iii. 165 (Priam is speaking) : 

Oeol wt pot alriol elowy, 

of por épupuncay wbrenor rodtdaxpuy 'Axaidy. 

Herodotus vi. 2: ‘Iortaios...brédue rv "ldvww thy iyyepovlny rod wpds Aapetor 

wodéuou—the TIonians’ war with Darius. Thucydides i. 24. 5: of d¢ é» ry wore 

Svres 'Emidduncot wéuwovow és rhy Képxupay wpéoBecs...dedpuevor...rov ray» PapSdpupr 

wédenov xaradica:—the war of of év ry wédee with the barbarians. Thucydides i. 

32. 4: €s Tov wmapdyra wodenor KopevOlwv épjyot de’ abrd xabéorayer—the Corcyraeans 
are speaking of their war with Corinth (Kopw@lw» certainly goes with wé\enor, not 
with épjjuo). Xenophon, Hellenica, iii. 2. 22: Néyovres ws xal rd dpxaioy ey 

ofrw vdunor, wh xpnornpidtecOar rods “EXAnvas ef’ ‘EXAhvwv wor\dup—the two 

parties are expressed by “EAAnvas and ‘EAAj»ywy (Liddell and Scott are wrong in 

supposing that é’ governs 'EAAjwv). Demosthenes, PAilippic iv. 47: OnBalew 

doxddwy dd Tow Pwxixoy brow yevouéywy—the Thebans’ war with the Phocians. 

Demosthenes, de Falsa Legatione, 83: ry Pwxéwy woduy...7 7’ dxd OnBaluy 
Ader’ Swiipyer tiv nal rd pydéwor’ édOctv Ay...els rhy 'Arrich» Sikiwwor pn de 

OnBalovs—the war of Philip and Thebes against the Phocians. When both 
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text of 764 neither mentions nor suggests any city but that in 

which the poet writes. 
Lines 75 7—68 then were written by some one resident in 

a city which was in real though perhaps not instant danger 

from Persian arms; not necessarily in Megara, if this poem 

stood alone. But in the next poem but one, the place as well 

as the occasion is indicated. 773—-88 were written at 

Megara, the city of Alcathous, whom Apollo helped in the 
task of restoring its walls; and they were written at a time 

when “the wanton host of the Medes” was a present peril to 
the city. To what events do they refer? Not to the disas- 
trous expedition of Mardonius in the year 492; for then 
the Persians got no further than Macedonia, the danger 

never came near Megara, and the Greeks never felt the need 

of union or the evils of discord. It was in 491, when Darius 

sent heralds to demand earth and water from the Greek 

cities, that fear of Persia began to be felt. Aegina and other 
islands, and perhaps the Thebans and Thessalians, submitted 

tothe king. In 490 the Persian army overran Euboea, which 
Theognis is known to have visited!; destroyed Eretria, per- 

haps the very city or a near neighbour of the very city in 

which he had stayed; and brought Athens, which is within 

thirty miles of Megara, into extreme danger; while Sparta, 

the leading city of Greece, remained criminally idle. Thus 

all the conditions of our poem are satisfied by the events of 
490. They are satisfied also by the last Persian invasion. 

In the winter of 481—48o the terrible army of Xerxes began 

its march. In 480 the Greeks’ first line of defence was broken 

at Thermopylae; the Persians occupied Histiaea and Attica, 

ravaged Phocis, and marched to Delphi, the holy place of 

the god to whom our poem is addressed; while the land 
forces of the Greeks retreated to the Isthmus, which they 

fortified, breaking up the road north of Corinth and abandon- 

ing Megara to the invader. Up to this point the Greeks had 

parties are to be expressed, two genitives are used, or a genitive together with 

wpos and an accusative. Thus Xenophon, Aellenica iii. 2 ad finem: obrw peéev dh 6 

Aaxedatpovlwy xal'Hrelwy rodenos EAnée. 

1 Line 784. 
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worked together for the most part, but the dissensions which 
preceded the battle of Salamis suit the words adpadiny 
€sop@v Kai ordow ‘EAXnvwv AaopOopov. The victory at 
Salamis relieved Megara and southern Greece from danger 
for a while; but in May or June of 479 Mardonius occupied 

Athens for the second time, and his cavalry overran the 

Megarid'. Early in the autumn of the same year the victories 

at Plataea and Mycale finally rid Greece of its foes. 
Thus our poem refers either to the invasion of 490 or to 

that of 480 and 479; to which of the two, we cannot say*. 

It may be urged that if Theognis had lived till 479 the 

events of the ten preceding years would have left more traces 

in his poetry ; but such an argument from the poet’s silence 

can have little value. Nor can the question be decided by 

the words jpos érepyopévov?, since the war of 490 and the 

two stages of the war of 480 and 479 each came to an end in 

the summer or early autumn. The important fact is that 

Theognis was alive and writing at least as late as 490. 

III. Certnthus and the Lelantian Plain. 

of ot avadxins: aro pév KypwvOos ddrorder, 

Anxravrov 8 ayabov xetperat otvorredov- 
oi 8 dyaboi hevyouot, mod 5é€ xaxoi Scérrovey. 

ws 59 xuwerifwov Zevs oréoee yévos. 

Thus 891—4 are given by A. In the last line all the manu- 
scripts but A and one other have ws xcuwedrriCov. 

Cerinthus is first mentioned in the Jad; it was a town 

on the north-east coast of Euboea. +o AnXavrov aweSéov or 

to Andavrioy mredcov is first mentioned in the hymn to the 

Pythian Apollo; it was a rich plain lying between Eretria 

1 Herodotus ix. 14: troorpépas b€ rHv orparchy aye éxl ra Méyapa’ # Se Yxwos 
wpoedOoica xarixxdcaro xwpyy Thy Meyapléa. és rabrny 67 éxacrdrw ris Edpiwns 
7d wpos Alou Sbvovros 7) Ilepotxh abrn orparin dalxero. 

2 J. Beloch (Neue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie, 1881, p. 731, n. 2) decides in 

favour of 480, thinking the war of 490 inadmissible as well as all earlier events. 

3 For the connexion between spring and the worship of Apollo see G. F. 
Unger, Neue Jahrbiucher fir Philologie, 1890, pp. 153—83. 
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and Chalcis, and these cities often went to war about it}. 

Now we know from line 784 that Theognis visited Euboea: 

jrOov pev yap éywye Kal els Yuxedknv tore yalay, 

nrOov & EvBoins apytedoev trediov, 

Laaptny t Evpwra Sovaxotpodov ayadv aotu, 
Kat p édirevy rpoppovas waves émrepyopevoy. 

How do these lines bear upon 891—4? Line 784 has not 

received the attention which it deserves. zrediov is never 
simply equivalent to y7 or y8wv ; the meaning “flat land” can 
always be traced’. Nevertheless the Latin version in Seber’s 
edition translates Euvfoins apmedoev arediov by “ Euboeae 

vitiferum solum”; and in this rendering all subsequent 

writers must be supposed to have acquiesced, since none of 

them infers from these words anything more than that 

Theognis visited Euboea. But this translation is quite in- 
admissible. sredtoyv must have its regular meaning “plain.” 

The next question is whether EvBoins is a genitive of 
definition or a partitive genitive. If the former, the words 

must mean: “the flat vine-clad island of Euboea.” But 

1 Strabo x. i. 12: 76 per ody wéoy Wyoddyour dddAAats al wéders adrat, wepl 

dé AnAdvrou dcevexOetoa...(here is a lacuna)...o03’ ofrw redéws éwatcayro. In x. 

iii. 6 Strabo says that Curetes settled in Chalcis and waged continual wars about 
the Lelantian plain. 

2 Apparent exceptions vanish under scrutiny. In /étad viii. 21— 

GAN’ ob« dy épioar’ é& ovpavd0ev wedlovde 
Ziv’ Oraroy phorwp — 

wedloy means the lower ground in contrast with the mountain-top; for é& odpayd0er 

is equivalent to €& OdAduwao, where the meeting of the gods to whom Zeus speaks 

is being held—line 3: dxpordry xopypy wodvderpddos OvAvuroo. Line 25 proves 

this beyond all doubt, in spite of Aristarchus’ law that in Homer Olympus is never 

another name for the sky. //tad xx. 145: 

Tetxos... 

bynrdv, 7b pd of Tpdes xat TladAds "AOhrn 

woleov, Sppa TO xhros Urexxpopvywy ddéaro, 

owmére pu» cevarro dx’ htdvos wedlovrde— 

from the broken beach to the level ground behind. Odyssey xv. 183: 

7 kal éd’ trrouy udorw Bddev* of be udr\’ wxa 

hitay wedlovde dtd wréddcos peuawres— 

into the open country from the town, which the poet imagined perhaps as built, 
like many old towns, on a height. 
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quarrels between Chalcis and Eretria, but accurate knowledge 
of the history of Euboea before the Persian wars we have 

none; and we do not know how Cerinthus, which was more 

than thirty miles from those two cities, came to be involved 
in their disputes, though of course many towns of Euboea 

may have fought on either side. All that it is safe to say is 

that the destruction of Cerinthus and the ravaging of the 

plain took place in some war between Chalcis and Eretria. 
An attempt has been made to infer an approximate date 

from an emendation of 894. The word xuWeriSwyv or 

«uyeddiCoy is unmetrical and apparently meaningless. Her- 
mann proposed Kuwedsdov, and Bergk reads Kuypedsdéwr ; 
and no better conjecture has been made. What would this 

word mean? Merope’s father was named Cypselus, but he 
is quite unimportant in legend and in no way connected with 

Euboea. Another Cypselus was the father of the elder 

Miltiades ; but he does not appear to have taken a leading 

part in affairs, and his famous descendants are never called 

and are not likely to have been called Cypselids, since a 

patronyinic is not thus applied to several successive genera- 

tions unless the person from whose name it comes was 

himself a man of note. Nor is it likely that the Athenian 

Cypselus was connected with the Cypselids of Corinth or 

with the Arcadian Cypselus, the father of Merope; for his 

family claimed descent from Aeacus king of Aegina’. The 
only Cypselids who play a part in history are the tyrants of 

Corinth. The dynasty was founded by Cypselus, who reigned 
from about 655 to 625; it was continued by his son Periander, 

who reigned probably from 625 to 584; and it ended with 

Psammetichus, who reigned three years?» Thus if line 894 

refers to any of these three, the poem cannot well have been 
written later than 581; and it is incredible that the literary 
activity of Theognis should have lasted from 581 to 490. 

But the reference to the Cypselids of Corinth is very far 

1 Herodotus vi. 35: McArcddns 6 Kuypédov...7a yer dvéxader dx’ Alaxod re xal 

Alylvns yeyovuss. The silence of Herodotus proves that Miltiades was not related 
to the Cypselids of Corinth. 

2 The length of each reign is given by Aristotle, Politics v. 12. 
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from certain. To begin with, Kuedcdéwy is only a conjecture; 
and though the change is small it does not remove all 

difficulty. The use of ows to introduce a wish is called 
barbarous by Cobet ; and even if this condemnation is too 

severe’, 57 is out of place. It is therefore possible that some 
larger corruption has occurred than the change of A to Z?, 

But even if Kuyedcdéwy were established in the text beyond 
all doubt, still we should not be bound to refer it to the 

Cypselids of Corinth. We have seen that two persons of 
history and one of legend bore the name Cypselus, so that it 

cannot have been very rare. Moreover the evidence on which 

Corinth is given a part in the struggle between Chalcis and 

Eretria is extremely weak, as a careful examination will 

shew. 

The reason why so much more importance is attached 

to this war by modern than by ancient writers 1s perhaps to 

be traced to a misunderstanding of a passage of Thucydides, 

In the thirteenth and fourteenth chapters of the first book 

Thucydides describes the earliest sea-battles and the growth 

of naval powers. In the fifteenth chapter he turns to wars 

waged on land. “ War by land,” he says, “ whence any power 

was derived there was none. All that did take place were 
between neighbours and neighbours. Greeks did not go on 

foreign expeditions far from home for the subjugation of 

others. For the chief cities were not surrounded by subject 

states. Nor again did they form free and equal alliances for 

purposes of war*. Instead of that, the disputes were local and 
confined to adjoining cities. The war in which more than in 

any other the rest of Greece also took part as allies of one or 

the other party was the war waged of old between Chalcis 

and Eretria.” That is not to say that all the rest of Greece 
or any considerable part of it took sides. Allthat Thucydides 

1 The three passages which Bergk quotes from Homer against him are ill 
chosen, for in two at least ws should be read. 

2 It is perhaps worth while to notice that «x#pw6os means bee-bread and 
kuvédoyv a beehive. 

% This must be the meaning of the sentence. adrof means ‘‘of their own free 
will.” 

19—2 
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says is that more states besides the principals in the quarrel 

took part in this war than in the other land-wars of the early 

times of Greece ; he does not say that these foreign partici- 

pants were either many (except by comparison) or important. 

It must be evident to any one who follows out the train of 

thought that Thucydides regarded it as a land-war, not as 

a sea-war, and therefore as a small war, nota great. If tothe 

Milesians, the Samians, and some Thessalians, who are known 

to have joined in, we add Megara and Corinth, who are 
thought by some?’ to have joined in, then this war must have 

been a striking exception to the rule which Thucydides lays 

down: éxdnpouvs otpatetas wodv ato THs éauvT@Y é7 GdAwWV 
Kataotpogy ovn éEnecav ot “EXXAnves. 

The language of Herodotus too suggests that this war was 

after all only a small affair. He mentions it only once, in 

v. 99 :— Apsotayopns Sé, érreén of Te ’AOnvaios atrixovto elxoct 
ynvot, Gua ayouevot “Epetptéwy mevte tTpinpeas, of ov thy 
"AOnvaiwy ydpw éeotpazevovTo adda THY a’Tav MiAdnciwp, 

operdoueva ogi atrodidovtes (of yap &7 MiArnovoe mporepoy 
toiot ‘Eperpsetoe tov mpos Xar«idéas morepov cvvdinvecxay, 
bre wep xat Xadrxidebor avtia Epetpiéwv cai Mirnoiwy Ldaproe 
éBonbeov)— otro: ov éreite oft atrixovto Kai of GdXot oUppayxot 
qwapnoay, éToeto otpatniny o ‘Apiotayopns es Lapdis. No 
mention of Samos or the Samians has occurred before this 
point in the fifth book; they are not mentioned again until 

chapter 112, and then quite casually; and they took no part 

in the march to Sardis. Why then does Herodotus single 
out Samos for mention here? It is hard to believe that he 

would not have mentioned Megara and Corinth as well, had 

he known that they too joined in the war between Chalcis and 

Eretria. It is true that Miletus and the neighbouring island 

of Samos form a sort of pair; but so would Megara and 

Corinth, if they sided one with Chalcis and one with Eretria*. 
Nor is it like Herodotus to miss such a chance of giving 
information by the way. The inference is obvious: Miletus 

1 By the writer of the article on Chalkis in Pauly-Wissowa, to take a very 
recent instance. 

3 As the writer in Pauly-Wissowa would have us believe. 
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and Samos were the only two cities of note which Herodotus 

knew to have taken part in the war. Perhaps the northern 

colonies of Chalcis and Eretria assisted their mother-cities ; 

but no city of Chalcidice approached the importance of 

Samos or Miletus in early times; and lack of ships may have 

prevented them from giving effective help. The silence of 
Herodotus, Thucydides and later writers is a very strong 
reason for excluding Corinth and Megara from the war. It 

is true that the Corinthians, perhaps in the reign of Periander, 

founded Potidaea in Chalcidice’; but that proves nothing, 
for it must not be supposed that this region was an Euboean 

preserve. The quarrel between Periander and Samos is not 
referred by Herodotus’ to the Euboean war, but only to a 

consequence of Periander’s relations with Corcyra. The sup- 

position that Chalcis, Eretria, Samos and Miletus were the 
only considerable cities engaged in the war is in no way 
incompatible with the passage of Thucydides ; for a land-war 
which embraced cities on both sides of the Aegean was an 
exception to the rule which he had laid down; and if he had 
known of any war which involved many more cities than four 

he would not have laid down the rule, or at least he would 

have dwelt longer upon the exception. 

For these reasons it is very rash to assume that Kuywersdéup, 
if that is what Theognis wrote, refers to the participation of 
the Corinthian dynasty in the war between Chalcis and 

Eretria. If on the other hand we follow Camerarius® and 

take KuyeArdéwy to be a use of the particular for the general, 
and to mean nothing more than tupavywy, then the word 
ceases to be evidence for the date of these lines, except in so 
far as it proves that they were not written before the latter 

part of the reign of Periander; for Periander was the first 
Cypselid tyrant, and the early years of his reign could not 
have made his name a reproach. 

1 See W. Vischer, Kleine Schriften, i. pp. 588 ff. 

2 iii. 48—9. 

3 This is his note: éwhveyxe 5¢ dpdy wapotuwdn, kard rdy rupaymkds xal wuds 

wporrarovyrwr, 4 kal wavolpyws évedpevovrwy Ty Tay wrolkiray ddevOepla, pspobueror 

(sic) ras Kupédou rol ’Herlwvos 7 Iepedxdpov rod Kuyédou dvoctoupyias. 
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Flach mentions another suggestion: “ A. von Gutschmid 

has reminded me that by the race of the Cypselids may well 

be meant the Athenian Miltiades, son of Cypselus, and that 
the events in Euboea to which the poet refers may belong to 
the year 506 Bc.” This is highly improbable. We do not 

hear nor is it likely that the family of Miltiades was ever 

called “the Cypselids.” The elder Miltiades was dead before 

506; the younger, the son of Cimon, does not figure in 
Athenian history until after the collapse of the Ionian revolt, 
and in 506 he was engaged in the affairs of the Chersonese. 

Nor does Cerinthus appear to have had any share in the events 

of 5061. Herodotus’ description* of the Athenian invasion of 

Euboea mentions no city but Chalcis. There may be some 

who would understand Kuwedcdewn of the Corinthians and yet 
refer the lines to the events of 506. But why should the 
Corinthians be cursed for the fall of Chalcis? It is true that 
the Corinthians were the cause of the breaking up of the 

army of Cleomenes’, whereby Athens became free to avenge 
herself on Boeotia and Chalcis: but why should the poet’s 

resentment be directed against them rather than against the 

Athenians themselves? And why should he call the Corin- 

thians Kuwedidar, when Corinth was in the hands of the 
party which had expelled the Cypselids? 

These hypotheses being discarded, we are left with the 
simple fact that the poem speaks of the destruction of 
Cerinthus and the wasting of the Lelantian plain. Since 
Eretria was no longer a city of consequence after the Persian 

invasion of 490, and since the plain was in dispute before 

that between Eretria and Chalcis, it is to be presumed that 

these lines were written before 490; but how long before we 
cannot say‘. 

1 This is well shewn by W. Vischer, Kleine Schriften, i. pp. 588 ff. 
ay, 99. 3 Herodotus v. 75. 

‘ More is said about this question in Appendix VII. 
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IV. The Sicilian Elegy. 

Suidas tells us that Theognis éypayrev édeyeiay eis Tous 
owbevtas Tav Lupaxovoiwy éy TH Todvopxia. Some scholars 
have referred this to the events narrated by Herodotus? in his 

account of Hippocrates tyrant of Gela: aodsopxéovtos yap 

“Inaoxpateos KaddXctrodiras te wat Naktous nai Zayxdaious te 
wat Acovtivous cab mpos Yupnxociovs te xal tav BapBapwr 

auXvous, avip épaivero éy TovTowst Toiot ToAgsotot ewV O 
Téxwy Aaputrpotatos. Tav 5é elroy ToAiwy TOUTwY ANY 

Lupnxoveéwy ovdeuia arépuye SovrAoocvvny mpos ‘lmmoxpateos. 
Lupncoaiovs 8 KopivOcoi re xai Kepxupaios éppvcavto paxy 
éoowlévras éri trotau@ ‘EXodp@: eppicavro Sé otro él 
Toaide Kxataddakavtes, ér’ & te ‘larmoxpare. Kapapivay 

Lupnxociovs tapadovvars LvpnKociwvy S& nv Kapapwa to 
apyaiov. Note in the first sentence the arrangement of the 
copulae, and the preposition mpos. Since arodcopxéety mpos 
tuvas is not a possible construction, it is evident that zroAcop- 

xéovtos governs no word later than Aecovtipovs. The pro- 
ceedings against the Syracusans, then, were not of the nature 

of a siege, and Herodotus goes on to explain why: because 

after Hippocrates had defeated the Syracusans on the Eloros 

peace was brought about by the intervention of Corinth and 

Corcyra’. 
We know of no siege of Syracuse earlier than the famous 

siege which began in 414. Accordingly some scholars see in 

the words of Suidas a confused reference to the siege of 414, 

and ascribe this elegy to “the writer of very frigid tragedies 

who was nicknamed Snow.” But this person did not belong 

to literature except indirectly through the gibes of Aristo- 
phanes’, and it is not likely that his works survived, or even 
their names. Moreover, if he wrote on those who were saved 

from the siege, they must have been the remnants of the 

Athenian army, so that Suidas’ words are no true description 

1 vii, 154. 

2 See E. A. Freeman, /istory of Sicily, ii. pp. 116—9. 
3 Acharnians 11, 140; Thesmophoriazusae 170. 
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of such a poem; and if the text is wrong, or Suidas mistaken, 

the elegy may have been written by our Theognis after all. 
We know of only one event which could have given him 

occasion for such a poem. In 483 the inhabitants of the 

Hyblaean Megara were removed “from the city and district,” 

as Thucydides says, by Gelon tyrant of Syracuse’. This was 

between the battle of Marathon and the battle of Salamis, 

therefore either not long before or not long after the time 

when Theognis wrote 773—88. He was for some part of his 

life a citizen of the Hyblaean Megara; and he must have 

visited Sicily once at least before he wrote 773—88, if 783—8 

are to be attached (as they certainly should be) to what 

precedes. Perhaps he was in the city during the siege, and 

its fall was the cause of his return to his birthplace; but this 

cannot of course be proved. In any case the, colony’s 
calamity was a very natural theme for a poet of the mother 

city to choose. 
Gelon’s treatment of Megara is thus described by Hero- 

dotus?: Meyapéas te tods év YuKedin, ws ToALopKeopevat és 
oporoylny mpocexwpnoay, TOUS Mev AUTMY TaYXéas, aELpamevous 
Te TokE“ov avT@ Kai tpoadoxwvtras amroréecOar Sa TovTo, 
ayayov és tas Lupnxoveas TroAintas érroinae: tov Sé Sipov 
tav Meyapéwy, ove eovra petaitiov Tod troXépou TovToU ovdé 

mpoadexopevoy Kaxov ovdev treicecOar, ayaywy Kal Tovrous 
és Tas Lupnxovaeas atrédoto én’ éeEaywyn éx Lixedrins. If we 
insert urd in the text of Suidas, éAeyelay eis tovs cwOevtas 

UT0 THY Lupaxovoiwy év TH TodopKia might mean “an elegy 
on those who were kept by the Syracusans in the siege,” that 

is to say, the rich Megarians whom Gelon kept as citizens of 

Syracuse, in contrast with the common people whom he sold 

out of Sicily. és would then mean not “in honour of” but 
simply “on,” its usual meaning in the titles, for example, of 
the poems in the Greek anthology. Possibly the elegy was 

1 The evidence for this event and its date is in Thucydides vi. 3 and 4, 
Herodotus vii. 156. See Grote, new edition, v. p. 69; Freeman, ii. pp. 131—32, 

498—9. 
2 vii. 156. 
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not laudatory but abusive, in the manner of Archilochus 

rather than of Simonides. 

Other alterations of the text might be suggested. If eis 
tous cwlévtas amo TaY Lupakovaiwy were read, the reference 
might be to a party of irreconcileables who had broken 
through the besieging army and made good their escape, 

like the two hundred and twelve at Plataea. Herodotus 
mentions nothing of the kind, but his account is not full. 

The confusion, however, is very likely due to Suidas himself. 

In any case it is probable that his statement is not false, but 
only a mistaken account of the truth. Of the elegy itself not 
a trace remains; ovdev Oavpaorov, for the Movca mracdixn 
almost shared its fate. The fact that there occurred in 

483 an event which satisfies more or less the statement of 

Suidas is an additional reason for thinking that the literary 
activity of Theognis lasted till the time of the Persian wars, 

and that the traditional date of his axyy is wrong. 
Thus, though the evidence is not enough to fix the date 

of Theognis with precision, it suffices to prove almost beyond 

doubt that he was writing as late as 490 and probably some 
years later. 

V. Onomacritus. 

Remarks were made above on the names of the persons 

to whom Theognis writes. Some of them, we found, occur 

disproportionately often in inscriptions of Boeotia, Oropus 
and Chalcis; but more than this there is no hope of learning 
except with regard to the Onomacritus of line 503 and the 

Simonides of 469, 667 and 1349. 
There are two Onomacriti in Greek history. Of one no 

more is known than what may be gathered from a passage 
in Aristotle’s Politics!: weipdévtat 5é tives Kal cuvayew ws 
"Ovopaxpitou pév yevouévou wpwrov Sevov mepl vopobeciar, 

yupvacOnva & avrov év Kpnry Aoxpov 8vra xai émidnyoivta 
Kata Téxvnv pavTixny: Toutou S€ yevéecOat @adrnta étaipor, 

1 U1, ix. p. 1274 & 
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@arntos & axpoarny Auxovpyov Kai Zddevxov, Zarevxou S€ 
Xapwovday. adda tadra pev Aéyovow doxeTToTEpoy TAY Ypovay 
éyovres. The Thales here mentioned is of course not the 
philosopher of Miletus but the lyric poet of Gortyn or 
Elyros in Crete’. Several pieces of evidence connect him 

with Lycurgus?. The account which Aristotle slights made 

him the instructor of Zaleucus; and since the legislation of 

Zaleucus is assigned to 660, the date of Thaletas and his 

companion Onomacritus could not on that view have been 
later than the end of the eighth century or the beginning of 

the seventh, and so not later, perhaps earlier, than the 

probable date of Callinus and Archilochus. Bergk thinks 
it quite likely that Thaletas used the elegiac metre freely as 

others did® It is not likely at all. Since Thaletas never 
figures in Greek literature except as one of the earliest 

masters of melic poetry, there is a strong presumption that 

he did not write elegiacs; for elegiacs of his would have had 

an especial value as the earliest or among the earliest of their 

kind, and at least the memory of them would have survived. 

Hence it is hard to agree with Bergk, who says of lines 
503—8: “This Onomacritus seems to be the Locrian, not the 

Athenian...... If it is to the Locrian Onomacritus that these 

lines are addressed, the poem should perhaps be ascribed to 
Thaletas.” Surely Aristotle’s criticism applies to the German 

scholar: add tadta peév reyes acKerrToTEepoy THY YpoveY 
éyov. 

The other Onomacritus is mentioned in Herodotus’ narra- 

1 This fact seems to render valueless an argument advanced by Professor 
Ridgeway (in the 7vansactions of the Cambridge Philological Society, ii. p. 135) 
and accepted by Mr Hicks (in the edition of books i—v of the Politics by 
Susemihl and Hicks) against the authenticity of this chapter of the Polstscs. 

Professor Ridgeway points out that the form @dAnros is contrary to the practice of 
Aristotle, who elsewhere uses the proper dialectic forms of personal names; compare 

Odrew rot Midrnolov in 1259 a. But here Aristotle is speaking of the poet, 

sometimes called Thaletas, who was not an Ionian but a Cretan; and the by-form 

Oadjras shews that the stem of his name OdAns is Gadyr-, and the genitive 

accordingly OdAnros; compare xéAns, Mdyrns etc. 

? All that is known about him is recorded in Susemihl and Hicks, p. 352. 

* Note on 1211—6: ‘‘quem elegiaco numero passim sicut alios usum esse, 
sane est verisimile.” 
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tive of the visit of the Pisistratidae to Xerxes at the Persian 
court!: éyovtes "Ovouxaxpitov dvdpa ’AOnvaioy ypnopodoyov 
re xait Siabétny ypnopav tév Movoaiouv aveBeBnxecav, THv 

éyOpnv mpoxatarvodpevoe’ éEnracOn yap bio ‘lamapyou Tov 

Tlecatotpdrov 6 ‘Ovopaxpitos é& "AOnvéwy, er’ adtopapy adovs 

uo Aacov Tod ‘Eppiovéos eutrovéwy &s Ta Movaoaiov ypnopov 

@s ai ért Anpyw émixeipevat viocot ddhavvoiaro Kxata THs 
Garacons. 16 éEnracé piv o “Immapyos, mporepov ypewpevos 

Ta padiota. ToTe 5€ auvavaBds Sxws atrixotto és yw THY 
Baotréos, Aeyoutwy tev Ilecototpatidéwy tepi avtov cepvors 
NOyous KaTédNeye THY YPNoUaV’ Ei pév TL évéot oharpa hépov 
T@ BapBapw, trav péev Ereye ovdév, o S€ Ta evTUYEécTaTA 
éxdeyouevos EXeye, Tov te “EXANnoTOVTOY ws CevyOnvar ypeov 

ein um avipos Tlépoew, thy te EXacw eEnyeomevos. ovTOS TE 
59 xpnopmdéewy mpocedpepeto, Kai of te Tlesototparidas nal oi 
"Arevadar yvopas atrodexvupevot. This interesting person 
was expelled from Athens before 514, when Hipparchus was 
murdered; and he was in Susa after 485, when Xerxes 

came to the throne. Thus he was of mature years between 

490 and 480, the limits within which Theognis wrote lines 

773—88 ; he was engaged like Theognis in poetical work; 

and Megara is less than thirty miles from Athens. But the 

evidence, though it points to the identification of the friend of 

Theognis with the forger of oracles, does not suffice to prove 

it. This however is certain, that if the Onomacritus of line 

503 is either of the two he is the Athenian poet and not the 

Locrian lawgiver. 

VI. Simonides. 

According to the old chronologists the iambic poet 

Simonides led colonists from Samos to Amorgos four 
hundred and ninety years after the Trojan war, and so 
early in the seventh century.’ 

1 vii. 6. 
2 In the Chrestomathy of Proclus he is made contemporary with a Macedonian 

king ’Avd»:os, of whom nothing seems to be known. 
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Simonides of Ceos described himself in 476 as oydaxor- 
Taéter tratdt Aewmpéreos'. This does not prove that he was 
then just eighty years old, but it implies that he was nearer 

eighty than seventy or ninety. He was therefore born soon 

after 560. He was invited to Athens by Hipparchus, who 

ruled with his brother from 527 to 514. After 514 he visited 

Thessaly, but in 490, when the battle of Marathon was 

fought, he had returned to Athens; and he was still or again 
at Athens in 476, when he trained a choir and recorded its 

victory in the poem quoted above. Afterwards he travelled 

to Magna Graecia and Sicily, where he died in 467. 

The Parian Marble mentions another poet named Simo- 

nides, who would be the grandfather of the great poet of 

Ceos?. He cannot have been born much later than 600. 
The grandson of the great Simonides would not be born 
much before 510. 

Another poet called Simonides is known only from Suidas: 

Lepwvidns Kapvotios 7 ‘Epetpsevs, érromosos: tHv ets AvAoa 
auvodov tav Ayaav, tpiétpwv BiBrILa f’, wept ‘Iduyeveias &. 
He is probably later than Theognis, for the iambic metre was 
not applied to epic themes in early times. 

Simonides of Amorgos may possibly have been alive 

between 490 and 480 if the weaker tradition of his date is 

true. Simonides of Ceos was certainly alive then and in his 
prime; and in 490 and 476 he was at Athens, less than thirty 
miles from Megara. His grandfather can hardly have lived 

till 490. His grandson may have been alive then, but he 
cannot have been of mature years during much of Theognis’ 
life. The poet of Carystos or Eretria was probably not 
contemporary with Theognis. Thus it is most likely to the 
great Simonides, if to any of the five men of that name, that 
Theognis addressed lines 467—96, 667—82 and 1345—5s0. 

Further than this it is not safe to go. 

1 Fragment 147. 

? Croiset, ii.? p. 336, n. 1; H. Flach, Chronicon Parium, p. 22. 
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VII. Megara in the sixth century. 

Our knowledge of the history of Megara during the 
sixth century is neither extensive nor precise. The following 
passages have been used by Sitzler, Hiller, Flach and others. 

Plutarch, ‘EAAnvexa, 18: Tis  wadwroxia; Meyapeis 

Becayévn tov TUpavvov exBadovtes oriyov ypovov éowdpovnaay 

KaTa THY ToALTELav’ elta ToAAHY Kata IIddtwva Kai axpatov 
autois édevOepiay Tav Snpaywyav olvoyoovytwy SiapOapevtes 
wavTaTact Ta T GANG TOlS TrrOVaLOLS ATEAYaS TPOTEpEpovTO Kal 
WaplovTes £lS TAS OlKLAS aUTa@D OL TEVHTES NELoUY EoTLacOaL Kal 
Sevrveiv woduteras, et 5€ on TUyyavotev, mpdos Biay cal we? 

URpews éyp@vto maot. tédos 5é Soypa Oéuevor Tovs ToKoUS 

averpdtrovto wapa Tov Saverotay, ods Sedwxotes étuyyxavor, 
TardwtoKiay TO yuyvouevov mpocayopevoarTes. 

Aristotle, Politics, 1302 b: dca xatudpovnow §S€ kal 

oracuifovot nat ériTiBevtat, olov ev te tais odvyapyiac..., 
xal éy tais Snpoxpatiass ot evropot Katadpovncavtes TIS 

atafias nat avapyias, olov wai év @nBas peta thy év Oivo- 
PUTows payny Kax@s TrorTevopevors 7 Snuoxpatia SvehOapn, cal 
4 Meyapéwy Sc atakiav cai avapyiav nTrnbévTwr. 

1304 b: wapamdAnoiws 5é cal » ev Meyapots xarervOn 
Snuoxparia: of yap Snpaywyol, va xpnuata éxwor Snueverr, 
é€éBadXov trodXovs TOV yvwpipwrv, Ews TroNAOUS Erroinaay Tors 

devyovras’ ot S€ xatidvres evixnoav paxopevos Tov Shpyov cal 
KaTéoTnoay THY OdAjLyYapxiav. 

1300 a: 9 yap wavrtes of todiTas Kafiotaow 4 Tivés, Kai} 
éx Twavtov 7 éx Tidy adbwpiopévwr, olov 4 Tiwnpate H yéver 
) GpeTH % Tit ToLlovT@ AdrAW, Bomrep ev Meydpous ex TaY 
cuyxatenOovtwyv Kat cuppayecapévwy pos Tov Sipov. 

Strabo, ix. 1. 18: qodXais 5€ xéeypnrar petaBorals 4 TaYV 

Meyapéwy rods, cuppévee 8 Suws péeype vodv. 
From these passages it appears that after the fall of 

Theagenes the people gradually gained power until they 

established a reign of terror. Many of the aristocrats were 
banished that their property might be confiscated. When 
the exiles had become numerous they attacked and defeated 

the democrats and set up an oligarchy. 
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This outline has been filled in by different writers in 
different ways. Flach, for instance, tells us? that the aristo- 

crats were defeated in battle by the democrats. He refers to 

the first of the three passages of the Po/ttics, which contains 

no mention of any such battle; indeed Aristotle’s use of the 

imperfect é&éBadXov and the clause ws moAXovs E7roincary 

Tous gevyovtas make it quite certain that the aristocrats were 

not expelled in a body, but one by one or a few at a time, 

probably by abuse of legal forms and not by force. The 

exiles, says Flach, conspired against the democracy, but their 

first attempt, of which Theognis was the life and soul, mis- 
carried through dissension. For this there is not a shred of 

evidence. At the second attempt, he continues, the exiles 

defeated the democrats, who had previously chosen a tyrant. 
The evidence for this tyrant is lines 847—50 of Theognis ; 

evidence to shew that he was reigning when the nobles 

restored themselves there is none. At the beginning of the 

Persian wars, he says in conclusion, quiet had been completely 

restored in Megara. The only evidence for this is the fact 

that Megara took part in the Persian wars; but so did 

Athens, and yet Athens was divided by political dissensions 

which were forgotten in face of a national danger. 
Where Flach has advanced so boldly cautious men will 

fear to tread. We have all seen puzzles consisting of sections 

cut in various shapes, which can only be fitted together in 

one way. If some of the pieces of such a puzzle are missing 

the rest may be combined in several different arrangements, 

none necessarily right. From this Megarian puzzle not some 

but most of the pieces are lost. The wisest course is to 

1 Geschichte der griechischen Lyrik, p. 395. Flach pays Sitzler the compliment 
of close imitation, not observing that Sitzler draws upon his fancy. Compare 

pp- 397—8 of Flach with pp. 46—7 of Sitzler’s edition. The German is little 
more than a paraphrase of the Latin, less some qualifications such as ‘‘ut videtur” 
and plus some lively touches such as ‘‘ Strassenkampf.” 

As evidence for Megara’s part in the Persian wars Sitzler rightly refers to 
Simonides, epigram 107, and Herodotus viii. 1, vili. 45, ix. 21. Flach refers to 

these passages as ‘Simon. ep. 107; Herod. i. 45, ix. 41,” and appeals to them 

in support of his description of the exiles’ second attack and their defeat of the 

democrats, events with which they have nothing to do. 
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throw up the game in despair. There might be some hope of 
success if the poems of Theognis were arranged in chrono- 

logical order; but that not even Sitzler assumes. Of the 

poems which can be dated with anything like certainty the 
earlier, the Euboean poem, comes after the later, the poems 

on the Persian wars. To Theognis or whoever arranged his 

poems as we have them their bearing on historical events was 

probably of little importance; it was their intrinsic value that 
he cared about; and the method on which he arranged them 

can no more be discovered at this distance of time than the 
method on which Virgil arranged his Eclogues or Horace his 
Odes. Hiller, with his usual wisdom, chooses the better part’. 

“At the time when Megara was allied with Athens, between 
459 and 446, no exclusive oligarchy reigned; we hear of 

democratic conditions at the beginning of the Peloponnesian 

war’, What troubles and transformations the politics of this 

restless little people underwent, how often different forms of 
constitution replaced one another—in the present state of our 

knowledge who will trust himself to answer these questions 
with a confident voice?” 

1 Neue Jahrbicher fir Philologie, 1881, p. 459- 

3 Thucydides iv. 66. 



CONCLUSION. 

IT remains to sum up the results to which these studies in 

Theognis lead. What has been found to be likely will here, 

for the sake of brevity, be set down as true. 
Theognis was a citizen of the Nisaean Megara. He lived 

to see the army of Xerxes enter Greece. He was acquainted 

with Onomacritus the forger of oracles, and with the lyric 

poet Simonides of Ceos. Before the Persian invasion he had 

visited Sparta, where he had friends; Euboea, where he took 

an interest in some quarrel between Chalcis and Eretria; and 

Sicily, where he became a citizen of the Hyblaean Megara. 

In some period of banishment he dwelt at Thebes. From 

his short elegiac poems, or some of them, he formed two 

collections not very different in contents or arrangement from 

the first and second books ‘of our text. He wrote also an 
elegy on some siege of Syracuse or the Hyblaean Megara, 

which has perished ; and poems in at least one other metre, 

including eight hexameters which survive. 

It is the hope of the author that these studies have 

readjusted the balance of Theognidean criticism, and that 

henceforward the mere presence of a poem in the manuscripts 
will be taken as evidence that Theognis wrote it and put it 
where it is. Many difficulties of course will remain, but they 
will be not unlike the difficulties which the text of every 
Greek or Latin author presents. They will be more numerous 

in the first book than in the second. Theognis began the 

first book with care, but after the first two hundred lines the 
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pieces are arranged more or less at random, though there is 
often connexion between poems and groups. This lack of 

plan left the book open to all the common kinds of corruption, 
and it has been sorely disfigured by scholars and scribes. It 
must be remembered that no set of little poems has survived 

from classical times without confusion, and that no other 

collection of poems so many, so short, and so disconnected, 
was handed down in manuscript for so many years. Perhaps 

we ought to wonder less that so much of Theognis has 
suffered than that so much remains sound. 
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XENSTEHON arcp STOEAEUM. FLIALLEGIUNM LXXXVIIL I¢ 

WSee pe. 73-87. 

Siz Kiteaas Jege =as ey alowed me 29 polish the foliowing 
ASS OF this passage. which reached me cco late for use m ther 

proper pace Tied ote at intesprctaicis agrecaie to my argument 

ase PMLOILIUTE ice oxv. 

~] exsress =o view as t> Netopico’s doccments: bar I take 

his worcs tics:—‘ Tse wioe sitvext of the poer’s dscourse ss the 

goucness or bacness cf men: his noety is, m fact a meatse on 

man, *s2 a5 an expert in horses igi! wrute a manual on the trammg 

of a horse. Now totv. che Saring point -eoyy) of the poets cor 
ception (mys Toopress: seems to me rgat: the primary condition 

from which ce Stars is good reeerto 
a. The words rep otteaos atiow Acpow rerocyra: prove at 

once that 9 zomots just afterwards means ‘the poetry” (generally) 

of Theognis, so far as :t was xnown :o che writer, Or was present to 

his ming a: the time. 
“2. 9 oy apyy «z-A. Here ot» introduces the remarks on 

this roiqois witch the writer has :o make. It does not denote 

a logical inference (* therefore 1. I: 1s used. as ot” constantly Is, 

to link a narrative or a crizicism with the preceding mention of a 
subject or a person. ‘Weil then...,” or * Now "—as we use * Now’ 

at the beginning of an expostion. 

“3. 9 apy THIS Tunoews. * The starting-point of the foetry’=the 
starting-poin: of the poet's treatment of the subject just mentioned ; 
the point from whicn his concepzion of it sets out. This does not, 

of course, imply that the particular verses which embody this apyqj 
stood first in the zocpors of which the wniter is thinking. It means 

that the condition which thev express 1s fundamental to his con- 

ception.” 
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APPENDIX III. 

"EINIKOS AND ’ENMIKNE IN SUIDAS. 

SUIDAS enumerates Pindar’s works as follows: éypaye 5& & 
BiBrLors of Awpidc Starexrw radra’ dAvpmiovixas, tvPovixas, mpocosia, 
map0ena, évOpovicpos, Baxxixa, Sadyyndpopixa, matavas, vropyypara, 

vpvous, SOupayBous, oxoria, eyxapia, Opyvovs, Spayara tpayua uf’, 

éxcypappata érixd Kai xaradoyadnv' mapawéoes tots “EAAnon wai adda 

mwXeiora. When the words ioOmovixas, veweovixas have been inserted 

after rv@tovixas (it was homoeoteleuton no doubt that caused them 
to be omitted), the last item of the seventeen books is the dpapara 
tpayixa. Elsewhere, though the books are differently grouped’, the 

total seventeen is the same; but no other list mentions or takes 

into account what follows the seventeen books in Suidas, namely 

the words from émrcypaypara onwards. Thus the list of Suidas falls 

into two parts: firstly the seventeen books of Jyric poems to which 

the other lists are confined, secondly the miscellanea which he alone 
records. The second part Suidas or his authority must have con- 

sidered comparatively unimportant, for it stands outside the total 

of seventeen with which his list begins. Thus it is hard to believe 
with Hultsch, Bergk and others that émxa conceals some such 
statement of the total number of lines in Pindar’s poems as ér7_« 8, 
24000 lines; for the proper place for such a total would be after 

the seventeen items of the main list, not after the eighteenth which 

belongs to the miscellaneous appendix. If Suidas had said...dpapara, 
tpayixa i> ta wavta ery «9. Kal éxvypappata xrA, all would be 
well; but he does not. 

There was a very good reason for excluding the epigrams from 

the main list. They must have been few in number, not enough 

to form a BiBAiov. Only one, of two lines, survives; and in view 

of the comprehensiveness of the Anthology the disappearance of 

the rest is fairly strong proof that they were not many in all. 

The last item of the list proper then is dpapara tpayxa 4’. Is 

1 ““Oratione soluta,” Bernhardy. 

3 See Schroder’s edition of Pindar, pp. 387—8. 

20-——2 
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it likely that Suidas would have gone on to the miscellanea without 

some particle to mark the transition? Suppose he marked it by 

xai: how is the loss of «at to be explained? It so happens that 

{’, which immediately precedes érrypappara, is suspicious. To no 

other of the seventeen books is the number of pieces in it added. 

Some scholars therefore eject {° as a repetition of the " ar the 

beginning of the list, where it is the total of the books. Such 

a repetition is not very likely. A better remedy is to suppose thar 
«& came from one of the common compendia for «a, a kappa with 

a curl beneath the last stroke’. The top stroke of the sefa may 

be a survival of the grave accent of cat The corruption would of 

course be helped by the fact that .{° had occurred not long before. 

If this explanation is nght, Suidas’ list originally ended thus :...dpapera 

Tpayua. «ai éxvypaspara ¢xuca, xai xaradoyadyy rapameras ros 

“EX\yor wai aka riciora. 

The oniy ep:gram which is ascribed to Pindar is this": 

yaipe Sis ASyoas cai Ks radoe erriJolgons, 

“Horod, atperas perpor fyew codcys. 

The Linzuage :s not the Dore of his odes but Iomc, and not the 

Tonite of Heradocus and Hippocrates. bat the Ionic of Homer and 

exe, Teocgh dés cozplet is prodalty noc by Pincar. its dialect is 
thar in which his genome eoicrams were proadiy emitten; for 

thoark a Kwok dinect was ancaxcnulr used for epigrams in early 

trax the Tonite of exe Ss very mech more common Now Sundas 

heals ho mun Os of the severteen lune boots wich an mdcdcanion of 

chert Cinect: Meant Nalecra ADD thas sorviwes w Poncar 3s writen 

st TNs excere this cce epigam. What cere “akeiy than that on 

ecmirg to the eracvacts Scidus ox bs acthomty s®ocke mendan that 

they were tec writen = Thame ike the Inte poe cs ict m the epic 

capevt? Yous erea mucht comevily ment "ot the ete Galect.” 

Tr ort S7es Tet ment Taunt ito meats tothe. The Greek scholars 

txt uwe fat the teed of some word to Senoes the espe Galect as 

Sscmet Sem rem Iome ars eres i2¢ erieas Were TET nararal 

Words tr Stawse. Ewer VY othe gfe: camer Sims cs ScGas. the 

CREA TD erwwas 3 STL 

7 ke Tex: Sermo Faayresece: TN Tiwameds oot oof 
can Fnaqvt)|er. bo Shree oarcaetems 9 em uyrit bree cuews the 

STU BS WE BE Th 

2 Noone § atflum 7 «ah 
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ércxws in Suidas’ note on Theognis and ém«d in his note on 
Pindar support each other, and make it at least possible that both 
are used with reference to dialect’. 

APPENDIX III. 

THEOGNIS AND TYRTAEUS. 

UNTIL a few years ago the common opinion of the learned put 

Tyrtaeus in the obscurity of the seventh century before Christ. Since 

1896 his career has been placed by one scholar in the Messenian 

war which began about 464, by another in a revolt of the Messenians 

at the end of the sixth century and the beginning of the fifth; 

another has thought fit to condemn the poems which bear his name 
as an Athenian forgery made during the Peloponnesian war; and 

another has shewn that the Laotychidas who is connected with the 

story of Tyrtaeus is not necessarily the conqueror of the Persians 

but possibly an earlier king, the fourth after Theopompus and the 

fifth before the victor of Mycale’. 
Now in discussing those poems of the Theognidean collection 

which resemble passages of Tyrtaeus I have taken it for granted that 

Theognis was the later poet of the two. He certainly was so if 
Tyrtaeus lived in the seventh century or in the time of the first 
Laotychidas ; and even if he flourished about 500, his poems may 
still have been known to Theognis, who saw at least the Persian 

invasion of 490. ‘Tyrtaeus was later than Theognis only if Dr Verrall 

is right in connecting him with the Messenian war which broke 

1 If such is the meaning of éwixd, Suidas divided Pindar’s writings into three 
classes, of which the first was vastly more important than the other two: (1) poems 
(lyric) in Doric, (2) poems (epigrams) in the epic dialect, (3) prose. 

2 See A. W. Verrall in the Classical Review, x. (1896) pp. 269 ff.; R. W. Macan 

in the same, xi. (1897) pp. ro ff.; A. W. Verrall in the same, pp. 185 ff.; 

W.N. Bates in the Zransactions and Proceedings of the American Phslological 

Association, xxviii. (1897) pp. xlii. ff.; E. Schwartz in Hermes, xxxiv. (1899) 
pp. 428 ff.; H. Weil’s Etudes sur PAntiquité grecque, pp. 193 fi.; J. Beloch in 
Hermes, xxxv. (1900) pp. 254 ff. 
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out about 464 My reasons for not accepting this date are 

these. 
Firstly, what we know of the war of 464 leaves little room 

for Tyrtaeus. Athens sent Cimon with troops, no: Tyrtaeus with 

songs, to the Spartans’ aid. 

Secondly, the victor of Mycale was banished from Sparta mn 
469. Thus, unul ‘the spurious analogy inserted in Herodotus’’ 
rs finally condemned, we must suppose thar the poet Rhianus was 

referring to the earlier king when he said that in the ume of Ansto- 

menes the king of Sparta was Laotychidas. 

diy, something may sill be said about the passage of 

Lycurgus* which led Dr Verrall to his change of date. How does 
Lycurgzs account for the Spartans’ peziuon which caused Tsttaeus 

to be sent? More precisely, to what Gocs roryepoes’ refer? Not, 

I think. to the renown which the Athen:ans won at Marathon, but 

to an older renown which they wount have forieted if they had 

Vielcec to Perma im 490. ova exi vy doky pee Gpovorvres, sais 

the orazor, ai" éxi re rarrps afta rparrer. That he thougat of 
Marat=on only as ome exampie (:hocgh whe finest) of the self 

sacrzbe:nz heroism of che Atherians, he shews by his use of yorw 

anc of the imperfects érerpéeroy and érebaarrro’ Like the battle 

of Mazazthor. the rectation of Home: at the Panazhenaea is mentioned 

ociy as the Dest example af sometting more. Lessons from Homer 

reac once every four vears can hard:y Lave had br themselves much 

ecocatonaz, eect; but ther hetosened arc ranted a widespread 
hadi: of taking Home for gente. I: 35 to this haber and the spirit 

wizc engencered it that I wocid reter che words renepore otres 

anc I shccsé de loth ta say that Lycerecs coud not have extended 

toe baic: amc che spim: as far hack as the seventh century or 
the Dermmning af the <xth 

For chese reasons I tee fustited in assuming that Tyrtaeus wrote 

betcre Toeogmss Bet wear cic he write? The question .of the 

actSenwcity c€ the Tyrtaean poems has recentiy been discussed 

* [apsace Sem. & pe rtA tn 3 

2 Je craven, $ 192-1198 

3 The Exe word of § ron. 
“ow ED: “eqsan bce scmuiry teei :> coemect 2 general proposition, a 

PaCS: exbirguc. ApS the reform to the genera’ oeoposmaon, mm §§ 96—8S: cal 
ame we yore a crt Sar.erw-es_._. oar, yeu tir Ledpw ._.. Teryapew 
Ara e, CFT UE TS Lees Gar |. 
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by U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff', who decides that ‘the book 
Tyrtaeus which Plato and Lycurgus had read was related to the 

true Tyrtaeus as our Theognis is related to the true Theognis”’; that 
Is to Say, it contained authentic poems, remodellings of authentic 

poems, and poems in which Tyrtaeus had no hand. We are con- 

cerned with this opinion here only in so far as it touches what 
Bergk calls fragment 12, the poem which contains the two passages 

on which lines 933—8 and 1003—6 of Theognis are based. This 

elegy is not by Tyrtaeus, says Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, and its 
completeness excludes the thought of a remodelling; it contains 
nothing Spartan, and nothing archaic except padsov. But his 

criticisms do not seem to prove, and nobody is likely to prove, 

that it could not have been written, for instance, between 550 and 

500; and for my argument it matters not where or by whom it was 

written, but only that it was known to Theognis. Thus the con- 
nexion which I have endeavoured to trace between this elegy and 

the lines of Theognis requires neither acceptance nor rejection of 

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff’s views. 

APPENDIX IV. 

LINES 903—30. 

THE only poem in our collection which can safely be condemned 

on grounds of language is lines yo3—30. 
903. avadAwow appears only here and in Thucydides vi. 31. 5. 

It is correctly formed, however, and avdAwya occurs in Aeschylus. 

Onpwv is generally regarded as corrupt, but no good conjecture has 

been made. To read @ypwv, as some suggest, is to imply that 
903—30 are more than one poem, since in 923 the poet addresses 

himself to one Democles. The only place where division is even 
possible is after 904. This would leave us with one poem of two 
lines and another of twenty-six. But g03—4 can scarcely have 

1 Die Textgeschichte der griechischen Lyriker, pp. 197 ff. (in the Abhandlungen 

der koniglichen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen. Philologisch- 
historische Klasse. Neue Folge, Band iv. Nro. 3. 1900.) 

2 P. 115. Compare Reitzenstein, Zpigramm und Skolion, p. 46. 
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stood by themselves in any poet, certainly not in Theognis. Either 
they are a platitude, or they are the introduction to a discussion of 

ways and means. Even if @nper were read, it should not be referred 

to the tyrant of Agrigentum, the last person in the world to whom 

such a poem would be addressed. 

904. «xvdiorny aperqy may be defended by companson with 

Aeschylus, Supplices 13, xv&0or ayéev: Bacchylides i. 25, 6 5 o& 
Endy Geovs éArrié&t xvdporépg caiva xéap. 

905. In «xardeiv the preposition has lost its force. In Homer 

xafopay always means ‘to look down upon”; and so probably in 

the hymn to the Delian Apollo, 137: AjAos...xaBopwooa Aws Ayrovs 
ve yevéOXnv—the craggy island Jooks down upon the god. So probably 

in Pindar, Pythian ix. 49, where Chiron says to Apollo: xwr péedAa 

xwrdbev dover ev xabopas— from thy lofty height,” says Professor 

Gildersleeve. ‘Apollo is a oxowos, and xara is not effaced.” Certainly 
xaOopav has its proper force in Aeschylus, Supplices 1059: ri Se 

ptdAdAw dpéva diav xaopav, ow aBvogorv ;— where aBvocov shews that 

xafupavy means “to look down’ into.” It does not seem to mean 

merely ‘“‘to perceive” before Euripides, fragment 965 ; Aristophanes, 

Knights 803. So perhaps in Herodotus ix. 59, and certainly in 

Plato, Laws x. 905 B. 

go8. A has geiSecOar paddrov rovrovw elxye Biov. All other 
manuscripts have rovrov é6v, which is accepted by Bergk and Sitzler. 

Turnebus proposed Piov. Bekker followed A and read rotroy iv’ 
lye Biov. ‘This is to be preferred. rovrov will then refer to ds, and 
the imperfect after tva 1s due to the fact that the iva clause depends 

on an unreal condition in present time. go7—8 will then mean: 

‘it would be natural for the man who had longer time to await 

his fate to spare rather than spend, that he might have substance for 

it.” The slight change of rodrov to rovrw would perhaps be an 

improvement—rovrw referring to mrAeiw xpovov: “that he might have 

substance for that term.” But the poem is so bad that attempts to 
improve it by emendation are hardly justified. 

913. damavay does not occur in the Homeric poems, Hesiod, 

Pindar, Bacchylides, or the tragic poets. It belongs essentially to 

prose. Pindar is so fond of dSazavy that if the verb had existed in 
his time he would probably have used it. zpvxw Biov must mean 
“drag out a dull existence.” There is perhaps no parallel to this in 

Greek literature. ‘The Homeric use of rpvxw and xatarpvyw would 

suggest for tpvxw Brov the meaning “waste my substance,” the con- 
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trary of what our passage requires. Thus 913 presents a ridiculous 
ambiguity. 

916. otrov éXevBépiov, food fit for an éAevOepos. Such an ex- 

pression is almost incredible in Theognis, who uses éAevOdpiov once 
only, In 538, where it has a very natural meaning. 

918. obmrvywv. érirvyxavw does not seem to occur elsewhere 
before Euripides, who uses it once only, in Heracles 1248: cipyxas 

érituxévros avOpwirov Aoyous, 6 émituxwy, O TvXWV, 6 éruwiy are thus 
used in prose. 

gig. és dxatpa ovety, “waste his labour.” axapa Aé€yev and 

axaipws moAw oixovpovvra are found in Aeschylus, but the combination 
és axaipa seems to be unexampled. 

921, vmayw intransitive is found only in prose, comedy and 

satyric drama (Euripides, Cyclops 52), but in early poetry only here. 
922. mwrwyeve didovs wavras. Elsewhere wrwxedw takes an 

accusative of the alms only, never of the giver. 

925—6 are unintelligible in the manuscripts, and the attempts 

that have been’ made to emend them into some sense have not had 
much success. 

928. ev rode yéver xpypar éxev has been taken to mean 
‘‘manage one’s money on this principle.” But surely the line must 

mean: “among such men as these it is best to have money.” With 
these words the poet begins the conclusion of his tiresome argument. 

Money is best after all, for money makes friends. Even thus, 

however, rowde yéve is strangely abrupt. 
The evidence of language is supported by the evidence of style. 

The writer is possessed of a certain facile badness which is quite 

unlike Theognis. The whole poem is prosaic in ‘the extreme. 
Bergk thinks it the work of some one divided by no long interval of 
time from the man who made our collection. But at the time when 
Bergk supposes our collection to have been made good and in- 

telligible Greek was still being written. Probably the poem is the 
pastime of some late scholar moderately familiar with Homeric and 

Attic idiom but incapable of reproducing it. If he or any one else 

desired to foist it upon Theognis, no better place could have been 
chosen than just before 931—72, a cynical couplet well worthy of 

our poet. amoxAaie of 931 has the authority of one passage of 
Aeschylus and two of Sophocles. 

It must be remembered, however, that this poem is unique in 

our collection for the badness of its language and style. To admit 
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that here and there poems by other authors have been introduced 
into the text of Theognis is not to admit that the text is a patchwork 

of poems by many hands. From interpolation of one kind or 

another few classical writers have remained quite free. 

APPENDIX V. 

THEOGNIS AND THE WRITERS OF THE FIFTH CENTURY. 

PINDAR was born according to the common account in 521, 

according to Mommsen and Bergk in 518. He was therefore at 

least twenty-seven years old when ‘lheognis wrote lines 773—88, and 

he may have been as much as forty. He died at the age of eighty. 

Thus perhaps about half his life fell in the lifetime of Theognis. 

Theognis lived for a time in exile at Thebes', so that Pindar was 

probably familiar with his poems, perhaps with the poet himself. 
There are a few almost certain references to Theognis in Pindar. 

Nemean vill. 17: otv Oep yap ro durevOeis cABos avOpurrace 
mappovuwtepos. Compare Theognis 197—8. As von Leutsch remarks, 

the use of wappovyov in the one and of zappovurepos in the other 

puts their connexion beyond doubt, for these are the first appear- 

ances of the two words. They had a singularly short life in classical 

Greek. Besides the passage of Pindar wzapapovos occurs only once, 

in Xenophon’s Memorabilia. Besides the passage of Theognis 

wapapovtzos occurs only in Pindar, Pythian vii. 21; twice in the 

Memorabilia, and once in the Zheages. ‘lhe passage of the seventh 
Pythian is instructive: 

via 5 evrpayia xalpw ti: ro 8 adyvupas, 
POdvov ape Bopnevov 

ta cada épya. davti ye pav 

oUTw Kev avdpi mappovipav 

OadrXrAowav evdatpoviav 

Ta Kai ta dhéper Oar. 

It seems best to connect ovrw with zappovipay, which is of course to 

be taken predicatively with @uAAowar. ta xat ra will then mean 

1 L. 1209. 
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‘envy as well as praise,’ and the meaning of the whole will be 

something like this: ‘Some joy I have of thy new success, but 
sorrow for one thing, that envy is the requital for glorious deeds. 

Howbeit they say that good fortune blooming thus unceasingly must 

win for a man both portions.’ 

In Theognis 397—8 we read: ‘The bad man’s mind accordeth 
neither with good nor with ill, but the good man must bear with 

either lot’: 

tov 5 avr’ ovre Kaxois érerac vdos ovr ayaGoicr. 

rov 5 ayadov rodpav xp ta Te Kat Ta Héperv. 

Ta té kat ta may refer directly to the neuter plurals xaxots and 
ayaGoiow of 397; but Pindar’s use of the phrase suggests that here 

also it is vague, referring to no expressed antecedents. 
It is scarcely possible to regard the resemblance between the 

passage of Theognis and the passage of Pindar as due to chance. 

The form of words ra xai rd or ta Te xai ra occurs first in this line 
of Theognis. In Pindar it is by no means common, occurring six 

times in all. Of these six the present passage is the oldest, whether 

the seventh Pythian ode belongs to 490, the year of Marathon, or to 

486. It seems possible that by ¢ayr: Pindar refers especially to line 

398 of Theognis, and uses the Theognidean expressions zappovipav 

and ra xai ra with the purpose of laying stress on this reference. 

Pindar has changed ¢épev, ‘bear,’ to PéperOa, ‘win,’ keeping the 
verbal resemblance and at the same time introducing an oxymoron. 

Thus the history of wapapovizos and mapapovos is this. Before 

Theognis they are not found. Theognis used zappovipos once. 

Pindar used zappdvipos once and madppovos once, in both cases just 

because wappovcyos was a word peculiar to Theognis. Then both 
words vanish from literature for about a hundred years. In prose of 

the fourth century they appear four times’. After that they are 

found no more in good Greek. 

Let us now consider the five other passages of Pindar where ra 
Kat T& OCCUTS. 

Isthmian v. 46—53: 

TOAAG pév aprierns 

yAwood por rofeipar exer wepi Keivwv 

1 Valckenaer reads wapauériuos for rapdyovos in Memorabilia ii. 10. 3, thus 

eliminating rapdyoves from all classical Greek except the passage of Pindar. This 

may be right. 
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KeAadduev’ Kai viv ev “Ape 

paprupyoa Kev mods Alavros épOw6eica vavrais 

éy woAvdbopw Sadrapjs Ards on Bpw 

avapiOnwv avdpay xaralaevre povy. 

GAN’ Spws xavxaya xaraBpexe oryg: 

Zevs ra re xai Ta veel, 

Zevs 6 wavtwy Kupws. 

Compare Theognis 419—20, 669—70, 8156. The idea, apparently 

first found in Theognis, was one of which he was fond. 
Isthmian iw. 30—35: 

Tav aTepatwy yap dyvwro. gusTal. 
w 3 > a o a 4 

éorw 8 adavea TUyas Kat papvapevwr, 
‘ o @ € ’ 

mpiv téAos axpov ixérOac. 
~ “ Q -~ a Tay Te yap Kai twv ddor- 

‘ 4 ® a ¢ 

Kat Kpéogoy dvdpwy xeipovav 

éogaXre réxva xatapapyao’. 

With the first line compare 797—8 of Theognis; with the third line 
compare 594; with the last two lines compare 329. 

Olympian ii. 51—54: 
A “ “a 

To S€ TuyeLv 
, 2 id A“ 4 

Tepwpevov aywrias dvadpovay mapadve. 

6 pav mAovrTos aperats dedacdadApevos 

pepe Twy TE Kal Tw 
o 

Ka.Lpov. 

Pindar may be thinking of 129—130 of Theognis, which speak of 
apery, adevos and rvyn. 

Nemean i. 25—32: 

réxvac 3 érépwv Erepar- xpy 8 ev evdeiars ddois orefyovra 

papvacGa vg. 

mpacoe yap épyw piv oOévos, 

Bovraior 5¢ ppnv, eoadpevov mpoideiv 

ovyyevés ols Exerat, 
“Aynoddpou rai, céo 8 audi tpdrw 

TWY TE Kal TWY xpNCLES. 
3 4 ‘ 3 Ld “A 4 4 OvK €papat roAw év peydpw mAovTOV KaTaxpvwats Exe, 

GAN’ edvrwv ev te wabeiv Kai dxovaa Piras éfapxéwr. 

With the last two lines compare Theognis 1155 and 871, ovx 

épayat wAovrey and ef pi éyw rotow pev érapxéow of pe pircdor 
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With the first six lines compare 393—8, of which the last couplet 
was quoted above. The resemblance is rather of words than of 

thought. ei@eias...dva answers to Weia...dumepin, poyv to ppovet 

voos, €rera: to émerat, Tov TE Kal THY tOTa Te kai rd. Thus for the 

fifth time Pindar uses ra xat ra or td re xal rd ina passage which 
may owe something to Theognis. 

Pythian v. §4—57: 

movwy & ov tis amoxAapos éotiv ovr’ éverat: 
6 Barrov & érerat wadaws oABos eurav ta Kai ta vepuy, 
mupyos GOTEOsS Oppa Te PaevvoraToy 

E€vouwwe. 

With ov rus...€orev ovr éooeras compare Theognis 801: ovdels avOpwrwy 

our éooeras ovre wéepuxev.... With avpyos aoreos compare 233: axpe- 

moAts Kai mupyos éuy Keveddpove Snuw. The metaphor was also used 

by Alcaeus, and already in Homer Ajax is rupyos "Axaois. Thus 
connexion with Theognis cannot be proved here. It is to be 

observed that the fifth Pythian is one of the latest of the extant 

odes. 

We started from an imitation of Theognis in line 17 of the 

eighth Nemean ode. A little later in the same poem, in lines 37—9, 
is another echo of Theognis which seems to have been missed: 

Xpucov evxovrat, wediov 5 erepor 

amépavroy, ¢yw 5 aorois aduv xai xPovi yvia xadvpar, 

alvéwy alynra, popdav & émioreipwv aXitpois. 

With aorots aduv compare Theognis 24: actoiciy y ovxrw racw adeiv 
Svvapar, and 367—8 : 

ov Svvapat yvwvat voov aorav, ov Ti’ Exovow: 

ouTe yap €U epdwy avdayw ouTe Kaxws. 

This resemblance might pass for an accident but that the first line of 

the passage of Pindar resembles 719—20: 

Todv rot mAovrovcw, Gtw modus apyupés éore 

Kal xpvoos Kal yys mupodpopov sredia. 

wediov amépavrov is not in itself a natural expression for ‘‘ boundless 

estates.” The only similar use of zediov in the Homeric poems or 
in Hesiod is Odyssey iii. 421: aX ay’ o pev rediovd’. ért Boy tro ; 

430: 7AGe pév dp Bows éx mwediov. But the fact that the cow was 

to be found on the weSiov does not prove that wedtov meant a farm 

or pasture-land. Theognis defines his meaning by yqs savpodopov. 
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It would perhaps not be too much to say that wediov in the passage 

of Pindar is only made completely intelligible by the reminiscence 
of Theognis. This connexion of course rests on the assumption 
that 719—20 are not a poem of Solon’s, but a poem modelled on 

Solon’s by Theognis. This assumption receives some support from 

the fact that Pindar has another reminiscence of Theognis in this 
passage (acrois adduv) and from his other imitations of our poet. 

Olympian ii. 44: 16 wopow 8 eori codots aBarov xacddors. 
Compare 369—70 of Theognis: 

pupetvrar S€ pe modAol pds Kaxol Wde Kat écOdoi, 

pypetorOas 5 ovdeis trav acodwy Svvarat. 

Besides these two passages agogos occurs once in Euripides and 

once in Xenophon, but never again before Diodorus. It is never 

a mere synonym of adpwy; it is always used for the sake of anti- 

thesis, expressed or implied, with cogos’. Thus in Theognis and 
Pindar the avogo: are the laymen, the uninspired, in contrast with 

the poets, who are godot. The word never passed into common 

use. Hence its appearance in the two contemporary poets makes 

it probable that one coined it and the other borrowed it from him. 

With Pythian ii. 96, adovra & ein pe rots ayaboits optrdety, Compare 
31—34 of Theognis. With Pythian iv. 287—9: 

garti 3 eupev 

ToUT aviapoTarov, KaAd ywwoKovr’ avayKe 

exros éxew roda— 

compare 419—20 and 667—70. With Memean v. 16—18: 
ad Gg Lg OU Tol a7raga KEpdiwy 

a ld > ld .) 2 a 

daivowa mpocwrov adafe arpexys: 
a AY A s 4 4 2 , a 

Kal To otyav woAdaKs éott copwrarov avOpurw vonoar— 

1 In Euripides, Zilectra 1302, PolBov +’ doodor yAdoons évowal, it means 

‘“‘unworthy of the God of wisdom”: compare 1245—6: 

PoiBos 5é, PoiBos—drr’ Avat ydp éor’ éeuds, 

avy’ copds 8" wy obx Expncé ca codd. 

Xenophon, Memorabilia iii. 9. 4: copovs re xal éyxpareis...doépous re xal dxpareis. 

Diodorus ii. 29. 3: pthovogoicx followed by obx dadpws. S. Paul’s Epistle to the 
Ephesians, v. 15: sh ws dcopor GX’ ws codol. Plutarch, wepl rijs ’Adetdydpou 

Téxns, 8: Pirdcogos, followed by doddov cal rerugwyuévns. So the noun doodla 

means failure in the part of copés: Lucian, wept rs dorpodoylys, 2; Plutarch, 

Pyrrhus, 29. 
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compare 421—4. With JVemcean vii. 54—56: 

gug 8 éxarror dadépopey Brorav Aaxovres, 

6 pev ra, ta 8 adda tuyev 8 & advvarov 
evdaioviay admracav avedopevov— 

compare 441, 991—2. With /sthmtan i. 5, ri pidrepov xedvav toKéwv 

ayaOois; Compare 131—2. Fragment 42 of Pindar, like 355—60 of 
Theognis, advises concealment of misfortune. 

For other less certain echoes of Theognis in Pindar see 845—6 
and Pythian iv. 272—3, 1079—8o and Pythian ix. 93—6, 313—4 

and Pythian ili. 107—8, 655—6 and Memean i. 53—4, 213—8 

and fragment 43. The language of Pythian x. 30—42 has some 

likeness to that of 761—8 and 776—g9 of Theognis, but perhaps 

not more than description of the accompaniments of the worship of 
Apollo necessarily involved. 

This evidence seems to shew that Pindar was well acquainted 

with the poetry of Theognis. Some of his imitations have the look 

of complimentary quotation, which would imply that the poets were 

friends. 

Contemporary with Pindar was Bacchylides. If the Simonides 
to whom Theognis wrote 469, 667 and 1349 1s the poet of Ceos, 

his nephew Bacchylides may perhaps have met Theognis. The 

latter half of his first ode is full of reminiscences of the poet of 

Megara. With 21—23 and 43—46 compare Theognis 865—8, 

463—4, 149—50, 315—8 (the last a passage adapted by Theognis 

from Solon); with 27—33 compare 255—6, the AnAtaxov ériypappa. 

ill. 88—g1, like 1003—12 of Theognis, contrast virtue, which never 
fades, with youth, which cannot be renewed. With v. 53—55 
compare 441. v. 160—2 repeat the famous sentiment which 

Theognis, in 425—6, was perhaps the first to express; and 

Bacchylides, unlike Sophocles, has words to represent the penta- 
meter as well as the hexameter. Compare further 1117—8 of 

Theognis with x. 49—51 of Bacchylides, 1183—4 with xiii. 169g—70, 
401—2 with xiv. 16—18, 1048 with xvii. 46, 696 with fragment 54, 
167 with fragment 507. 

Panyasis, who was put to death about the year 457, has several 

echoes of our poet, one of them noticed by Clement of Alexandria. 

1 pidofertas in iii. 16 of Bacchylides supports girotevins in 1358 of Theognis, 
which has been suspected without cause, 
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The following lines look like a sort of answer to 971—2: 

fet aye 89 Kai aiv’s apery wi rs for nal avrn, 

ds K avdpwv woAd rAEioTov év ciAarivy peOv ivy 

eb xai émorapévus, ana 5 adXov hura xerevy. 

Of the imitations of Theognis in tragedy one is worth quoting. 

Euripides, Phoenissae 438—40: 

mara. pév ouv vuvnber, GAX’ ouws ep 

Ta xpypar avOpwrowt rytwrara, 

Svvapiv re wheloryy rav év avOpwras eye. 

The words radar pév obv turnSév suggest that Euripides was definitely 
referring to Theognis, 717—8. 

Imitations of Theognis in the old comedy are few but important. 
Athenaeus, vill. p. 364 A—C, writes as follows...éri voww ov Aap- 
Bavovres ra cipnéva. urd tov Tov Xeipwva weroinkdtos, cire Pepexparys 

éoriv eire Nixopayxos o pvOpixds H Oars Sy Tore: 

pyde ov y avdpa didrov xadéoas eri Saira Oareav 

axOov dpwy mapeovta: Kaxcs yap avnp rode pele: 

a\Aa par evxynAos téprov ppéva répre tr’ éxeivov. 

viv Sé rovTwy péy ovd ocAws péeprvnvras, ra Sé és atrav éxpavOdvoverw, 
@ a , “a > e o id A Ld ‘4 . 

arep tavra éx tov eis ‘Hoiodov avadepopevwy peyadwy ‘Hotwv xai 

peydAwy "Epywr rerapwdyrac: 

nav & nv twa tis Kardon Gvwy eri Setrvov, 

dxPopeO” Fv E\Oy kai vroBA€ropey rapedvra, 

xore taxirta Oipal’ éferAOciv BovrAoped’ airov. 
s afr e a > tA 

elra_ yvous rws rovd’ vmodeirat, xara Tis ele 
a ¢ mn o e > e o 

tov gupmwovtwy, “"Hdy ov; ti odx vrorivas ; 
> e UU so ° ’ a >, »# E ye e o 

ovx vroAvoas airov;'’ 6 8 axOerac airos o Ouwy 

T®) KatTakwAvovTi, Kai eds EdXef’ edeyeia: 
‘é , 79 a4 l4 4 . cia Mydéva pyr’ déxovta pévew Katépuxe map qpiv 

pyO eddovr’ eréyepe, Seywvidy:’? ov yap én’ oivors 

rovauti A€yopev Servifovres pirov avdpa ; 

What part imitation of Hesiod plays in this we cannot say; but 
€Aeyeia shews that the words pydéva...Xiwvidy are quoted from an 

elegiac poem of which the pentameters are omitted ; and this poem 
can only be Theognis 467 ff.: 

pndeva tavd aéxovra pévew Kxarépuxe Tap 7HpiV, 

pnde Oipale xéAXev’ ovx eOéAorr’ iévat, 
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pnd eddovr’ eréyape, Zypwvidy, ov tiv’ av yay 

OwpnxGevr’ otvp padOaxds varvos éXy. 

The majority of the evidence ascribes the Chiron to Pherecrates, 
who probably won his first victory in 438. This suggests that he 
was born not later than 460. The birth of the younger Euenus 

is perhaps to be put in this very year 460, so that Euenus and 

Pherecrates were contemporaries. It is not impossible that Phere- 
crates should have quoted from an elegist not older than himself, 
but at least it is more likely that he should put old-established lines 
into the mouth of his host. Thus this passage supports, or at least 

does not contradict, the evidence of our text. 

A reference to Theognis in 1362—3 of the Birds was considered 
above. Lines 1342—3 of the Wasps perhaps refer to an obscene 

interpretation of 1362 of Theognis. This suggests that the Modca 

watduxn may have had a certain vogue among the baser sort. In 
Theognis it is very unlikely that obscenity was designed. 

In Thucydides a doubtful imitation of Theognis is observed by 

a scholiast, and another by Clement. Herodotus has one almost 
certain imitation of Theognis, in i. 82: év dé dAcyapxiy wodAoicr 
aperny érackéover és ro Kowov éxOea tdia icyupa gpiréa eyyiverOar: 

airos yap éxacros BovAdpevos Kopudaios elvar yvupyot re vixav és Oca 

peyaAra adAyAowws amixvéovrar, é& wy oraces eyyivovra, ex 8% Tay 

otaciwy ddvos, éx 5&¢ tov govov aréByn és povvapxinv. Compare 

43—52 of Theognis, especially the last couplet. 

APPENDIX VI. 

OQPHZ=ZN. 

In line 842 0wpyoow means ‘to make drunk’: 

olvos guol ra pev adda yapilerar, tv 8 axdpioros, 
evr’ av Owpngas p’ avdpa pos exOpdv ayp. 

The passive occurs four times, in 413, 470, 508 and 884, meaning 

‘to become warmed with wine,’ ‘to get drunk.’ Compare Pindar, 
fragment 72: adoxw wore OwpayGeis érex addorpia "Oapiwy'. For the 

1 See Bergk’s or Schréder’s note. 

H. 21 
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same meaning the lexicons refer to Aristophanes, Acharnians 1135, 
in the passage where Dikaiopolis mimics Lamachos : 

AA. épe Sevpo, wat, Owpaxa roAquornptoy. 

AI. £a:pe, wat, Owpaxa xapoi rov yoa. 

AA. é& rede mpos rovs rodepiovs Owpygéopas. 

Al. & rede rpds rovs cuurdras Owpytopat. 

But though Aristophanes doubtless had this meaning of @wpyoccw 

in his mind, he could have used the word as he does here if it had 

never before been used with reference to drink. The scholiast on 

this passage has the following note: OwpygacGar yap éore ro xaox- 

AwOjvar, adAa Kat TO wivey Kai peOvew ovTwW Kadrovow, éredy Oupagt 

cai 76 ornOos: dua TO Oeppaivey ovv 7d oTyAOos Owpnocey A€yovow Kai 

to pePiev, kai Owpaxas rovs axpopefvcous éxdAovv. Kéxpyrat 5é¢ TH 

Agee ai "Avaxpéwy. éore S5¢ "Arrixy'. Elsewhere @wpyoow is used 

thus only in the medical writings of Hippocrates, Galen and Nicander, 

who have also the noun 6upyéis?. 

Did Theognis take the word from the technical vocabulary 

of medicine or from slang? No doubt it passed from slang to 

medicine: had it done so before Theognis wrote? In 174 he 

uses another medical term, yziaAos, ‘hot ague,’ which occurs no- 

where else in serious poetry ; and in 432 he mentions the ‘Ao«An- 

mada. Taken together the three words @wpycow, yriados and 
"AcxAymada: suggest that for some reason or other Theognis felt 

more than an ordinary interest In medical matters; and it is there- 

fore probable that he borrowed @wpycow from the vocabulary of 

medicine. 

Of the five lines, 413, 470, 508, 842 and 884, in which dwpycow 

appears, the first and the fourth belong to poems which Bergk does 

not suspect ; the second to a poem which many ascribe to Euenus ; 

the third to a poem ascribed by Bergk to Thaletas, by von Leutsch 

to Panyasis; the fifth to a poem assigned by Bergk to Tyrtaeus, by 

others to Polymnestus or Chilon. Let us assume that Bergk is 

right in each case. Then @wpyoow was used with reference to wine 

by Theognis of Megara, Euenus of Paros, Thaletas of Crete, 

1 Bergk, <Anacreontis Carminum Religuiae, fragment cxvii-: ‘‘Ex his 
scholiastae verbis non satis apparet utrum Anacreon Owpijccew an Odpag dixerit.” 

Probably from xéxypnrat onwards the scholiast is speaking of @wpag only, since 

Owpat, but not Awpicow, is an Attic form. Compare Bergk, P.L.G.‘ iii. p. 291. 
2 Galen: rh» perv pits % Oudpytcs Ne, rourdcriw Fro ardas olvov rdcis 7 

dxparearépov. 
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Tyrtaeus. Thaletas was contemporary with Lycurgus; Euenus 

perhaps with Socrates, though in Bergk’s opinion lines 467—96 

belong to the older Euenus. However that may be, @wpycow was 

thus used in poetry from the time of Lycurgus to the time of 

Theognis and Pindar, in the beginning of the fifth century. It was 
used by poets of various cities—that is to say, it was the common 

property of Greek poetry—during several hundreds of years. Then 

why does it survive nowhere but in the Theognidean collection? 
Why not in the remains of Archilochus or Alcaeus or other poets 

who speak of wine? We are asked to believe in a strange caprice 

of fortune, whereby a word that was used by several poets, and 

might have been used by any one poet during a long period, has 

survived only in five passages of an anthology of thirteen hundred 

lines. Is it not more likely that the use of @wpycow in its medical 

sense was the peculiarity of ove poet, the same who used the medical 

term yiados? Pindar may have borrowed this, as he borrowed much 

besides, from Theognis. Anacreon, the only authority for the noun 
O@wpag in the meaning “drunkard,” was contemporary with Theognis 
and Pindar. 

APPENDIX VII. 

THE LELANTIAN PLAIN. (See p. 286.) 

THE discussion of this question would be incomplete without 

some reference to K. F. Hermann’s essay On the Struggles between 

Chalcis and Eretria for the Lelantian Plain’. He rejects the opinion 

put forward but apparently afterwards abandoned by K. O. Miller, 

that the war between Chalcis and Eretria was intimately connected 

with a division of Greece into two large parties—on the one side 

Argos, Thebes, Aegina, Arcadia, Pisa, Histiaea, Chalcis; on the 

other Sparta, Athens, Plataea, Corinth, Mycenae, Epidaurus, Elis, 

Thespiae, Eretria, Miletus*. The history of the struggle between 

Sparta and Argos for the possession of Cynuria, together with other 

1 Pp. 189—200 of his Gesammelte Abhandlungen und Bestrage sur classischen 

Litteratur und Alterthumskunde. 

2 This is quite incompatible with the passage of Thucydides quoted above. 

2I—2 
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evidence, convinces him that there was more than one struggle 
between Chalcis and Eretria for the possession of the plain. With 

the first of these wars of which any trace remains is connected the 
poetical contest wherein Hesiod defeated Homer’. In another 

there is mentioned a Pharsalian named Cleomachus and his zatduxa, 
a Chalcidian of Thrace*; so that this war must have been later 

than the colonization of Thrace by the Euboeans, which began 

perhaps not before 740 B.c. Others probably followed’. 

APPENDIX VIII. 

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES. 

219—20: 

Mndev ayav acxadXe rapaccopevwy rodiyntéwy, 

Kupve, péonv 8 epxev tiv oddv, worep yu. 

If yydev is an adverb, ‘not at all,’ it is hardly compatible with ayayr. 

Probably it is governed by acyaAAe: ‘be not much vexed at aught.’* 

Van der Mey translates peony ryv ddov as if it were tTHv péony Gdov: 

but the meaning must be ‘keep to your path, inclining neither to 

the right nor to the left.’ Theognis does not advise trimming, but 
perseverance in a chosen policy. The words wowep éyw imply that 

1 Plutarch, Banguet of the Seven Sages, ch. 10. 

2 Plutarch, 'Epwrixés, ch. 17. 
3 That the quarrel between Chalcis and Eretria lasted till the Persian wars is 

implied by a passage where Plutarch defends ol undlcavres (de malignitate Herodoti, 

ch. 35): To yap ris ExOpas yédody eoriew’ odre yap Alywrras éxwducey 7 wpds 

AOnvaious Stapopda cal Xadxideis } wpos 'Eperpiéas xal Kopw lous % xpos Meyapéas 

Ty EdAd& oupuaxeiv. No recent writer on Theognis has suggested—I am not 

aware that any one has ever suggested—that the references to Cerinthus and the 
Lelantian plain are to be taken not literally but metaphorically; as we speak of a 

man ‘‘crossing the’ Rubicon” or ‘‘burning his boats.” This is just possible, but 
very far from probable. We do not speak metaphorically of a man ‘‘crossing the 
narrow stream of the Rubicon,” nor would Theognis have spoken metaphorically 

of ‘‘the good wine-land of Lelanton”; the epithets are out of place. K.O. Miiller 

seems to refer 891—72 to the Persian invasion of Euboea. But Herodotus’ account 

gives Darius no time to attack Cerinthus. 
* Compare Euripides, Orestes 785: Odvaroy daxd\\wy rarpyor. 
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when Theognis wrote this couplet he held some important post in 

the state, perhaps the post of aicvpzyjrys. But it would be rash to 

infer that Cyrnus too held such a post, for Theognis might have 

addressed this advice to any man. 

In 309—312 the readings of A and O are almost at one; the 
inferior manuscripts give poor attempts to emend. If elvac in 309 is 

an imperatival infinitive, the indicative Soxe¢ cannot be right in 310, 

for the change of mood would be intolerably harsh. doxe is quite 
out of the question. Thus either doxot must be read; or, if dSoxet 

is read, «fvac must depend upon Soxet. Now if the pér of 309 Is 
answered by the dé which follows 6vpyqg: in 311 (that is to say, if 
éy avociracw is in contrast with Oupy¢:), the poem is awkwardly 

constructed, and the ordinary punctuation is wrong: a comma 
should be put at the end of 310 and a colon in the middle of 311. 

But if the pév is not answered by this 5é, it must be answered by the 

S€ of 310. If so, év, and to a lesser extent «fva:, must be emphatic, 

and the meaning is: ‘The prudent man seems to de among his 
boon-companions, but everything seems to escape him as if he were 

away.’ év...elvac is contrasted with dzeovra, his bodily presence with 

his apparent absence of mind. Further, if @vpyde means ‘after he 

has left the party,’ the participial clause which forms 312 is attached 

to the wrong verb, to «iy instead of ¢épor. Hence Bergk and others 

would transpose 310 and 312. If the present order of the lines Is 

right, Ovpyd: kaprepds must mean something like ‘outwardly tolerant.’ 

‘Let him supply his share of fun, and be tolerant in outward show, 

marking each man’s spirit the while.’ 

Line 477 appears in the best manuscripts thus: 7 8 ws olvos 
xapteararos avédpt werocfa. Athenaeus quotes the line with 7xw. 

Two poor manuscripts have deiéw, which is adopted by Bergk and 

others. Mr H. Richards' defends this use of xe, comparing it 
with «} yxev and xaxws yew (to be well or badly off) and three 
similar uses of the verb in Sophocles. ‘In Theognis ws olvos «.7.A. 
shews that this is the meaning: he is just in the state which is (to 

use Hamlet’s word) most gracious.’ He therefore reads yaw with 

Athenaeus. But will not the future 7€w serve? It means: ‘I shall 
be in the most gracious state (when I reach home).’ 

1 Journal of Philology, xxv. (1897) p- 87. 
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The difficulties of 511—-22 are great, but their solution is not 

beyond hope. The first question is raised by 513. Memory of 

such passages as Odyssey ix. 99 and xili. 21 has led some scholars to 

assume without a doubt that two is a preposition governing {vya. If 

this were so, the line would mean: ‘I will put beneath the thwarts, 

against the ship’s sides, such things as I have and such as the gods 
vouchsafe.’ But the dative wzAevpgow will hardly bear this local 
sense ; and as the poem clearly supposes that the guest will stay, it 

would be strange if the host’s first words spoke of preparations for 

his departure. Much more probably tro goes with Oycopev: ‘be- 
neath the ship’s sides I will put such {vya as I have.’ What then 
would these {vya be? The word has elsewhere two or three meanings 

in connexion with ships’, but none which suits this passage. If 513—4 
are concerned with the poet’s arrangements for his guest’s accom- 

modation, it is conceivable that ‘putting {vya beneath the ship’s 

sides’ might refer to some means of making the ship fast; perhaps 
to props which would hold it up as it lay beached?. It matters little 
whether the poet is thinking of the actual ship in which Clearistus 

came, or using a metaphor to express his arrangements for the 

entertainment of the guest himself. 

xataxeo in 516, if it is sound, must mean “feast thou wth thy 

Jriend.”* The poet intends to leave Clearistus and his friend to 

themselves. Then ovjs fevins in 518 would mean “for your enter- 

tainment of your friend.” Clearistus is to be allowed an occasional 

visitor, but the end of the poem warns him that his host cannot 

provide for a second permanent guest. 

Even if these guesses are right, the lines are still not free from 
fault. KAecapiw® of 514 is painfully close to KAeapiore in 511, Trav 
ovrwy in 517 to ray ovrwy in 515. But in the longer pieces of the 
Theognidean collection good structure is rare. ; 

The poem may be translated thus: “ Through the deep sea hast 

thou made thy way, Clearistus, bringing naught, poor soul, to me 

who have naught. Anchorage, be sure, I will give thee, such as 

I have and such as the gods vouchsafe; and the best of my store 
I will set forth. And if any friend of thine come hither, feast as thy 

1 See C. Torr, Ancient Ships. 
2 The Epuara of /itad i. 486, ii. 154, Hymn to the Pythian Apollo 329. 
3 The singular is strange, but compare Horace, Sermones 11. vi. 66: 

oO noctes cenaeque deum, quibus ipse meique 

ante larem proprium uescor. 
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friendship bids; naught of my store will I hide away, and no finer 
fare for thy guest’s sake will I bring from elsewhere. And if any 

ask of my life, thus say to him: ‘Ill for bliss and well for woe’. 
Not his the need to forsake one old friend: not his the power to 

give bed and board to more’.” 

I do not know if 567—70 have been rightly understood: they 
have certainly been translated wrong. In Hertel’s edition oyopa 

is rendered by ‘uidebor’?; Patin translates dAécas yxy ‘privé 

de vie.’ But the connexion between yuxyw and adoyyos, daos 
and owopar, should not be missed. yvyxnv has its original meaning 

‘breath.’ ‘I shall lose my dreath and lie vosceless; I shall quit the 
lovely Agh? of the sun and see no more.’ 

In 659 A has rotro ri, O rov™, the rest rovro 7. The editors 
are divided between ovd' dudcat ypy rotr’ ov pyrote tpnypa Tod 
éorac and ov dudoa xpy Tov Sri pyrore wpiy7ypa tod éorat. The 

latter is nearer the reading of the manuscripts, and should therefore 

be preferred. On parore see Goodwin's Syntax of Greek Moods 

and Tenses, § 686, where it will be seen that this use of uy in oaths 

is as old as Homer. 

The long poem 667—8z2, an allegory addressed to Simonides, 
in which the state 1s likened unto a ship, ends thus: 

TavTa por HVixOw Kexpuppéva ois dyaGoice: 

ywuworo. 5 av tis Kai xaxds, adv codes 7. 

é& Kéw ris népa; Simonides perhaps could have said; but since 
Theognis wrote four and twenty centuries ago, one may admit the 
obscurity of the poem today without incurring the charge of xaxéa. 
Thus MyAiov é« wovrov in 672 may be abandoned as a puzzle which 

we cannot solve*. But this at least is still clear, that the metaphor 

of the ship does not end before 680, and that therefore a nautical 
meaning should be given to xdopos, dSaopds and gdopriyot. oprizyol 

1 No doubt a proverbial phrase. Compare Cicero ad Atticum iv. 1.8: ita sunt 
res nostrae—ut in secundis fluxae, ut in advorsis bonae. 

2 In Seber’s second edition ‘videbo’ is substituted. 

3 U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff on Euripides, Herak/es, 151: ‘‘Theognis 
672 redet der dichter in einer ritselrede von einer fahrt durch den My\cos révros* 

darin verbirgt sich etwas bestimmtes, denn die melische see ist gar kein gewohnlicher 
geographischer begriff.” 
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must mean ‘merchant-seamen,’ and the poet must refer to the power 

of the mercantile class in the state. Even if the word ever means 
‘ porters,’’ it is absurd to translate it ‘porters’ here?) xoopos should 

be translated ‘discipline.’ Sacpos perhaps means ‘rations,’ and in 

any case it has nothing to do with yjs avadacpds. Finally ores 
in 676 shews that xuBepyyrny does not refer to any one statesman. 

In the first line of the poem A has 76», the other manuscripts 
poev. The editors are divided between 75n, g5n, 7dev, and various 
conjectures. 57 equivalent to elyov is strange?; 759 can hardly 
mean ‘formerly’; and ooa would be far more appropriate than ota 
with xpyyara, These objections exclude ofa wep dy, and ola wep 

non if it be taken with what precedes. The remedy is to remove 
the comma from the end of the line and to connect ofa rep 7d with 
ovx ay dvigunv: ‘I should not be vexed as I am now.’ 

729—30 have been mis-translated* and mis-emended®. ‘Thoughts 

have got men for their portion, thoughts with many-coloured plumage 
that weep for the soul and for life.’ Thoughts are imprisoned 

in men like birds in a cage. dvOpwrwv is governed by éayoy. 

Homer's wrepov 7é vonua made it easy to think of thoughts as 
winged things. 

For the readings of the manuscripts In 733 see my critical note. 

The L£tymologicum Magnum® gives the words a@npys, abepéws and 

adepés, giving avOddys and equivalent words among its interpreta- 

tions. Hence Bergk read adepys in 733. The form a@ypys accounts 

better for the readings of the manuscripts. I have substituted the 

neuter plural aO@ypqy: for since Oup@ and pera pect are distinguished, 

an accusative is wanted to balance cyérAva. With aOypz7 it is perhaps 
unnecessary to read 6 with O instead of 8. 

1 See Stephanus-Dindorf s.v. goprayuryés. 
2 Patin, for example, translates thus: ‘‘ce sont les portefaix qui commandent.” 
* Camerarius has the following note: rovr’ €0é\ec dé Aédyew, ef rd xpHmara 

Exoyu, a rivd por yropuud dorw Srov Keira, 7 rboa Son eorly fh eun excornun Kal 

copia. But either of these interpretations requires of8a or (with attraction of mood) 
eldeiny, and with either old wep is bad. 

* Patin translates thus: ‘‘ Les pensées des hommes, qui s’attristent au sujet de 
la vie, ont recu des ailes changeantes.” 

5 dvOpwrous, Erador, Exovow (the dative of the participle), pupouévous, etc. 

© xxiv. 55. Hesychius preserves another form d@epés, to which he gives the 
meanings d»dyrov, dydcior. 
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In my treatment of 805—8 I am so fortunate as to agree with 

Crusius (whose text I had not seen when I made up my mind), 
except that he substitutes i@urepoy for the ev@urepov of the manu- 

scripts. There is something to be said for guev in 806: but though 
evOvrepoy éuey is a possible expression, edurepov ivey is far more 

likely; and ¢ is a smaller letter to insert than «. It has been urged 
that ropvov, ordOuns and yvwpovos are inappropriate to a verb of 

motion: but to what are they appropriate? ‘Straighter than 

plummet and rule’ is well enough (if yvwuwv means ‘rule,’ not 
‘square’): but what of ‘straighter than compasses’? ropvos seems 

to mean a peg at the end of a string, used for drawing circles; 

and why it should be a type of straightness 1s hard to see. The 

poet must have been thinking not of the shape of the repvos but 

of its symmetrical course; and if of the course of the ropvos, why 

not of the course of the lines drawn along the ora@yyn and the 

yv opuny ? 

In 882 IAaravrods is probably the name of a lake or stream. 
Pausanias! speaks of an open place called IlAaravoras, but this 

seems to be too near Sparta for our purpose. Because the author 

of this poem invites his heart to drink wine from Taygetus, he has 

been assumed to be a Spartan. By the same reasoning Keats would 
appear from a certain poem of his to be a native of Provence. 

It would be hard to prove that Theognis, who visited ‘Sparta, the 
glorious city of reedy Eurotas’,’ could not have received a present 

of wine from a Spartan friend. Buchholz suggests that Theotimus, 

who grew the wine, was the poet’s father: but was a son or a friend 
more likely to call Theotimus 0 yépwv ? 

In 1085 the readings of the manuscripts are singularly corrupt. 

Perhaps it is just worth while to suggest Aqpe avat: ‘My lord the 
People, many things it is hard for thee to bear, for thou knowest 

not how to do what pleases thee not.’ This reading, however, is 

nearer to O’s than to A’s: and all the manuscripts but A have what 
looks like a pitiful attempt to emend. 

In 1221—2, which are preserved only in Stobaeus viii. 9, Séos 

and doBos have been proposed, and the former accepted by Bergk, 

1 iii, 14. 8. 2 785. 
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in place of Aoyos, on the ground that the eighth chapter of Stobaeus is 
Ilepi AccAtas. But Adyos, ‘calculation,’ is quite appropriate: ‘ Calcu- 
lation is wont to bring many mistakes to mortal men, when the 
judgment is upset.’ The sentiment resembles that of the seventeenth 
extract in the same chapter, which is from Thucydides i. 89: yo077- 

pévuv 82 avdpav ovx édovoew al yvwpat pos Tovs abrovs Kuwdvvous 

opotar elvaz, The former extract is quite as worthy of its place in 
the chapter as the latter. 
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